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Summary

The site at Loughbown 1 (E2442) comprised an early linear feature, a bivallate ringfort,
a souterrrain, two possible structures, three smelting hearths, two corn-drying kilns and one
possible third kiln in the northern section of the excavation. The earliest activity at the site
was a linear ditch, charcoal from this feature indicated that it was possibly Middle Bronze
Age in date. This ditch was cut by the outer ditch of the ringfort. The evidence suggested that
occupation of the ringfort continued from the early medieval into the later medieval period,
but that the ditches were neglected in the later period of occupation.
Townland
Parish
Barony
County
Ministerial Order no.
E no.
OS Map Sheet
RMP
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Chainage
Elevation
Site type

ii

Loughbown
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Introduction

This report presents the results of an excavation at a ringfort in the townland of Loughbown, Co. Galway. The excavation was undertaken by Eachtra Archaeological Projects for
Galway County Council and the National Roads Authority and forms part of wider archaeological excavation programme undertaken by Eachtra within approximately 15 km of the
proposed N6 motorway (Contract 4, Figures 1-3).
Excavation revealed the remains of a bivallate ringfort (Figure 4). It was situated on the
side of a hill with sweeping views across the valley to the north and east. The site was characterised by an outer ditch (1.5 m width by 0.8 m depth and 63 m diameter) and a more
substantial inner ditch (3 m wide by 1.1 m deep by 42 m in diameter). There were at least two
re-cuts of the inner ditch and an inhumation burial was found at one inner ditch terminal.
The entrance was located to the south-east. Subsoil was removed from within the enclosed
area and the spoil from this probably contributed to a bank, the remains of which were located between the inner and the outer ditches.
A souterrain was found within the enclosure. It was constructed from limestone blocks
and roofed with large limestone slabs. The excavated portion measured 7.16 m long by 1.56 m
wide by 1.25 m deep, with a vent running from its eastern side. Geophysical survey revealed
that it continued for 2 m beyond the baulk (see below).
Other internal features included three possible corn drying kilns, where large quantities of oats and some wheat, barley and possible rye were found. Ironworking took place in
the east of the site, between the inner and the outer ditches, with oak identified as the main
industrial fuel. Three small smithing hearths were found and a radiocarbon date from one
indicated use in the high medieval period (date range cal AD 1047 – 1257).
The remains of modern buildings were found at the western end of the site, upslope and
overlaying the outer ditch. These buildings are first recorded on the 1838 Ordnance Survey
of Ireland map, illustrated as L-shaped with a courtyard and mature trees.
Finds from Loughbown 1 included wooden and bone combs, a quern stone, a stone
mould, a silver coin, a number of iron tools and other objects, with copper alloy objects
including a ringed pin, a knife, a buckle, a sheet with rivet holes and many fragments of
sheeting. Post-medieval contexts produced large amounts of ceramics dating from the 18th
to 20th centuries. Approximately 40% of the site survives outside the road corridor following
excavations.
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Site Location, Topography and Soils

The site is situated below the brow of a hill, affording good drainage and the maximum
view available across the valley to the north, northwest, northeast and east. As many as 10
ringforts and three burnt mounds/fulachta fiadh may have been visible across the low land
to the north prior to land improvements (these sites include RMP: GA87: 69 – 73, 87, 170
- 172). The site slopes from 68 m OD at the west end downwards to 63 m OD at the east
end. It looks down northwards over the present N6 roadway towards marshy ground and
Loughbown from which the townland derives its name. The site is marked on both the first
and third edition Ordnance Survey maps, with changes to the field system evident on comparison of the maps.
The area where the site was located is underlain by calp limestones which are covered by
glacial deposits and bog (RPS-MCOS & Ryan Hayden 2004). The site was located on soils
classified as gleys, with associated grey brown podzolics, derived from limestone glacial till.
Grey brown podzolics are good all-purpose soils and are highly suited to pasture production.
An esker runs close by to the south, which would have been a routeway from earliest times up
to the modern era. The landscape in the area today consists of undulating grasslands, divided
into a patchwork of small and medium fields.
A local landowner, now over 80 years of age, visited the site and he described that in the
mid 1960s the stumps of five or six felled mature beech trees were removed from the Loughbown 1 field. These stumps were pulled out with a bulldozer and the land levelled to some
degree. In exchange for the work undertaken, the adjacent landowner was allowed to plough
the field and plant corn for one year. This was corroborated by two other local people, one
of whom used to hunt in a copse of beech trees present when he was a boy. The presence
of these beech trees was also established by finds of relatively fresh, distinctive purple beech
roots during the excavation in the northern third of the site. The illustration of mature trees
on the 1838 OS map may actually be the same trees as those removed, some 125 years later.
This map also showed a building immediately west of the ringfort and the location roughly
matches the position of the modern building that was excavated as part of these archaeological works (see discussion below).

3

Background to the Development

The excavation was undertaken by Eachtra Archaeological Projects for Galway County
Council and the National Roads Authority and forms part of a wider archaeological excavation programme undertaken by Eachtra within approximately 15 km of the proposed N6
Galway to Ballinasloe dual carriageway scheme (Contract 4, Figures 1-3).
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Previous Archaeological Work

Fieldwalking was undertaken during the course of the EIA for the scheme and identified
a possible enclosure at the site of the Recorded Monument. The cultural heritage element of
the scheme EIA was compiled by Arch Consultancy and the site is described as an oval enclosure in quite bad condition.
Test excavations were undertaken Martin Jones on behalf of Galway County Council
under excavation Licence No. 03E1872 in mid December 2003, over a four day period. A
total of 20 test-pits (1 m x 1m) were opened in the southern third of the site within a 40 m
by 30 m grid. Prior to road re-alignment it was thought only 33% of the enclosure would be
impacted upon, resulting in only two test sections being opened further north.
Mixed deposits of soils and building debris were encountered. Finds of modern glass,
ceramics and a possible iron gardening implement were found. A small amount of animal
bone was also recovered. No evidence of earthworks or ancient occupation were exposed,
with remains of a possible modern animal byre or pen that had been levelled, being the only
notable feature. Topsoil stripping under archaeological supervision was recommended prior
to road construction.
A geophysical survey of the field containing the enclosure was undertaken as part of a
large-scale geophysical survey across the length of the entire scheme (ArchaeoPhysica 2004).
The results from the geophysical survey suggest a series of cultivation furrows running northeast to south-west, curving slightly northwards. Toward the eastern side of the site a strong
reading indicated the remains of a former field boundary. Further southeast near the local
access road, strong magnetic disturbance indicated that a building once stood beside the
road. In the western half of the field very closely spaced furrows were recognised which
were terminated at their eastern end by an anomaly which may represent a dwelling (the test
excavations undertaken by Jones [2004] confirmed the presence of a building at this point).
To the west of this possible dwelling the furrows are more regularly spaced and run in a
north-west to south-east direction. At the northern edge of the area investigated a spread of
magnetic debris was identified, which was interpreted as being either buried steel objects or
an area of intense burning.
Phase 1 test excavations were undertaken by Finn Delaney of Eachtra Archaeological
Projects on behalf of Galway County Council and the National Roads Authority (2005).
The excavation formed part of a wider archaeological assessment by Eachtra of approximately
15 km of the proposed N6 motorway (Contract 4). An area of 70 m east to west by 40 m
north to south was investigated. This included careful stripping of the topsoil in spits by a 13
ton tracked excavator, down to the uppermost archaeological deposits, followed by targeted
hand-cleaning and test excavation. Three areas of archaeological significance were noted and
were investigated further.
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On the higher ground at the westernmost point of the site stone and brick building
foundations were noted, with the door jambs presenting skillfully cut and dressed stone. A
weathered concrete floor was also identified and thought to be a later addition. These building remains are present on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (1838) and were thought to
be the remains of 19th Century farm buildings.
A well-defined and slightly curved mound and what appeared to be an outer bank were
identified. A 20 m trench running east-west, 2 m wide, was opened along the northern CPO
line, running through the mound and the outer bank to the east. This revealed a ditch 2.6 m
wide. A second trench through the linear internal bank indicated a grey gravel matrix, sterile
in nature. Neither the ditch or the inner bank had been previously identified.
To the east a series of plough furrows, some running perpendicular to each other, some
pits and two large spreads of black silt were noted. Deposits within these features contained
bone and iron slag. This area was thought to represent the remains of a possible iron-working
area.
Hand cleaning and planning of the building remains, with full excavation of the enclosure and possible iron-working area were recommended.

5

Methodology

The site was stripped of topsoil during Phase 1 testing in November 2005, with the sensitive area of possible iron-working covered with polythene until full excavation started at the
end of January 2006. Additional topsoil stripping was undertaken along the east, south and
west side of the site, this resulted in a stripped area of 80 m east to west by 45 m north to
south.
The building remains to the west of the site, on the highest ground, were hand cleaned.
One room of the building appeared to be earlier, less interfered with and better constructed.
This room was excavated to its foundations; other rooms were cleaned down to a decaying
concrete floor, measured, extensively photographed and planned.
The ringfort at the centre of the site was hand cleaned in its entirety and all internal features including the souterrain were fully investigated and recorded. The inner enclosure ditch
was hand sectioned strategically in 10 places along its length, accounting for approximately
70% of its volume. The outer ditch, which was discovered very late in the investigation, was
hand sectioned strategically in six places along its length. This meant that approximately 20%
of its total volume was excavated. All entranceway features and external deposits were fully
investigated and recorded. Sondages were opened both inside and outside the enclosure to
test for variations in local subsoils and to ensure that no further features were undetected.
The possible iron-working area to the east was fully hand excavated and recorded, with
baulks left in for reference purposes. A total of 130 kg of slag was sampled.
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Due to the fact that almost exactly 50% of the enclosure was under investigation, it was
possible to produce a single section along its diameter, with the section facing south. This
section included both inner and outer ditches at both ends of the section, the souterrain, the
mound, a possible corn-drying kiln and the internal linear bank. The section was 75 m long
east to west and was drawn and photographed in 5 m sections along its entire length.
Excavation was undertaken by sectioning and half sectioning where appropriate, with single context recording for important features. A full written, drawn, photographic and sample
record was undertaken, with all features and sections, subsequently surveyed in for accuracy.
Ground-based aerial photography was used throughout the excavation as a reference and recording tool, with oblique post-excavation shots taken when investigations were completed.
The excavation results are divided into groups and sub-groups for ease of reference. These
groups and sub-groups were based on stratigraphic relationships (where present), location,
association, samples, finds and in some cases dating.

6

Archaeological and Historical Background

The local history of the area around Ballinasloe is well documented thanks in large part
to the work of local historian Patrick Egan, whose detailed history of Ballinasloe parish was
published in 1960. Much of the information presented below is based on his work.

6.1

Early medieval landscape around Balliansloe and Aughrim

The modern Catholic parish of Ballinalsoe reflects a combination of two medieval parishes, Kilcloony and Creagh, which were situated either side of the river Suck. Kilcloony is
located on the western side of the Suck and is located within Co. Galway and the barony of
Clonmacowen. Creagh is located on the east side of the river Suck and is located within Co.
Roscommon and the barony of Moycarn. The parishes of Aughrim and Kilconell did not join
together until the 14th century and form part of the barony of Kilconell.
The townland of Kellysgrove and that part of Mackney townland now within the parish
of Clontuskert may have at one time been located in the parish of Kilcloony. An early draft
of the 17th century Books of Survey and Distribution (Simington, 1949-67) identify both
townlands as being in the parish of Kilcloony. Egan (1960, 13) states that the Ballinure River
south of Kellysgrove may well have been the earlier parish boundary.
The river Suck creates a natural boundary and territorial dividing line and consequently
the ford across the river at Ballinasloe has always assumed a strategic importance. The Slí
Mór, the great east to west highway, crosses the river at this point and passes along the hill
of Dunlo towards Kilconell and onwards to Clarinbridge (Geissel 2006). The Slí Mór has
been identified as running partly along the natural Eiscir Riada. This became one of the
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great natural boundary lines of ancient Ireland, dividing the country into two great divisions: Leath Chuinn and Leath Mhoga. The roads from Roscommon and Leinster converge
on Creagh while those from Portumna, Tuam and Galway combine on the west bank of the
Suck in Kilcloony.
According to Geissel (2006) the Slí Mór dates to the early medieval period and was primarily used by students moving between the great ecclesiastical centres along its route, such
as Clonmacnoise and Clonard, and the seaports of Dublin and Galway. A large esker also
runs north-west from Clontuskert Abbey and may well have linked the abbey with the great
Slí Mór.

6.2

Tribes and Mythology

The origins of the tribes and people who made up this thriving early medieval community are prehistoric and so by definition it is difficult to attribute tribal names and families
to distinct areas. St Grellan is purported to have intervened between the Uí Maine and the
earlier inhabitants around Kilcloony when he came to Magh Seincheineoil or the ‘the plain
of the ancient kin’. The Uí Maine established an exceedingly powerful petty kingdom; however, they remained tributary to the line of Cruchain the Goedelic kings who dominated
Connacht from earliest historic times until the coming of the Normans. The chief family of
the Uí Maine, the O’Kellys, established themselves as direct occupiers of the land around
Ballinasloe during the medieval period and the Goiedel Kings of Connacht also reappear in
the area during the 12th century, when the O’Connors bridged the river Suck in 1120 and
built a castle at Dun Leodha
According to the mythologies one group of people located on the banks of the river Suck
who were in occupation before the Uí Maine, survived there until the 12th century. These
were the Cattraige who are said to have descended like the Uí Maine from the Lagenians.
The Cattraige, however, were reduced to servitude and were concentrated on the river Suck
in parishes of Kilcloony and Creagh. They maintained a separate existence as a subject people
at least until the time of the Norman invasion.

6.3

Ecclesiastical activity

St Grellan is associated with the establishment of Christianity in the area around Balliansloe. It is recorded that St Grellan became the patron of the parish of Kilcloony and of
the Hy Many (Ui Maine) of Connacht. St Grellan founded a church at Kilcloony which is
possibly located at the site of a later ruin on the west side of the town (RMP GA074:058A).
According to the Life of St Grellan the saint was intimately associated with the Uí Maine and
helped the tribe overcome local adversaries in their establishment of a large territory in Connacht (O’Donovan 1843). St Grellan’s staff became a treasured relic amongst the Uí Maine
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and was used as a battle standard. St Grellan’s church in Kilcloony appears to have led an
independent existence until the 12th century and may have been supported directly by the
Uí Maine. St Grellan’s well (RMP GA087:212) in Kilcloony is located in the townland of
Tobergrellan to the south-west of the church.
Teampaill Raoileann (RMP GA074:011C) is located in Creagh parish on the east bank
of the river Suck and to the north-west of Ballinasloe. The townland name is Ashford and the
earlier name for this townland was Tuaimsrutha. The church was founded by Raoiriú, later
known as Raoiliú and finally as Raoilinn. Raoilinn was associated with the Cinéal Dobhta
who ruled a territory in Co. Roscommon bordering the Shannon above Lough Ree. The
church was yielded to the monastery of Clonmacnoise in the sixth century by Cairbe Crom
chief of the Hy Many (Egan 1960, 12).
In the parish of Aughrim St Commedan established a community of monks in the sixth
century and the church at Kilcommadan (RMP GA087:126) became one of the seven chief
Coarbships of the Uí Maine.
In east Galway the two primary movers in the monastic world were the abbots of Clonmacnoise and Clonfert. Clonmacnoise exerted a great influence on the area around Ballinasloe. A registry of Clonmacnoise refers to Cairbre Crom, chief of the Uí Maine, bestowing on St Kieran of Clonmacnoise 17 townlands and three houses. Some of the townlands
bestowed have been identified by Egan (1960, 12-13) as being located within the parishes
of Creagh and Kilcloony. According to the Book of Leacan the connection between Clonmacnoise and the tribal leaders of the area around Ballinasloe was based on the fact that
Clonmacnoise and the abbot had the right of burial for the Hy Many and tribute needed to
be paid for this honour.
Just to the south of Kilcloony, parish located close to the banks of the river Suck, is the
12th century Augustinian Priory of Clontuskert (RMP GA088:001). This foundation had an
earlier incarnation as a monastic centre founded by St Beatain in the 8th century. Beatains
successors were ranked in the 12th century as one of the seven chief Comharbaí of the Uí
Maine. The relationship between the 8th century foundation and the surrounding territory
cannot be fully determined; however, in light of the fact that after the synod of Kells in 1152
the monastery appears as the rector of the whole parish of Kilcloony some earlier relationship
can be inferred (Egan 1960, 14).
Other possible early institutions in the area include Teampóilín in the townland of Polboy, which survives as the ruins of a medieval church (RMP GA088:020). It was thought by
Egan (1960, 25-6) to have an early incarnation however Gywnn & Haddcock (1970) have
thrown some doubt on this assertion. Egan (1960) also refers to evidence for a church in the
townland of Dunlo in the ninth and tenth centuries (RMP GA087:083). A number of adult
burials associated with a bronze harp-peg and pin and a bone spindle-whorl, uncovered during the building of St Josephs terrace, point to the existence of a Christian burial ground and
an associated church. The townland named Killeen possibly refers to an early church and an
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enclosure named Lismurtagh on the ordnance survey maps, in Loughbown townland, is associated with a children’s burial ground (RMP GA087:176).
Prior to the 12th century, Church re-organisation church property in the area of Kilcloony-Creagh was extensive due to the patronage of the Hy Manian chiefs. The relationships
and political affiliations that connected the three early ecclesiastical institutions of Clonmacnoise, Kilcloony and Clontuskert cannot be fully ascertained.

6.4

Secular activity

This ecclesiastical activity would necessarily reflect a high level of secular activity within the same area. The greatest identifiable indicator of this secular activity is the number
of ringforts and similar enclosures located within the pastoral territory of the ecclesiastical
foundations.
Ringforts are the classic early medieval (c. 500 AD to 1100) settlement type, and are
among the most common archaeological monuments in the country. Stout (1997, 81) has
shown that south-east Galway is located in an area of high ringfort density.
Ringforts consist of circular areas, defined by banks and external ditches, and excavation
often reveals the remains of dwelling houses and outbuildings for extended families. According to Stout (2000, 20) ringforts were not built to repel prolonged sieges, or designed to annex territories and populations, but rather as a defence against lightning raids for cattle and
slaves. A full ringfort in the townland of Mackney (E2444) and an enclosure (E2054) in the
townland of Loughbown have been excavated during the course of the present archaeological
excavation programme in addition to the present site.
Souterrains are underground structures which can be either simple or complex in form
ranging from a short length of undifferentiated passage/chamber to a labyrinthine arrangement of passages and chambers. Clinton (2001, 59-61) suggests that while the majority of
souterrains were primarily built as refuges they would also have served as ad hoc storage
facilities. Alcock et al. (1999) contend that souterrains were not isolated monuments, though
they often survive as such today; rather they originally formed part of complex habitations
as is attested by their frequent association with ringforts and early ecclesiastical settlements.
In the north Galway area 88% of souterrains were associated with ringforts, ecclesiastical
settlements or unclassified enclosures and earthworks. In the west of Galway only a small
number of souterrains are known, the majority are situated in ringforts (Gosling 1993, 54).
There is no archaeological invenotry for south and east Galway, so the figures for these areas
of the county are unknown. Clinton (2001, 95) argues that, based on the available evidence,
souterrains date from roughly 500 – 1200, with a floruit in the period between c. 750 and
c. 1250.
There are two souterrains (RMP GA087:016B and RMP GA087:087:111D) associated
with ringforts located in the nearby townlands of Grange and Caher and both of the ring-
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forts excavated during the course of the most recent archaeological excavation programme
have revealed hitherto unrecorded souterrains.

6.5

Medieval Period

The ecclesiastical parishes of Kilcloony and Creagh owe their origins to the 12th century
church reform movement that was initiated with the Synod of Raith Breasail in 1111. Both
parishes lie on the eastern boundary of the dioceses of Clonfert. After the reforms of the 12th
century four churches were retained; Kilcloony and Teampolilin in Kilcloony and Creagh
and Teamplerellan in Creagh.
The first community of monks to arrive in Aughrim were also the Canons Regular of St
Augustine. They built a priory at Aughrim in the late 12th century which was dedicated to St
Catherine (Mac Lochlainn 1980). Clontuskert Priory was also founded by Augustinian canons and dedicated to St Mary some time after 1140. There is the tradition of a togher running
between Teampoilínn and Clontuskert Abbey to the south. A togher (RMP GA088:014) was
uncovered to the north of Clontuskert Abbey during Land Commission operations in 1946
(Prendergast 1946). It ran from north to south for at least 1.5 km and consisted of a double
row of parallel of oak logs in a bed of brushwood on a layer of gravel. These were joined at
each end by vertical, pointed, hazel stakes. Clontuskert came under the direct control of the
O’Kelly family in the 15th century and became a prime example of the abuse of lay patronage. After the dissolution of the monasteries in 1551 the priory and its lands were taken over
by the de Burgos, the Earls of Clanrickard.
Turlough O’Connor built a castle at Dunlo (RMP GA088:028) close to the fording point
on the river Suck in 1124. This castle was evidently not built of mortared stone as it was
burned in 1131. A small urban settlement developed around the castle and a bridge (RMP
GA088:047), which was built in 1130. The townland of Dunlo derives its name from ‘Dunleodha’, the fort of Leodha. This fort may have been a ringfort located on the western bank
of river Suck; however, Holland (1996) suggests that the O’Connors may have constructed a
pre-Norman motte. There is a strong local tradition that the present Catholic church occupies
the site of Dun Leodha.
Richard de Burgo succeded in the 13th century in having the O’Connor lands in Connacht declared to him, which amounted to 25 cantreds in the area of Roscommon, Sligo and
Galway. This left the O’Connors with five cantreds, including Omany, within which lay the
parishes of Kilcloony and Creagh.
The Normans built a castle in Ballinasloe in 1245, on the eastern bank of the river Suck.
It became the centre of a Norman manor which, along with a manor at Aughrim, was granted to Sir Richard de Rupella in 1253. The castle standing at Ballinasloe today was built by the
O’Kelly sept in the 14th century and probably replaced the earlier Norman castle. Irish law
and custom prevailed in the area around Aughrim and Ballinasloe from the mid 14th century
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until the end of the 16th century, with members of the O’Kelly family the direct occupiers of
the land in the area during this period.

6.6

The Post-Medieval Period

The Reformation signalled tremendous change in the area. Land and property belonging
to the monasteries and the Church were confiscated and re-granted to Protestants and others
who recognised the English monarch as head of the Church. The upheavals of the time are
evident in the records for occupancy of Ballinalsoe castle towards the end of the 16th century.
In 1572 the castle was held by the Earl of Clanricard, one of the Clanricard Burkes, who successfully transformed from Anglo-Norman lords to English-style landlords (Mulloy 1996,
213). Soon after it was taken over by the Crown and in 1579 it was made the residence of the
English governor of Connacht, Sir Anthony Brabazon (Egan 1960, 40, 69 – 70).
Not all land was transferred from the Gaelic lords: in 1578 Sean na Maighe O’Kelly accepted land granted to him at Clanmacowen under the surrender and regrant scheme (Egan
1960, 39). However, Feardorcha O’Kelly of Aughrim was less successful and he was forced to
seek a lease from the Earl of Ormond for land his family had occupied for several hundred
years (Egan 1960, 40). In general, by the middle of the 17th century, the Old Irish families
like the O’Kellys, while still retaining some vestiges of their old privileges, were suffering
declining fortunes (Mulloy 1996, 213).
In October 1641 an insurrection broke out and heralded the beginning of a war that was
to last 11 years. It was fought by a loose amalgamation of the old Irish lordships and what
became known as the Old English. In Galway the Earl of Clanrickard, though Catholic and
Royalist, refused to join forces with the alliance that became known as the ‘Catholic Confederacy’. He had such an influence that the rebellion in Connacht in general lacked coherency.
By 1653, however, the country was devastated by Cromwell’s army and the ensuing confiscations and transplantations resulted in a great change of landownership. The Act of Settlement
(1662) and the Act of Explanation (1665), passed under the restoration monarchy, generally
reconfirmed the adjustments made in landownership after the original Cromwellian settlements. The O’Kellys, who were the main landowners in the area prior to the settlements, were
the big losers. They were later forced to sell much of the land they retained in the parishes of
Kilcloony and Creagh (Egan 1960, 90 – 1).
While the misfortunes of the O’Kelly family were linked to the upheavals of the 17th
century, there were winners as well as losers. In Ballinasloe and the surrounding countryside,
the Trench family were winners. The post-medieval history of the area is inextricably linked
with this family of French Huguenots who settled at Garbally in 1631 after arriving from
Northumberland in England (Lodge 1838, 98). Frederick Trench purchased Garbally castle
and lands, on the western outskirts of Ballinalsoe, from a Colonel Carey Dillon, perhaps the
same Carey Dillon who was appointed Vice-Admiral of Leinster in 1668 (Marsden 1908,
754). The office was not necessarily a naval one, some holders merely acted as rate collectors
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(Marsden 1908, 737) and therefore it is possible that the Colonel and the Vice-Admiral were
the same person.
Trench ownership of Garbally castle was confirmed by patent from Charles II (Egan
1960, 107). The estate was added to by his son, also Frederick Trench, in 1678 and the
acquired land amounted to the whole parish of Kilcloony and a large area in the parish of
Clontuskert (Egan 1960, 133). The acquisition of this land would have been at the expense of
the descendants of Sean na Maighe O’Kelly.
In 1691 Ballinasloe and Aughrim took centre stage during a battle for the Crown of England. The Battle of Aughrim was fought between Jacobite and Williamite forces on 30th June
1691. It was the bloodiest battle ever fought on Irish soil with up to 7000 soldiers killed. It
was bloody and it was decisive: after the battle the city of Galway surrendered without a fight
and the Jacobite’s main army in Limerick surrendered shortly afterwards.
As Protestants and Hugenots the Trenches supported the Williamites during the Battle of
Aughrim. Family memoirs record that a map of the Jacobite position at Aughrim was given
to the Williamite General Ginkel and that the house at Garbally was thrown open to King
William’s army and was used as a field hospital (Clancarty 1874). The Revd John Trench, a
brother of Frederick, was active on the Williamite side and it is said that he contributed the
heel of his boot in the effort to raise the gun which was to kill the Jacobite General St Ruth
(Egan 1960, 108).
The third Fredrick Trench succeeded his father in 1704 (Egan 1960, 133) and he became
one of the most powerful men in Co. Galway. He acted as High Sheriff of the county from
1703 and became one of the knights of the shire, and therefore the acting Member of Parliament for the area. He also added to his estate: in theory the Act of Settlement after the
Cromwellian confiscations set aside the barony of Clonmacowen for transplanters from Carlow, Waterford and Limerick. In reality one major grant was made to William Spenser whose
son Nathaniel sold his interest to the third Frederick Trench in 1716 (Egan 1960, 94).
The third Fredrick Trench was succeeded by his son, Richard Trench, in 1752. Richard
had already sat in Parliament for the borough of Banagher. Through Richard’s marriage to
Francis Power the Trench family acquired all the Power estates in the baronies of Leitrim,
Dunkellin and Loughrea as well as the Keating estates in Kilkenny, Carlow and Dublin.
This brought them ancient titles to Norman and Irish nobility (Egan 1960, 133 – 4). Richard
Trench was succeeded by his son William Le Poer Trench in 1770 who, after his son (another
Richard Trench) voted for the Union in 1800, became a Viscount in 1801 and the Earl of
Clancarty in 1803 (Egan 1953). His numerous offspring included Richard, the 2nd Earl of
Clancarthy, who pursued a diplomatic career (Kelly 1996, 258); Power, who became the last
Church of Ireland Archbishop of Tuam; William, Rear Admiral of the Royal Navy and the
Venerable Charles le Poer Trench, who was Archdeacon of Ardagh.
In the early part of the 19th century the Trench Family commissioned the English architect, Thomas Cundy I, to rebuild Garbally House, the family seat, after an older house on
the site was burned down in 1798. Cundy first exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1795 and
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became a successful country house architect from c. 1807 (Placzek 1982, 482). In conjunction with the rebuilding of Garbally the cartographic evidence suggests that the Trench family also built Mackney House at the end of the 18th century (Kelly 2004). Mackney House
and grounds also underwent a period of extensive development during the early 17th century.
Lewis in his Topographical Dictionary of 1837 references the estate of Mackney as one of the
principal houses in Ballinasloe and it is listed as the residence of Charles le Poer Trench, who
was brother to Richard, Earl of Clancarty, and acted as his agent.
The responsibilities of estate ownership involved fostering agricultural and industrial
modernisation, hoping to improve conditions for the people who lived and worked on the
estate as well as increase revenues from the estate. Ballinasloe was developed largely under
the auspices of the Trench family. For example, sometime around 1750 Frederick Trench
was advertising and giving active encouragement for the development of a linen or woollen
industry. Plots were offered along with accommodation and additional farming land (Egan
1960, 134 – 5). The Trench family also encouraged the Ballinasloe fair as a profitable business. This annual October livestock fair, which is reputedly the largest such fair in Europe
and had a national reputation even in the 19th century, created a large amount of prosperity
in the town (Egan 1960, 136).

7

Nearby Sites

Loughbown 1 is one of several enclosures found within a relatively small area. It is likely
that many of the enclosures are contemporary. The others are as follows:
Loughbown (GA087:176)
ringfort/rath/cashel (cojoined) and children’s burial ground
called ‘Lismurtagh’, 1.3 km west of Loughbown 1
Loughbown 2 (GA087:177)

enclosure, 1 km south-west of Loughbown 1

Liscappul (GA087:162)

ringfort/rath/cashel, 1.5 km south-west of Loughbown 1

Liscappull (GA087:163)
Loughbown 1

ringfort/rath/cashel (cojoined), 1 km south of

Loughbown (GA087:174)

enclosure, 1 km north-west of Loughbown 1

Loughbown (GA087:17501)

ringfort/rath/cashel), 0.5 km north-west of Loughbown 1
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Results of Excavation

Detailed results from this site are available in the stratigraphic index (Appendix 1) and the
stratigraphic matrix (Appendix 2). The archaeological features excavated at the site were divided into sub-groups (stratigraphically connected contexts, generally derived from a defined
and stratigraphically independent archaeological action or sequence of actions) and groups
(related sub-groups). These are described in detail in the groups and sub-groups text (Appendix 3). Other detailed records of artefacts and specialist material retrieved from the site are
found in the finds register (Appendix 4), specialist reports (Appendices 5 – 10) and artefact
catalogues (Appendices 11 – 15).

8.1

Natural Subsoil

The subsoil at Loughbown 1 (C.2) was a mid yellow-grey clayy sand, strongly cemented
and firm. In some areas it contained sand and gravel and stones of limestone. Above the subsoil there were occasional natural deposits of fine orange silt. This soil appeared to be entirely
absent from the interior of the enclosure, but elsewhere on site it ranged from 0.1 m to 0.25
m in depth.

8.2

Pre-ringfort activity

A linear feature (C.157) ran north-north-east to west-south-west along the eastern edge
of the site. It was U-shaped in profile and it had a known length of c. 10 m, was 1.67 m in
width and 0.7 m in depth. The fills included small fragments of hazel and elm charcoal and
these yielded a radiocarbon date of 1193 – 938 cal BC (UB-7364). Some faunal remains were
retrieved in small numbers, including a cow scapula. An iron knife (E2442:165:1) dated from
9th to 14th century was also found in this feature. The results suggest that material from
a number of different phases of occupation accumulated within the ditch fill. There is no
definitive date for the ditch but it was truncated for its entire length by the outer ditch of the
ringfort (C.66), indicating that it pre-dated the ringfort.

8.3

Site preparation

No orange silt subsoil was found within the enclosure. It is possible that this was deliberately scarped from the interior to provide a harder, better draining surface on the interior of
the ringfort. A similar siltless interior is present on Mackney ringfort two miles to the east.
Alternatively, it is possible that silt was accidently removed from the interior during land improvements in more recent times, but this seems unlikely given the relatively protected profile
of the interior and the sterile nature of the boulder clay.
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Outer ditch and related features

The outer ditch (C.66) was oval in plan with a diameter of approximately 60 m and it had
an average width of 1 m (Figures 5 and 6, Plate 1 ). There was an entrance to the south-east
which measured 5 m. The ditch was V-shaped in profile and it had an average depth of 0.5 m,
although it was shallower near the entrance to the south-east, where it has been cut through
limestone. The ditch had a projected circumference of 188.5 m and it extended beyond the
limit of the excavation on the northern side. The outer ditch varied in its proximity to the
inner ditch from 10 m at the east of the enclosure to 5 m at the west of the enclosure. To the
east it truncated an earlier linear feature (C.157). The ditch fills were sterile brown silts with
infrequent inclusions of bone. The bone was identified as cattle, sheep, goat, pig and horse
in small quantities and charcoal from the fills were identified as ash and hazel. The earliest
ditch fill (C.350) returned a radiocarbon date of cal AD 563 – 653 (UB-7362). A slag- and
charcoal-rich deposit (C.353) overlay the uppermost fill at the western terminus of the ditch.
This deposit, relating to later iron smelting, indicates that the outer ditch was no longer in
use during metalworking onsite.

8.5

Entrance

The entrance to the ringfort was formed by leaving a portion of the outer and inner
ditches un-dug. This entrance was approximately 5 m wide at both ditches and it was located
to the south-east (Figure 5, Plate 2 and 3). The area of the entrance was truncated by later
agricultural furrows (C.75, C.90, C.100, C.104, C.106 and C.163).
The entrance to the outer ditch (C.66) was flanked by three external post- and stake-holes
(C.351, C.360 and C.362). An oval post-hole (C.351) was found 1 m west of the outer ditch
(C.66) eastern terminus. It was 0.5 m long, 0.4 m wide and 0.16 m deep. It contained stone
packing. A post-hole (C.363) and a stake-hole (C360) were located just south of the western
ditch terminus. The post-hole C.363 was 0.42 m long, 0.26 m wide and 0.18 m deep. The
large oval stake-hole (C.360) was found adjacent to post-hole C.362. It was 0.19 m long, 0.13
m wide and 0.25 m deep. A stake in this hole would have leaned towards post-hole C.362
and it may have been used as a support for the post.
Two slot trenches (C.107 and C.110) were found 3 m apart near the area of the entrance.
The westernmost slot trench (C.110) was 6 m long, 0.25 m wide and 0.3 m deep, with straight
sides and a flat base and it ran from north-west to south-east. It may have supported posts and
stakes and formed part of a palisade in the past. A sample from the fill (C.105) was relatively
sterile and contained just one grain of wheat or barley. A parallel linear feature (C.107) was
10 m long, 0.65 m wide and 0.38 m deep (Figure 7). The fill contained one fragment of a cow
bone and hazel and oak charcoal. This feature appeared to drain into the outer ditch (C.66)
and it may have functioned as a drainage channel.
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One of the slot trenches (C.107) cut the linear feature (C.164). C.164 was c. 4 m long, 0.4
m wide and 0.22 m deep. It had an irregular cut and the fill (C.161) contained occasional
charcoal. No seeds were found.
Charcoal retrieved from a deposit within the entrance (C.346) returned an early medieval
radiocarbon date of cal AD 419 – 554 (UB-7367). The charcoal was identified as ash, fruit
type (Pomoideae) and yew.
A stony layer (C.221) was found in the area near the entrance, immediately south of Ditch
Section 9 (DS 9 Figure 5) contained charcoal that was dated to the later medieval period
(cal AD 1294 – 1404, UB-7365). The deposit also contained a modern copper-alloy buckle
(E2442:221:1). This area of the site was cut by spade furrows (e.g. C.106) and it is possible
that the charcoal in this deposit may have originated in the late medieval smithing hearths
(C.95 and C.89 were also cut by C.106).

8.6

Inner ditch

The inner ditch (C.7) enclosed an area 42 m in diameter and the ditch continued beyond
the limit of excavation to the north (Figure 5, plate 3-5). The earliest cut of the inner ditch
(C.136) was visible only in one of the excavated sections of the ditch (Figure 8). One fill
(C.135) of the early ditch was recorded in DS 6. Charcoal and bone present in samples from
the fill suggest an accumulation of a small amount of domestic waste. There were at least two
later re-cuts: C.7 (same as C.132, C.181, C.248, C.261, C.396) and C.137 (same as C.186,
C.247, C.260, C.397).
The re-cut ditch (C.7) was 2.2 m wide and 1 m deep. It contained four fills (C.3, C. 4,
C.5 and C.6). Considerably more bone material was recovered from the fills of this ditch than
from any other feature on site. Animal bone from the inner ditch included cattle, sheep/goat,
pig, horse, red deer, dog and cat. Several young animal skeletons were found, including the
remains of a calf that was less than six months of age, two lambs less that three months of
age and the partial remains of three newborn pigs. Three of the horse bones bear marks associated with dismemberment and the consumption of horsemeat. Another unusual aspect of
the sample is the presence of a first cow phalanx which had been split axially and may relate
to bone-working: such a chop mark is very rare on a peripheral element and as this bone carries no meat it would not have been butchered during dismemberment for food. Bird bones
included starling, bar-tailed godwit and lapwing.
Samples from the south-eastern portion of the inner ditch contained large amounts of
cereal grain, predominantly barley. These were generally found in abundance near the areas
where corn-drying kilns were found.
A human skeleton (C.251) of a juvenile, eight to ten years of age, was found at the base
of the inner ditch, 2 m from the western terminus of the ditch (Figure 5 and 9, Plate 6). The
skeleton was aligned east to west (head to the west and feet to the east) and it was laid on its
left side. There was no apparent grave cut and the body appears to have been placed or to have
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fallen into the ditch (Appendix 5). The mandible was not retrieved near the skeleton but fragments of it were found associated with disarticulated animal bone within the ditch fill. The
remains were covered by a 0.4 m deep layer of soil (C.250). No signs of fatal disease or trauma
were present. A bone weaving tool or pin beater (E2422:250:1) was found associated with the
body, of a type that possibly dates to the 13th or 14th century. A radiocarbon date retrieved
from bone from the inhumation produced a date of cal AD 782 – 983 (UBA-8096). No other
inhumation burials were found during the excavation. The early medieval date indicates that
the ditch was open at this period.
A second re-cut (C.137) covered the same diameter as the primary ditch (C.7). It was
2.05 m wide and 0.7 m deep. There were five fills (C.103, C.121, C.122, C.134 and C.139)
and they all appeared relatively sterile, with little debris associated with occupation. A small
animal bone assemblage from the fill of this re-cut included cattle, sheep/goat, pig and horse.
The single horse metatarsus had been in contact with water for some time and in general
the bone from this ditch was poorly preserved and appeared to have been re-deposited from
elsewhere.
The absence of cut features just inside the inner ditch, apart from near the entrance, suggests that a bank once existed in this area. Possible slumped bank fills (C.117, C.238 and
C.408) were recorded in DS 7 at the western end of the site.
A pit (C.201) was cut into the fills of the second re-cut of the inner ditch (C.137) in DS
10. It was cut into ditch fill C.243. The pit was sub-circular and measured 1.8 m by 1.45 m
by 0.45 m. Moderate charcoal of fruit type (Pomoideae) and oak and snail shell inclusions
were noted in the fill (C.202). An iron knife blade (E2442:202:1) was found, a possible type
used from the 10th century on but also common in post-medieval contexts.
A pit (C.150) was excavated in DS5, cutting fills (C.3, C.153 and C.154) of the inner ditch
(C.7). It measured 0.95 m in diameter and it was 0.6 m deep. A fragment of a rotary quern
stone was recovered from the pit (E2422:151:1), but no plant remains were present.

8.7

Corn-drying kilns

There were two earth-cut corn-drying kilns (C108 and C.198) cut into the fills of the inner ditch (Figure 5).
One corn-drying kiln (C.108) was oval in plan, 2.1 m long by 1.7 m wide by 0.5 m deep.
It was cut into some of the upper inner ditch fills, although it was sealed by (C.25), the uppermost ditch fill. There was clear evidence of intense heating in this pit, with the soil burnt
intensely red and orange to a depth of 0.14 m. The fills of this pit (C.127, C.128, C.129,
C.130 and C.196) contained frequent fragments of oak charcoal. Moderate amounts of grain
were present including bread wheat and oat grains.
The other corn-drying kiln (C.198) was sub-rectangular and aligned east to west (Figure
10). It was 2.5 m long by 1.2 m wide by 0.3 m deep and it was cut into the upper fills of the
inner ditch. The base of the cut shows clear evidence of prolonged burning in situ, as the soil
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is fire-reddened to a depth of 0.15 m. The basal fill (C.187), a soft black silt, contains very
large amounts of cereal grains including rye, wheat and oats, as well as very frequent charcoal
including hazel, fruit wood type (Pomoideae), oak, alder, sloe/cherry (Prunus), ivy, ash and
willow. A large sample of bone retrieved included cattle, sheep/goat, horse and dog. Some unknown metal objects and a piece of iron slag were also found. This fill was overlain by a collapsed stone structure (C.168/C.183). This deposit was made up mainly of small and medium
angular limestone stones (0.10 to 0.30 m). A highly polished quartzite stone (E2442:168:2)
appears to be associated with metalworking. A radiocarbon date retrieved from hazel charcoal from the basal fill (C.187) indicated a date of cal AD 1282 – 1395 (UB-7366).

8.8 Interior features
8.8.1 Structure A
A possible trapezoidal structure (open to the north) was located just inside the entrance
to the inner ditch of the ringfort (Figures 5 and 15, Plate 7). It measured 6 m north to south
and 7 m east to west. It comprised 11 post-holes (C.286, C.288, C.290, C.292, C.294,
C.296, C.299, C.302, C.306, C.308 and C.310) and one stake-hole (C.340). The average
dimensions of the post-holes were 0.45 m long by 0.33 m wide and 0.22 m deep. The fills of
the post-holes contained cat bone and butchered sheep/goat bone and soil samples contained
a small amount of oat and barley grains.
An occupation deposit (C.270) that accumulated around a boulder was located 4 m north
of Structure A. It measured 1.7 m in length by 0.75 m in width by 0.45 m in depth and it
contained charred cereal grains (oats and barley) and hazelnut shell fragments. These remains
may be associated with occupation of Structure A.
Table 1: Dimensions for post-holes and stake-holes from Structure A
Context
286
288
290
292
294
296
299
302
306
308
310
340

Length
0.18
0.68
0.46
0.5
0.4
0.36
0.3
0.3
0.33
1
0.5
0.11

Width
0.18
0.5
0.44
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.25
0.28
0.2
0.5
0.31
0.11

Depth
0.1
0.2
0.55
0.2
0.25
0.18
0.22
0.26
0.07
0.33
0.1
0.04
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Occupation deposits in the western quadrant

A number of occupation layers were located to the west of the souterrain (C.28). They
were truncated by machine during testing. The layers included occupation material dating
to the early medieval period. The basal layer (C.312) was re-deposited boulder clay. It was
recorded in section and measured c. 17 m in length 1 m in depth. It extended beyond the
road corridor to the north. The middle layer (C.228) included animal bone, charcoal, slag
and cereal remains. The upper layer (C.203; same as C.305) was substantial; it measured
at least 6 m by 5m by 0.3 m in depth and included charcoal, shell, bone, slag and cereal remains. Five artefacts were recovered from the layer, an iron fish hook (E2442:203:4), a strip
(E2442:203:2) of copper alloy, a strip (E2442:203:3) of copper alloy with rivet holes, a ringed
pin (E2442:203:1) and a sharpening stone (E2422:203:6). The pin dates typologically to the
early medieval period (Appendix 12).
8.9.1 Structure B
A possible structure (Structure B) was located to the south of the souterrrain (Figures 5
and 15). It comprised five post-holes (C.142, C.269, C.275, C.281 and C.298), one stakehole (C.314) and a slot trench (C.231). These were arranged in an L-shaped pattern. The slot
trench C.231 and the post-hole C.142 were aligned south-south-east to north-north west.
They were roughly parallel to the line of post-holes formed by C.275, C.281 and C.298. A
line drawn between post-holes C.269, C.275 and stake-hole C.314 is roughly perpendicular
to the parallel lines of features. It may form either the corner of a building or an internal
partition. An out-lying post-hole (C.315) was also possibly part of the structure but it was
removed from the main cluster of structural features. It was not clear whether the potential
structure continued to the north because the area was truncated by machine during testing.
Beyond the area of truncation there was a further four post-holes (C.284, C.321, C.332 and
C.334.) and one stake-hole (C.342) which may have been related to the structure. These features all cut the layer C.312 or were located in proximity to it.
The slot trench (C.231) measured 4 m north – south by 0.6 m wide by 0.07 m deep. The
fill included animal bone (identified species included cattle and sheep), burnt clay, charcoal
and plant remains (moderate cereal grains, mostly barley). A large pit C.257 was located on
the eastern side of the layer C.312. It was truncated and measured at least 2 m by 1.34 m by
0.45 m in depth. The fills included a large percentage of stone and cereal remains.
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Table 2: Dimensions for post-holes and stake-holes from Structure B
Context
142
269
275
281
298
315
314
284
321
332
334

Length
0.52
0.11
0.47
0.52
0.39
0.68
0.25
1.06
0.44
0.24
0.29

Width
0.5
0.09
0.39
0.31
0.32
0.5
0.25
0.69
0.4
0.22
0.2

Depth
0.18
0.09
0.27
0.06
0.16
0.28
0.12
0.25
0.25
0.11
0.08

8.10 The souterrain and associated features
The souterrain (C.28) was situated slightly west of the centre of the internal area of the site
(Figure 5, Plate 8). It was sub-rectangular in plan and consisted of a single chamber aligned
north to south. It extended beyond the limits of the excavation to the north. Results from
geophysical survey indicated that the souterrain extended a further 3 m beyond the road
corridor. A single upright stone (C.402) marked the southern termination (Plate 9). Prior
to excavation a single hawthorn tree stood directly over the mid point of the east wall. The
souterrain measured 6.4 m internally (within the area of excavation); the width varied from
0.95 m at the southern end to 1.59 m at the widest point. The eastern wall was 0.98 m high
and comprised four courses. The western wall (C.99) was 1.1 m high and also comprised
four courses. The roof of the souterrain had collapsed entirely and the chamber had become
completely in-filled over time.
A total of 15 fills (C.29, C.30, C.93, C.113, C.114, C.115, C.116, C.117, C.118, C.119,
C.147, C.401, C.403, C.404, C.405) were recorded in the chamber of the souterrain. C.116-C.118 were associated with the primary phase of the souterrain. Some of the fills included
large amounts of stone that had collapsed from the roof and walls of the chamber. Animal
bone, charcoal, the remains of a bone comb (E2422:93:1-2 & 4), a tuning peg (E2422:116:1)
and quern stone fragments (E2422:113:1, 114:1, 116:2-3, 118:1 & 3) were recovered from the
fills. The fills of the souterrain produced the second largest sample of animal bones from the
site and the bulk of these came from the primary phase of use.
The souterrain was built using roughly hewn limestone blocks using the drystone technique. A long straight-sided trench was dug into the boulder clay; it measured 1.75 – 2 m
deep and 2 m wide. The floor (C.401) of the chamber sloped gently to the north and no
limestone bedrock protruded through the floor.
Random rubble limestone, of a size that did not exceed 0.6 m, was selected to construct
the walls. The western wall was constructed of stones set on edge and a variety of smaller
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stones were used to stabilise and fill the gaps between the uprights. The stones (C.98) on the
eastern wall were laid flat. The area between the excavated edge of the trench and behind the
stone was filled with a compact mixture of boulder-clay and small stones (C.403).
The west wall (C.99) measured on average 6.53 m in length by 1.25 m high by 0.5 m in
depth. The basal course comprised large single stones set on edge and packed between with
smaller pieces of broken limestone. At the north end of the chamber the wall had collapsed
and only the basal course survived in situ. An upright stone (C.402) marked the southern end
of the chamber. The upper courses comprised smaller stone fragments, with occasional flat
pieces wedged between and small broken pieces filling cavities.
The east wall (C.98) measured 7.55 m in length by 1.44 m high by 0.55 m in depth. It
curved slightly and the southern end abutted the upright stone C.402. Some of the upper
and middle courses collapsed at the northern end of the chamber. The basal course comprised
large, often irregular, limestone. A course of flat stones were laid on the basal course. A variety
of smaller stones packed the cavities between the irregular stones.
The southern upright stone (C.402) was found at the narrowest point of the excavated
section of the souterrain. C.402 was a single limestone slab, set on edge into the floor material (C401). It measured 0.44 m by 0.67 m by 0.16 m. Four smaller stones were hammered
in on either side to hold it securely in place. The cavity behind the upright was packed with
re-deposited boulder clay (C.403).
The roof comprised large fragments of random rubble limestone. These were placed over
and across both walls with smaller stones packed between and beneath to stabilize and seal
the structure. The upper course of the east wall protruded internally forming a ledge on
which the stones rested. A single lintel spanned the width of the roof at the southern end of
the chamber. The central section of the roof was corbelled.

8.11 Linear feature C.265
Directly to the east and perpendicular to the souterrain was a narrow linear stone-filled
feature (C.265). It measured 0.3 m deep by 4 m in length by 0.5 m wide. The three fills
(C.273, C.272 and C.266) included a large percentage of stone, animal bone and charcoal.
The junction between the linear feature and the souterrain was disturbed by a hawthorn tree.
It may have been an air-vent for the souterrain.

8.12 Features at the northern limit of excavation
Un-excavated deposits and occupation layers were visible in the baulk at the edge of excavation. Identified and partly excavated deposits included the layers C.188, C.189, C.190,
C.191 and C.344. The earliest layer was C.344, which overlay the subsoil. A copper-alloy ring
(E2442:344:1) was found in this deposit. This was overlain by layer C.191, c. 0.1 m deep,
which contained a fragment of copper-alloy strip and a piece of iron (E2442:191:2), which
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may be part of a sickle blade. Ash, sloe/cherry (Prunus) and oak charcoal were present and a
high concentration of wheat and barley grains. This was overlain by layer C.190, 0.2 m deep,
which contained bone, charcoal, a few fragments of cereal grains and mollusca. It contained
two finds, a fragment of quern stone and two pieces of slag (E2442:190:1-2). Animal bones
included cattle, sheep/goat, pig, hare and boar tusk. This was overlain by the layer C.189, c.
0.3 m deep and containing fragments of slag, charcoal, and cereal grains, including barley
and oats. The uppermost layer was C.189, a compact mid, greyish-brown silty-clay c. 0.14 m
deep. These deposits represent the remains of occupation debris onsite.
A pit, a corn-drying kiln, stone features and a gully were recorded within the limits of the
excavation. These were not fully excavated; they were recorded in section along the northern
edge of the site. Archaeological deposits remained in situ beyond this section.
A truncated pit (C.394) was found near the limits of the excavation. It was oval, 1.6 m in
diameter and 0.5 m deep, with fire reddened clayey-silt soil (C.279) at its base and charcoalrich silt soil (C.369) directly above it. No sample was examined from this deposit and it is not
known whether it was associated with domestic or industrial activity.
Grain-rich deposits (C.191, C.276 and C.277) were noted in the section through the site
and they were interpreted as the remains of a corn-drying kiln. They measured of 2 m long, 1
m wide and 0.17 m deep, although these were truncated. The deposits contained a moderate
concentration of oats and a few other grains and charcoal such as sloe/cherry (Prunus), oak,
fruit type (Pomoideae), twiggy hazel, alder, willow and ash. The charcoal profile for this kiln
is very similar to that for kiln C.198 which was found in the upper fills of the inner ditch. A
deposit of stone filled a void (C.394) that may have been a flue for this corn-drying kiln. The
deposits C.276 and C.277 were located to the south of this corn-drying kiln. Both contained
grain-rich fills and were probably related to the operation of the kiln. Because of truncation
and the fact that portions of the site remained un-excavated, we do not know whether there
were one or more corn-drying kilns in the northern portion of the site.
Two courses of limestone blocks were visible in the north-facing section face. Geophysical
survey did not reveal the presence of any substantial feature in this area of the site.
A gully (C.263) was aligned north-west to south-east and it was visible for a length of 6
m. It was 0.6 m wide and the fill (C.264) contained charcoal (hazel and holly) and cereal
grains (oats and barley). A polished stone (E2422:264:1) was also found within the fill. The
cereal grains may mean that this gully was open during the time when the corn-drying kilns
were in operation.

8.13 Metalworking activity
An area of approximately 400 sq. m, at the south-eastern part of the site in between the
two ditches, was covered with black charcoal and slag-rich soil (C.15). A total of 34 kg of slag
was recovered from this layer (C.15), which was interpreted as a slag dump. Slag included
intact smithing hearth bottoms and flake and spheroid hammerscale. Charcoal was primarily
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mature oak. A few fragments of cow bone were also identified. One fragment of 19th-century
Pearlware pottery was retrieved from C.15, perhaps re-deposited when the area was cut by
agricultural furrows.
The layer C.15 overlay a layer of heat-affected soil (C.24) that measured 5 m by 2.85 m by
0.1 m. The deposit C.24 comprised the uppermost fill of the outer ditch (C.66) and it spread
beyond the confines of the ditch. It appears to be an area where hot slag and hearth bottoms
were first dumped after the smelting process, to allow them to cool down, causing the soil in
that area to oxidise and turn red. It was oxidised to a depth of 0.1 m over a large area, indicating that the temperature was very high.
A layer (C.353) overlay the uppermost outer ditch fills (C.348 in ditch C.66) near the
western terminus. The deposit was slag and charcoal-rich, 1.5 m in length by 0.5 m in width
by 0.1 m in depth. This deposit is approximately 15 m from the main area of smithing activity
and may indicate that material was finally dumped in this area when of no further use.
A pit (C.64) cut through the uppermost fills of the outer ditch (C.66) (Figure 12, plate
10). It measured 4 m by 3.4 m by 1 m. It was positioned near the base of a slope where runoff
water could accumulate. The fills of the pit (C.56, C.57, C.58, C.59, C.69, C.83, C.84 and
C.85,) contained charcoal and slag. It was re-cut (C.65) and the re-cut measured 3.48 m by 3
m by 0.44 m. The fills of the re-cut (C.37/C.48) contained charcoal, slag and bone, including
the articulated remains of a sheep, buried head to the north-north-west and laid on its right
side. Finds included a stud fragment (E2442:37:4a) and fragments of copper-alloy sheeting
(E2442:37:4b).
Three small hearths (C.89, C.94 and C.95) were found in the metalworking area (Figure 13, plate 11). Two of the smithing hearths (C.89 and C.95) were truncated by a furrow
(C.106). The hearths were on average 0.5 m long by 0.35 m wide by 0.2 m deep. They had
steep concave sides and rounded bases and all had clear evidence of burning in situ. The fills
(C.34, C.35 and C.97) were charcoal-rich, black clay, with small to medium sized slag inclusions. At least 25 examples of smithing hearth bottoms were recovered from these contexts. A
radiocarbon date of cal AD 1047 – 1257 (UB-7363) was obtained from hazel/alder charcoal
from smithing hearth C.89 (fill C.34). Most charcoal from the hearth fills was oak; this was
an ideal fuel for metalworking and it makes up a large portion of the identified charcoal from
all the contexts associated with metalworking.
Slag was only found in the uppermost ditch fill C.24, and the general absence of slag from
both the inner and the outer ditch fills suggests that the smithing hearths post-date the main
fills of both ditches.

8.14 Modern building remains
The foundations of a rectangular stone building were found at the western edge of the
outer ditch (C.18, C.19, C.20, C.21 and C.22) (Figure 16, Plate 12). The eastern side of the
building truncated the fills of the outer ditch. The foundations indicate that the building had
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approximately five rooms. This structure matches the building represented on the 1838 1st
edition Ordnance Survey map. The foundations were constructed from limestone blocks and
mortar. All of the building was overlain by a layer of sandy clay (C.16) which was just 0.1 m
deep. It contained finds such as iron nails, a horse shoe, an iron hook and an iron bar.
Room 1 (surrounded by walls C.18) was 8.2 m by 3.1 m by 1 m. The walls were well
mortared and generally made from limestone, although a reused rotary quern stone (made
from granite E2444:18:1) was also used. The wall was faced with large limestone blocks. This
room contained a small burnt deposit (C.17) in the north-west corner, near a hole in the wall.
It is thought to be the remains of a fireplace. The room was filled by rubble (C.102) a loose
sandy clay with a depth of 0.8 m which included limestone masonry, a massive stone lintel,
post-medieval glass, pottery and iron objects were all found within the rubble.
Room 2 (surrounded by walls C.19) measured 4.7 m in length and 3.4 m in width. The
room had cut limestone door jams, a decayed mortar floor and yellow brick had been used to
repair the walls. Wear patterns on the flagstone at the western entrance to the room suggested
that the door opened inwards, with the door hinge to the north. A curved line of yellow brick
was present inside the room. The function of this brick feature is unknown.
Room 3 (surrounded by walls C.20) was a small room that measured 4.2 m in length and
1.25 m in width. Features at the northern, western and southern walls comprised five to six
yellow bricks, set parallel (0.5 to 0.7 m in width) and flanked by limestone pieces with central
square perforations. The perforations are all the same size, 0.1 m wide. The function of these
features is unknown.
Room 4 (surrounded by walls C.21) was 6.10 m length by 5.50 m width and Room 5
(surrounded by walls C.22) was 4.90 m length by 4.30 m width. Both rooms had the remains
of a decayed mortar floor. The walls showed evidence of repair using yellow brick.
The building is illustrated on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (GA-087), shown as
L-shaped in plan, with the long axis aligned north-west to south-east. It was located centrally
within a garden or enclosure and it was accessed from the south-east (Figure 14 and 15).
These buildings are locally referred to as ‘The Forge’ however, no industrial residues were
retrieved from this area of the site and there was no evidence that the building was ever used
for metalworking.

8.15 Other modern features
The ringfort was illustrated on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Figure 4) with a
trackway extending from the road north of the ringfort and circumnavigating the eastern
portion of the inner ditch (no outer ditch is recorded on the 1st edition map). There are a
number of features in the area between the two ditches that may be associated with this
trackway and related 19th century activity.
A metalled surface (C.199) which included sherds of modern slipware overlay DS 10. It
was 3.65 m long, 2.3 m wide and 0.2 m deep. This surface was made of densely packed, well
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sorted, sub-angular and sub-rounded stones. The metalled surface may be associated with the
trackway recorded on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map.
The trackway may also have been associated with a possible drain (C.63) and stone-lined
features (C.392 and C.406). The drain was c. 10 m in length by 1.1 m wide and 0.4 m deep.
The fill of the drain (C.63) contained bone, charcoal and large quantities of slag. It followed
the outer edge of the inner ditch (C.7). A wall (C.392) ran alongside the eastern edge of the
drain. It appeared to be a drystone construction, two stones wide. The foundation was 0.4
m wide and 0.4 m deep and the wall was visible for c. 8 m. A line of medium to large-sized
stones (C.407) ran between the terminals of the inner ditch and it was possibly a continuation of C.392. These features respect the line of the inner ditch and they may have been
associated with the 19th century trackway.
Plough furrows (C.86, C.88/C.106, C.90, C.91, C.92, C.100, C.104 and C.105) and
drains (C.70 and C.87) were mostly aligned north-east to south-west. They were located in
the south-eastern portion of the site on both sides of the outer ditch. Some of the furrows
cut the metalworking features as well as the features associated with the entrance to the
ringfort.

8.16 Human bone
The human bone from the Loughbown 1 was examined by Linda Lynch (Appendix 5).
A single human skeleton was recovered at the base of the western terminus of the inner ditch
of the ringfort. It was an extended burial orientated west/east, with the head to the west. The
remains were those of a juvenile, aged between 8 and 10 years at the time of death. Bone from
the skeleton returned a medieval date of cal AD 782 – 983 (UBA 8096).

8.17 Slag
The slag was examined by Therese Kearns (Appendix 6). Evidence for ironworking at
Loughbown 1 consisted of 130 kg of slag and three ironworking features. A third of the
slag was recovered from the topsoil (C.1). The slag can be divided morphologically into two
categories. The majority was composed of randomly shaped pieces which have been classified
as amorphous, meaning that no diagnostic features were present and making it difficult to
assign them to a specific stage of ironworking.
Many slag pieces were sub-circular in plan, with distinctive plano-convex or convex-convex shapes. On the basis of their overall shape, their internal layered morphology and magnetic susceptibility, these have been classified as smithing hearth bottoms. Approximately 25
complete examples were examined and it is possible that some of the smaller lumps are also
fragments of smithing hearth bottoms broken over time or deliberately broken to retrieve any
metal which may have become lost during the process. It is almost impossible to distinguish
macroscopically which particular stage of smithing (primary or secondary) individual ex-
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amples were derived from. Crew (1989, 15) suggests that larger smithing hearth bottoms are
derived from primary smithing (bloom smithing), while the smaller examples are the result of
secondary smithing of billet-to-bar and bar-to-artefact. If this is the case then both primary
and secondary smithing are represented at Loughbown 1.
It is likely that ironworking was conducted on a relatively small scale over a number of
seasons and was probably being carried out to meet the basic demands of the local inhabitants of the site.

8.18 Plant Remains
The plant remains assemblage was examined by Martha Hannon (Appendix 7). A total of 122 samples from 109 contexts were examined. In all, 71 samples produced charred
plant remains. Analysis of the macroplant remains indicates the presence of oats, wheat and
barley grains in abundance. The wheat was predominantly of a bread wheat-type. Possible
spelt wheat-type grains were found in one sample and rye grains were found in another. The
charred weed assemblage was very poor.
Charred plant remains were recovered from ditch fills, from a corn-drying kiln recorded
on the edge of the area of excavation and a corn-drying kiln in the inner ditch, layer C.228.
Low number of charred plant remains were recovered from the post-holes and stake-holes in
the interior of the site and the souterrain.

8.19 Charcoal
The charcoal was examined by Mary Dillon (Appendix 8). Forty-eight samples were chosen for full charcoal analysis. The samples were chosen on the basis of context and frequency
of charcoal fragments. The assemblage was dominated by oak, followed by ash, hazel, pomoideae and Prunus.
Oak is well represented in the assemblage (49% / 37% by weight) especially in samples
from contexts associated with metalworking (forming 99% and 98% of the assemblages from
a slag area (post-medieval) and a bowl furnace respectively). Ash dominated samples from the
inner ditch, outer ditch and the souterrain. Most of the hazel wood was twiggy wood, especially that from the kiln. Pomoideae charcoal type was consistently present in nearly all of the
samples and was the dominant wood type in the souterrain samples. Pomoideae wood-type
includes Sorbus (rowan/whitebeam), Crataegus (hawthorn) and Malus (crab apple). Prunus
charcoal is present in small amounts in many of the samples and was the dominant wood
type in the kiln samples. Like the hazel wood, the pomoideae and Prunus wood from the kiln
samples were almost all twiggy wood.

8.20 Animal Bone
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A large and significant assemblage of animal bone was examined by Margaret McCarthy
(Appendix 9). The bone material from Loughbown 1 was reasonably well preserved and the
quantity of identified fragments was relatively high allowing for meaningful observations to
be made on the economy of the site. A total of 4,883 animal bone and 69 bird bone were recovered. The bulk of assemblage was recovered from the inner ditch with the largest samples
by far deriving from the first re-cut (C7) to the ditch. Cattle and sheep were the species of
greatest economic importance. Cattle were marginal more frequent, all parts of the skeleton
were represented including primary butchery waste and remains from the table. Most cattle
at this site were kept to adulthood and fulfilled roles other than meat production. Evidence
of butchering was not extensive. The relative proportion of sheep bones is high and compares
well to evidence from other sites in the west of Ireland. It is suggested that the local environment influenced the nature of the animal husbandry at the site. All age classes of sheep
were represented but mature animals predominated. Pigs seem to have played a minor role
at the site. Horse bones were found in small numbers in the domestic refuse in most areas
which suggests that horses were exploited for their meat once they had outlived their usefullness. Dogs were very common throughout all the features. Two sizes of dog were present, a
sheepdog-size breed and a larger animal, similar in size to an Alsatian.
The bones of wild animals are very rare at the majority of Early Medieval sites in Ireland.
Three species, deer, hare and mouse are probably contemporary with the occupation of the
site. A small assemblage of wild bird bone was retrieved from sieved soil samples. Some may
be incidental inclusions although others such as mallard and woodcock may have beeen
captured.
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Context

Basal fill of outer
ditch (C.350)

Fill of bowl furnace (C.34)

Fill of early linear
(C.160)

Layer (C.221)

Fill of corn drying
kiln (C.187)

Fill of gully in
entrance (C.105)

Human burial in
inner ditch (C.251)

Lab code

UB-7362

UB-7363

UB-7364

UB-7365
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UB-7366

UB-7367

UBA8096

Human bone, left
fibula (6g)

1138 ±
29 BP

1572 ± 30
BP

644 ±
29 BP

614 ±
30 BP

2881 ±
32 BP

863 ±
31 BP

Un-calibrated date
1444 ±
32 BP

-25.4

-24.0

-26.0

-26.0

-24.0

-26.0

-27.0

δ 13 C

cal AD
782-789
810-848
855-983

cal AD 419-554

cal AD 1282-1327
1342-1395

cal AD 1047-1088
1122-1139
1149-1257
cal BC 1193-1171
1169-1143
1132-973
958-938
cal AD 1294-1402

cal AD 563-653

2 sigma calibration

cal AD 1300-1326
1343-1368
1381-1394
cal AD
1291-1312
1358-1387
cal AD
434-493
506-521
526-536
cal AD
882-904
913-970

cal BC 1114-1012

cal AD 1156-1219

cal AD 597-645

1 sigma calibration

Early
medieval

Early
medieval

High
medieval

High
medieval

Middle
Bronze
Age

High
medieval

Early
medieval

Period
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Charcoal
Pomoideae (2
frag/0.1g)

Charcoal
Pomoideae (2
frag/0.2g)
Charcoal
Hazel (30 frag/5.8g)

Charcoal
Hazel/Alder (1 frag/
0.005g)
Charcoal
Hazel/Alder (1 frag/
0.005g)
Charcoal
Hazel (4 frag/0.02g)

Material

Table 3: Radiocarbon dates from Loughbown 1

Radiocarbon analysis was carried out by the 14 Chrono Centre in Queen’s University Belfast. Dates were calibrated using Calib Rev5.0.2
(©1986-2005 M.Stuiver & P.J. Reimer) and in conjunction with Stuiver & Reimer 1993 and Reimer et al. 2004.
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8.22 Finds
The finds from the site were catalogued by Sara Camplese (Appendices 11-15). The earliest
find from the site is possibly prehistoric, a large flat ground stone axe (E2442:40:10) made
from limestone (Figure 17, plate 13). It is reminiscent of Neolithic types (Woodman 1992).
A slate stone disc (E2442:301:1) may have been used as a spindle whorl or a fishing weight;
they are commonly found from the Bronze Age onwards (O’Brien 1993). A hone stone
(E2442:203:6) (Plate 14) is morphologically similar to other finds from early medieval sites
(O’Conor 1991). Other finds from the site that are typical of early medieval occupation include fragments of a bone comb (E2442:93:1, 2, 4), which probably dates from the 5th to the
11th centuries (Figure 18, plate 15) and a copper alloy ringed pit (E2442:203:1) (Figure 19,
plate 19). Later medieval finds included the fragment of a wooden comb (E2442:1:33) which
may have dated from sometime between the 13th and the 17th centuries, a bone weaving tool
or pin beater (E2442:150:1), a fish hook (E2442:203:4), an iron knife (E2442:162:1) and an
iron pin (E2442:115:1) (Figures 20-22, Plates 17-21).
Other later medieval finds may include three quartzite pebbles (E2442:168:2. E2442:192:1
and E2442:264:1) which may have been associated with later medieval metalworking, and
a fragment from a possible sandstone mould (E2442:1:28) which may have been used for
metalworking (Plate 22). The only definite later medieval metal find was a coin (E2442:1:21)
dated to the reign of King Edwards I (1272-1307) (Plate 23). Many of the finds from Loughbown 1 were post-medieval or modern, e.g. a bone tuning peg (E2442:116:1) and a bone
button (E2442:1:22) (Figure 22, Plates 24 and 25).
Numerous sherds of pottery dating to the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries were recovered
from the site (see Appendix 13: catalogue of post-medieval pottery) and fragments of clay
pipes suggest 17th century occupation (especially E2442:60:1, see Appendix 14: catalogue of
clay pipes). In general the finds from Loughbown 1 cover the entire scope of the occupation
at the site.

8.23 Geophysical Survey
A survey was undertaken using magnetic gradiometry and earth resistance techniques
(detection licence 07R1) outside the limit of excavation, to determine the nature and extent
of the souterrain outside the area of the road corridor (Appendix 16, Earthsound 2007).
Magnetic Gradiometer Survey

A series of curvilinear negative anomalies were indicated. These anomalies are suggestive
of stone filled ditches or possible wall footings and appear to enclose an area measuring 14
m by 9 m. Located 4 – 5 m from the souterrain, these probable archaeological features may
represent the remains of habitation on the site, either as enclosing elements or as disturbed
ground.
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Three distinct ferrous (iron) anomalies, that are associated with buried metal remains,
were located between the enclosure ditches outside the CPO, in the un-excavated part of the
site.
Earth Resistance Survey

Archaeological anomalies occur in the southern portion of the survey area, which had
a more favourable electrical contrast than the northern portion. This trend has caused the
enclosure ditches to be seen clearly in the south and invisible in the north. This discrepancy
could suggest that the features actually terminate, representing only “half” an enclosure,
however it is more reasonable that it represents a change in the overburden of the soil, or a
change in the electrical contrast between the limestone bedrock and the cut archaeological
features.
A section of the outer enclosure ditch, two sections of the inner enclosure and a series of
potential banks were identified. The northern extent of the souterrain was also identified,
enclosed by a ditch. A sub-circular ditch is located on the internal side of the outer enclosure
ditch. The ditch surrounds the northern end of the souterrain which continues for a further
3 – 4 m beyond the CPO boundary. Earth resistance suggests that the northern end of
the chamber turns slightly, aligned north-north-west to south-south-east. This gives a total
length for the souterrain of between 9 m and 11 m. There are no indications that the souterrain is anything but a single-chamber monument.
A right-angled possible ditch, located on the northeastern edge of the survey area, appears
to enclose an area of high resistance, suggestive of a compacted surface or stony area. This
may be the remains of the trackway visible on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map.
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Discussion

Loughbown 1 is situated on the side of a hill, with sweeping views across the valley to the
north and east. The soil appears reasonably fertile and the softly sloping hill provides good
drainage. The evidence from the excavated portion of the ringfort indicates several topics
of discussion, including phasing, a discussion of ringfort morphology, structures within the
ringfort, metalworking, the souterrain and the skeleton retrieved from the inner ditch.

9.1

Phasing

9.1.1

Phase 1: Prehistoric, pre-ringfort activity

There was scant evidence for prehistoric occupation of the site. Charcoal from an early linear feature yielded a Middle Bronze Age radiocarbon date of 1193 – 938 cal BC (UB-7364).
There were no other features to indicate the nature of prehistoric activity at the site.
9.1.2

Phase 2: Early medieval construction of the bivallate ringfort

The site was characterised by an outer ditch (1.5 m width by 0.8 m depth and 63 m diameter) and a more substantial inner ditch (3 m wide by 1.1 m deep by 42 m in diameter). The
basal ditch fill of the outer ditch yielded a radiocarbon date of cal AD 563 – 653 (UB-7362).
The radiocarbon date from the inner ditch from an inhumation burial indicated a date of
cal AD 782 – 983 (UBA-8096). These dates indicate that the ditches were roughly contemporary, constructed within the 600 AD to 900 AD range that Stout (2000, 24) indicates is
common at most ringforts. There were at least two re-cuts of the inner ditch and this suggests
that the inner ditch was maintained for longer than the outer ditch.
9.1.3

Phase 3: Later medieval metalworking and corn-drying

Three smithing hearths were excavated at the site and charcoal from these features returned a date of cal AD 1047 – 1257 (UB-7363). Charcoal from a layer associated with
metalworking also yielded a radiocarbon date of cal AD 1294 – 1402 (UB-7365). The results
indicate that metalworking was carried out on a small scale at Loughbown 1 in the high to
late medieval period. A corn-drying kiln also returned a later medieval date of cal AD 1291
– 1387 (UB-7366). The corn-drying kilns were cut into the upper fills of the inner ditch and
they indicate that the ditches were neglected by the later medieval period.
9.1.4

Phase 4: Modern occupation

Local folklore suggests that some encampments for the baggage train of the Williamite
forces during the Battle of Aughrim in 1691 may have been located near Loughbown 1, or
passed through the area (Hayes-McCoy 1942). Given that the site is less than 1.5 miles from
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the Williamite lines this may be possible but the only possible related archaeology found during excavation was an un-fired musket ball (E2442:50:1).
The modern features excavated at the site comprised a stone building with five rooms and
a metalled surface, possibly part of a track. Both buildings and track are depicted on the 1st
edition OS map. The ringfort at Loughbown 1 is marked on the 1st edition OS map, but only
one ditch is shown, indicating that the outer ditch and bank were levelled before 1836 when
the survey was undertaken.
Griffith’s valuation of property in the parish of Kilcloony, noted one Dudley Persse as the
land-owner. Persse appears to have owned the entire townland as well as having substantial
holdings in Knockroe and other townlands in and around Ballinasloe. The only property
mentioned in the valuation for Loughbown is described as ‘Herds house and land,’ with a
total of 299 acres. The property was rented to Denis Griffin. Records for the Perrse estates (a
large family in east Galway owning several estates and thousands of acres) indicate extensive
clearances and evictions of households during the 19th century, with the number of households on Perrse lands in 1841 numbering 144, reduced to 97 in 1851 and down to 59 in 1861
(Egan 1960, 235).

9.2

Morphology of the ringfort

Loughbown 1 was a bivallate ringfort: this type accounts for roughly 19% of ringforts in
most areas, although Loughbown 1 is unusual because most bivallate ringforts do not have
a second fosse (Stout 2000, 18). Other excavated bivallate ringforts, including Garryduff
(O’Kelly 1963, 18-22) and Lisleagh I, Co. Cork (Monk 1995, 107) have one ditch and two
banks; there was no evidence for an outer ditch.
The internal diameter of Loughbown 1 ringfort, at 42 m, is well above the mean diameter
for ringforts as a whole which, according to Stout, is 30 m (2000, 14). It is also larger than
the measurement deduced from the Crith Gabhlach for the size of a king’s ringfort, which is
given at 42.56 m (Warner 1988). In other respects the ringfort conforms with the standard
eastern entrance orientation observed by G. Stout (1984, 26).

9.3

Structures

Most excavated ringforts reveal internal structures (Stout 2000, 32) and two possible
structures were noted at Loughbown 1 (Structures A and B). Both structures appeared to be
rectilinear in plan, rather than circular. Rectangular house structures have been identified
within ringfort interiors and largely as a result of Chris Lynn’s (1994) pioneering work these
are now generally accepted, along with souterrains, as representing a later stage in ringfort
development. It has been suggested that round houses were an obsolete form by the 10th century (Lynn 1994). One of the buildings (Structure A) was located very close to the entrance
to the ringfort. While this structure does not appear to be a gate house, it appears to jut out
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into the entrance and would have narrowed the entrance to the ringfort. Possible gate towers
have been found at other excavated ringforts such as the nearby site at Mackney (E2444), at
Garryduff 1 (O’Kelly 1963) and Ballycatten (Ó Riordáin & Hartnett 1943).

9.4

Metalworking

A total of 130 kg of slag was found at Loughbown 1 from three iron-working features.
Analysis of the slag demonstrated that it was residue from smithing. The later medieval radiocarbon dates from these features indicate that it post-dated the primary occupation of
the ringfort. The small amount of slag retrieved indicated relatively small-scale activity, particularly when compared to sites such as Lisleagh, Co. Cork where c. 800 kg (Monk 1988)
were recovered or Johnstown (Clarke 2002) where 2,000 kg of slag were recovered. It was,
however, greater than the 42 kg of slag retrieved from early medieval metalworking features
excavated at the ringfort at Mackney, two miles to the east.

9.5

Souterrain

Alcock et al. (1999) contend that souterrains were not isolated monuments, though they
often survive as such today. In County Galway however, there appears to be a high level of
association with enclosed settlements (Clinton 2001, 45 – 46) and they probably originally
formed part of complex habitations as is testified by their frequent association with ringforts
and early ecclesiastical settlements. In the north Galway area 88% of souterrains were associated with ringforts, ecclesiastical settlements or unclassified enclosures and earthworks (ibid).
In south Galway this pattern is repeated with only 13% of the identified souterrains being
associated with unenclosed settlements. The souterrain at Loughbown 1 is clearly associated
with a ringfort.
The chamber was not completely excavated beyond the road corridor. The results of geophysical survey demonstrated that the souterrain extended for a distance of up to 3m beyond
the area of excavation. A possible vent may have provided fresh air in the chamber. In the
absence of full excavation, the chamber appeared to be rectangular, one of the most widespread of souterrain chamber forms (Clinton 2001, 121). This is different to the souterrain at
Mackney, which had a stepped entrance, a trap door and an oblong chamber.
Excavations of souterrains around Ireland have yielded very few scientifically derived
dates. Dates are more usually arrived at from associated finds. In general it appears that the
construction and occupation phases of souterrains span roughly the 8th to the 13th centuries
AD (Clinton 2001, 89-90).
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Skeleton

The presence of the juvenile skeleton is significant. A search of the database of Irish
excavations (www.excavations.ie) indicates that multiple burials are reasonably common at
ringforts. However, the burials are usually later re-use of the site (Ní Cheallaigh 2006) and at
Loughbown 1 the radiocarbon date from the skeleton suggested that it was roughly contemporary with the early periods of occupation of the ringfort. The occurrence of just one inhumation burial within the inner ditch was unusual. There is no indication of why the skeleton
was recovered from the ditch. As there was no grave-cut it is possible that the skeleton was not
deliberately deposited but was an accidental death that was never recovered from the ditch.
Early medieval enclosures with settlement and burial remains include Parknahown 5,
Co. Laois, Balriggan, Co. Dublin and Johnstown and Castlefarm in Co. Meath. A large
cemetery (up to 600 individuals) and a possible structure within an enclosure at Parknahown
5 (O’Neill 2006, 32). At Balriggan a small centery was excavated in the south-west part of
the early medieval enclosure (Delaney and Roycroft 2003, 18). At Johnstown a substantial
early medieval burial ground with 424 individuals was found within an enclosure (Clarke
2002, 18-9) and at Castlefarm seven burials were recorded in the south-west part of the enclosure (O’Connell 2006, 21). The discovery of early medieval human skeletons at ringfort
or enclosure sites is therefore not unusual, although most examples appear to be formal burials. At Loughbown 1 the body was not carefully buried and there are few recorded parallels.
At Corbally, Co. Kildare a skeleton was found discarded within a disused corn-drying kiln.
Osteological analysis suggested that the individual was probably mentally ill (Tobin 2003).
Although no such evidence was found during osteological analysis of the Loughbown 1 skeleton it is possible that this was the body of a similar ‘outsider’ who was not given a normal,
formal burial.
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Figure 1: Discovery series OS map showing the route of the new N6 Galway to Ballinasloe road (Contract 4) and the location of all excavation sites.
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Figure 2: The route of the new N6 Galway to Ballinasloe road (Contract 4) overlaid on the 1st edition OS map.
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Figure 3: The route of the new N6 Galway to Ballinasloe road (Contract 4) overlaid on the RMP map (Sheet 87).
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Figure 4: Portion of 1st edition OS map sheet 087 showing location of Loughbown and building to west.
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Outer enclosure ditch

Figure 5: Post-excavation plan of the ringfort at Loughbown 1 E2442.
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Figure 6: Post-excavation plan of the ringfort at Loughbown 1 showing the main features
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Figure 10: Plan of inhumation in inner ditch C.7.
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Figure 11: Plan of corn-drying kiln C.198.
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Figure 15: Plan of Structures A and B.
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Figure 16: Plan of modern building.
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100mm

Loughbown I, E2442:40:1

Figure 17: Illustration of E2442:40:1 portion of stone axe.
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Figure 18: Illustration of bone combs E2442:93:1, 2 and 4.
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Loughbown I, E2442:203:1
Figure 19: Illustration of E2442:203:1 ringed pin.
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Loughbown I, E2442:203:4

Figure 20: Illustration of E2442:203:4 iron fish hook.
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Figure 21: Illustration of E2442:115:1 iron pin.
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Figure 22: Illustration of bone weaving tool E2442:250:1, button E2442:1:22 and tuning peg
E2442:116:1.
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Plate 1: View of outer ditch C.66 from northeast.

Plate 2: Area of entrance from southeast.
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Plate 3: View of inner ditch C.7and entrance from north.

Plate 4: View of DS 7 from south.
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Plate 5: View of western section of DS 10 from east.

Plate 6: View of inhumation in inner ditch from east.
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Plate 7: View of postholes C.290 C.292, C.294 and C.296 forming part of Structure A
from south.

Plate 8: View of souterrain from north.
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Plate 9: View of chamber of souterrain from north.

Figure 10: Plan of inhumation in inner ditch C.7..
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Figure 11: Plan of corn-drying kiln C.198.

Plate 12: View of foundations of eastern portion of 19th century building.
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Plate 13 a and b: E2442:40:1 portion of stone axe.

Plate 14: E2442:203:6 hone stone.
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Plate 15a: E2442:93:1 and 2 bone comb

Plate 15b: E2442:93:1 and 2 bone comb
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Plate 16a: E2442:203:1 copper alloy ringed
pin.

Plate 16b: E2442:203:1 copper alloy ringed
pin.
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Plate 17: E2442:1:33 wood comb.

Plate 18: E2442:250:1 bone weaving tool.
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Plate 19: E2442:203:4 iron fish hook.

Plate 20: E2442:162:1 iron knife.
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Plate 21: E2442:115:1 iron pin.

Plate 22: E2442:1:28 possible stone mould.
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Plate 23a: E2442:1:21 Anglo-Norman silver coin.

Plate 23b: E2442:1:21 Anglo-Norman silver coin.
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Plate 24: E2442:116:1 bone tuning peg.

Plate 25: E2442:1:22 bone button.
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Appendix 1: Stratigraphic Index

Please see attached CD for Stratigraphic Index.
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Area/Grid

all
all

B:19a/14d

B:19a/14d

B:19a/14d

B:19a/14d

B:18b

B:12a/8c

C. no.

1
2

3

4

5

6
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7

8

fill of ditch
C.11

__x4.7x0.55

75x3.76x1.03

__x2.6x0.35

__x0.25x0.18

__x2.1x0.3

__x3.6x0.46

Dimensions
(Meters)
Dark brown soil overlays all.
Mid grey clayey sand, strongly cemented and
firm. Underlays all.
Dark greyish brown soft silt. Frequent sub-angular and sub-rounded fine, moderate sub-angular
medium and moderate sub-angular coarse
pebbles. Moderate sub-angular and sub-rounded
small, occasional sub-angular medium and
occasional sub-angular large stones. Moderate
charcoal inclusions. Overlays C5, underlays C1
Light greyish orange clayey firm silt. Moderate
sub-angular and sub-rounded fine, moderate subangular medium pebbles. Limestone and sandstone. Occasional charcoal inclusions. Overlays
C6. Trunkated by C101 at W and C108 at E
Mid grey silty weakly cemented and soft sand.
Moderate sub-rounded and rounded fine,
moderate sub-rounded medium and moderate
sub-angular and sub-rounded coarse pebbles.
Limestone. Underlays C3. Trunkates C4
Light greyish brown clayey firm slit. Frequent
sub-angular fine, frequent sub-angular medium
and moderate sub-angular pebbles. Moderate
sub-angular small and occasional sub-angular
large stones. Limestone. Underlays C4, C101
Break of slope top G at S, G at N. Sides moderate smooth at S, moderate smooth at S. Break
of slope base G at N, I at S. Flat base in profile.
Orientation N-S. Overlays C2, underlays C6.
Fills C1, C3, C4, C5, C6, C101
Dark brown clayey weakly cemented and soft
sand. Occasional sub-angular medium pebbles.
Occasional angular medium stones. Limestone.
Overlays C10

Description
F.1-F.64

Finds

BS3 animal
bone

BS5 - animal
bone

Environmental material

17

3,54

3,54

(DS3)

(DS1) no sign of recuts

(DS1)

(DS1)

(DS1)

3,54

3

(DS1)

Comments

3,54

Plan #
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cut of inner
ditch

fill of ditch
C.7

fill of cut
C.101 within
the ditch C.7

fill of ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.7

topsoil
natural

Type
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Area/Grid

B:12a/8c

B:12a/8c

B:12a/8c

C:28c/28d

C:28c/28d

C:28c/28d

C:25d/26c

A:2/3/7

C. no.

9

10

11

12

13

14
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15

16

8.6x3.8x0.2

4.6x2.85x0.22

__x3.26x0.5

__x3.26x1.3

__x2.40x0.7

__x8.58x1.25

__x3.3x0.36

Dimensions
(Meters)
__x2.9x1.15
Mid brown clayey compacted and firm silt. Moderate angular coarse pebbles. Moderate angular
small, occasional angular medium and occasional
angular large stones. Limestone. Underlays C10
Mid orangish brown clayey compact and soft
sand. Moderate angular fine, moderate angular
medium and moderate angular coarse pebbles.
Moderate angular medium and moderate angular
large stones. Limestone. Overlays C9, C2, underlays C1, C8
Break of slope top G at SW and G at NE. Gentle
smooth side at SW and steep irregular side at NE.
Break of slope base I at SW and G at NE. Flat
base in profile. Fills C1, C8, C9, C10
Mid yellowish brown clayey weakly cemented
and firm sand. Frequent sub-rounded medium
and occasional sub-rounded large stones. Limestone. Animal bone inclusions. Overlays C14,
underlays C1
Break of slope top G at E and G at W. Moderate
concave side at W and steep convex side at E.
Break of slope base S at E and G at W. Flat base
in profile. Fills C1, C355, C356, C12, C357, C14,
C358
Dark yellowish brown sandy soft and firm silt.
Occasional sub-rounded small stones. Limestone.
Moderate charcoal. Underlays C12.
Dark black soft silt. Moderate sub-rounded
coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded small
and moderate sub-rounded large stones. Frequent
charcoal. Frequent slag inclusions. Overlays C24,
underlay C1
Mid brown sandy loose and friable clay. Occasional sub-angular and sub-rounded fine,
moderate sub-angular and sub-rounded medium
and frequent sub-angular coarse pebbles. Moderate sub-angular small, moderate sub-angular
medium and occasional angular large stones.
Overlays C102, underlays C1

Description

F.1-F.4

F.1-F.4

F.1 metal
object (slot4)

Finds

SS9, SS10
soil

BS8 animal
bone, SS23
soil

BS4 animal
bone

Environmental material
BS2 animal
bone

no draw.

8,33

163/164

163/164

163/164

17

17

17

Plan #

(DS2)

(DS2)See also C.399.

(DS2)

(DS3) no sign of recuts

(DS3)

(DS3)

Comments
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deposit

deposit

fill of ditch
C.13/C.399

cut of inner
ditch

fill of ditch
C.13/C.399

cut of inner
ditch

fill of ditch
C.11

fill of ditch
C.11

Type
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75

Area/Grid

A:3b

A:3/7

A:6/7

A:7

A:7

A:6
C:25d,26c

C:25d/26c

B:18a/18b

B:18b/18a

B:18b/18a

C. no.

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25
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26

27

cut of burning
place

1x2x0.45

1.9x2x0.3

5x__x0.19

4.9x4.3x0.2
2.36x__x0.15

5.55x6.1x0.25

4.21x1.25xo.3

3.4x4.7x0.8

8.2x6.1x0.8

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.47x0.41x0.03

Light orangish brown stiff silt. Frequent subangular medium pebbles. Frequent sub-rounded
large stones. Limestone. Underlays C1, C15, C24
Mid reddish brown firm silt. Frequent sub-angular fine pebbles. Occasional sub-angular medium
stones. Limestone. Overlays C23, underlays C1,
C15
Dark brown silty soft clay. Occasional subangular coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded
medium and occasional sub-rounded large stones.
Limestone, sandstone. Animal bone inclusions.
Overlays C26, underlays C1
Dark brown silty soft clay. Occasional subangular coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded
medium and occasional sub-rounded large stones.
Limestone. Underlays C25
see C108

Masonry. Cut limestone. 19-th century house
foundation. Overlays C2, underlays C16
Masonry. Cut limestone. 19-th century house
foundation. Overlays C2, underlays C16
Masonry. Cut limestone. 19-th century house
foundation. Overlays C2, underlays C16

Dark orangish brown sandy firm clay. Moderate
sub-angular medium and occasional sub-angular
coarse pebbles. Limestone. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Overlays C18, underlays C102
Masonary. Cut limestone. 19-th century house
foundation. Overlays C2, underlays C17, C102

Description

F.1-F.3

F.1 Granite
Quernstone
fragment
(2pcs)

Finds

BS27 animal
bone

Environmental material
SS11 soil

54

54

54

8

23
8

21

22

22

19,20

no draw.

Plan #

(DS1) re-recorded as
C.129 and C.130#

(DS1)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.7

deposit

structure
deposit

structure

structure

structure

structure

deposit

Type

E2442
ISSUE 2: Eachtra Journal - ISSN 2009-2237
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Area/Grid

B:23a/16d

B:23a/16d

B:23a/16d

A:4/8
C:26b

C:26

C:26a

C:26b

C:26a

C:30b/31a

C

C. no.

28

29

30

31
32

33

34
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35

36

37

38

NA

3.58x2.90x0.46

1.65x0.45x0.18

0.5x0.5x0.12

0.62x0.39x0.2

6.8x0.72x0.2

7x2x0.8

__x1.8x0.2

Dimensions
(Meters)
7.16x2.5x1.25

NA

Linear/sub-rectangular cut of souterrain. Round
corners at S. Break of slope top G at E, G at W.
Steep stepped side at W, steep stepped side at E,
steep smooth side at S. Sub-rectangular in plan,
flat in profile base. Orientation of cut N-S. Overlays C1, underlays C118. Fills C1, C113, C114,
C115, C93, C29, C117, C119, C116, C118
Light brown white weakly cemented pebbley.
Moderate sub-angular fine and moderate subangular medium pebbles. Moderate sub-angular
small stones. Limestone. Moderate charcoal
inclusions. Overlays C17, C119, underlays C93.
Stones from collapsed roof of suterrain. Frequent
angular and sub-angular medium and sub-angular large stones. Limestone. Overlays C115, 114,
underlays C1
NA
Mid brown clayey firm silt. Occasional subangular medium pebbles. Limestone. Frequent
charcoal inclusions. Underlays C1
Orange silty firm sand. Occasional sub-angular
fine pebbles. Limestone. See C391.
Dark brown silty loose and soft sand. Moderate
small and medium size of slag. Occasional charcoal inclusions. Underlays C15, C88. Truncated
by C88
Dark brown/black soft clay. Moderate size of slag.
Moderate charcoal inclusions. Slag inclusions.
Underlays C88, C106
Dark brown clayey firm silt. Occasional angular
small stones. Limestone. Underlays C15.
Mid greenish brown clayey loose soft silt. Moderate angular fine pebbles. Moderate charcoal
inclusions. Overlays C56, underlays C15, C111

Description

F.1, F.2, F.3
slag, F.4
bronze (copper), F.5, F.6
slag

F.1-F.4

F.1-F.5 ash
slag

F.1-F.4

F.1 Metal
object - possibly buckle
or fastener

Finds

BS39 animal
bone, SS41,
BS42 animal
bone, SS48
soil, BS 39
animal bone

SS43 soil

SS45, SS46,
SS47 soil

SS16 burnt
lime

Environmental material

32,43

32

32

32

32

32

59,60

158

158

Plan #

See C391

arbitrary cut

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of plough
furrow C.100
fill of pit C.64

fill of bowl
furnace C.95

fill of bowl
furnace C.89

bank material

spread
fill of plough
furrow C.88

deposit

fill of the souterrain C.28

cut of
souterrain

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:26/27

B:11a/11b

B:11a/11b

C:30a

C:30b

C:30d

C:30b

C:30a

C:30c

B:30

C:30b/31a

C. no.

39

40

41

42

43

44

45
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46

47

48

49

Fill of C.111

spread

__x__x__

2.2x2.2x0.3

5x0.6x0.12

2.5x2x0.3

3x1.5x0.3

__x__x__

1.25x1.5x0.3

__x4x0.39

__x4x0.3

Dimensions
(Meters)
__x__x__

Dark brown stony firm clay. Frequent sub-rounded coarse pebbles. Frequent sub-rounded small,
medium and frequent sub-angular large stones.
Underlays C40
Dark brownish black silty firm clay. Moderate
sub-angular small stones. Overlays C55, underlays C15
Dark brownish black clayey firm silt. Occasional sub-rounded small stones. Overlays C55,
underlays C15
Dark brownish black silty firm clay. Occasional
sub-angular small stones. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Overlays C2, underlays C15
Dark brownish black silty firm clay. Occasional
sub-angular small stones. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Overlays C2, underlays C15
Dark black pebbley stiff silt. Moderate subangular coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-angular
small and moderate sub-angular medium stones.
Limestone, sandstone.
Dark brownish clayey firm silt. Moderate subrounded small stones. Overlays C2, underlays
C15
Mid greenish brown firm silt. Occasional subangular medium pebbles. Moderate sub-angular
large stones. Overlays C56, underlays C15
This is a fill left in situ. It fills a linear gully
feature C.111 running E-W just N of C.64. This
context is the same as C.112.

Dark brown firm silt. Occasional medium and
large stones. Limestone. Overlays C33 (C391),
underlays C1
Mid brown soft clay. Occasional sub-rounded
fine and occasional sub-rounded coarse pebbles.
Limestone. Overlays C41, underlays C1

Description

F.1 copper,
F.2 glass, F.3,
F.4 slag

F.2-F.5

F.1 slag

F.1, F.2 slag

F.1

F.1 ground
limestone
working tool,
F.2 modern
pottery, F.3
modern glass

Finds

BS55 animal
bone

BS29 animal
bone

BS24 animal
bone

BS25 animal
bone

Environmental material
BS39 animal
bone

53

28

25

26

24

24

no draw.

Plan #

Same as C.112.

the same as C37

(DS4)

(DS4)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

spread/deposit

fill of plough
furrow C.86

spread

spread

spread

deposit

fill of ditch
C.52

fill of ditch
C.52

spread

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:30b/30d

C:25b/d
B:11

C:30a

C:30a

C:31a/31b

C:26d/27c/30b/31a

C:26d/27c/30b/31a

C:26d/27c/30b/31a

C:26d/27c/30b/31a

B:22a

C. no.

50

51
52

53

54

55

56
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57

58

59

60

fill of plough
furrow C.88

6.5x1x0.2

1.6x__x0.2

3.54x2.8x0.4

1.18x1x0.12

0.9x1.8x0.3

__x0.78x0.28

__x0.55x0.1

(10)x0.95x0.18

__x5.4x1.05

Dimensions
(Meters)
__x__x__

Same as C.1: Topsoil.
Break of slope top G at SE and G at NW. Steep
concave side at NW and moderate irregular side
at SE. Break of slope base S at E and G at W. Flat
base in profile. Fill C1, C40, C41
Dark black pebbley stiff silt. Occasional subangular coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-angular
small and medium stones. Limestone. Frequent
charcoal inclusions. Underlays C91, C86, C92.
Truncated by C86
Dark black pebbley stiff silt. Occasional subangular coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-angular
small and medium stones. Limestone. Frequent
charcoal inclusions. Underlays C15
Dark black soft silt. Occasional sub-rounded
small stones. Occasional charcoal inclusions.
Underlays C50
Mid yellowish brown clayey soft silt. Occasional
angular fine pebbles. Frequent limestone. Overlays C69, underlays C65
Dark black silty loose sand. Moderate sub-angular fine pebbles. Occasional sub-angular small
stones. Limestone. Overlays C58, underlays C56.
Dark brown silty loose sand. Occasional angular
fine pebbles. Occasional sub-angular medium
stones. Overlays C59, C85, underlays C57
Mid orangish yellow silty loose clay. Moderate
angular and moderate sub-angular medium pebbles. Underlays C57.
Dark brownish black clayey firm silt. Occasional
sub-angular small stones. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Underlays C1.

Mid greyish brown silty soft clay. Occasional subrounded small stones. Overlays C55, underlays
C1

Description

F.1 clay pipe
bowl - actual
bowl intact

F.1 slag

F.1, F.2, F.3
slag + C.57?
F.4, F.5
F.1 slag

F.1, F.2 slag

F.1 smelted
iron, F.2 slag

SS116 soil

SS54 soil

37, 38

43

43

27,31,35

43

25,26,40,41

28

F.1 smelted
iron, F.2
copper

24

Plan #

28

SS49 soil,
BS52 animal
bone
SS50 soil

Environmental material
BS26 animal
bone, BS30
animal bone

F.1 metal
object

F.1 lead musket shot, F.2
nail head, F.3,
F.4 slag
F.1

Finds

(DS4) no sign of recuts

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of pit C.64

fill of pit C.64

fill of pit C.64

fill of pit C.64

fill of a hand
dug gully C.70

fill of plough
furrow C.92

fill of a hand
dug gully C.87

cut of inner
ditch

spread

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:30a

C:27a

C:27a

C:26d/27c/30b/31a

C:26d

C:32

C. no.

61

62

63

64

65

66
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cut of v-shaped
outer ditch

possible recut
of a pit

cut of a pit

cut of a hand
dug gully

fill of a hand
dug gully C.63

fill of plough
furrow C.91

Type

__x1x0.5

3.48x3x0.44

4x3.4x1

__x1.1x0.4

__x1.1x0.4

Dimensions
(Meters)
1.25x0.4x0.1
Mid brown firm silt. Occasional sub-angular
pebbles. Occasional sub-angular small and
medium stones. Limestone. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Underlays C15
Dark brown firm silt. Occasional sub-angular
fine pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded medium
stones. Frequent charcoal inclusions. Underlays
C1
Irregular. Break of slope top I at E, S at W. Gentle
irregular at W and steep irregular at E. Irregular
in plan, concave in profile base. Orientated NESW. Fills C62. Truncates C132
Sub-circular. Break of slope top G in every direction. Gentle concave side at S, Moderate concave
side at N, gentle stepped side at W and gentle
smooth side at E. Break of slope base I in every
direction. Sub-circular in plan, flat in profile
base. Fills C1, C15, C37, C48, C65, C56, C57,
C68, C69, C58, C59, C83, C85, C84, C64, C67,
C109, C66. Fill of this cut is truncated by C65
Sub-circular. Break of slope top S at N and S at S.
Gentle concave side at S, gentle concave side at N,
gentle convex side at W and gentle concave side at
E. Break os slope base G at N and S. Sub-circular
in plan, flat in profile base. Fills C37, C57, C56,
C59.
A v-shape outer ditch. Break of slope top I at W
and G at E. Moderate smooth side at W and steep
convex side at E. Break of slope base S in the middle. Concave base in profile. Orientation of the
cut W-E. Fills C1, C.67, C.109, C.337, C.338,
C.339. Truncates C.165, C.166, C.167, C.158.

Description

F.1, F.2,

Finds

BS34 animal
bone SS112
soil

Environmental material

166/72

43

43

30

30

28

Plan #

Comments

E2442
Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway
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Area/Grid

C:26c

C:26d

C:26d

C:30

B:22c

C:26b
C:26c

B:22d

B:22c

C. no.

67

68

69

70
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71

72
73

74

75

fill of plough
furrow NO
CUT
3x0.55x0.1

2x0.8x0.05

1.04x0.6x0.17

10x0.65x0.38

__x0.78x0.28

0.4x__x0.72

__x0.1x0.5

Dimensions
(Meters)
__x1.4x0.6

Mid brown stiff silt. Occasional sub-angular
coarse pebbles. Trunkates C71 and C105

Dark brown fill. NA
Dark brownish black silty firm sand. Occasional
sub-angular medium pebbles. Occasional subrounded large stones. Limestone. Underlays C50
Light brown silty sand. Overlays C391

F.1
F.1 slag

F.1-F.6

Mid brown clayey soft silt. Occasional subrounded small and occasional sub-angular medium stones. Limestone. Overlays C109, C158,
C159, underlays C15.

Mid black silty weakly cemented sand. Frequent
sub-angular fine and occasional sub-angular
coarse pebbles. Slag inclusions. Overlays C57,
underlays C57.
Mid black silty weakly cemented sand. Frequent
angular fine and occasional sub-angular coarse
pebbles. Overlays C59, underlays C57
Break of slope top G at W and E. Moderate concave side at W and moderate irregular side at E.
Break of slope base I at W and I at E. Irregular in
plan and concave in profile base. Fills C55
Mid brown clayey stiff silt. Moderate sub-angular
pebbles. Frequent sub-angular small andmedium
stones. Occasional charcoal inclusions. Underlays
C106

Finds

Description

BS61
butchered
bone, BS93,
BS97 animal
bones, S113
soil

Environmental material
BS31 animal
bone, CS32
charcoal,
CS80 charcoal, BS87
animal bone,
BS90 animal
bone, CS91
charcoal
from the
base of ditch,
BS92 animal
bone, BS102
animal bone

38

37

32
58

148

40, 41, 42

31

31

63/72

Plan #

Possible plough furrow
overlaying C.391.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

stone socket
fill of suspected posthole
C.141
spread

fill of gulley
C.107

cut of hand
dug gully

fill of pit C.64

fill of pit C.64

fill of outer
ditch C.66

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:26b

B:21d

B:23c

C:26d

C:30b

C:30b

C:30b/31a

C:30b/31a

C:30b/31a

C:30a

C. no.

76

77

78

79

80

81

82
83
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84

85

86

cut of plough
furrow

__x0.6x0.18

0.8x__x0.18

0.8x__x0.1

1.9x1.6x0.18

2x1x0.3

2x1x0.3

0.85x0.61x0.14

1x0.5x0.08

1.7x0.64x0.2

Dimensions
(Meters)
1.5x0.4x0.07

Mid greenish yellow sandy compact pebbles.
Frequent sub-rounded and sub-angular medium
stones. Underlays C83.
Mid yellowish brown silty weakly cemented sand.
Moderate angular medium pebbles. Sandstone.
Overlays C84, underlays C58
Linear feature. Break of slope G at NW and SE.
Gentle concave side at NW and gentle concave
side at SE. Break of slope base I in the middle.
Concave base in profile. Fill C46. Trunkates
C53.

Oval feature. Break of slope top G in every direction. Gentle concave every side. Break of slope
base S in every direction. Oval in plan and concave in profile base. Fills C81. Fill is truncated
by C70.
Dark black soft silt. Occasional sub-rounded
small stones. Frequent charcoal inclusions. Underlays C70. Truncated by C70
VOID Fill of DS#6
Dark black silty soft clay. Frequent sub-angular
large stones. Overlays C84, underlays C59.

Mid brown clayey firm silt. Occasional subrounded small stones. Limestone

dark brown firm silt. Fills plough furrow.

Light brown firm silt. Fills C.163

Dark brown clayey firm silt. Overlays C2, underlays C15

Description

F.1 slag

F.1
F.1, F.2 slag

F.1 slag, F.2
chert

F.1 slag

F.1 copper

F.1 Slag

F.1

Finds

BS59 animal
bone

SS35
SS56 soil,
SS66 soil,
BS57 animal
bone, BS60
animal bone

SS104 soil

Environmental material

28,48,49, 149

44/140/141

43/140/141

43,44,140,141

148, 42

148

32,141

36,141

32

Plan #

Possibly same as C.139

Fill of oval feature C.163
at entrance to causeway.
Possibly contemporary to
C.66 (outer ditch).

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of pit C.64

fill of pit C.64

fill of pit C.64

fill of oval
feature C.80

fill of plough
furrow NO
CUT
fill of plough
furrow NO
CUT
cut of oval
feature

fill of plough
furrow NO
CUT
fill of cut
C.163

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:30a

C:26b

C:26b

C:26b

C:30a

C:30a

B:33a

C. no.

87

88

89

90

91
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92

93

__x2.3x0.3

__x0.55x0.1

1.25x0.4x0.1

0.62x0.39x0.2

0.62x0.39x0.2

6.8x0.72x0.2

Dimensions
(Meters)
(10)x0.95x0.18
Linear feature. Break of slope G at NE and SW.
Gentle concave side at NE and gentle concave
side at SW. Break of slope base I at NE and SW.
Concave base in profile. Fill C53 is truncated by
C86.
Linear feature. Break of slope top S in every
direction. Vertical smooth side at NE, steep concave side at SE, vertical smooth side at SW and
steep concave side at NW. Break of slope base S
at NE and SE, G at SW and NW. Square in plan
and flat in profile base. Fill C32. Trunkates C36.
It is a continuation of C106.
Oval feature. Break of slope top S in every direction. Gentle concave all sides. Break of slope base
S in every direction. Oval in plan and concave
in profile base. Fill C34 is truncated by C88 on
east side.
Linear feature. Break of slope top S in every
direction. Vertical smooth sides at NE, SE, SW,
moderate concave side at NW. Break of slope base
S in every direction. Square in plan and flat in
profile base. Fill C36
Linear feature. Break of slope top G at SE and
NW. Gentle concave sides. Break of slope base
I at SE and NW. Square in plan and concave in
profile base. Fill C61. Trunkates C53.
Linear feature. Break of slope top G at SE and
NW. Gentle concave sides. Break of slope base
I at SE and NW. Square in plan and concave in
profile base. Fill C61. Trunkates C53.
Dark brownish black peaty soft silt. Occasional
sub-angular fine, medium and coarse pebbles.
Moderate snail shell, frequent charcoal inclusions.

Description

F.1-F.4

Finds

SS38, SS101,
SS107
charcoal rich
soil, BS109
animal bone,
SS167 soil,
BS240 animal bone

Environmental material

158

28,149

28,149

32,141

32,47,141

47,50,141

28,48,49,149

Plan #

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of souterrain C.28

cut of plough
furrow

cut of plough
furrow

cut of plough
furrow

cut of bowl
furnace

cut of plough
furrow

cut of a hand
dug gully

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:26b

C:26b

X
C:26b

B:33a/16d

B:33a/16d

C:26a

B:19a/14d

C. no.

94

95

96
97

98

99

100
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101

cut of feature
in fill of ditch

__x0.3x0.2

1.65x0.45x0.18

7x0.5x1.5

7x0.5x1.5

X
0.3x0.35x0.2

0.5x0.5x0.12

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.3x0.35x0.2

Linear feature. Break of slope top S at N and S,
G at E and W. Gentle smooth sides at W and E,
moderate irregular side at N, steep convex side
at S. Break of slope base I in every direction.
Concave base in profile. Truncates C97
Break of slope top S at N and S. Steep concave
sides at N and S. Break of slope base I at N and S.
Concave base in profile.

Oval feature. Break of slope top G in every direction. Moderate concave sides. Break of slope base
I in every direction. Oval in plan and concave in
profile base. Fill C97 is truncated by C100
Oval feature. Break of slope top I at NE, SE,
SW and S at NW. Steep irregular side at NW,
vertical smooth side at SW, moderate irregular
sides at NE and SE. Break of slope base I in
every direction. Irregular in plan and concave in
profile base. Fill C35 is truncated by C88. Slag
inclusions.
number not used -same as C35
Dark brown clayey firm silt. Occasional subrounded small stones. Underlays C100. Truncated by C100
East wall of souterrain made of sub-angular greyish blue limestone. Linear and curved in plan.
Irregular height.
West wall of suterrain made of sub-angular greyish blue limestone. Linear and straight in plan.
Irregular height.

Description

X
F.1 slag

Finds

SS266,
SS268,
SS270,
SS271,
SS272,
SS273,
SS275 soil
samples from
behind the
wall, BS267,
BS269,
BS274 animal bone

X
BS51 animal
bone

Environmental material

3

141

59-60, 108

59-60 midex,107

141

141

141

Plan #

(DS1)

dimensions are irregular
see drawing

dimensions are irregular
see drawing

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

cut of plough
furrow

stone structure
-souterrain

stone structure
-souterrain

X
fill of bowl
furnace C.94

cut of bowl
furnace

cut of bowl
furnace

Type

E2442
ISSUE 2: Eachtra Journal - ISSN 2009-2237
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Area/Grid

A:3b,3d

C:27b

B:21d

B:22a

B:22a

B:22c

B:18b

C:30b

B:22a/22c

C:30b

C. no.

102

103

104

105

106

107

108
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109

110

111

cut within fill
of pit C64

__x0.55x0.25

6x0.25x0.3

__x0.4x0.23

2.1x1.7x0.5

10x0.65x0.38

6.5x1x0.15

6x0.3x0.3

1.55x0.7x0.05

__x0.5x0.8

Dimensions
(Meters)
8.2x6.1x0.8
Dark brown sandy loose and firm clay. Subangular large stones. Limestone. Overlays C2,
underlays C16.
Dark brown firm sandy silt. Occasional charcoal.
Occasional sub-rounded coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded small and medium stones.
Underlays C.121, C.122, C.134.
Mid brown stiff silt. Occasional sub-angular
coarse pebbles. Limestone, sandstone. Underlays
C1
Mid brown stiff silt. Frequent sub-angular small
medium and moderate sub-angular stones. Limestone. Underlays C106, C75, C104. Truncated
by C106.
Linear feature. Break of slope top G at SE and
G at NW. Gentle concave sides at SE and NW.
Break of slope base I at SE and NW. Concave
base in profile. Truncates C71 and C105. Fill
C60. Farther NE this cut changes into C88
Linear feature. Break of slope top S at E and W.
Steep concave sides. Break of slope base G at
E and W. Concave base in profile. Fill C71 is
truncated by C106
Circular feature. Break of slope top G in every
direction. Gentle concave sides. Break of slope
base I. Oval in plan and concave in profile base.
Trunkates C6, C123, C4, C124, C125, C3.
Mid brownish green clayey soft sand. Occasional
angular coarse pebbles, occasional sub-angular
small stones. Limestone. Underlays C67.
Linear feature. Break of slope top S at E and W.
Vertical smooth sides at E and W. Break of slope
base I at E and W. Concave base in profile. Orientation NW-SE. Fill C105 is truncated by C106.
Sub-rectangular feature. Break of slope top G at
N and S at S. Moderate smooth sides. Square in
plan and tapered point in profile base. Orientation NE-SW. Trunkates C67, C66. Fill C112

Description

Finds

BS67, BS88
animal bone

SS115 soil

CS65
charcoal

Environmental material

53

134

61/72

54

134

134

134

134

55,56

19,20

Plan #

fence post in one of
sections

(DS1)

related to the entrance
way

(DS6)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

cut of a fence

fill of outer
ditch C.66

cut of fire pit
within the fill
of ditch

cut of v-shape
gulley

cut of plough
furrow

fill of plough
furrow NO
CUT
fill of fence cut
C.110

fill of ditch
C.186

deposit within
structure C.18

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

C:30b

B:33a

B:33a

B:33a

B:33a

B:33a

B:33a

B:33a

B:27b

B/C:27b

C. no.

112

113

114

115

116

117
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118

119

120

120

Fill of Ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.7
?x1.00x1.01

__x1x1.01

7x__x0.5

7x1.2x0.2

7x1.2x0.2

__x__x0.2

7x2x0.2

7x1.5x0.17

7x1.5x0.1

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.25x0.55x0.25

Mid greenish grey sandy silt. Frequent rounded
and angular pebbles. Moderate charcoal
inclusions
Light to mid brown firm/soft silty clay. Occasional sub-angular fine pebbles. Occasional small
stones.Underlays C133, C137
Light to mid brown firm-soft, silty clay. Occasional fine sub-angular pebbles. Occasional small
stones.Underlays C.133, C.137.

Mid greenish grey sandy loose silt. Frequent
rounded and angular pebbles. Animal bone inclusions. Overlays C118, underlays C116
Dark black silty clay. Frequent charcoal, moderate
snail shell inclusions. Overlays C119, underlays
C117

Dark brown sandy soft silt. Frequent angular
coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded stones.
Underlays C1
Mid greyish brown pebbley very soft silt. Frequent rounded, sub-angular, angular pebbles.
Moderate sub-angular small stones. Limestone.
Overlays C114, underlays C1
Mid greyish brown very soft silt. Moderate subangular medium pebbles. Moderate sub-angular
medium stones. Moderate snail shell, moderate
limestone. Overlays C115, underlays C113
Mid greenish grey loose sand. Moderate subangular fine, moderate sub-rounde, aub-angular
medium and occasional sub-angular coarse
pebbles. Frequent sub-angular medium stones.
Moderate boulder clay and snail shell inclusions
Mid greenish/greyish brown clayey stones.
Frequent sub-angular medium stones. Overlays
C117, underlays C115

Description

F.1-F.3

F.1 worked
bone, F.2,
F.3 fragment
of saddle
quern

F.1 iron tool

F.1 fragment
of quernstone

F.1 rotary
quernstone

Finds

SS186 soil,
BS241 animal bone
SS63, SS193,
SS236
charcoal rich
soil, BS238
animal bone
BS68,
BS239 animal bone

BS72, BS73
animal bone,
SS174 soil

SS111 soil,
BS263,
BS265 animal bone
BS 69 animal
bone, SS152
soil, BS262
animal bone
BS71 animal
bone, SS110,
SS156 soil

Environmental material

55,56

55,56

158

158

158

158

158

158

158

53

Plan #

DS #6

(DS6)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of souterrain C.28

fill of souterrain C.28

fill of souterrain C.28

fill of souterrain C.28

fill of souterrain C.28

fill of souterrain C.28

fill of feature
C.111 within
the pit C.64
fill of souterrain C.28

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B/27B

B/C:27

B/27B

B/C:27b

B/18B

B/18B

B/18B

B/18B

B/18B

B/18B

C. no.

121

121

122

122

123

124

125
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126

127

128

fill of fireplace
C.108
fill of fireplace
C.108
1.8x0.3x0.03

1.2x1.2x0.05

__x1.2x0.1

__x0.45x0.1

__x2.4x0.3

__x1.6x0.2

?x0.40x0.80

__x0.4x0.8

?x2.8x0.80

Dimensions
(Meters)
__x2.8x0.8
Mid greenish brown sandy/pebbley stiff silt.
Occasional sub-angular pebbles. Occasional
sub-rounded stones. Limestone. Overlays C103,
C134, C122, C133, underlays C139
Mid greenish brown stiff sandy/pebbley silt.
Occasional fine, medium & coarse sub-angular
pebbles. Occasional small, medium & large
(0.30m) sub-rounded stones.Underlays C.139,
C.63. Overlays C.170, C.173.
Mid brown firm silt. Occasional sub-angular medium pebbles & small angular stones. Overlays
C103, C137, underlays C121
Mid brown firm silt(?). Occasional medium
sub-angular pebbles & small angular stones.
Underlays C.121. Overlays C.103, C.137.
Mid brown stiff silt. Frequent sub-angular
fine, moderate sub-angular medium and coarse
pebbles. Occasional sub-angular small stones.
Limestone. Overlays C6, underlays C4. truncated
by C108
Mid brown stiff silt. Frequent sub-angular fine,
moderate sub-angular medium and coarse
pebbles. Occasional sub-angular small stones.
Overlays C4, underlays C125, C3. Truncated by
C108.
Dark brown peaty stiff silt. Moderate sub-angular
medium pebbles. Limestone, charcoal inclusions. Overlays C124, underlays C3. Truncated
by C108
This is a scorched layer of firm silt below the bottom of a fireplace C108. It changes colour from
yellow on the top through orange in the middle
to red on the bottom. Moderate sub-angular medium pebbles. Limestone. Overlays C6, underlays
C108
Light grey clayey soft silt. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Underlays C129
Light white sandy soft silt. Frequent charcoal
inclusions. Underlays C129

Description

Finds

SS83 soil

SS84 soil

S85 soil

55,56

BS125

54

54

54

(DS1)

(DS1)

(DS1)

(DS1)

(DS1)

54

54

(DS1)

DS #6

(DS6) Deliberate
backfilling of inner
ditch, prior to smelting
activities
DS#6 & 8: Only recorded in DS#6. Deliberate backfilling of inner
ditch, prior to smelting
activities
(DS6)

Comments

54

55

55,56

55,56

Plan #

Environmental material
BS125 Bones

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.7

Fill of Ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.137

Fill of Ditch
C.7

fill of ditch
C.137

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B/18B

B/18B

C/30C

B/C:27b

B/C:27b

B/C:27b

B/C:27b

B/C:27a

B/C:27b

C. no.

129

130

131

132

133

134
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135

136

137

Re-cut of enclosure ditch.

?x1.9x0.77

?x0.65x0.80

?x0.65x0.85

?x0.80x0.80

?x0.95x0.85

?x1.10x0.77

1.45x1x0.1

1.5x2x0.2

Dimensions
(Meters)
1.8x1.8x0.15

Mid to dark brown firm sandy silt. Sub-angular
medium & coarse pebble inclusions. Underlays
C.121, C.139, C.1 (C.103?)
Dark brown firm clayey silt. Bone & charcoal
inclusions. Moderate coarse sub-angular pebbles.
Moderate small & medium sub-angular stones.
Large sub-angular stone. Underlays C.186,
C.132. Overlays C.2 in C.136.
Sub-circular ditch cut. Base sub-circular, flat.
Filled by C.135. Truncated by C.132(7) &
C.186(137)
Sub-circular ditch cut. Break of slope top gradual
at E & W. Sides moderate irregular at W. Moderate concave at E. Break of slope base gradual at
E & W. Base sub-circular flat. Filled by C.103,
C.121, C.122, C.134, C.139. Truncates C.132,
C.136.

Dark black peaty stiff silt. Moderate sub-angular
coarse pebbles. Moderate sub-angular small and
occasional sub-angular medium stones. Frequent
charcoal inclusions. Overlays C127, C128
Dark black peaty stiff silt. Moderate sub-angular
coarse pebbles. Moderate sub-angular small and
occasional sub-angular medium stones. Limestone. Frequent charcoal inclusions. Overlays
C129, underlays C
Irregular feature. Rounded corners. Break of
slope top G in every direction. Gentle concave
sides. Break of slope base G in every direction.
Irregular in plan and concave in profile base.
Same as C.7. Sub-circular cut. Break of slope top
sharp at W. Sides steep, smooth at W. Base subcircular flat. Filled by C.120, C.133. Truncated
by C.137.
Mid brown firm sandy silt. Occasional medium
& coarse sub-angular pebbles. Underlays C.137.
Overlays C.120 in C.7, C.135.

Description

Finds

SS81 soil

Environmental material
SS82 soil
CS86
charcoal

56

56

55,56

55,56

55,56

54

54

Plan #

DS#6:Original cut of
the ditch. Seen in section
only.N facing
DS#6: Same as C.186.

DS#6: Primary fill of
original cut.(Sample for
Queen’s?)

DS#6: Stratigraphic
relationships different in
SW facing section to NE
facing section.
DS #6: Primary fill of
re-cut 137.

DS#6: This is the same
as C.7

difficult to explain cause
of low level of excavation

(DS1)

(DS1)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Cut of Enclosure Ditch.

Fill of Ditch
C.136.

Fill of Ditch
C.137

Fill of Ditch
C.7

Cut of EnclosureDitch.

cut

fill of fireplace
C.108

fill of fireplace
C.108

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:15a/11c

B/C:27b

C:25b

C:26b

B:15b

B:15b
B:15b

B:15b

B:15b

C. no.

138

139

140

141

142

143
144
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145

146

0.1x0.8x0.4

__x__x__

?
0.52x0.5x0.18

0.52x0.5x0.18

0.65x0.55x0.16

?

?x2.75x0.27

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x2.35x1.03

Sub-circular feature. Break of slope base I at N
and E, S at S and W. Gentle irregular side at N,
steep smooth side at W, steep smooth side at S
and moderate concave at E. Break of slope base I
at N and E, S at S and W. Sub-circular in plan,
concave in profile base. Orientation of cut N-S
Sub-circular feature. Break of slope top S in evry
direction. Vertical irregular sides. Break of slope
base S in every direction. Sub-circular in plan
and concave in profile base. Fills C.143, C.144
?
Mid reddish brown sandy friable silt. Occasional
rounded fine pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded,
sub-angular small and occasional angular medium stones. Overlays C.143, underlays C.1
Stones packed on the bottom of a post-hole.
Underlay C.144
Circular feature. Break of slope top S in every
direction. Vertical irregular sides. Break of slope
base G in every direction. Circular in plan and
concave in profile base. Fills C.145

Medium & large angular stones within the outer
enclosing ditch C.66. These stones sit in C.67.

Mid orangish brown soft to firm sandy silt.
Frequent bone inclusions (canine skeleton).Occasional charcoal flecks.Occasional fine, medium
& coarse sub-angular pebbles. Occasional small
sub-angular stones.Truncated by C.150.Underlays
C.3, C.150. See also C.153.
Mid brown soft to firm clayey silt. Slag inclusions. Occasional medium sub-angular pebbles &
small to medium sub-angular stones. Underlays
C.1. Overlays C.121, C.133.

Description

F.1 burnt
bone, F.3
work stone

Finds

BS89 animal
tooth

Environmental material
BS76
SS77

57

57

57

57

58

55,56

Plan #

post-hole on the bottom
of C.142 -difficult to
explain

DS#6: This deposit
overlays all else in ditch
suggesting it washed in
after ditch was backfilled
by C.121.
Ditch C.66: At E terminus where it meets the E
fenceline/gully.

This represents the
canine skeleton found
within C153.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

post-pad for
C.146
cut of posthole

stone
fill (coluvial)
of post-hole
C.142

cut of posthole

cut of posthole

Fill of Ditch
C.66

Fill of Ditch
Re-cut C.137

Fill of Ditch
C.7

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:16d/20b/33a

B:15b

B:15b

B:11c

B:11c

B:11c

B:15a/11c

B:11c

C. no.

147

148

149

150

151
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152

153

154

Fill of Ditch
C.7

2.90x?x0.36

?x2.35x1.03

0.95x?x0.21

0.95x?x0.60

0.95x?x0.60

__x__x__

0.16x0.15x0.1

Dimensions
(Meters)
<3.00x1.20x0.30

F.1 Disc/
rotary Quern
fragment.

F.1

Frequent angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded
small, medium & large (<0.60) stones at S end of
Souterrain. Probably represents dumping from
later agricultural activity. Underlays C.1. Overlays C.404, C.113, C.114, C.29, C.30, C.115,
C.116, C.117, C.118, C.119, C98, C.99, C.402.

Circular feature. Break of slope top I at N, E, W
and S at S. Vertical smooth side at S and vertical
irregular side at NE. Break of slope base S at N,S
and I at E,W. Circular in plan and flat in profile
base. Fills C.149
Stones packed on the bottom of a post-hole.
Underlay C.156
Sub-circular pit. Rounded corners at N & S.
Break of slope top gradual. Sides moderate
smooth at N, moderate irregular at S.. Break
of slope base imperceptible. Base sub-circular
concave. Truncates C.153, C.3, 154. Underlays
C.151, C.152. Overlays C.2 (natural)
Mid brown firm silty clay. Occasional coarse subangular pebbles. Moderate medium sub-angular
stones. Underlays C.152. Overlays C.150.
Mid brown firm silty clay. Occasional medium
sub-angular pebbles. Occasional small subrounded stones. Truncates C.154. Underlays
C.154, C.1. Overlays C.151.
Mid orangish brown soft to firm sandy silt.
Frequent bone inclusions (canine skeleton).Occasional charcoal flecks.Occasional fine, medium
& coarse sub-angular pebbles. Occasional small
sub-angular stones.Truncated by C.150.Underlays
C.3, C.150. See also C.138.
Dark brown firm silty clay. Occasional flecks
& small pieces of charcoal. Occasional coarse
sub-angular pebbles. Truncates C.150. Underlays
C.155. Overlays C.3, C.152.

Finds

Description

SS103

Environmental material

66

66

66

66

66

no draw.

no draw.

Plan #

Same as C.138.

Seems to cap pit C.150.

Appears to be cut into
the side of the ditch cut
& a number of ditch fills
suggesting an episode
after the use of the ditch.

Possibly relates to later
dumping after land clearance. The hawthorn tree
is situated adjacent to
this deposit so this area
would have provided
an ideal spot to push
discarded stone into.
Overlays all fills of the
Souterrain, C.28.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
C.7

Fill of pit
C.150

Fill of pit
C.150

post-pad for
C.148
Pit cut

cut of posthole

Deposit of
Stones in C.28

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:11c

B:15b

C:30b/31a

C:26c

C:26c

C:26c

B:22c

B:15a/14b

B:22c

C. no.

155

156

157

158

159

160
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161

162

163

1.7x0.64x0.2

?x1.69x1.06

6.5x0.3x028

__x0.4x0.5

__x1x0.3

__x1.3x0.4

__x1.6x0.7

0.1x0.08x0.07

Dimensions
(Meters)
2.80x?x0.18

Break of slope top S at E and W. Moderate
smooth side at E, gentle/steep smooth side at
W. Break of slope base G at E and W. Curving
in plan and concave in profile base. Orientation
NE-SW. Fills C.167, C.165. Truncated by C.66
Mid greyish brown silty soft stones. Moderate sub-angular fine pebbles. Occasional small
stones. Truncated by C.66
Light greyish brown clayey soft silt. Moderate
sub-rounded fine and Occasional sub-rounded
medium pebbles. Moderate sub-angular small
and occasional sub-rounded medium stones.
Overlays c.160, Underlays C.158
Light orangish white hard clay. Occasional subangular small stones. Underlays C.159. Overlays
C.2 (natural)
Mid brownish green sandy soft silt. Occasional
angular fine pebbles and small stones. Limestone.
Truncated by C.107
Mid grey/orangish brown soft sandy silt. Occasional fine, medium & coarse Sub-angular
& sub-rounded pebbles. Occasional small &
medium sub-angular & sub-rounded stones.
Occasional large sub-angular stones. Underlays
C.153.
Oval feature, possible base of enclosure bridge.
Break of slope base S at N,S and G at E,W. Gentle
concave sides. Break of slope base G in every
direction. Circular in plan and concave in profile
base. Orientation N-S. Fills C.77

Mid to dark brown firm, silty sandy clay. PostMedieval/Modern debris. Occasional medium &
coarse sub-angular pebbles. Occasional medium
sub-angular stones. Underlays C.1. Overlays
C.154.
Mid reddish brown sandy friable silt. Occasional
sub-angular small stones. Underlays C.2

Description

F.1

Finds

BS96 animal
bone, SS114
soil

BS100 animal bone

BS106 animal bone

BS98 animal
bone

Environmental material

67

64,65

63

63

63

72

no draw.

66

Plan #

Basal fill of D.S. # 5

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

cut

Fill of Ditch
C.7

fill of cut
C.164

fill of outer
ditch C.157

fill of outer
ditch C.157

fill of outer
ditch C.157

fill (coluvial)
of post-hole
C.148
cut of outer
ditch

Fill of Ditch
C.7

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:22b

C:30b/31a

C:30b/31a

C:30a/31a

B:18d

A:8a

B/C:27a/ 23c

B/C:23c
C;27

C. no.

164

165

166

167

168

169

170
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171
172

Cut
fill of ditch
C.137

?x0.40x0.53

>1.00x1.00x0.30

3.90x1.60x0.25

__x1.1x0.15

__x0.62x0.17

__x0.55x0.11

Dimensions
(Meters)
6.5x0.4x0.22

Mid brown firm silty (sandy) clay. Occasional
coarse sub-angular pebbles. Moderate medium
sub-angular stones.Underlays C.121. Overlays
C.173, C.7. Truncated by C.63.
Voided.
same as C.121

linear feature, fence construction. Break of slope
top S at E,W. Steep concave side at E, vertical
irregular side at W. Break of slope base G at E,W.
Irregular base in plan. Orientation top from base
W. Orientation NE-SW. Fills C.161
Mid greyish orange very soft silt. Occasional
angular fine and moderate angular medium pebbles. Overlays C.167. Truncated by C.66.
Mid brownish yellow firm silt. Occasional
angular fine and occasional sub-angular medium
pebbles. Occasional charcoal inclusions. Overlays
C.167. Truncated by C.66.
Mid yellowish brown clayey very soft silt.
Moderate angular fine, occasional angular and
occasional sub-angular coarse pebbles. Underlays
C.165, C.166. Truncated by C.66
Black soft stony silt, occasional charcoal
flecks,frequent large sub-angular & sub-rounded
stones well sorted. Underlays C.1. Overlays C.187
Dark brownish black sandy spongy peat. Quartz/
mica inclusions. Moderate medium sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones. Occasional large (>0.20)
sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.1

Description

F.1 Metal,
possible
billhook.

F.1 Stone
F.2 Slag

Finds

BS122
BS128

Environmental material

70

70

71

72

72

72

64,65

Plan #

This spread was badly
sectioned and not recorded until long after.
Situated adjacent to E-W
gable of building in Area
A, probably associated
with this phase of activity. Similar to spreads
found near DS#4 & 5.
Possibly the remnants
of a turf reek. The find
suggests assoc; with
agricultural activity.
DS#8

Probably related to C.183
and separated by a baulk.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
C.7

Spread

Fill of Ditch
C7.

fill of outer
ditch C.157

fill of outer
ditch C.157

fill of outer
ditch C.157

cut of a fence

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B/C:23c/ 27a

C:27

B:23c

B:35b

B:35b

B:35b

B:35b

C. no.

173

174

175

176

177

178
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179

?x1.50x0.80

?x1.50x0.80

?x3.40x0.20

?x2.20x0.10

2x1x0.8

2x1x0.8

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x040x1.08

Dark reddish brown very soft stony silt. Occasional flecks & small pieces of charcoal. Frequent
small, medium & large (0.50-0.60) sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.227, C.219,
C.238. Overlays C.219

Dark brown soft to firm silty stony clay. Occasional coarse sub-angular pebbles & small stones.
Underlays C.121, C.170, Overlays C.132.
Mid orangish brown silty sand. Occasional
sub-angular and sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate
sub-rounded and sub-angular stones. Occasional
charcoal inclusions. Underlays C.139
Sub-circular feature. Break of slope top S at
N,S,W and I at E. Steep irregular sides at N,S,W
and moderate concave side at E. Break of slope
base S at N,S,W and G at E. Sub-circular base in
plan. Fills C.174, C.184
Mid greyish brown soft pebbley silt. Moderate
medium bone inclusions. Frequent fine & medium angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Frequent coarse angular & sub-angular pebbles.
Frequent small sub-angular & sub-rounded
stones. Moderate medium sub-angular stones.
Mid reddish brown soft silty clay. Bone inclusions. Moderate medium angular & sub-angular
pebbles. Moderate coarse angular pebbles.
Moderate medium angular & sub-angular stones.
Underlays C.234, C.226, C.216, C.1. Overlays
C.227, C.238.
Light reddish orange soft to very soft sandy silt.
Moderate medium angular & sub-angular stones.
Moderate large (<.50) sub-angular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.226, C.234. Overlays
C.235. See also C.33 & C.391.

Description

BS147
SS119

F.1 Metal nail
F.2 Post-Med
Pottery F.3
Frag of roof
slate.

SS154

SS121

BS146
SS120

BS117 soil,
SS118 animal
bone

Environmental material

F.1, F.2

Finds

76/77

154/88

89/155

89/155

?

?

70

Plan #

In S facing section
of DS#7. Appears to
be a layer within the
enclosing bank but may
alternatively be related
to the boundaries of the
buildings in Area A.
Possibly similar to C.392
(bank material) & C.33
This is a layer of stones
and fill within. Possibly
remains of a structure/
revetment built in or collapsed into the ditch.

In S facing section of
DS#7. The finds suggest
contemporaneity with
the buildings in Area A.

In S facing section of
DS#7.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Layer of Bank

Fill if Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

cut of waste pit

fill of waste pit
C.175

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:35a/b

B:35b

B:22

B:18d

B:23c

B:18d

C:27

C. no.

180

181

182
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183

184

185

186

cut (re-cut) of
inner ditch

Fill of Ditch
C.7

__x2.07x0.85

2.80x2.10

1.8x0.4x0.35

1.60x1.30x0.20

7.3x3.6x__

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x0.50x0.10

Mid brown soft silt, occasional charcoal flecks.
Moderate medium angular pebbles. Frequent
large sub-angular & sub-rounded stones. Moderate medium angular stones. Underlays C.1
Masonry/dry stone wall along the inner ditch.
Survives to 2 courses here. Underlays C.39.
Overlays C.7. See also C.392.
Light brown soft silt. Moderate small charcoal
pieces. Bone inclusions. Moderate coarse angular
pebbles, moderate large angular stones. Truncated by Pit C.108.
same as C.137

Sub-circular cut. Corners rounded at NE, SE,
NW, SW. Break of slope top gradual at NE,
NW, sharp at SE, SW. Sides moderate concave at
NE, steep concave at SE & SW, gentle concave
at NW. Break of slope base gradual. Base flat.
Orientated N-S. Filled by C.179, C.216, C.217,
C.218, C.219, C.220, C.224, C.225, C.226,
C.227,C.229, C.180, C.178, C.177, C.176,
C.234.
see C.365

Dark brownish black loose silty sand. Frequent
flecks & small pieces of charcoal. Underlays
C.177. Overlays C.179

Description

F.1 Metal
Object

Finds

BS127
SS124

Environmental material
SS123

55,56

73

69

71

?

88/89/154/155.

88/89/154/155

Plan #

Probably related to C.168
separated by a baulk but
compaction/colour differs slightly.
Re-recorded as C.392. 2
courses high, 2 courses
wide.
Probably relates to C.108
and fills therein.

see C.365

In S facing section of
DS#7. This is a localised/
discrete fill within the
ditch. Charcoal rich but
no evidence of burning
in situ. No evident cut
suggests the ditch was
still partially open when
this was deposited. May
be related/contemporary
with the buildings in
Area A and/or perhaps
C.179.
This is the cut of the
inner enclosure ditch in
DS#7. May be tied in
with cut numbers given
elsewhere on-site for the
same feature. (eg: C.7)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

dry stone wall

cut of N-E
ditch terminus
Fill of Ditch
C.7

Cut of inner
enclosure ditch

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:18d

B:24c

B:24c

B:24c

B:24b

B/C:19/23/27

B:11d/15a

B/15

B:11d/15a

C. no.

187

188

189

190

191

192
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193

193

194

Layer

__x__x0.35

3.10x3.10x0.10

__x__x0.48

__x__x0.38

__x__x0.14

Dimensions
(Meters)
1.50x1.40x0.28

Mid brown clayey silt in interior area.

Dark brown sandy firm peat. Occasional rounded, sub-rounded, sub-angular fine and medium
pebbles. Overlays C.197

Dark brown spongy peat. Occasional fine &
medium sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays C.1.
Overlays C.197.

Light greyish green friable sandy silt. Exposed
during general clean-back of the interior.

F.1 Metal Object
F.2
Slag

Black soft silt. Burnt clay, occasional charcoal
flecks. Bone inclusions.Moderate medium angular pebbles, occasional medium angular stones.
Underlays C.168. Overlays C.195.
Mid greyish brown silty stiff clay. Occasional
sub-rounded pebbles. Limestone. Overlays C.189
Mid brown silty firm clay. Moderate sub-rounded, sub-angular medium, occasional sub-angular,
angular coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-angular
medium stones. Limestone. Overlays C.190,
underlays C.188
Mid brown silty/stony silty stiff clay. Occasional
sub-rounded, sub-angular pebbles. Occasional
sub-rounded, sub-angular, angular small and
medium stones. Overlays C.2, underlays C.189
Dark brown soft silty clay. Underlays C.189.
Overlays C.276, C.2 (natural)

F.1-F.3

F.1-F.19

F.1 Hammerstone

F.1-F.3

F.1, F.2

Finds

Description

130

SS134 soil

SS137 soil,
SS141 soil
BS165 animal bone
BS178

SS137
SS141

113/120

?

113/120

126/131/
132/139/140

130

130

SS133 soil

SS135 soil,
BS151 animal
bone, SS153
stones
SS136
BS233

74

Plan #

Environmental material
BS138
BS143
SS132

This layer possibly
underlays C.193.

This number was issued
for sampling purposes as
the deposit was related to
the possible corn-drying
kiln feature. See C.276,
C.277.
This is a generic C.#
taken during the
cleanback of the interior.
Information was never
added to this sheet as
clean-back continued.
A layer of peat, possibly
the remains of a turf
reek associated with
the buildings phase of
activity. Possibly overlays
C.194.

C.198 has been either cut
or burnt into the fill of
Ditch C.7

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

deposit

Layer

Layer

Deposit

spread

spread

spread

Fill of cut
C.198

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:18d

B:18d

B:15

B:18d

B:15a/c.14b/d

B:18d

B:15c/14d

B:15c/14d

C. no.

195

196

197

198

199

200
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201

202

fill of possible waste pit
C.201
__x1.5x0.52

1.8x1.45x0.45

1.50x0.38x1.00

3.65 E-Wx2.30NSx0.20

1.34x1.20x0.14

__x__x0.3

0.38x0.30x0.08

Dimensions
(Meters)
1.10x0.60x0.15

Sub-circular feature. Break of slope top I in every
direction. Moderate concave sides at N,S and E.
Break of slope base I. Sub-circular in plan and
concave in profile base. Fills C.202. Truncates
C.243.
Dark brown sandy soft silt. Moderate sub-angular, sub-rounded pebbles and stones. Occasional
charcoal and snail shell inclusions

Mid brown weakly cemented sand. Bone inclusions. Frequent sub-angular coarse pebbles,
moderate medium angular well sorted stones.
Underlay C.212, C.214. Overlay C.260. Truncated by C.213.

Dark brown silty firm clay. Occasional subrounded, sub-angular medium and coarse pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded and sub-angular
small stones. Overlays C.2, underlays C.193
Circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope
gradual at E & W. Sides gentle smooth at E & W.
Break of slope base imperceptible E & W. Base
flat. Orientated E-W. Filled by C.187.Truncates
fills of Ditch C.7, C.195
A “metalled” surface. Modern pottery inclusions.
Well sorted frequent sub-angular & sub-rounded
stone, occasional medium sub-angular &
sub-rounded stone.. Moderate sub-angular &
sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays C.1. Overlays
C.197, C.242.

Light, mid & dark pink soft clayey sand. Moderate small sub-angular stones. Underlays C.198.
Overlays ?
Mid brown soft silt. Frequent small sub-angular
stones. Underlays C.187. Overlays C.198.

Description

F.1 metal
object

F.1, F.2

F.1

Finds

SS149 soil,
BS150 animal bone

CS205
BS169 Human Bone
BS214
Animal Bone
SS145

SS140

Environmental material
SS139

?

?

78

?

74

74

Plan #

DS#10: A metalled stone
floor or walkway set into
& above C.197. Relatively modern feature
evidenced by sherds of
slipware etc; throughout
and it’s position above
the fills of the ditch.
Same as Ditch cut
7This is recorded as
being part of the “burial
construction”??

Probable that this is the
C.# upon which a fireplace C.198 was set.
CORNDRYER..Possible
this abuts C.195 thereby
underlays C.198? NO

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

cut of possible
waste pit in fill
of inner ditch

Fill of Ditch
C.261

Stone surface
in fill of Ditch
C.7

Cut of Pit

spread

Fill of cut
C.198

Fill of Ditch
C.260

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:16/15

B:15b

B:18d

B:14d

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

C. no.

203

204

205

206

207
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208

209

Fill of ditch
C.261

1.04x0.09x0.09

1.38x0.32x1.00

2.10x0.18x0.18

?x4.00x0.40

1.60x0.47

1.2x1.00x0.10-0.15

Dimensions
(Meters)
>6.00(N-S)
x5.00x0.30

Mid brown soft silt. No inclusions. Underlays
C.1. Overlays C.210

Mid brown soft clayey silt. Bone inclusions.Frequent small sub-angular stones, occasional large
angular stones. Underlays C.1 Overlays C.2
Mid to dark brown soft to firm silty clay. Bone
inclusions. Occasional flecks & small pieces of
snail shell. Occasional fine & medium subangular & sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate coarse
sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles. Frequent
small, medium & large(>0.35m) sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones.Underlays C.1. Overlays
C.240 in C.254.
Mid yellowish brown weakly cemented pebbley
sand. Bone inclusions. Moderate sub-angular
medium pebbles, occasional small angular stones.
Underlay C.168, C.183. Overlay C.212, C.260
Mid brown soft silty sand. Occasional fine angular pebbles, moderate coarse angular pebbles.
Underlays C.211, C.215, C.260.
F.1 Iron
object
F.2
Slag, 1 pc.

F.1-F.4, F.5
(repeated), F.6

Dark brown soft pebbley clayey silt. Moderate
fine & medium sub-angular pebbles. Occasional
coarse sub-rounded pebbles & small & medium
sub-rounded stones.
Dark brownish black spongy peat. Occasional
fine & medium sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays
C.203.

Finds

Description

BS170 Human Bone

BS176

BS197
SS194

Environmental material
CS191
BS190
SS163

78

78

78

80

82

82

Plan #

Possible that C.208 &
C.262 are the same with
cut C.260 & C.214
truncating. This would
make C.200, C.213 &
C. 212 the fills within
this cut.See Pix folder #7,
shot#15.(JO)
Similar in composition
to C.183

DS# 10: Visible in W
facing section. Large
amounts of stone suggest
a deliberate backfilling or
sealing of the ditch.

Possibly a layer of mixed
& disturbed soils. Forms
the majority of the linear
bank through Grids 15
& 16.
At SW corner of the
W linear bank. This
context is very similar
to that surrounding the
large stones at SE corner
of 15b. Possibly formed
through the breakdown
of peat stored for use.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
C.260

Fill of Ditch
Re-cut C.260

Fill of Ditch
Re-cut C.254

Deposit

Deposit on/
adjacent to
W.linear bank.

Layer on W
linear bank

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

B:35b

B:35a

C. no.

210

211

212

213

214

215
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216

217

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

?x1.78x0.44

?x6.00x0.20

0.60x0.10x0.60

0.30x0.30x0.84

0.30x0.30x0.84

0.73x0.14x0.57

1.00x0.23x0.80

Dimensions
(Meters)
2.00x0.05x0.18

Greyish brown sand. Occasional fine angular
pebbles. Underlays C.211, C.183. Overlays
C.208.
Dark brownish black soft silty clay. Occasional
small angular stones. Occasional large subrounded stones. Underlays C.1, C.176. Overlays
C.226, C.117.
Light grey soft pebbley ?. Occasional small pieces
of charcoal. Bone inclusions. Underlays C.220.
Overlays C.2

VOID. Circular cut. Sides moderate, concave.
Base circular. Filled by C.213.

Mid brown soft silt. Frequent fine angular pebbles, moderate medium angular pebbles (both
well sorted) & occasional small angular stones.
Underlays C.209. Overlays C.183
Light brown soft sand. Occasional fine angular
pebbles. Underlays C.207, C.183. Overlays
C.208, C.215
Yellowish brown soft clayey sand. Moderate medium angular stones. Underlays C.207. Overlays
C.262, C.213, C.200.
Mid brown very soft silt. Occasional bone inclusions. Frequent medium angular stones

Description

F.1 (repeated),
F.2-F.4

Finds

CS158
BS155

SS171

?

?

Environmental material

88/89/
154/155

88/89/
154/155

78

78

78

78

78

78

Plan #

In S facing section of
DS#7. Poorly recorded
on sheets.

Possibly correlates with
C.225 in the opposite (N
facing) section face.

Possible that this is a
fill of C.260/C.214. See
entry C.208 & Drg# 78.
No samples?? This is
recorded as possibly
representing a human
burial. When excavating we did consider that
this may’ve been a burial
caught in section. Some
small frags of bone were
evident in section. No
samples recorded??
Voided to make sense of
the stratigraphy.Possible
Grave cut in section.
C.260 may be the return
of this cut with C.200,
C.213 & C.212 fills
thereof.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
C.260

VOID. Recut in Ditch
C.261.

Fill of Ditch
Re-cut C.260

Fill of ditch
C.261

Fill of ditch
C.260

Fill of ditch
C.261

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:35a

B:35b

B:35b

B:18c/22a

B:14d

B:35a

B:35a

B:35b

B:35b

B:16a/c

C. no.

218

219

220

221

222

224

225
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226

227

228

Spread on W
linear bank

1.2x0.80x0.03-0.05

?x3.40x0.20

?x5.20x0.11

?x 3.80x0.22

?x4.00x 0.33

?x1.55x0.90

1.00x1.00x0.64

?x 1.40x0.25

?x3.20x0.45

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x1.78x0.44

Mid brown firm silty clay. Frequent small &
medium angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded
stones. Underlays C.216, C.1. Overlays C.178,
C.234, C.117.
Light orangish brown soft silty sand. Moderate
small sub-angular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.234, C.117. Overlays C.219, C.179, C.238.
Dark brown very soft silt.Frequent fine subangular pebbles, moderate medium sub-angular
pebbles & occasional coarse sub-angular pebbles.
Underlays C.203. Overlays C.4

Mid brown soft silty clay. Occasional small subangular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.224.
Overlays C.179

Mid brown soft silty clay. Occasional small &
medium sub-angular & sub-rounded stones.
Underlays C.179. Overlays C.220
Light yellowish brown soft silty clay. Occasional
small & medium sub-rounded stones. Underlays
C.219. Overlays C.217.
Mid brown soft silt. Frequent large angular
stones. Moderate flecks and small pieces of snail
shell. Underlays C.391. Overlays C.2
Mid brown firm silty sand. Bone inclusions.
Occasional fine & medium sub-angular &
sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays C242, C.246.
Overlays C.162, C.245. Truncated by C.247
Light brown soft silty clay. Occasional small subangular & sub-rounded stones. Undrlays C.1 (?)
Overlays C.225

Dark brown firm silty clay. Moderate small subrounded stones. Similar to C.2 (natural)

Description

F.1-F.3

Finds

SS164

BS179

SS162

SS160

Environmental material
SS159

82

88/89/
154/155

88/89/
154/155

88/89/
154/155

80,81

88/89/
154/155

Plan #

An amorphous spread
on the W internal linear
bank through Grids 15
& 16.

In S facing section of
DS#7.

In N facing section of
DS#7. Poorly recorded
on sheets and not at all in
plan/section.
In N facing section of
DS#7. Possibly correlates
with C.216 in the opposite (S facing ) section
face. Unrecorded in plan
/section.
In S facing section of
DS#7.

Remains of a stone wall/
revetment under spread
out bank material C.391.
DS#10: Visible in both
section faces.

In N facing section of
DS#7. Possibly natural
at base of ditch cut. Unrecorded in plan/section.
In S facing section of
DS#7. Poorly recorded
on sheets.
Poorly recorded on
sheets.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
C.248

Deposit

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:35a

B:16a/b

B:16a/b/c

B:18b

B:24d

B:37d/35b

B:37d

C. no.

229

230

231

232

233

234
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235

?x2.40x 0.30

?x2.00x0.20

0.70x0.04x0.10

0.55x0.40

3.4x0.60x0.07

3.00x0.60x0.07

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x2.00x0.20

Light orangish brown soft sandy silt. Underlays
C.178, C.234.

Black soft silt. Charcoal rich,moderate flecks.
Bone inclusions.Moderate small angular & subangular stones. Underlays C.1. Overlays ?
Dark brownish black soft silty clay. Frequent
charcoal flecks. Occasional flecks & small pieces
of snail shell. Occasional fine sub-angular pebbles. No evidence of burning in situ. Underlays
C.190. Similar to & at same level as C.255.
Mid brown soft clayey silt. Occasional small
angular & sub-angular stones. Underlays C.226.
Overlays C.177, C.227, C.219, C.178.

Dark brown soft silt. Bone inclusions. Some
burnt clay/peat. Moderate fine & medium subangular pebbles. Occasional sub-rounded coarse
pebbles & small stones. Underlays C.203 within
C.231.
Linear cut. Corners sharp, rounded at S, SE, SW.
Break of slope top sharp, gradual at S, SE, SW.
Sides smooth steep at W & E, smooth gentle at S.
Break of slope base sharp, gradual at S, SE, SW.
Base rectilinear, flat. Orintated N-S. Filled by
C.230. Truncated by baulk to N.

Mid brown firm silty clay. Occasional small
sub-rounded stones. Underlays C. 179. Overlays
C.218.

Description

F.1 Flint
blade/
scraper

F.1 metal
object

Finds

SS173

BS175
SS168

BS198
SS196

Environmental material

88/154

82

82

88/89/
154/155

Plan #

A small dump of burnt
material from elsewhere.
Truncated by machine
dug test trench. Similar
to C.255
In S facing section of
DS#7. May relate to the
boundaries of the buildings in Area A.
In S facing section of
DS#7. May correlate
with C.237 with the
baulk dividing. May relate to the boundaries of
the buildings in Area A.

In N facing section of
DS#7. Poorly recorded
on sheets and not at all in
plan/section.
This context may
represent mixed levels &
stratigraphy or some relation to rubbish disposal
in primary deposition.
Plough furrow, pallisade
trench? This cut starts as
a defined linear trough
at the N. baulk, running
S & shallowing out at
a large stone centrally
located on the linear
bank.
Ditch slot # 9 near
Luke’s pit.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Layer of Bank

Layer of Bank/
Fill of Ditch
Cut C.399

Deposit

Fill of Ditch
C.7

Cut of linear
feature on internal bank.

Fill of linear
feature C.231

Fill of Ditch
Cut C.181

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:37b/d

B:37d

B:35b/d

B:15d

B:14d

C. no.

236

237

238

239

240
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Fill of Ditch
re-cut C.254

Layer on/
adjacent to W.
linear bank.

Layer

Layer of Bank

Layer of Bank

Type

?x1.40x0.50

1.4x1.2x0.10-0.15

?x2.20x0.30

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x<4.4x0.16

Dark brown to black firm silty clay. Frequent
charcoal inclusions. No evidence of burning in
situ. Occasional sub-angular & sub-rounded
coarse pebbles & small stones. Underlays C.206.
Overlays C.254.

Mid brown soft silt. Moderate fine & medium
sub-angular pebbles. Occasional coarse subrounded pebbles. Underlays C.203

No sheet for this context. Light yellowish
orange to brown sandy silt.

Light brown weakly cemented sandy silt. No
inclusions. Underlays C.236. Overlays C.2
(natural)

Mid brown soft sandy silt. Occasional fine &
medium sub-angular pebbles.Occasional small
sub-angular stones. Underlays C.1. Overlays
C.237, C.326

Description

Finds

SS177

Environmental material

80

82

88/154

88/154

Plan #
In S facing section of
DS#7. May correlate
with C.178 with the
baulk dividing. May relate to the boundaries of
the buildings in Area A
In S facing section of
DS#7. May correlate
with C.235. May relate
to the boundaries of the
buildings in Area A.
There is no sheet for
this context. Described
in Reg as being “in the
far right bank corner of
DS#7” (SB)
At SE periphery of W internal linear bank. This
context seems to fill areas
immediately around several large rocks.
DS#10: W facing
section: C.240 differs from C.241 in
colour but in section
seems to be the same
context. Is C.254 a cut?
C.240 may be a deposit
of burnt material (ash
pit?) relating to the later
phase of building at W
end of site.
*Fresh
thistle & grass were
noted close to this context during excavation
suggesting disturbance.

Comments

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:14d

B:14d

B:14d

B:14

B:14d

B:14d

C. no.

241

242

243

244

245
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246

?x3.20x0.60

?x1.40x1.05

?

?x1.35x0.58

?x1.05x0.34

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x0.40x0.40

Mid greyish brown firm silty sand. Occasional
flecks of snail shell. Occasional fine sub-angular
& sub-rounded pebbles & small stones.Underlays
C.243, C.242, C.1. Truncated by C.254. Overlays C.247. Lens C.241 lies within this context.

Mid brown soft to firm silty (stony/pebbley) sand.
Charcoal inclusions. Bone inclusions. Occasional
flecks of snail shell. Moderate medium & coarse
sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate, poorly sorted small & medium sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones. Primary fill. Underlays
C.162, C.222. Overlays C.2 (natural)

Dark brown firm silty clay. Occasional fine &
coarse sub-angular pebbles. Underlays C.199.
Overlays C.243, C.246, C.222. Truncated by
C.201
Mid brown firm sandy silt. Occasional fine,
medium & coarse sub-angular & sub-rounded
pebbles & small stones. Underlays C.242. Overlays C.246. Truncated by C.201.
A deposit of frequent medium & large sub-angular & sub-rounded stones, reasonably well sorted.
Moderate charcoal inclusions. Fire reddened soil
& 1 possible burnt stone. Occasional snail shell
inclusions. See also C.221

Light yellowish brown firm silty clay. Occasional
fine & medium sub-angular & sub-rounded
pebbles. Underlays C.206. Overlays C.246.
Truncated by C.254.

Description

F.1

Finds

CS181
BS 180
BS166

Environmental material

This was left unrecorded
at time of excavation but
in retrospect may represent a feature similar to
C.221 or some separate
industrial activity.
DS#10: E facing section.
Possibly the same as C.6.
Seems to run through
S quadrant of enclosing
ditch with animal bone
& stone throughout.
Possibly intentionally
introduced to bury waste
material. Primary fill.
Sample # 166 for Q.U.B.
dating.
DS#10; Visible in both
section faces.

121

80,81

81

DS#10: E facing section.

DS#10: See C.240
(same as?). This context
seems to be an isolated
inclusion in the fills of
the ditch but seems more
probable to be the same
as C.240.
DS#10: E facing section.

Comments

81

81

81

Plan #

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
re-cut C.247

Fill of Ditch
C.?

Stone feature.

Fill of Ditch
C.?

Fill of Ditch
C.?

Fill (lens) of
Ditch C.247

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:14

B:14d

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

C. no.

247

248

249

250

251
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Human Remains in Ditch
C.261

Stone deposit
in C.7

Fill in Ditch
C.261

Cut of Ditch

Re-cut in
Ditch.

Type

1.47x0.77x0.40

1.05x0.30x0.20

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x2.90x0.70

Juvenile. Orientated E-W. Skull to the W. Body
crouched & lying on left side. Skull in poor
condition, mandible missing. Left arm bent
with metacarpals & phalanges behind left side
of skull. Right arm extended to pelvis. Right leg
bent at the knee, left leg bent at the knee. Feet in
poor condition & difficult to separate. Underlays
C.250. Overlays C.249.

A layer of well sorted medium & large angular &
sub-rounded stones with frequent coarse angular
pebbles. (0.10-0.15m in size) Approx; 0.40m
depth to this deposit. Underlays C.207, C.212 (in
section). Overlays C.251, C.249, C.252.

Light brown soft silt. Occasional charcoal flecks.
Snail shell inclusions. Frequent small & medium
angular & sub-angular stones. Underlays C.250,
C.251. Overlays C.?

Linear ditch cut. Break of slope top sharp at W.
Sides steep, irregular at N & S. break of slope
base gradual at S. Filled by C.206, C.241, C.246.
Truncates C.222, C.162
No sheet for this context.

Description

F.1

F.1 Bone Pin/
Pendant.

Finds

See separate
Skeletons &
Human bone
register.

Environmental material

83

80

Plan #

DS#10: No sheet for
this context. Described
in Reg as being “cut of
ditch visible in DS#10”
(EOF)
This was recorded as
being a ‘fill in the grave’.
There was no grave as
such evident (ie: no cut).
This is more probably
the soil in & around the
skeleton C.251, stones
C.250 & soil C.252.
This deposit was a fill of
fist sized & larger stones
which covered the skeleton. There was no cut
evident which suggests
that the ditch was at least
partly open when these
were deposited.
DS#9: The remains of
a crouched inhumation.
Christian orientation.
Badly damaged skull
with missing mandible
possibly related to C.253.
A bone pin or pendant
(F.250:1) was found in
the vicinity of the skull.
This is unusual in that
Christian burials do not
normally have associated
‘grave goods’. However,
this item may yet prove
to be part of an item of
clothing or shroud.

DS#10:

Comments

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:18d

B:18d

B:14d

B:24d

B:34a

C. no.

252

253

254

255
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256

Fill of Pit
C.257

2.02x1.34x0.45

0.30x0.30x0.10

?x1.90x0.45

Dimensions
(Meters)
?

Mid brown soft silt. Occasional fine, medium &
coarse angular pebbles & small stones.

Dark brownish black soft silty clay. Frequent
charcoal flecks.Occasional fine sub-angular pebbles. No evidence of burning in situ. Underlays
C.190. Similar to & at same level as C.233.

Sub-circular cut. Break of slope top sharp at S,
imperceptible at N. Sides moderate irregular at
N, steep concave at S. Break of slope base sharp at
S, imperceptible at N. Base irregular. Orientated
E-W. Filled by C.206, C.240. Truncates C.246
and C.241.

4 fragments of human mandible, disarticulated.

Mid greenish brown soft clayey silt. Occasional
small pieces of charcoal. Frequent snail shell
inclusions. Moderate medium angular pebbles.
Moderate coarse angular & sub-angular pebbles.
Moderate medium angular stones. Underlays
C.250, C.251. Overlays C.?

Description

Finds

SS251

Environmental material
BS182
SS187

99

80

Plan #
This was recorded as
being a ‘fill in the grave’.
There was no grave as
such evident (ie: no cut).
This is more probably
the soil in & around the
skeleton C.251, stones
C.250 & soil C.249
These fragments were
found in various locations about the area of
the skeleton. They are
possibly from the same
individual but 1 or possibly 2 teeth seem to belong to an adult as does
a meta-tarsal/tarsal(?)
found in the immediate
vicinity. This conflicts
with the remains found.
DS#6: Primary fill of
this cut is C.240 which
contains much charcoal.
This suggests that the
cut C.254 relates to the
dumping of burnt material /ash from a phase
post-dating the use of
the ditch proper. Relates
to the buildings at W
of site?
A small dump of burnt
material from elsewhere.
Truncated by machine
dug test trench. Similar
to C.233
Upper fill of Pit C.257.
Sealed by C.305.

Comments
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Deposit

Re-cut in
Ditch.

Fill of Ditch
C.261

Fill in ditch
C.261

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:34a

B:14d

B:18d

B:18d

B:18d

B:24d

B:24d

C. no.

257

258
259

260

261

262
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263

264

1.40x0.60x0.06

1.40x0.60x0.06

1.30x0.30x0.90

??x3.20x1.00

??x 0.60x1.00

Dimensions
(Meters)
2.02x1.34x0.45

Rectilinear cut. Corners rounded at E & W.
Break of slope top sharp at E & W. Sides steep
concave at E ,W & N. Moderate concave at S.
Break of slope base gradual at E & W. base flat.
Orientated E-W. Filled by C.264
Mid greenish/orangish brown friable silt. Occasional charcoal flecks, poorly sorted. Occasional
small & large stones. Moderate medium stones.
Underlays C.1

Square cut, round corner at N. break of slope top
gradual at S. Sides gentle smooth, vertical at S.
Break of slope base sharp at S. Filled by C.208,
C.215, C.211, C.207, C.168, C.183, C.210,
C.209.
Linear ditch cut, rounded corners at N & S.
Break of slope top sharp at N & S. Sides moderate
concave. Break of slope base gradual. Base flat.
Orientated N-S. Filled by C.200, C.213, C.262,
C.212.Truncated by C.260
Yellowish brown soft sandy silt.Frequent coarse
angular & sub-angular pebbles. Underlays C.212,
C.207, C.183, C.1. Truncated by C.214.

Sub-circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of
slope top gradual. Sides moderate concave. Break
of slope base gradual. Base sub-circular tapered
rounded point. Filled by C.256, C.304. Sealed by
C.305. Truncated to N by machine dug trench.
VOID
No sheet for this context.

Description

F.1 Stone
artefact

Finds

SS189

78

78

?

?

78

99

Plan #

?

SS188

Environmental material

Fill of isolated gully
feature.

Possible that this fill is
the same as C.208 which
has been truncated by
C.214/C.260.
Isolated gully feature
near square baulks.

DS#9: E facing section.
This cut is the same as
C.7, the enclosing ditch
as a whole.

DS#1 & #10: No
sheet for this context.
Described in Reg as
“banking material from
enclosure ditch (between
DS #1 & #10” (EOF)
DS#9: E facing section.

Seen in section only after
machine dug trench.

Comments
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Fill of Gully
C.263

Cut of Gully

Fill of Ditch
C.261

Cut of Ditch

Re-cut in
Ditch C.261.

Cut of Pit

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:20b/d

B:20b/d

B:18d

B:16c

B:16c

B:19d

B:19d

B:20b/d

B:20b/d

C. no.

265

266

267

268

269

270
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271

272

273

Fill of linear
feature C.265

?x0.37x0.12.

4.00x0.50x0.20

1.7x0.75.0.45

1.5x1x0.4

0.11x0.09x0.09

0.11x0.09x0.09

0.90x0.40x0.14

4.00x0.50x0.12

Dimensions
(Meters)
4.00x0.60x0.30

Mid brownish black silty loose clay. Frequent
angular fine and medium pebbles. Occasional
charcoal inclusions. Underlays C.1
Sub-circular feature. Break of slope top G at E
and S at W. Moderate smooth sides at E,N,S
and steep convex side at W. Break of slope base I
in every direction. Oval in plan and concave in
profile base. Orientation E-W. Fills C.270
Mid reddish brown friable sandy clay. Occasional
poorly sorted medium sub-angular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.266. Overlays C.273
Mid greyish brown friable pebbley clay. Frequent
well sorted fine angular, sub-angular & subrounded stone.

Circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope top
sharp. Sides vertical concave. Break of slope base
sharp. Base circular flat. Filled by C.268

Dark brown soft pebbley silt. Moderate fine &
medium sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays C.203.

Recilinear cut. Corners rounded at N & S. Break
of slope top sharp at N & S. Sides steep concave
at N & S. Break of slope base gradual at N, sharp
at S. Base concave. Orientated E-W. Filled by
C.266, C.272, C.273. Truncated by hawthorn
tree at W end.
Dark brown soft silty clay. Moderate amounts of
poorly sorted medium & large sub-angular stone.
Underlays C.1. Overlays C.272
Square cut, corners rounded, break of slope top
gradual. Sides gentle, smooth. Break of slope base
gradual. Base flat. Orientated E-W. Filled by
C.249, C.251. Truncates fills of ditch C.7.

Description

F.1 Animal
Bone.

Finds

SS201

SS200

SS227 soil

SS195

SS199

Environmental material

124

124

91

91

119

119

124

124

Plan #

Basal fill of linear C.265.

Sample erroneously
entered in reg as find.

This cut appears to be a
figment of the excavator’s
imagination as nothing
was visible on the ground
during excavation.
This sits on the W
internal linear bank just
NE of the large ‘central’
stone with other possible
postholes adjacent.
This sits on the W
internal linear bank just
NE of the large ‘central’
stone with other possible
postholes adjacent.

This feature may be
related to the Souterrain C.28 or may be
truncated by same.

Comments
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Fill of linear
feature C.265

cut of possible
pit

fill of pit
C.271

Posthole cut

Fill of Posthole
Cut C.269

Grave cut

Fill of linear
feature C.265

Cut of linear
feature perpendicular to
Souterrain

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:16c

B:16c

B:24b/d

B:24b

B:15b/d

B:24b/d

B:15b/d

C. no.

274

275

276

277

278
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279

280

0.52x0.31x0.06

0.60x?x0.46

1.20x1.03x0.30

1.50x0.90x0.20

>1.00x2.00x0.17

0.47x0.39x0.27

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.47x0.39x0.27

Dark brown soft silt. Fine sub-rounded pebbles,
medium sub-angular pebbles. Small angular
stones, medium sub-rounded stones. Underlays
C.203

Mid reddish brown mottled soft clayey silt. (Fire
reddened) Frequent small pieces of charcoal.
Evidence of burning in situ. Occasional small
sub-angular stones. Underlays C.191. Overlays
C.2 (natural)
Dark brown mottled/reddish black firm clayey
silt. Frequent charcoal inclusions. Evidence of
burning in situ. Occasional small & medium subrounded stones. Occasional small sub-angular
stones. Underlays C.190, C.191. Overlays C.2
(natural)
Mid reddish brown soft clay. Occasional fine
& medium sub-rounded pebbles. Occasional
coarse sub-angular pebbles. Occasional small &
medium angular stones. Underlays C.203
Mid brown firm to soft clayey silt. Frequent charcoal inclusions. Burnt clay. Occasional coarse angular pebbles & small stones. Frequent medium
angular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.369.

Dark brown soft pebbley silt. Moderate fine &
medium sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate coarse
pebbles. Moderate small sub-rounded stones,
moderate medium angular stones & occasional
large sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.203.
Sub-circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope
top sharp, gradual at W. Sides steep concave.
Break of slope base gradual. Base sub-circular
tapered blunt point. Filled by C.274.

Description

Finds

SS208

120

SS206

120

161

87/130

87/130

119

119

Plan #

SS204

SS203

Environmental material
SS202

This deposit is visible
on the floor of the ‘long
section’. It appears to be
the remains of an area of
intense burning. Some
remains in section.
This sits on the W
internal linear bank just
S of the large ‘central ‘
stone with other possible
postholes adjacent.

A deposit sitting at the
SE corner of the W
internal linear bank.

This area may possibly
represent the remains of
a corn-drying kiln. An
area of intense burning
C.276

This sits on the W internal linear bank abutting
the large ‘central’ stone
at E with other possible
postholes adjacent.
This sits on the W internal linear bank abutting
the large ‘central’ stone
at E with other possible
postholes adjacent.
This area may possibly
represent the remains of
a corn-drying kiln.

Comments
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Fill of Posthole
Cut C281

Fill of C.394

Spread

Deposit

Deposit

Posthole cut

Fill of Posthole
Cut C.275

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:15b/d

B:19d
B:15b/d

B:15b/d

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

C. no.

281

282
283

284

285

286

287
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288

289

290

291

Fill of posthole
C.292

Posthole cut

0.50x0.40x0.20

0.46x0.44x0.55

0.46x0.44x0.50

0.68x0.50x0.20

0.58x0.55

0.18x0.18x0.10

0.18x0.18x0.10

1.06x0.69x0.25

1.06x0.69x0.25

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.52x0.31x0.06

Circular posthole. Break of slope top gradual,
sides concave, break of slope base imperceptible.
Base circular tapered point. Orientated E-W.
Filled by C.285.
Mid brown soft silt. Bone inclusions.Moderate
angular coarse pebbles, moderate angular small
and medium stones.
Subcircular posthole. Break of slope top sharp,
sides vertical, smooth. Break of slope base gradual
at E, sharp at W. Base sub-circular, flat.Orientated E-W. Filled by C.287.
Mid brown silt. Butchered bone inclusions. Moderate angular coarse pebbles, frequent small and
medium angular stones
Circular posthole. Break of slope top imperceptible, sides vertical, smooth, break of slope base
imperceptible. Base concave. Orientated E-W.
Filled by C.289.
Mid brown soft silt. Moderate medium angular
pebbles and frequent medium angular stones.

Irregular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope
top gradual. Sides steep irregular at N, gentle
smooth at S & moderate irregular at E & W.
Overlays C.4 (natural).
Mid brown soft silt. No inclusions.

Non- Archaeological
Mid brown soft silt. Fine, medium & coarse
sub-angular pebbles. Small, medium & large
sub-angular stones. Underlays C.203. on W
linear bank.

Circular posthole cut. Corners rounded. Break
of slope top gradual. Sides gentle concave. Base
circular. Filled by C.280

Description

Finds

SS222

BS225
Animal bone
SS221

BS226
Animal Bone
SS220

SS219

SS283

SS209

Environmental material

95

94

94

93

93

92

92

120

120

120

Plan #

This sits on the W
internal linear bank just
S of large ‘central’ stone
with possible postholes
adjacent.
This sits on the W linear
bank just S of large ‘central’ stone with possible
postholes adjacent.

This sits on the W
linear bank just S of
large ‘central’ stone with
other possible postholes
adjacent.

Comments
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Fill of posthole
C.290

Posthole cut

Fill of posthole
C.288

Fill of posthole
C.286
Posthole cut

Cut.

Fill of cut
C.284

Posthole cut

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:23a

B:15d

B:15d

B:19d

B:19d

B:24b

C. no.

292

293

294

295

296

297

298
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299

300

301

Layer.

1.75x?x0.15

0.30x0.25x0.22

0.30x0.25x0.22

0.39x0.32x0.16

0.39x0.32x0.16

0.36x0.30x0.18

0.36x0.30x0.18

0.40x0.30x0.25

0.40x0.30x0.25

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.50x0.40x0.20

Subcircular posthole. Rounded corners. Break
of slope top sharp, imperceptible at SW. Sides
steep, smooth at N & S, steep, irregular at E &
W. Break of slope base gradual. Base subcircular,
tapered blunt point. Filled by C.300.
Light greyish brown firm silty sand. Occasional
fine and medium sub-angular pebbles, occasional
sub-angular small stones.
Dark brownish black friable peaty silt. Occasional coarse sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays C.1
(topsoil). Overlays C.387 and C.113(?)

Circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope top
gradual. Sides moderate concave. Break of slope
base gradual. Base circular tapered blunt point.
Filled by C.297

Subcircular posthole. Break of slope top E,W,
sharp, sides E,W,vertical, smooth. Break of slope
base gradual E, W. Base flat.Orientated E-W.
Filled by C.291.
Mid brown soft silt. Moderate medium angular
pebbles and occasional small angular stones.
Oval posthole. Break of slope top gradual at E,
sharp at W. Sides vertical, smooth at E and W.
Break of slope base sharp. Base tapered blunt
point. Orientated E-W. Filled by C.293
Light brown soft silt. Occasional medium angular stones.
Circular posthole.Break of slope top gradual at
E,W. Sides moderate stepped slope at E, W. Break
of slope base gradual E,W. Base flat. Orientated
E-W. Filled by C.295
Dark brown soft silt.Fine & medium sub-angular
pebbles. Small & medium sub-angular stones.
Underlays C.203.

Description

Finds

SS210

SS224

SS223

Environmental material

160

90

90

120

120

97

97

96

96

95

Plan #

A thin layer visible in the
long section within cut
C.385.

This sits on the W
internal linear bank just
SE of the large ‘central’
stone with other possible
postholes adjacent.
This sits on the W
internal linear bank just
SE of the large ‘central’
stone with other possible
postholes adjacent.

Comments
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Fill of posthole
C.299

Posthole cut

Posthole cut

Fill of Posthole
Cut C.298

Fill of posthole
C.296
Posthole cut

Fill of posthole
C.294
Posthole cut

Posthole cut

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:24b

B:19c

B:19c

B:34a/c

B:34a/c

B:19c

B:19c

B:19c

C. no.

301

302

303

304

305

306
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307

308

Cut of
Posthole

1.00x0.50x0.33

0.31x0.19x0.07

0.33x0.20x0.07

2.02x1.34x0.45
(larger than this)

2.02x1.34x0.45

0.30x0.28x0.26

0.30x0.28x0.26

Dimensions
(Meters)

Sub-circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope
top imperceptible at N, gradual at W. Sides gentle
irregular. Break of slope base imperceptible.
Filled by C.307
Mid brown compact silty sand. Frequent fine
angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Moderate medium & coarse sub-angular & subrounded pebbles. Frequent medium sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones. Overlays C.2 (natural)
Oval cut. Corners rounded, square at N. Break
of slope top sharp. Sides steep smooth. Break of
slope base gradual. Base oval, concave. Orientated
NW-SE. Filled by C.309.

F.1 Ceramic,
1pc

F.1, F.2

Dark brownish black friable peaty silt. Bone
inclusions. Occasional coarse sub-rounded stones.
Underlays C.1. Overlays C.2 (natural).

Sub-circular posthole. Rounded corners at N, E,
NE, SE. Square corners at S, W, NW, SW. Break
of slope top sharp, sides steep, concave; smooth at
W. Break of slope base sharp, imperceptible at N,
NE, SW. Base sub-circular, tapered blunt point.
Filled by C.303.
Light greyish brown firm sandy silt. Occasional
sub-angular & sub-rounded fine, medium &
coarse pebbles.
Mid greyish brown firm stoney silt. Moderate fine, medium & coarse angular pebbles.
Moderate small angular stones. Underlays C.256.
Overlays C.312, C.4
Dark brown soft silt. Bone inclusions. Fine, medium & coarse angular pebbles. Small & medium
angular stones. Underlays C.1.Overlays C.256

Finds

Description

SS216

BS252

SS215

Environmental material
SS211

126

126

126

99

99

98

98

160

Plan #

Cut of possible posthole.
May have been overcut.
Possibly truncated by
erosion.

Fill of possible posthole,
insubstantial

This layer sits on the W
internal linear bank. The
dimensions given only
relate to where it lies over
C.257
A possible posthole,
insubstantial.

This context sits on the
W internal linear bank.

Seen in section only
in the ‘long section’.
Recorded by S.B & J.P.
separately 2 weeks apart
so differing interpretations etc;

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Posthole
C.306

Cut of
Posthole

Layer on W
internal linear
bank

Fill of Pit
C.257

Fill of posthole
C.302

Posthole cut

Layer in
section

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:19c

B:19c

B:19c

B:334a/c

B:16c

B:16c

B:16c

B:16c

C. no.

309

310

311

312
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313

314

315

316

Fill of posthole
C.315

0.68x0.50x0.28

0.68x0.50x0.28

0.25x0.25x0.12

0.25x0.25x0.12

3.8 (visible in section only)x?x?

0.50x0.31x0.10

0.50x0.31x0.10

Dimensions
(Meters)
1.00x0.50x0.30

Mid greenish brown soft silt. Moderate medium
angular pebbles.
Circular stakehole. Break of slope top gradual,
sides vertically smooth, break of slope base
gradual at E, sharp at W. Base flat. Orientated
E-W. Filled by C.313.
Sub-circular posthole. Break of slope top sharp,
gradual at S & E. Sides steep, irregular at N,
moderate, irregular at S & E, steep, smooth at W.
Break of slope base sharp. Base irregular, pointed.
Filled by C.316.
Dark brown firm sandy, stony silt. Occasional
medium & coarse sub-angular & sub-rounded
pebbles. Occasional sub-angular small stones.

Mid brown compact silty sand. Frequent fine
angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Moderate medium & coarse sub-angular & subrounded pebbles. Frequent medium sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones. Overlays C.2 (natural)
Light brown strongly cemented sand. Fine, medium & coarse angular pebbles & small stones.
Underlays C.305. Overlays natural. Truncated by
pit C.257.

Mid brown compact silty sand. Frequent fine
angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Moderate medium & coarse sub-angular & subrounded pebbles. Frequent medium sub-angular
& sub-rounded stones. Overlays C.2 (natural)
Sub-rectangular cut. Corners square, rounded at
S. Break of slope top sharp. Sides steep smooth,
moderate smooth at S. Break of slope base
gradual. Base sub-circular flat. Orientated NWSE. Filled by C.311.

Description

Finds

SS228

SS230

SS218

Environmental material
SS217

99

Seen in section only after
machine dug trench.
May be a natural layer?
Probably upcast from
digging of Souterrain.

Cut of possible posthole.
Possibly truncated by
erosion. The interior area
of the site has possibly
been scarped out leaving
the sub-soils exposed to
erosion over time. This
would explain the lack
of substantial features in
this area & the present
uneven, stony surface.
Fill of possible posthole.

126

126

Fill of possible posthole.

Comments

126

Plan #

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Posthole cut

Fill of stakehole C.314.
Stakehole cut

Layer in W
linear bank

Fill of Posthole
C.310

Cut of
Posthole

Fill of Posthole
C.308

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:15c

B:15c

B:15c

B:15c

B:16d

B:16d

B:37d

B:37d

B:37d

B:37d

B:37d

C. no.

317

318

319

320

321

322

323
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324

325

326

327

fill of outer
ditch C.66

fill of outer
ditch C.66
__x0.1x0.9

__x0.45x0.89

__x0.4x0.63

__x0.27x0.27

__x0.34x0.34

0.44x0.40x0.25

?x?x?

0.39x0.30x0.08

0.39x0.30x0.08

0.32x0.30x0.08

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.32x0.30x0.08
Mid brown soft silt.Moderate medium angular
pebbles.
Oval posthole.Break of slope top gradual,sides
smooth, break of slope base gradual.Base flat.
Orientated E-W.Filled by C.317.
Mid brown soft silt, occasional medium angular
pebbles
Oval posthole.Break of slope top gradual,sides
moderate, concave at E, moderate, smooth at W,
base tapered rounded point. Orientated E-W.
Filled by C.319
Sub-rectangular cut. Corners? Break of slope top
sharp at NW. Sides steep smooth at NW. Moderate smooth at SE. Break of slope base sharp at
N & NW. Gradual at SW. Base sub-rectangular
concave. Orientated NW-SE. Filled by C.322.
Mid orangish brown friable sandy silt. Frequent
sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate
medium sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Moderate small & medium sub-angular & subrounded stones.
Black sandy soft silt. Occasional angular medium
and coarse pebbles. Occasional angular small
and moderate angular large stones. Limestone.
Overlays C.326
Mid brown soft silt. Moderate angular fine and
occasional angular coarse pebbles. Overlays
C.324
Mid green soft silt. Moderate angular medium
pebbles. Occasional sub-angular small stones.
Overlays C.326, C.329, C.330, C.328, underlays
C.323, C.324
Mid greenish orange soft silt. Moderate angular
fine and occasional sub-angular coarse pebbles.
Overlays C.327, underlays C.325
Orange weakly cemented sand. Occasional angular fine pebbles. Underlays C.326

Description

Finds

SS229

SS232

Environmental material
SS231

153/110

153/110

153/110

153/110

153/110

100/119

100/119

Plan #

west outer ditch slot

west outer ditch slot

changes into C.236
eastwards

west outer ditch slot

west outer ditch slot

Posthole started by NB,
finished by LD. Truncated by machine stripping. Probably related to
C.340 & C.342
Contexts above this
fill, probably relating to
the W linear bank were
removed by machine.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

deposit/layer

deposit/layer

deposit/layer

Fill of posthole
C321.

Posthole cut

Fill of posthole
C.320
Posthole cut

Fill of posthole
C.318
Posthole cut

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:37d

B:37d

B:37d

B:16b

B:16b

B:16b

B:16b

B:34a

C. no.

328

329

330

331

332

333

334
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335

3.3x1.6x0.25

0.29x0.20x0.08

0.29x0.20x0.08

0.24x0.22x0.11

0.24x0.22x0.11

__x0.2x0.62

__x0.17x0.6

Dimensions
(Meters)
__x0.13x0.56
Greenish grey weakly cemented sand. Occasional
angular medium pebbles. Claystone. Overlays
C.2, underlays C.325
Light greenish/orangish weakly cemented sand.
Moderate angular coarse pebbles. Overlays C.2,
underlays C.325
Light green clayey soft silt. Occasional angular
coarse pebbles. Claystone. Overlays C.2, underlays C.325
Mid reddish brown firm stony silt. Frequent fine,
medium & coarse angular pebbles. Moderate small angular stones. Occasional medium
angular stones. Truncated to N by machine dug
trench.
Sub-circular cut. Corners rounded, sharp at W.
Sides moderate concave at N, steep smooth at
W, moderate irregular at E. Break of slope base
gradual. Base sub-circular tapered point. Truncated to N by machine dug trench.
Dark brown soft silt. Frequent fine angular
pebbles moderate medium angular pebbles, occasional coarse angular pebbles. Moderate small
angular stones.
Sub-circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of
slope top gradual. Sides moderate irregular at W,
steep concave at W, gentle smooth at E. Base subcircular taperdd rounded point. Filled by C.333
Truncated to N by machine dug trench.
Dark brown spongy peat. Occasional fine &
medium sub-rounded pebbles. Underlays C.1.

Description

F.1 Unworked
flint frag.
F.2 Clay pipe
bowl.

Finds

SS249

SS235

SS234

Environmental material

102

119

119

119

Find #2 (Clay Pipe) at
bottom of this fill suggests a late date for this
feature possibly related
to the buildings at W of
site. It’s probable that
this feature represents a
turf reek.

Seen in section after
machine dug trench.

Seen in section after
machine dug trench.

west outer ditch slot

153.11

119

west outer ditch slot

west outer ditch slot

Comments

153/110

154/110

Plan #

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of C.336

Cut of Pit

Fill of Pit
C.334

Cut of Pit

Fill of Pit
C.332

deposit/layer

deposit/layer

deposit/layer

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:34a

C:32d

C:32d

C:32d

B:16d

B:16d

B:16d

B:16d

B:24c

C. no.

336

337

338

339

340

341

342
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343

344

Layer

?x?x0.59

0.17x0.17x0.05

0.17x0.17x0.05

0.11x0.11x0.04

0.11x0.11x0.04

__x0.26__0.88

__x0.25x0.6

__x0.2x0.33

Dimensions
(Meters)
3.3(E-W)x1.6x0.25

Light brown stiff sandy, stony silt. Occasional
fine, medium & coarse angular pebbles. Occasional coarse sub-angular pebbles. Occasional
small angular & sub-angular stones. Underlays
C.190. Overlays C.2 (natural).

Circular cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope
gradual. Sides smooth moderate. Break of slope
base imperceptible. Base circular concave. Orientated N-S. Filled by 343. Truncated by machine
stripping.
Mid orangish brown firm pebbley silt. Moderate fine sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Occasional medium sub-angular & sub-rounded
pebbles. Occasional small sub-angular stones.

Mid brown sandy soft silt. Moderate angular fine
pebbles. Occasional sub-angular large stones.
Limestone. Overlays C.338, underlays C.1
Mid greenish brown sandy soft silt. Moderate angular medium pebbles. Occasional angular large
stones. Limestone. Overlays C.339, underlays
C.337
Mid brown sandy soft silt. Moderate angular
coarse pebbles. Limestone. Underlays C.338
Circular cut. Rounded corners. Break of slope top
gradual at N & S, sharp at S. Sides smooth steep
at S, smooth moderate at W & N. Break of slope
base gradual at S, otherwise imperceptible. Base
circular concave. Orientated N-S. Filled by 341.
Truncated by machine stripping.
Mid orangish brown firm pebbley silt. Moderate
fine sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles. Occasional small sub-angular & sub-rounded stones.

Linear cut. Corners sharp. Break of slope top
gradual. Sides moderate concave N & S. Break of
slope base gradual N & S. Base sub-rectangular
concave. Orientated E-W. Filled by C.335

Description

F.1

Finds

SS244

SS243

Environmental material

104/119

104/119

103/119

103/119

166

166

166

102

Plan #

Contexts above this
fill probably relating to
the W internal linear
bank were removed by
machine.
This feature was only
half-sectioned. It
had previously been
truncated by machine
stripping.
Contexts above this
fill probably relating to
the W internal linear
bank were removed by
machine.
This layer is visible in the
square baulks. It may be
a natural deposit of material washed down the
incline of the site.

This feature was only
half-sectioned. It
had previously been
truncated by machine
stripping.

east outer ditch slot

east outer ditch slot

Just W of the W internal
linear bank. May relate
to the metalled surface
E of DS#7 but no work
done to show this.
east outer ditch slot

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of stakehole C.342

Cut of
stakehole

Fill of stakehole C.340

fill of outer
ditch C.66
Cut of
stakehole

fill of outer
ditch C.66

deposit/layer

Cut of
anomalous
oval feature.

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:22d

B:22d

B:18d

B:17a/b

B:17a/b

B:17a/b

C. no.

345

346

347

348
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349

350

Fill of Ditch
C.66

0.90x0.20x1.10

2.00x0.30x0.90

2.40x0.40x0.69

?x0.57x0.25

?x0.56x0.14

Dimensions
(Meters)
?x0.56x0.36

Light brown soft sandy silt. Occasional coarse
angular pebbles. Moderate small sub-angular
stones. Underlays C.1. Overlays C.349.
Light greenish brown soft sandy silt. Occasional
medium angular pebbles. Occasional large subrounded stones. Underlays C.1, C.348. Overlays
C.350
Light brown soft sandy silt. Occasional flecks of
charcoal. Moderate medium sub-angular pebbles. Occasional small angular stones. Underlays
C.349. Overlays C.2 (natural)

Light brownish grey soft clayey silt. Inclusions ?
Underlays C.1. Overlays C.2 (natural)

Light greyish soft silty pebbles. Frequent fine
angular, sub-angular & sub-rounded pebbles.
Occasional small sub-angular & sub-rounded
stones. Underlays C.345. Overlays C.2 (natural)

Light brownish orange firm clayey silt. No inclusions (?) Underlays C1?. Overlays C. 346. See also
C.33, C.178, C.391.

Description

Finds

SS254

SS247

SS246

Environmental material
SS245

105

105

105

132/133

133

133

Plan #

Ditch C.66: Basal fill.

This sondage was dug for
sampling purposes: phosphate analysis. This may
be the same material as
the bank (C.391/C.178/
C.33) which has been
denuded and ploughed
out across this area.
This sondage was dug
for sampling purposes:
phosphate analysis.
This deposit is probably
natural sub-soil overlying
C.2, boulder clay.
This sondge was dug for
sampling purposes. Probably a glacial deposit, ie:
natural material left to
form a causeway into the
interior of the site. The
upper 0.15 - 0.20m was
scarped out to provide
drainage and the deposit
excavated in this sondage probably represents
material that has washed
in/ built up after the use
of the causeway.
Ditch C.66: Layer introduced after ditch had
silted up.
Ditch C.66: Fill

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
C.66

Layer above
C.66

Sondage on
Causeway

Deposit within
Sondage

Deposit within
Sondage

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:25b

B:25b

B:21a

B:28c/d

B:28c/d

C. no.

351

352

353

354
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355

1.50x0.50x0.10

0.50x0.40x0.16

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.50x0.40x0.16

No sheet for this context.
Mid brown
silty clay. Fill of cut C.398. Underlays C.354 &
C.1.Represents late agricultural activity.

Same as C.1 TOPSOIL.
No sheet for this
context.
Mid brown silty clay.

Dark brownish black spongy peat. Frequent
flecks & small pieces of charcoal. Moderate flecks
& occasional small pieces of slag. Occasional fine
angular pebbles. Underlays C.1. Overlays C.66.

Oval cut. Corners rounded. Break of slope top
gradual, sharp at N. Sides gentle concave at N
& S, gentle convex at E & W. Break of slope imperceptible. Base oval concave. Orientated N-S.
Filled by C.352
Light orange firm sandy silt. No inclusions.
Underlays C.1. Overlays C.2 (natural)

Description

Finds

SS256

SS255

Environmental material

136

143

143

Plan #

Fill of possible entranceway posthole (C.351)
near E terminus of C.66.
No material like this in
the immediate area.
Situated on C.66 near W
terminus of outer ditch.
Slag inclusions suggest
that C.66 was no longer
in use when smelting
activity occurred to the
NE. Slag & charcoal
inclusions suggest this
to be a localised area of
dumping. Deposit C353
is orientated E-W as is
C.66 at this point and is
contained within limit
of same.
Same as C.1: Topsoil.
No sheet for this context.
Described in Reg as “silty
clay, mid brown fill of
enclosure ditch- DS#2”
(EOF)
No sheet for this
context. Described in
Reg as “silty clay, mid
brown fill of enclosure
ditch- DS#2” (EOF).
This fill represents late
agricultural activity/ land
improvement.

Cut of possible entrance
way posthole near E
terminus of C.66

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Ditch
C.398

Fill of Ditch
C.398

Layer

Fill of Posthole
C.351

Cut of
Posthole

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:28c/d

B:28c/d

B:28c/d

B:35a/d

B:21

B:21

B:21

C. no.

356

357

358

359

360
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361

362

cut of posthole

0.42x0.26x0.18

0.19x0.13x0.25

0.19x0.13x0.25

Dimensions
(Meters)

Cut of Stony

Sub-circular feature. Break of slope top S in every
direction. Vertical smooth sides at S, E, N and
vertical undercut side at W. Break of slope base S
in every direction. Sub-circular in plan and concave in profile base. Orientation E-W. Fill C.361
Mid brown sandy soft silt. Occasional angular
medium pebbles. Occasional angular medium
stones. Limestone. Underlays C.1
Oval feature. Break of slope top S in every direction. Vertical smooth sides at N,S,E and steep
irregular side at W. Break of slope base S in every
direction. Oval in plan and flat in profile base.
Orientation N-S. Fill C.363

No sheet for this context.
feature. Filled by C.216.

No sheet for this context.
Mid - light
brown silt, sand. Fill of cut C.396. Overlays C.2
(natural). Truncated by C.397.

No sheet for this context.
Mid brown silty
sand. Fill of cut C.396. Overlays C.2 (natural).
Truncated by C.397

No sheet for this context.Mid brown silt with
small stone inclusions. Fill of cut C.397. Overlays
C.12, C.2 (natural). Truncated by C.398.

Description

Finds

Environmental material

135/136

135/136

135/136

164/165

164/165

Plan #
No sheet for this context.
Described in Reg as “mid
brown silt with small
stones, fill of enclosure
ditch -DS#2” (EOF).
No sheet for this context.
Described in the Reg as
“Mid brown silty sand
fill of enclosure ditch
-DS#2” (EOF) May be
the same as C.358 but
truncated by C.397.
No sheet for this context.
Described in the Reg as
“Mid-light brown, silt,
sand fill of enclosure
ditch -DS#2” (EOF)
May be the same as
C.357 but truncated by
C.397.
No sheet for this context.
Described in the Reg as
“Cut for stony feature
filled with C.216, W of
DS#7” (JO&JSB)

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

fill of posthole C.360

cut of pos-hole

Cut of Stony
feature

Fill of Ditch
C.396

Fill of Ditch
C.396

Fill of Ditch
C.397.

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:21

B:22

B:24b/d

B:24b/d

B:24b/d

B:24b/d

A:7a/6b

C. no.

363

364
365

366

367

368
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369

370

Deposit

0.80x?x0.16

4.60x?x0.25

1.52x?x0.35

2.40x?x0.40

7.30x3.62x ?

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.42x0.26x0.18

Mid brown soft silt. Occasional charcoal flecks.
Moderate coarse angular pebbles.Overlays C.279.
Truncated by C.388.
No sheet for this context. Dark brown soil.
See C.19

Light grey friable pebbley silt. Frequent fine, medium & coarse angular pebbles. Frequent small
angular stones. Underlays C.381, C.1. Overlays
C.374, C.384

Mid brown orange mottled soft clayey silt. Occasional angular & sub-rounded small stones.
Underlays C.1, C.381. Overlays C.367. C.386,
C.372. Truncated by C.388.
Light yellowish grey strongly cemented sand.
Frequent well sorted, medium angular & subrounded stones. Natural boulder clay. Truncated
by C.395 & C.386.

Mid brown sandy soft silt. Occasional angular
fine pebbles. Occasional angular large stones.
Limestone
VOID
Sub-rectangular cut. Corners square at SE & SW.
Break of slope top sharp at NE & SW, gradual
at SE. Sides steep smooth at NE & SW. Break of
slope base sharp at NE & SW, gradual at SE, imperceptible at NW. Base flat. Orientated NE-SW.
Filled by C.347, C.1. See C.182

Description

F.1

Finds

Environmental material

161

161

160

160

133

135/136

Plan #

This fill is seen is section
only. May be a natural
deposit. If so it has been
truncated by C.395 &
C.386. This C. is the
same as C.2
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. It represents the
latest period of activity in
the section.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.
No sheet for this context.
Described in Reg as
“Dark brown soil near
doorstep feature of structure C.19. Area ‘A’ (Front
Door)” (SB)

This is the 3-sided cut of
the causeway, trapezoidal
in plan. Correlates with
the generic cut # for the
inner enclosing ditch
(C.7). The causeway itself is made up of natural
boulder clay & sub-soil
left un-dug but with
the upper 0.15 - 0.20m
scarped out to provide
drainage. Same as C.182
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.

Comments

Archaeological Excavation Report Loughbown, Co Galway

Fill of Cut
C.394

Fill of Cut
C.388

Fill of Cut
C.395

Fill of Cut
C.395

Cut of the
Causeway

fill of posthole C.362

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:24d

B:24d/b

B:24d

B:24b/d

B:24d/28b

B:24d

B:24d

B:24d

B:24d

C. no.

371

372

373

374

375
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376

377

378

379

Fill of Cut
C.393

Fill of Cut
C.393
0.74x?x0.15

2.70x?x0.35

4.30x?x0.23

1.64x?x0.25

2.93x?x0.36

1.65x?x0.18

0.40x?x0.18

0.60x?x0.18

Dimensions
(Meters)
0.60x?x0.18

Mid mottled orangish brown soft clayey silt.
Occasional small pieces of charcoal. Occasional
medium & coarse angular pebbles. Underlays
C.376. Overlays C.383. Truncated by C.393.
Mid brown clayey silt. Moderate medium angular
pebbles. Occasional small angular stones. Overlays C.375. Truncated by C.388, C.393.
Dark (mottled orange) brown firm silt. Occasional small pieces of charcoal. Occasional angular small stones. Underlays C.382, C.1. Overlays
C.383. Truncated by C.393.
Dark brown soft sandy silt. Slag inclusions. Moderate fine, medium & coarse pebbles. Underlays
C.379. Truncated by C.390.
Mid brown soft sandy silt. Moderate fine angular
pebbles, occasional medium angular pebbles.
Overlays C.378. Truncated by C.390

Mid orangish grey soft sandy silt. Moderate
coarse sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate small
angular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays C.368.
Overlays C.384.

Brown soft silty stony clay. Moderate medium
angular pebbles. Frequent small angular stones.
Mixed with C.372. Truncated by C.394.

See C.373. Stones mixed with C.373. Frequent
small angular stones. Truncated by C.394.

Linear cut. Corners rounded at E & W. Break of
slope top imperceptible at E & W. Sides gentle
smooth. Break of slope base imperceptible at E &
W. Orientated N-S. Filled by C.373.

Description

Finds

Environmental material

162

162

162

161

163

161

161

161

161

Plan #

This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. Similar to C.366
& C.375.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.

This is a cut seen in
section only in the
‘long section’. Possibly
the remains of a stone
structure.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. Recorded as soil
C.373 mixed with stones
C.372.
This is a fill seen in section only in the ‘long section’. The stones C.372
were recorded separately
but are actually part of
fill C.373.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. It represents the
latest period of activity in
the section.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. Similar to C.377

Comments
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Layer in C.388

Fill of Cut
C.389.

Fill of Cut
C.389.

Fill of Cut
C.388

Fill of Cut
C.371

Fill of Cut
C.371

Cut of stone
filled linear
feature.

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:24a-d

B:24b/d

B:24d

B:24d

B:24d

B:24b

B:24b

C. no.

380

381

382

383

384

385
386
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387

0.80x?x0.33

0.82x?x0.33

3.19x?x0.26

1.30x?x0.13

1.20x?x0.20

6.00x?x0.34

Dimensions
(Meters)
4.58x?x0.30

Mid brown friable clayey silt. Occasional small
pieces of charcoal. Moderate medium subangular & sub-rounded pebbles, moderate coarse
angular & sub-rounded pebbles. Moderate small
angular & sub-rounded stones, moderate medium
sub-angular & sub-rounded stones. Underlays
C.301.Truncated by C.395.

VOID
Seen in section only. Break of slope top imperceptible at E & W. Sides moderate smooth. Break of
slope base imperceptible at E & W. Base flat. Orientated N-S. Filled by C.387. Truncates C.367.

Mid brown soft sandy silt. Moderate fine angular
pebbles, occasional coarse angular pebbles.
Underlays C.390. Overlays C.377. Truncated by
C.390 & C.393.
Brown firm clayey silt. Frequent medium angular
& sub-rounded pebbles, moderate coarse subrounded pebbles.. Occasional small sub-angular
stones. Underlays C.377.
Light brownish grey friable sandy pebbles.
Frequent fine sub-rounded pebbles, moderate
medium sub-angular pebbles. Frequent small
angular stones. Underlays C.374, C.368.

Light grey sandy pebbles. Moderate fine, medium
& large angular pebbles.Underlays C.1(topsoil).
Truncated by C.388.
Mid brown firm sandy silt. Slag inclusions.Occasional small angular & sub-rounded stones.

Description

Finds

Environmental material

160

160

161

This cut is seen in section only in the ‘long
section’. Recorded as
probably natural ?? But
charcoal in the fill C.387
suggests otherwise.
This fill is seen is section
only in the ‘long section’.

This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. It represents the
latest period of activity in
the section.

This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.

162

162

161

This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’. It represents the
latest period of activity in the section. The
transition between this
C.381 & C.1 is unclear.
ie: diffuse.
This is a fill seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.

Comments

162

Plan #
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Fill of Cut
C.286

Cut in section
of stone fill.

Fill of Cut
C.388

Layer

Layer.

Fill of Cut
C.388

Fill of Cut
C.390

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:24b/d

B:24d

B:28b

All

C:27

C. no.

388

389

390

391

392
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c.12xc.0.50x<0.50

---

1.30x?x0.30

0.66x0.36

Dimensions
(Meters)
11.00x?x1.00

A stone built structure comprising 2 courses of
unworked limestone abutting gully feature C.63
at E. May be 2 courses wide in places. Underlays
C.39. Overlays C.7.

Seen in section only. Break of slope top imperceptible at E & W. Sides irreglar at E, moderate
irregular at W. Base irregular. Orientated E-W.
Filled by C.377, C.384, C.374, C.368, C.381.
Truncates C.366, C.279, C.369, C.372, C.375,
C.376, C.378, C.380.
Seen in section only. Corners square at E & W.
Break of slope top gradual at E, sharp at W. Sides
gentle concave at E & W. Break of slope base
imperceptible at E & W. Base concave.Orientated
E-W. Filled by C.375.
Seen in section only. E & W corners rounded.
Break of slope top imperceptible. Sides gentle
smooth. Break of slope base imperceptible. Base
flat. Orientated E-W. Filled by C.380. Sealed by
C.1. Truncates C.382, C.378, C.379.
Mid orange soft to firm sandy silt. Denuded bank
material. See C.33

Description

Finds

Environmental material

133/69

162

161/162

Plan #

This is a cut seen in section only in the ‘long section’. Our visual records
show ambiguity as to it’s
final definition.
Generic Context # for
remains of bank material throughout the site.
Same as C.33. Occurs in
various areas of the site
both internal & external
to C.7. Probably upcast
from the digging of
C.66 with stone sorted
out from it. Ploughed
out, denuded and spread
across various areas of the
site. Probably remnants
of banking material
May be contemporary
with C.33 (bank material). Does this relate
to the bank & ditch or
to the later gully? Only
partially recorded on
post-ex plan # 133 but
see also mid-ex plan #69.
See also C.184.

This cut is seen in section only in the ‘long
section’

Comments
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Stone
structure

Spread

Cut in section

Cut in section

Cut in section

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:24b/d, 28B

B:24b/d

B:24d

C:28d

C:28d

C:28d

B:35

C. no.

393

394

395

396

397

398
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399

2.00x?x0.20

2.36x?x0.20

3.50x?x0.80

2.5x?x0.60

2.80x?x0.40

1.60x?x0.50

Dimensions
(Meters)
3.00x?x0.40
Seen in section only. Break of slope top imperceptible at W, sharp at E. Sides gentle smooth. Break
of slope base imperceptible. Base concave. Filled
by C.378, C.379. Orientated in section E-W.
Truncates C.382, C.375, C.376, C.377.
Seen in section only. Break of slope top gradual
at E & W. Sides moderate convex. Break of slope
base sharp at E & W. Base flat. Orientated in
section E-W. Filled by C.279, C.369. Truncates
C.373/372.
Seen in section only. Break of slope top gradual.
Sides steep smooth at W, gentle smooth at E.
Break of slope base imperceptible. Base flat. Orientated in section E-W. Filled by C.366, C.367.
Truncates C.387.
Seen in section only. Break of slope top gradual at
E, sharp at W. Sides moderate to steep concave.
Break of slope base gradual. Base flat. Orientated
in section E-W. Filled by C.357, C.358.
Seen in section only. Break of slope top gradual at
E, sharp at W. Sides moderate concave. Break of
slope base sharp. Base flat. Orientated in section
E-W. Filled by C.14, C.12, C.356. Truncates
C.357, C.358.
Seen in section only. Break of slope top sharp at
W, gradual at E. Sides moderate smooth at W,
gentle smooth at E. Break of slope base gradual
at W, imperceptible at E. Base flat. Orientated in
section E-W. Filled by C.354, C.355. High up in
section face, relates to later agricultural activity.
Truncates C.356, C.12.
Seen in section only. Break of slope top gradual.
Sides moderate smooth. Break of slope base
sharp. Base flat, concave at E. Orientated in
section E-W. Filled by C.234, C.226, C.216,
C.176. Truncates C.177. Relates to later enclosing
property boundary.

Description

Finds

Environmental material

154/155

DS#7: This is a cut seen
above DS#7 in the section face. Probably relates
to the later field/enclosing property boundary &
so possibly the phase of
buildings near this part
of the site.

DS#2: This is a cut
above the fills of DS#2.
Probably relates to
relatively modern agricultural activity/ land
improvement.

DS#2: This is a re-cut
seen in section only.

163/164

163/164

DS#2: This is the original, primary cut seen (in
section only) in DS#2.

This cut is seen in section only in the ‘long
section’.

This is a cut seen in
section only in the ‘long
section’.

Seen in section only in
the ‘long section’. Not
recorded as a cut until
post-ex.

Comments

163/164

160

161

161/162

Plan #
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Cut in Ditch

Cut above
Ditch

Re-cut in
Ditch

Cut of Ditch

Cut in section

Cut in section

Cut in section

Type

E2442
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Area/Grid

B:15/19/20/23/24

B:16d/33a

B:16d

B:33a/16d

B:16d

C. no.

400

401

402

403

404

S. upright
stone in Souterrain with
surrounding packing
stones.
Souterrain:Redeposited
natural &
stones
Limestone
boulders

Floor of
Souterrain

Scarping of
interior

Type

0.67(width)
x0.44(height)
x0.16(depth)

6.40 (N-S)x1.63.

Dimensions
(Meters)
approx 20.00(N-S)
x 25.00 (E-W)

This represents the floor of the Souterrain C.28
exposed & cleared of bedrock protrusions during
construction of the chamber. Natural compact
boulder clay similar to C.2 but coloured by fills
above. At S end of chamber some of this material
was removed to insert C.402 & then re-deposited. The surface slopes gently downwards to the
N. Underlays C.119, C.98, C.99.
The ‘Step Stone’: This is a single limestone slab
set on edge into the floor (C.401) of the souterrain and packed either side with small rounded
stones. The large stone appears unworked though
may have been split from a larger boulder. Overlays C.401
This is a mixture of re-deposited boulder clay &
well sorted fist-sized stones used to pack the cavities behind C.98, C.99 & C.402 during construction of the souterrain.
This is a slump of sub-rounded limestones from
the W. linear bank into the souterrain chamber
at S. end. Initially thought to be part of C.30,
now seen as a separate activity. Overlays C.99 (W.
wall). Underlays C.147.

This represents the action of scarping the interior
portion of the site of it’s overlaying silt subsoils
down to the boulder clay. This activity provided
for better drainage and stability in construction
within this area.

Description

Finds

Environmental material

108

117/118/119

Plan #
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Souterrain: At the S. end
of the chamber there
was a slump of boulders
which appeared to come
from the W. linear bank
into the chamber and
over C.99

Souterrain: Similar to
C.312

Souterrain:Appears to be
part of the Entranceway
to the chamber.

The Interior: The process
of scarping this area of
the site may have created
the spoil from which
some of the mound
through Grids 24 &
28 may have been constructed. Alternatively
this material may have
been pulled out towards
the exterior to help form
the bank.
Souterrain: The floor
of the chamber, natural
material cleaned and
perhaps compacted.

Comments
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Area/Grid

B:16d

B:24b

B:23c/C:27a

C. no.

405

406

407

Line of stones

Stone
coursing.

Fill of souterrain C.28

Type

Dimensions
(Meters)

This is a disturbed but structured line of stones
running from the NE terminus across the
causeway to the SW terminus. Seems to revet the
remains of the banking to the outside. Possibly a
drainage feature on the causeway. Overlays C.2.
Underlays C.33(C.391)

This is a structure of stone seen in the N. facing section of the ‘long section’ in this grid.
Truncated/disturbed by pre-ex test trench. 3 large
sub-angular limestone blocks with smaller stones
packed within.

A deposit, identical to C.117, found only against
E. wall directly on C.30 ( collapsed roofstones)
at S. end of souterrain chamber. Overlays C.30.
Underlays C.114.

Description

Finds

Environmental material

Plan #
Souterrain: This deposit
is identical to C.117 but
it was lying directly on
the collapsed roofstones
at the E. wall at the S.
End of the souterrain
chamber.
This was seen late in
excavation and had been
badly disturbed by the
pre-ex test trench in this
area. May be related to
the souterrain C.28 and
linear C.265. Or may
relate to burning nearby
C.279, C.277, C.276.
See photo folder 8(60),
8(61).
;

Comments
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Appendix 2: Stratigraphic Matrix
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Appendix 3: Groups and sub-groups text
1 Pre-Ringfort Activity
1.1 Pre-ringfort linear feature.
Cut 157. Fills 158, 159, 160, 165, 166 and 167.
Grid: 30B, 31A.
Drawings 72, 147 and 148
Photos 4(38)
Description:

A linear feature running NNE to WSW. U-shaped, with a round-bottomed profile, that
the V-shaped external ringfort ditch cuts into at the WSW end. It has a width of 1.67 m
by 0.70 m depth with a known length of approximately 10.00 m. This feature contained a
sterile, compact orange to yellow clay as its basal fill, with a secondary fill of orange to brown
silt containing small to medium sub-rounded pebbles.
Discussion:

This feature is truncated for all of its length by the outer ditch cut (Cut 66). At the northern end of the site, this feature is not apparent in the section face, though the outer enclosure
ditch is. The linear feature appears to terminate at both ends within the site. The feature
doesn’t appear to ‘go’ anywhere, unusual for a linear feature of this size. Its location near the
bottom of the slope to the east of the site, along with its orientation across the site, may suggest some form of drainage. Early fills of clay may represent some form of impermeable lining
to help retain water. Later fills of silt suggest eroded silt-soils washing in from up-slope. The
linear feature is cut by the outer enclosure ditch, this may be due to the strategic location of
the earlier feature for drainage purposes and so might be coincidental or this feature’s location may have been known and incorporated into the construction of the outer ditch, due to
its soft soils. This feature could be prehistoric in date or it may immediately predate the ringfort. A similar feature was found in close proximity to another bivallate ringfort at Hughes’
Lot, Cashel, County Tipperary (Site 25ii.)
Interpretation:

Cut 157 may be an early drainage feature, pre-dating the ringfort. It was likely used to
collect water from the slope, rather than to drain it away. It may have been constructed in
a linear fashion across the slope, so as to more efficiently collect water and to make access to
the water easier.
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2 Site Preperation
2.1 Possible scarping of the interior of the enclosure.
Cut 400
Grid: 15, 19, 20, 23 and 24.
Drawings: 120, 124, 125, 126, 130, 131 and 132.
Photos: 6 (6) 11 (1 and 2)
Description:

An area of approximately 250 m² within the enclosure appears to contain no orange silt
subsoil. Small to medium subrounded limestone stones are present below the topsoil. Directly below these stones is the boulder clay (Context 2) containing similar subrounded stones
in its matrix. Features such as postholes are present.
Discussion:

Due to the slope of the site, it is likely that silt would have been present in most areas.
This material may have been removed to provide a structurally more sound surface from the
boulder clay below. It is possible that over time clay has eroded from the matrix as the boulder clay contains a high proportion of sand, leaving subrounded limestone stones in relief.
The silt may have been transorted off the site or may have been used in the construction of
banks and other features. A similar siltless interior is present on Mackney ringfort two miles
to the East. It is also possible that silt was accidently removed from the interior during land
improvements in more recent times, but this seems unlikely given the relatively protected
profile of the interior and the sterile nature of the boulder clay.
Interpretation:

During construction of the site, the interior of the enclosure has had unstable soft orange
silt removed, to provide a harder, better draining surface on which to site interior features.
This silt may have been used during the construction of the outer bank (see below.)
Construction of inner and outer ditch and related features.

No direct stratigraphic relationships were recorded between the inner enclosure ditch and
the outer enclosure ditch. The only possible relationship appears to be that the inner ditch
may cut through orange bank-like material (C 408) which may possibly be bank from the
outer ditch. This material may have been disturbed subsequent to abandonment of the site
and may represent erosion or land improvements. The groupings have been separated into
inner ditch related and outer ditch related.
Analysis of charcoal and bone samples from both enclosure ditches is ongoing.
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3. Inner Ditch and Related Features
3.1 Inner enclosure ditch.
3.1.1 Earliest ditch cut and fills.

Cut 136. Fill 135.
Grid 27B.
Drawings 56.
Photo 6 (21), 11 (3)
Description:

Ditch cut 136 was the earliest visible cut of the inner enclosure ditch. It was visible only in
ditch section number 6 and weakly visible in the southwest facing section of ditch section
number 8 (see photo 6 (21), where it has been heavily truncated, by two later recuts of this
ditch (Cuts 7=132 and 187=137). The primary cut appeared to be flat bottomed, dimensions
unknown due to truncation. Ditch cut 137 contained one fill, context 135, which was a
dark brown, firm clayey-silt, moderate coarse subangular pebbles, moderate small to medium
subangular stones with occasional bone and frequent charcoal inclusions. Dimensions were
0.40 m wide by 0.20 m depth and approximately 4.00 m known length.
Discussion:

There was very little of this cut 136 visible. This cut was visible only in ditch section six,
where its relationship with cuts 7 and 187 were clear. Charcoal and bone present in the fill,
may suggest that the ditch was used for disposal of domestic refuse on site. It would seem
likely that most of this cut has been truncated during maintainance of the enclosure ditch.
Earlier ditch cuts may also have been possible, which were completely truncated during regular cleaning out of the ditch. It seems likely that the primary ditch cut 136 had similar dimesions to the later recuts or smaller, as no trace of other fill for this ditch were visible on either
side of later recuts. Two recuts of the ditch, both quite substantial in profile, may suggest
occupation of the enclosure over an extended period of time and or problems with silting in
the eastern area of the site and ditch.
Unfortunately no samples were taken.
Interpretation;

This ditch cut 136, containing domestic waste represents the earliest known enclosure
ditch related activity on the site. No further conclusions can be drawn, due to a lack of
sample data.
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3.1.2 Later ditch cut and fills.

Cuts 7=52=132=181=248=261=396. Fills 3, 4, 6, 40, 41, 120, 123, 125, 126, 133, 153, 162, 177,
179, 200, 212, 213, 217, 219, 220, 222, 227, 245, 249, 250, 251, 253, 262 and 357=358.
Grids 11, 1215, 18, 19, 23, 27, 28 and 35.
Photos and drawings: (D.S. = Ditch Slot Number, L.S. = Long Section, SEFS = East
Facing Section etc)
D.S.#1		
D.S.#2		
D.S.#3		
D.S.#4		
D.S.#5		
D.S.#6		
D.S.#7		
D.S.#8		
D.S.#9		
D.S.#10

Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:
Photo:

1 (30, 31,EFS), 4 (6,WFS) 			
Drawing:
Long Section					
Drawing:
1 (60,NFS), 1 (62,EFS)			
Drawing:
1 (62,NFS)					
Drawing:
4 (32,SEF) 5 (14,NEF) 5 (15,SEF)		
Drawing:
6 (21,EFS), 11 (3,SWFS)			
Drawing:
L.S.,7 (17,24,NFS) 7 (18,23,SFS) 7 (20)
Drawing:
7 (12, 13,EFS)					
Drawing:
6 (26) 7 (15,31-35,EFS, 37-42) 8 (1, 2) Drawing: 78
8 (3, 4,WFS) 8 (5, 6,EFS) 8 (11)		
Drawing:

54
163, 164

66, 68
55, 56
89, 155
70
80, 81

Description:

This ditch cut (Cut 7) is a recut of the inner enclosure ditch.
It is oval in plan, with a sharp break of slope at top and bottom, with a moderate (50’-60’)
inclination of slope and a flat base. Dimensions were an average of 2.20m width and 1.00 m
depth, with the ditch having a diameter of approximately 42 m. In some areas such as ditch
section nine, this ditch cut is the earliest cut visible and appears to be contemporary with the
shallow cut of the causeway (cut 365.)
Inhumation:

An adolescent inhumation is present at the base of this cut in ditch section nine 2.00 m
from the western ditch terminus. The inhumation (context 251 and drawing 83) was orientated with the head to the west and feet to the east, laying on its left side. The remains were
covered by context 250, a 0.40 m deep layer of well sorted fist sized sub-rounded stones. Level
of the skull: 63.805 m O.D. Three large stones appear laid against the ditch cut at cardinal
points of the compass (north, east and south.) The mandible was disturbed. Finds included a
bone pendant or pin and a nearby copper alloy buckle (contexts 221and 250.) The fills of this
cut were mainly soft to firm, light brown sandy-silts, with small to coarse sub-angular pebbles
and frequent charcoal, snail shell and animal bone. In ditch section seven re-deposited bank
material (fill number 177) is evident above these fills.
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Discussion:

This ditch cut is present in most areas as the earliest visible ditch cut. It is possible that
the earlier ditch cut (cut 136) has been entirely truncated for most of the circumferance of the
the inner enclosure ditch. The presence of a christian like burial at the base of this ditch, with
no grave cut present, would indicate that either the ditch had recently been cleaned out in
preparation for the burial or possibly that the ditch had only recently been constructed. The
presence of sorted stone around and over the body may have been an attempt to protect the
body from scavangers, (note that the mandible had been disturbed.) Presence of an inhumation laying at the base of the ditch cut may also suggest that the ditch had a more the purely
functional purpose, as the body would have impeded the movement of water and reduced the
defensive possibilities of the ditch.
Other silt fills of the ditch cut, rich in charcoal, snail shell and animal bone suggest that
the ditch was open over a long period of time, during which domestic refuse was deposited
in the ditch as it was silting up with eroded, water-borne material. The ditch is substantial
and represents a lot of intensive labour in its constuction (Photos 8 (38) facing WNW and 8
(39) facing ESE).
Interpretation:

This ditch cut may be the earliest ditch cut relating to the ringfort. The builders may have
incorporated earlier features (such as an extant ditch) into the ringfort construction. The fills
of the ditch relate to early ringfort occupation and burial practice.
A lack of iron slag in the ditch fills despite close proximity to the metalworking area suggests that the iron smelting was a later practice at the site.

3.2.3 Latest ditch cut and fills
Cuts 137=186=247=260=397. Fills 12, 14, 103, 121, 122, 134, 139, 170, 173, 195, 207, 208,
211, 241, 243, 246 and 356.
Grids 11, 1215, 18, 19, 23, 27, 28 and 35.
Photos and drawings (see 3.1.2 above.)
Description:

This cut is the latest known cut of the inner enclosure ditch. It is oval in plan, with a
sharp break of slope at top and bottom, with a moderate (50’-60’) inclination of slope, with
slightly more concave sides than the earlier ditch (cut 7) and a flat base. Dimensions were
an average of width 2.05 m and depth 0.70 m. This cut truncates the earlier ditch (cut 7)
in most of the areas excavated. Fills were mostly brown silty clay and some silt, containing
angular pebbles and stones. These fills appear quite sterile, with only evidence of some snail
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shell within the matrix. The uppermost fill in ditch section six is a redeposit of mottled,
greenish-brown silt and clay, with angular pebbles and some stones (fill 121.) Fill 121 is a
large deposit and has dimensions of 2.80 m width and 0.80 m depth.
Discussion:

The deposits within this ditch recut appear very sterile, with little or no debris associated
with occupation. Only the presence of some snail shell may suggest that some of this fill may
have been present with standing water within the ditch. Lack of organic debris suggests that
the ditch wasn’t lefy open in this state for very long. The presence of more clay and angular
gravel in the matrix may suggest more construction work at the enclosure, without any permanent onsite habitation. The presence of a large sterile backfill deposit (sitting above earlier
sterile fills) containing a mixture of silt subsoil and boulder clay, suggests that the bank for
this enclosure ditch was deliberately pushed backinto the ditch, soon after construction work
was undertaken. No iron slag was found in these fills.
Interpretation:

The most likely large scale construction work to be undertaken at this time, is the building of the souterrain. The backfilling of the ditch suggests that at some point after additional
construction work was undertaken, but before habitation could recommence, the function of
the site changed. Presence of charcoal and slag rich soils directly above this backfill, suggest
that the ditch was backfilled with the remains of the bank, along the eastern side of the site
and possibly elsewhere, to facilitate the smelting process.
Group Discussion

The large volumes of soil removed during construction, recutting and backfilling of the
inner enclosure ditch, suggest that construction work at the site was carefully planned and executed and would have involved a large number of people. Excavation of boulder clay subsoil
containing limestone boulders, would have been arduous and time consuming.

3.2

Inner ditch entrance

3.2.2 Entrance
Cut 365. Fill 347,
Grids 22 and 23.
Drawing 133
Photo 11 (7)
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Description:

The entrance was constructed by leaving approximately 6.00 m of the ditch undug, whilst
removing the top 0.20 to 0.30 m of subsoil to produce a wide but shallow drainage feature
between the southwestern and southeastern ditch termini. This feature is trapezoidal in plan,
with dimensions of approximately 3.62 m length, 5.00 m inner width, 7.30 m outer width.
The fill (fill 347) is a light brownish-grey, soft clayey-silt, with no noted inclusions.
Discussion:

The entrance (cut 357) appears to have been constructed at the same time as the inner
enclosure ditch (cut 7). The shallow cut being designed to allow water to drain from the
higher western area of the ditch into the lower eastern area of the ditch. It appeared to have
been partially revetted along its outer edge, perhaps to help prevent erosion of the sandy
boulder present in this area. A simple walkway of planks or logs laid lengthways across the
causeway would have been sufficient for humans and animals to cross, alternatively they may
simply have walked through the water as it would have been only 0.10 to 0.30 m deep. Although the causeway is in alignment with the outer causeway features (cuts 107, 110 and 163)
these appear to be directly related to the outer enclosure ditch. The causeway is southeast
orientated.
Interpretation:

This feature is the entrance, the main access and egress point for the ringfort.
3.2.3 Postholes C.290, C.292 and C.294
Cuts 290, 292 and 294. Fills 289, 291 and 293.
Grids 23A.
Drawings 94, 95 and 96.
Photos 8 (47-49)
Description:

The three substantial postholes were approximately 3.00 m from the causeway. The dimensions were 0.45 m diameter, with depths ranging from0.22 m to 0.50 m. Two of these
postholes contained stone packing (cuts 290 and 294, fills 289 and 291) and two contained
bone and butchered bone (cuts290 and 294, fills 289 and293). The fills were mid brown
silts.
Discussion:

These postholes are more substantial than most of those visible in the interior. Stone
packing and the substantial depth of at least two of them, is indicative that strong, upright
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supports were neccessary. The proximity of the postholes to each other may suggest that
there was one upright post, which may have been replaced at twice, resulting in its repositioning. Bone present in the fills may suggest that these features were in use during habitation
at the site.
Interpretation:

This group of three postholes just inside the entrance, may have formed part of a
structure

3.3

Possible Inner bank

Deposits 177, 238 and 408.
Grids 28B and 35D.
Photos 11 (8, 9. 11 and 12).
Drawings 155, 163 and 164.
Description:

Remains of inner bank are visible DS 7 at the western end of the site. Here deposit 238
(Photo 11 (8), a light orange sandy silt with moderate angular pebbles can be seen to the right
of the photo. It has dimensions of approximately 2.50 m width and 0.30 m depth. In the
centre of the photo fill 177 very similar material can be seen slumped or backfilled into the
ditch. Remains of the inner bank are also visible in photo 11 (9) at the eastern end of the site
(orange deposit at centre of the picture,) with dimensions of 3.00 m width and 0.20 m depth.
This was not clearly evident during excavation and so was not recorded. Larger stones are
visible on the inner edge of the enclosure ditch. It appears to be very similar to bank deposit
238, which is to the west in ditch slot seven.
Very little or no internal bank was evident in the southern area of the enclosure (photo
11 (10)).
Discussion:

During excavation at the site a large mound of material to the east and southeast inside
the enclosure was interpreted as internal bank. Subsequent to excavation, it was clear that
this material related to occupation of the site, possibly to construction of the souterrain and
to disturbance during land improvements after abandonment of the site. It contained large
amounts of charcoal, bone and organic debris. The internal bank for the ditch appears to
have been completely removed in most areas, having been used to level off the inner enclosure ditch, with any remnants possibly being removed southwards, to an area ouside of the
inner enclosure ditch. Some larger stones were visible along the inner edge of the enclosure
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ditch, suggesting that a stone revetment may have been present. Large sub-angular and subrounded stones visible in fill 179, in ditch slot seven, suggest that this was likely, prior to the
banks destruction.
Interpretation:

Most of the inner enclosure bank has been removed during changes in site function and
also during post-abandonment land improvement works. The width of 3.00 m of the banks
remains, corresponds with the expected width for the spoil produced during the construction
of the inner enclosure ditch. Removal of so much orange silt material from inside the inner
enclosure, suggests that the more compact and better draining boulder clay, was preferred as
a working/walking surface.

3.4

Internal features

3.4.1 Postholes
Sub-group A
Cuts 286, 288, 296 and 308. Fills 285, 287, 295 and 309.
Grids 15B/D, 23A and 19C.
Drawings 120, 126 and 132.
Photos 8 (44, 45 and 50).
Description:

These postholes appear irregularly place inside the enclosure, but close to the inner enclosure ditch terminus containing an inhumation. They all appear to be either truncated or
not of structural significance. The postholes range in size from 0.36 m diameter by 0.18 m
depth to 1.00 m length by 0.50 m width by 0.30 m depth. The fills were light brown silts
with occasional angular stones.
Discussion:

These postholes do not appear to form any particular pattern. Their proximity to the
inner enclosure ditch near ditch section nine, is all that groups them together. They are insubstantial and the fills are sterile.
Interpretation:

Either badly truncated postholes or possibly stone sockets.
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Sub-group B
Cuts 299, 302, 315, 318 and 320. Fills 300, 303, 316, 317 and 319.
Grids 19D, 19D, 14D and 15C.
Post-Ex
Photos 8 (53, 57 and 58).
Description:

These postholes are roughly circular with average dimensions of 0.30 m diameter by 0.22
m depth. The fills are mainly greyish-brown, silty-sand with occasional sub-angular pebbles,
no other inclusions are present.
Discussion:

These postholes are scattered and don’t appear to have any pattern. They appear to be
either truncated or not very substantial.
Interpretation:

These features are group of insubstantial postholes. No structural elements can be discerned from this group.

3.4.2 Pits
Cuts 108 and 271. Fills 127, 128, 129, 130 and 270.
Grids 18B and 19D.
Drawing 54.
Photos 4 (6), 7 (31 and 32) and 8 (43).
Description:

Pit cut 108 was oval in plan, orientated northeast to southwest. Dimensions were 2.10 m
length by 1.70 m width by 0.50 m depth. The cut has rounded smooth sides and a concave
base. This feature appeared to be either cut into or burnt into upper fills of the inner enclosure
ditch, though it was sealed by context 25, uppermost ditch fill. There was clear evidence of
intense heating in this pit, with the soil burnt intensely red and orange to a depth of 0.14 m.
The fills of this pit contained small, medium and large subangular limestone stones, as well
aslarge amounts of charcoal and moderate amounts of grain. A canine skeleton was found
directly east of the pit. Pit cut 271 was centrally located within the enclosure, it was oval in
plan and was orientated east to west. Dimensions were 1.70 m length by 0.75 m width by
0.45 m depth. The pit appeared to contain thermally shattered stone, but upon excavation,
no burning in situ could be detected. The fill was very gritty and contained a cows tooth and
occasional charcoal inclusions.
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Discussion:

Pit cut 108 appeared to a large firepit cut into upper fills of the inner enclosure ditch. The
presence of cereal, charcoal and fragments of bone suggests a cooking place at the enclosure,
after the inner ditch had gone out of use. The pit is approximately 12 m west of the corn
drying kiln (cut 198) and appears to be cut into the ditch at similar levels. It is possible that
the two features are related, with pit cut 108 representing either the robbed out remains of a
slightly earlier corn dryer or part of the same corn dryer , with a linear flue connecting the
two halves. The presence of the canine skeleton right beside the pit, is perhaps coincidental
and later, as the skeleton is articulated, with no evidence of butchery. It seems unlikely that
it would have been buried right beside a cooking pit or corn dryer. Pit cut 271 seems to be
the remains of a stone that has been shattered either by ploughing or freeze thaw. A large
limestone boulder directly underlays the fill. The sparse nature of the fill suggests that some
soil has slumped into the cavity, as a result of the removal of fragments of the limestone
boulder.
Interpretation:

Pit cut 108 is the remains of a large firepit in which cooking has taken place over a period
of time.
Pit cut 271 is possibly a pit of unknown function or the remains of a large boulder that
has been partly removed, either to prevent it becoming an obstacle or coincidental during
ploughing.

3.4.3 Corn drying kiln
Cut 198. Fills 168=183, 187 and 196.
Grids 19D
Photos 7 (5), 8 (23 and 43) and 11 (11).
Drawing 71, 74 and 75.
Description:

The feature appears ovi-linear in shape with an east to west orientation. It sits in the upper
fills of the inner enclosure ditch. It is 2.50 m length by 1..20 m width by 0.30 m depth. The
cut has rounded smooth sides and a concave base. The base of the cut shows clear evidence of
prolonged burning in situ, as the soil is fire reddened to a depth of 0.15 m. The basal fill (fill
187)a soft black silt, contains very large amounts of cereal grains including rye, wheat and
oats, as well as very frequent charcoal lumps, bone inclusions, some unknown metal objects
and iron slag. Above this black fill, a collapsed stone structure (context168=183) is visible.
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This deposit is made up mainly of small and medium angular limestone stones (0.10 to 0.30
m). This feature is approximately 12 m east of the firepit cut 108 in similar ditch fills.
Discussion:

Due to the very high concentration of cereal grains found within the fills of this feature,
it seems very likely that it is a corn drying kiln. The oval or key hole shape is consistant with
many others found in association with ringforts. Though the stone element of the kiln appears badly denuded, this may suggest that some of the larger stones were removed and used
for some further purpose at the site. This kiln may have been linked to the firepit (cut 108)
12 m to the east. The kiln may also have had a flue, a horizontal chimney-like stine structure,
which has subsequently been robbed out. These flues were often positioned to take advantage
of the prevailing winds, to create a draw of hot air through the kiln to dry corn and other materials and foodstuffs. The presence of a corn drying kiln in the uppermost fills of the inner
enclosure ditch, suggests that the kiln was in use, after the ditch had been backfilled. This
was corroborated by the presence of iron slag in the primary fill of the kiln. The presence of
the kiln above upper ditch fills would suggest that habitation may have continued, at the site
at a time when the inner ditch was no longer neccessary. The kilns position is above the ditch
recut fills (cut 137), below this is the earlier ditch cut containing the inhumation burial. It
may be possible that the burial was known about and that the siting of the kiln was deliberate, suggesting a continuity of occupation at the site. Burials have been found both in and
under kilns before at enclosures.
Interpretation:

A corn drying kiln, suggesting habitation at the site after the inner enclosure ditch was no
longer in use. The kiln may have been used during the period of iron smelting at the site.

4.

Outer Ditch and Related Features

4.1 Outer enclosure ditch.
Cut 66. Fills 23, 67, 109, 326, 327, 338, 339, 348, 349 and 350/
Grids 7, 8, 10, 13, 17, 21, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32 and 37.
Drawings 53, 61, 62, 63, 101 and 105.
Photos 6 (6)
Eastern Baulk Section: Photo 8 (63).				
Eastern Section:		
Photo 3 (22) and 6 (6)		
Eastern Terminus:		
Photo 4 (12, 15, 18, 21 and 40).
Western Terminus:		
Photo 11 (14-16).			
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Photo 9 (1)				
Drawing 105.
Photo 11 (13)				
Drawing 101.

(General post ex Photo 11 (17) Note the volume of stone retrieved from 66 ditch fills).
Notice large angular revetment stones visible in eastern section Photo 3 (22) on left of
picture.
Description:

Ditch cut 66 is oval in plan and v-shaped in profile. It has an average width of 1 m and
a depth 0.5 m, with a diameter of approximately 60 m. It is shallower near the entrance in
the southeast, where it has been cut through limestone. Some of the stone has been left in
and some has been removed, the angled planes of the rock remaining have been used to help
create the profile of the ditch. The circumference of outer ditch varies in its proximity to the
circumference of the inner ditch from 10 m at the east of the enclosure to 5 m at west of the
enclosure. To the east it truncates an earlier, pre-ringfort, linear, u-shaped feature (cut 157).
The ditch was filled mostly by a sterile orange-brown silt, usually in two layers, each layer
approximately 0.25 to 0.35 m deep. Large angular limestone stones are present mostly in the
upper fill, these probably come from bank revetment or construction along the internal edge
of the ditch. There were very infrequent inclusions of bone, which were very badly preserved
in this damp silt.
The fills contained no slag with only very infrequent charcoal flecks.
Discussion:

The outer enclosure ditch is interesting in that it shares few morphological characteristics
with with the inner enclosure ditch. The profile is narrower and shallower, with a v-shaped
cut, rather than a u-shaped cut. The revetment remains are much more substantial than
those visible for the outer ditch, comprising large angular limestone blocks. The outer ditch
is much smaller than the inner ditch. The presence of large revetment stones may suggest
that the soil removed during construction was not sufficient to produce a substantial bank
and that large limestone rocks were used to revet it and increase its scale. It is possible that
the outer enclosure was a facade, designed to conform with stylistic trends of the early christian period, whilst minimalising the arduous construction work. It should also be pointed
out that the much larger circumference of the outer ditch, would in fact have resulted in far
greater construction time for the bank and ditch anyway, this may have been a factor in plans
for a smaller profile. The approximate circumferance of the inner ditch was 132 m, whilst for
the outer ditch it was 188.50 m, equating to 42 m of additional construction length.
The fills of this ditch all appear to be fine orange-brown silts, with only a little variation
in colour. This may suggest that either occupation debris was prevented from inclusion by
the presence of a comtemporary inner enclosure ditch (cut 7), or that the outer ditch may
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also have been backfilled by bank material, soon after its construction. Banking material
for the outer ditch appeared to have consisted mainly of orange silt and angular limestone
blocks. A slag and charcoal rich deposit (deposit 353) directly overlay uppermost ditchfill in
the western ditch terminus, probably the result of ditch fills settling. This deposit relating to
the iron smelting in the eastern area of the sit, also suggests that the outer enclosure ditch was
no longer in use during the smelting onsite, but that its location was known. This suggests
a continuity for the occupation of the site, between construction of the enclosure ditches,
habitation and occupation, backfilling and or silting of the ditches and the construction of
features for iron smelting.
Interpretation:

This is a second enclosure ditch for the ringfort. The sterile nature of its silty fills suggest
that it wasn’t in use for very long. The elaborate nature of associated entranceway features (see
below) suggest an ambitious and carefully planned construction for the enclosure, involving
either a large number of people or a long period of time in which to facilitate construction,
limited occupational debris within the ditch would suggest the former.

4.2 Entrance
4.2.1 Entranceway fences.

Cuts 110 and 164. Fills105 and 161.
Grids 21A and 22.
Drawings 64, 65, 134 and 135.
Photos 11 (18, 19).
Description:

Two slot gulleys run perpendicular to the outer ditch causeway. They run parallel to each
other, orientated northwest to southeast, approximately 3 m apart. They run for a distance of
6 m from just outside the inner ditch causeway (cut 365) to the outer ditch termini (cut 66).
The westernmost slot gulley cut 110 had dimensions 0.25 m width by 0.30 m depth, with
straight sides and a flat base. It contained contained fill 105, a mid-brown, compact silt, with
moderate to frequent sub-angular stones. There were hints of post-pipes in section across this
feature. The easternmost slot gulley had dimensions of 0.40 m width by 0.22 m depth. It had
irregular vertical sides and an irregular flat base. It contained fill 161, a brownish-green, soft
sandy-silt, with frequent angular stones, animal bone and occasional charcoal.
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Discussion:

These two slot gulleys, both of which are stone packed, with vertical sides, appear to be
fencing structures designed to create a relatively narrow entrance way to the interior of the
enclosure. They would likely have contained upright posts in a palisade formation or perhaps some support posts maintaining horizontal woven or wattle fencing. They may have
been design either for defensive purposes, where a narrow entrance into the site would have
been easily monitored, or they may have prevented residents and animals from falling into
the ditches. They appear to be contemporary with the outer enclosure ditch, but may also
be contemporary with the inner ditch. The presence of animal bone in the gullies would be
expected here, where traffic to and from the site was heaviest.
Interpretation:

These linear fencing features, bracket and define the entranceway to the ringfort over the
ditch causeways.

4.2.2 V-shaped gully.

Cut 107. Fill 71.
Grid 21D, 22C and D, 25B.
Drawings 54, 64, 65, 133, 134 and 135.
Photos 4 (42, 46-50).
Description:

This is a linear V-shaped gulley (cut 107) which drains into the outer ditch eastern terminus. The V-shaped gulley cuts the fills of the eastern entranceway fence (cut 164). It has
dimensions of 10 m length by 0.65 m width by 0.38 m depth. It is filled with fill 71, a mid
brown clayey silt, with occasional charcoal inclusions. The fill contained bone and butchered
bone. It is truncated by plough furrows running in a northeast to southwest direction.
Discussion:

Since the entranceway features respect the line of the outer enclosure ditch and the Vshaped gulley cuts across one of these features and drains into the ditch, it seems likely that
they are broadly contemporary. This drainage feature may have been in use shortly after the
demise of the eastern fenceline. The presence of animal bone, some of it butchered, would
suggest that the causeway was still the main route for access and egress from the ringfort.
Interpretation:

A gulley used for drainage into the outer enclosure ditch.
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4.2.3 Entranceway postholes and stakehole.

Cuts 351, 360 and 362. Fills 352, 361 and 363.
Grids 21C and 25B.
Drawings Post ex.
Photos 9 (4 and 5) and 11 (14-16).
Description:

A oval posthole (cut 351) was present 2 m west of the eastern ditch (cut 66) terminus
along the same axis as the slot gulley cut 164. It was heavily truncated during stripping. It
had dimensions of 0.50 m length by 0.4 m width by 0.16 m depth, with a rounded, concave
base. It appeared to contain the remnants of stone packing and an orange silt fill 352. An
oval posthole (cut 362) was present 0.60 m south of the western ditch (cut 66) terminus,
along the same axis as the slot gulley cut 110. It had dimensions of 0.42 m length by 0.26 m
width by 0.18 m depth. It had vertical sides and a flat base and contained a brown sandy silt,
with occasional large stones in the fill. A large oval stakehole (cut 360) was present adjacent
to posthole cut 362. It had dimensions of 0.19 m length by 0.13 m width by 0.25 m depth.
It had vertical sides and a concave base and was orientated towards the east. The fill 361, was
a brown, soft, sandy-silt.
Discussion:

The postholes appear the follow the line of the repsective slot gulleys on either side of the
causeway. The position of posthole cut 351 approximately 2 m from the eastern ditch terminus, may have been due to the predominance of large limestone boulders present in the soil
at this terminus. A number of boulders lay directly between the terminus and the posthole,
suggesting that the gap created between the eastern fence and the ditch terminus and bank
was filled by large boulders. The stakehole cut 360 is orientated towards the posthole cut 362
beside the western ditch terminus, suggesting that it may have been used as a support for the
post on this side. That might suggest that the posthole cut 362 is the hingepost for a gate.
They could also represent a gate tower overlooking the entranceway. These postholes are 3 m
apart, matching the distance between the two fencelines.
Interpretation:

These are entranceway postholes, representing either posts for latching a gate to or posts
supporting a tower.
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4.2.4 Oval Feature Across the Entranceway

Cut 163. Fill 77.
Grid 21D.
Drawing 67.
Photos 5 (6, 7 and 11).
Description:

An oval feature which lay orientated east to west, across the entranceway 3 m inside the
outer ditch terminus. It had dimensions of 1.70 m length by 0.64 m width by 0.20 m depth.
It had steep, smooth, concave sides and base The fill 77, was a firm light brown silt, with occasional stones and slag inclusions.
Discussion:

Other than fragments of slag in the fill, this feature appears to be sterile, containing no
charcoal or bone. The slag is possibly an intrusion into the fill. This feature has the same
orientation and approximate dimensions as fill 353, which sits directly above the fills of the
western outer enclosure ditch (cut 66), which is 4 m to the southwest.
Interpretation:

This feature may be an entranceway feature, 3 m inside of the gate.
4.3 Outer Enclosure Bank.
Fills 221 and 408
Grids 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21 and 23.
Drawings
Photos 7 (21 and 22 ) and 11 (20).
Description:

A band of orange silt was visible running between the inner and outer ditch. In some
areas it was more prominent and clearly defined, such as in grids 14 and 18. Here it had very
slightly mounded appearance across approximately 4 m in width. Elsewhere this material
was spread out and covered the entire area between the two ditches, a distance of 12 m and
even extended out beyond the outer enclosure ditch. This soil was generally sterile, orange
sandy silt, with some small angular pebbles. Immediately south of ditch section nine (grids
18B and D) this material was most prominent. Here it contained what appeared to be the
remains of a stone wall or anchor for the bank. A copper alloy buckle was found at the base
of this wall in fill number 221.
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Discussion:

The banks close proximity to the inner enclosure ditch in grids 18B and D is problematic. In those grids the bank would have been 8 m from the external ditch, suggesting that
it would not have made a suitable defensive feature. There didn’t appear to be a visible distinction between naturally occurring orange silt and re-deposited orange silt, this may have
contributed towards difficulties in defining this deposit. The orange silt deposit thought to
comprise the outer ditch bank is very extensive and appears to be a much larger volume of
spoil than would have been generated by the construction of the relatively small outer enclosure ditch. It is possible that this large volume of soil may have come from the initial removal
of orange silt from the interior of the site, prior to ditch construction. This soil would then
have been placed to the south and east of the site, raising the profile of the enclosure slightly
in this area. The presence of almost entirely silt dominated fills in the outer enclosure ditch
corroborates the presence of a large volume of loose orange silt in the south and eastern areas
of the site during the lifetime of the outer ditch. It may be that the area between the inner
and outer ditches was used as a holding area for animals overnight. The smaller outer ditch
with its inner revetment and the stone wall along the outer edge of the inner ditch would
have served to keep animals safely at night, but would have prevented them from intruding
into the interior of the site. The First Edition Ordnance Survey map only shows one ditch,
suggesting that little or no trace of the outer ditch and bank were evident in 1836 when the
survey was undertaken. The post medieval buildings at the western end of the site, were enclosed in an area that respects the inner ditch, but not the outer ditch, these were represented
showing at least four mature trees. The buildings were built directly over the outer bank
and ditch, suggesting that even in the late 18th century, no trace of either ditch or bank was
visible in the landscape. This may suggest that a substantial ‘bank’ had not been present for
the outer ditch and that the ditch had been entirely filled in, either by erosive processes or by
manually backfilling the ditch with surrounding orange silt, sometime shortly after the disuse of the outer ditch at the ringfort. This is also suggested by slag rich deposits cutting into
and sitting directly above the silt in the southeastern and eastern areas of the site. This orange
silt material may also have washed down the site into this area from up slope to the west. The
paucity of occupational remains would suggest that this is unlikely.
Interpretation:

It would seem likely that a substantial bank was not present, though large limestone
boulders placed along the inside edge of the outer enclosure ditch, do suggest a substantial
riveting, designed to keep soil from collapsing into the ditch. It seems likely that the bank
would have comprised a wide area of raised ground, perhaps acting as a holding area for animals. This may have been eroded and levelled (partly into the ditch) when the function of
the site changed.
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5 The souterrain and Associated Features
5.1 The Souterrain
Cuts 28. Fills 30, 93, 98, 99, 113-119, 147, 401-405
Grids 16D, 20B, 33A and 34C.
Drawings 59, 60, 84, 123 and 124.
Photos 10 (5, 13 and 25).
Description:

The souterrain was situated slightly west of the centre of the internal area of the site. It
was sub-rectangular in plan, slightly curved towards the south-west and orientated North–
South. It extended beyond the limits of our excavation to the north but, the outline could be
partially traced on the ground as a shallow depression in the field. It terminated to the south
at a single upright slab ( context 402). Prior to excavation a single hawthorn tree stood directly over the mid point of the E. wall and a linear feature cut 265, which prevented machine
stripping in this area. The internal length: 6.40m up to fence line, internal width: varying
from 0.95m at S. end to 1.59 at its widest point midway along the excavated section. Depth
of the east wall was 0.98 m at south end, it survived to four courses. Depth at the west wall
was 1.10 m at south end, it survived to four courses.
		
Method of Construction:

The souterrain was built using roughly hewn carboniferous limestone blocks in a drystone
construction method. A long straight sided trench was dug into the boulder clay 1.75 to
2.00 m deep and over 2 m wide (souterrain cut 28, Photos 4 (1) and 10 (28, 29 and 30). The
upcast of this material to the west formed part of a linear bank directly west of the souterrain
(context 312). The ‘floor’ (C.401) within this trench was cleaned and perhaps deliberately
compacted with any bedrock protrusions removed. More subsoil was removed towards the
N. end of the excavated portion of the chamber creating a gentle slope within. Natural limestone blocks were selected, none with a width of more than 0.60m. These stones were placed
on edge along the west side of the trench with a variety of smaller stones used to stabilise
and fill gaps between the uprights. On the east side of the trench the wall stones (context 98)
seem to have been laid flat. The area between the excavated edge of the trench and behind
the limestone blocks was then filled with a mixture of boulder-clay and small fist-sized stones
(context 403). This was compacted to a degree that suggests it may have been mixed with
water and perhaps lime, to form a type of mortar which was then pressed or hammered into
the cavities.
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The walls appeared generally to be constructed of unworked limestone blocks. When
fully excavated however, it could be seen that the blocks that made up the bottom course of
the west wall context 99) were all sheared flat at the base. (Photos: Folder 10(27), 10(29)).
The West Wall (Context 99).

Drawing 106.
Photos 10(14 -24).
From the limit of excavation to the upright stone at the S. end, the west wall ran in a
straight line. The basal course was made up of large single blocks set on edge and packed
between with smaller pieces of broken limestone. At the N. end the wall had collapsed with
only the basal course surviving in situ. At the S. end of the chamber the wall sat against the
slope of the original construction cut (context 28) and abutted the upright stone. The upper courses were made up of smaller sub-angular blocks with occasional flat pieces wedged
between and small broken pieces filling cavities. Dimensions were 6.53 m length by 1.25 m
height by 0.50m depth of coursing (on average).
The East Wall (Context 98).

Drawing 107
Photos 10 (10, 11 and 12).
From the limit of excavation the east wall ran in a southeasterly direction for three courses
and then turned southwest, curving to meet the construction cut at the southern end of the
chamber and abut the upright stone (context 402). Again, there was evident collapse of the
top course and some of the middle course towards the northern end. At the southern end
the wall seems to have remained intact, evidenced by re-deposited boulder clay (context 403)
material overlaying the top course. The extant hawthorn tree above this wall had relatively
little impact on the structural integrity overall. The basal course was made up of large subrounded and often irregular shaped limestone boulders above which were large slabs laid flat.
A variety of smaller stones were used to pack the cavities between the irregular stones during
construction. Dimensions were 7.55 m length by 1.14 m height by 0.55 m depth of coursing
(on average).
The Southern Upright Stone (Step Stone) and Packing Stones.

Context 402.
Drawing 108.
Photos 10(5, 13 and 25).
At the narrowest point of the excavated section of the souterrain, a single flat limestone
slab was set on edge into the floor material (context 401). This entailed the natural subsoil
being removed in this area and then re-deposited to hold the stone upright. On either side
of this stone, four smaller sub-rounded and sub-angular stones were hammered in to hold it
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securely in place. The cavity behind the upright was packed with context 403, a re-deposit of
boulder clay. Dimensions were, height from floor surface (C.401) was 0.44 m, by width 0.67
m by depth 0.16 m.
The Deposition of Fills:

Fill context 401: This was the floor of the souterrain. It was similar material to context
2, (natural boulder clay) but coloured a mid-brownish grey by the fills above it. This would
have been exposed during construction and cleared of the majority of bedrock protrusions. At
the southern end some of this material was removed to insert context 402, the large upright
stone and then re-deposited to help secure this stone in place.
Fill context 403: A mixture of re-deposited boulder clay material mixed with well-sorted
fist-sized stones. It appeared to have been used to pack the cavities between the original construction cut and the structural elements contexts 98, 99 and 402 during the construction
of the souterrain. Fill context 402: A single uniformly flat limestone slab (Height: 0.44m,
Width: 0.67m, Depth: 0.16m) set on edge into the floor of the chamber. The gap between
either side of this stone and the construction cut (cut 28) was packed with smaller stones to
secure it in place. The cavity behind this stone was packed with re-deposited material (fill
context 403). Fill context 119: Similar to context 117 but darker in colour due to staining
from fill context 118. It was 0.04 to 0.05 m in depth.
Fill context 118: A layer of burnt organic material, it was black in colour, charcoal rich
with animal bone inclusions. It didn’t extend across entire width of chamber. Fill context
117: Re-deposited natural material: a green to grey sandy layer 0.05 m deep which extended
across entire width of the chamber. Depth increased to 0.15m at east wall suggesting deposition from this side. Fill context 29: A lens of charcoal & lime rich clay hardened by burning.
This was only visible in the south facing section against the C.P.O. fence line. There was no
evidence of this deposit elsewhere within the souterrain.
Fill context 116: This was a layer of reasonably well sorted stones and greyish brown soil.
0.20m deep, it extended across the entire width of chamber. There were occasional larger
stones abutting the west wall. Fill context 93: This was a band of dark brown to black silty
soil, with high charcoal and snail shell content. There were also moderate amounts of animal
bone present. This was markedly different to the layers deposited above it in colour & texture.
There was almost no stone present in this fill. It was 0.25 m deep and didn’t extend across
entire width of souterrain. Fill context 30: These were the collapsed roof stones within the
souterrain chamber. They ran to 2 layers deep, with a depth of 0.50 m to 0.65 m. This again
suggested a corbelling element to the structure.
Fill context 405: This is a greenish grey sandy clay that lay directly on fill context 30
at the southern end of the east wall. It was very similar to fill context 117. Fill context 115:
This was defined from fill context 114 by larger stones. It was a grey to mid-brown silt, with
pockets of green/grey sandy boulder clay throughout. The stones appeared to be part of the
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packing for the roof structure introduced when the structure collapsed. They lay directly on
the larger limestone slabs. This fill extended across the width of the souterrain.
Fill context114: Similar to above but it had less pebbles and more frequent, slightly larger
stones. It was slightly browner in colour, 0.17 m deep and extended across the width of
the souterrain. Fill context 404: This appeared as a deposit of large sub-rounded limestones
which looked to have slumped into the southern portion of the collapsed chamber from the
bank immediately to the west. It appeared to extend onto the western linear bank where the
stones looked well sorted and structured. This appeared to be a separate episode of collapse
from fill context 30. It may relate to cut 265 and the western linear bank. Fill context 113:
This was a layer of mid-brown sandy soil, with a large quantity of pebbles and small broken
stones. There was some animal bone found in this fill. It was 0.10m deep and extended across
the width of the souterrain. Fill context 147: This appeared as stone on the surface in this
area. It probably represented the dumping of stone from the surrounding area during land
improvements.
Finds.

The fills within the chamber of the souterrain proved to be relatively rich in artefacts as
itemised below:
Note: The numbers relate to the Context of the find and then the sequential number
within that Context.
C1:54- This is a broken piece of stone which has the remains of two grooves cut into it.
Possibly a mould.
C.30:1- This is a metal object, possibly a buckle or fastener.
C.93:1- This is the remains of a delicately carved bone comb with associated ‘teeth’ found
in proximity. It was found near the west wall (C.99) close to the ‘step stone’ (C.401) (Photo:
Folder 5(12))
C.93:2- This is a piece of bone worked into the shape of a pin or pendant. There is a hole
bored through the head with an incised groove running around the neck of the object.
C.93:3- This is a long thin strip of copper alloy with a square sectioned nail or rivet hole
through its wider end. It appears thicker to one side. Possibly a blade.
C.93:4- These are five more ‘teeth’ from a bone comb, probably from C93:1.
(Note: A sample was taken of C.93 when the comb was excavated. Sieving has since revealed another bone comb from that sample).
C.113:1- A fragment of Quern stone.
C.114:1- A fragment of Quern stone: worked/incised (Photo: Folder 5(5))
C.115:1- A piece of iron, square in section. Possible wood component. Possibly a tool or
weapon. (Photo: Folder 10 (31))
C.116:1- A fragment of Quern stone.
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C.116:2- 2 fragments of Quern stone.
C.118:1- A fragment of Quern stone.
C.118:2- A piece of worked lignite.
C.118:3- 2 fragments of Quern stone.
Discussion:

General:
Souterrains are man-made underground chambers. The morphology of this monument
type varies widely. They can be cut into rock, earth or be constructed of stone or wood. Indeed, a combination of some or all of the above may be used. Evidence for the latter generally
doesn’t survive well in the archaeological record. Some examples are simple single-cell chambers while others are a complex of passages and chambers with air-vents, trapdoors, murderholes and creep-ways. Limestone is an ideal material for drystone construction as when hewn
from the bedrock or overlying glacial deposits the inner surface tends to be relatively smooth.
Souterrains are found throughout Ireland, Britain and northern France. They are conspicuous
in their absence from some parts of Ireland, such as Carlow and other areas in Leinster, while
relatively significant concentrations occur in some counties such as Cork, Kerry, Antrim and
Derry. There have been upwards of 3500 souterrains identified in the country to date. There
are 2 basic schools of thought regarding the function of souterrains. The first is that they were
places of refuge in times of threat. The second is that they were stores or larders of sorts. The
true function of a souterrain probably incorporates both of these uses. There are also notions
of status to consider. We can see from the profiles excavated that the primary function of the
enclosing ditches at Loughbown 1 cannot have been one of defense. The display of wealth
and power may have been an important factor in the construction of the enclosure and the
souterrain may have formed a significant aspect to this.
Souterrains can be found in association with enclosed sites such as at Loughbown 1,
church sites, promontory forts and open/unenclosed settlements. In County Galway however, there appears to be a high level of association with enclosed settlements (Clinton 2001,
45-46). Excavations of souterrains around Ireland have yielded very few scientifically derived
dates (i.e: radiocarbon, dendro etc). Dates are more usually arrived at from associated finds.
In general it appears that the construction phases of souterrains span roughly the 6th and 7th
centuries AD with occupation phases lasting into the 11th to 13th centuries AD (Clinton
2001, 89-90). Scientific dating of charcoal and bone from the souterrain on Loughbown 1
and/or a typological analysis of the finds from within the chamber (Photos10(32, 33 and
34) should give an idea of the construction, occupation and post-occupation phases of this
feature. This in turn will give good indicators for the occupation phase of the enclosure
generally.
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Site Specific:
We cannot confirm at this stage whether similar construction techniques were used elsewhere on site. At the base of the ‘long section’ in Grid 24b some remains of a stone structure
were uncovered late in the excavation which may yet be shown through geophysical survey
to relate to this phase of activity. Within the fills of ditch slot number 7, an abundance of
stone seemed to be the remnants of some deliberate construction activity but we can say little beyond that. Again, within the outer enclosing ditch (C.66) fills in Grids 26 & 30 much
stone was deposited but it seems likely that this relates to the backfilling of the ditch in this
area. The only other extant stone constructions on the excavated part of the site were the later
mortared building foundations in Area ‘A’.
Fill context 93 appears to represent a phase of activity contemporary with the habitation
phase of the enclosure. This is evidenced by several finds. The west wall context 99, runs
in a straight line from the limit of excavation at the north to a single upright stone at the
south. The east wall (context 98) curves to the east and then returns to meet the same single
upright stone at the south. Both walls survived in places to four courses, a height of up to
1.25m. This seems to have been the original height of the walls, above which lay the roofing
elements. The floor within the structure slopes down gently to the north, so it is possible
that the height within the souterrain was substantially more beyond the area excavated. The
limited area of excavation means it was difficult to deduce whether the upright stone (context
401) represented the entrance to the structure or the very back of the chamber. However, its
situation within the site and its proximity to other habitation features suggest that it probably
represented the remains of an entranceway feature such as a drop hole creep, pit-drop, step
or similar.
The State of Preservation:

As already discussed the souterrain had collapsed at some point prior to being excavated.
Although the walls remained relatively intact, the roof had collapsed entirely (C.30) and the
chamber had thereafter silted up over time. Nothing was visible on the surface prior to excavation and the only above ground evidence to suggest a feature was a shallow stony depression
to the south. (Photos 3(33), 4(1) and 10(1). This suggests that the chamber roof had collapsed
long ago and that the lowest fills might be contemporary with the habitation phase on the
site. The finds from within the chamber suggest this.
The Roof Elements:

Photos 4(24), 10(8 and 9).
No part of the roof remained intact within the area excavated. The information as to
its construction was gleaned from portions of collapse within the chamber as well as a comparative analysis of the intact remains of an excavated souterrain at a nearby enclosure (Ref:
E2444:Mackney Ringfort). Large unworked slabs of fossiliferous limestone were placed over
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and across both walls with smaller stones packed between & beneath to stabilize and seal the
structure. As mentioned already the top course of the east wall protruded slightly making a
ledge upon which these roof slabs were set. Towards the southern end of the chamber the roof
would have consisted of a single lintel, but as the walls diverged and the internal diameter
of the chamber increased slabs would have been set upon one another to make a corbelled
structure. There was no evidence of any single slab large enough to span the entire width of
the cavity at its widest point which adds credence to the idea of corbelling. There is the possibility however, that some of the larger roofing elements may have been robbed out at some
time in the past. The roofing elements had dimensions of length 0.60 m to 1.05 m by width
0.40 m to 0.90 m by depth 0.30 m to 0.50 m.
Of particular note during the excavation were fill deposits 93, 117 and 405.
Fill context 93 appeared to be very similar in colour and texture to some of the deposits
(fills 203 and 230) present on the western linear bank. Fill 93 also contained several important finds as did those deposits on the bank. This suggests a link between these features. Fill
context 117 was identified initially as one of the early fills within the collapsed chamber. Fill
context 405 occurred locally against the east wall in the southern. portion of the chamber
and was deposited directly on fill context 30, the collapsed roofstones. These fills were identical and so present a problem in deposition.
Fill context 117 may represent a ‘floor’ or occupation level within the souterrain that is
mirrored in fill context 405 above the roof level. They may be both relatively contemporary
occupation layers, the latter being introduced to the chamber upon collapse of the roof structure. Fill context 404 appears to be a separate episode of collapse to fill context 30. It was
confined to the southern area of the chamber and extended out of the chamber, over fill context 99 and onto the western linear bank. It may relate to cut 265, a linear stone filled feature
perpendicular to the E. wall. The location of both these features suggests that a stone-footed
structure may once have stood over the southern part of the souterrain and adjacent bank. It
would have neatly covered the entrance area of the chamber, the remainder being roofed and
masked.
The overall impression is that different criteria applied in the selection of stone and the
construction of the East wall. Boulders in their entirety were used in the basal course and
slabs were laid flat as opposed to on edge as in the west wall. The top course of the east wall
overhung those below slightly suggesting the base of a semi-corbelled structure for the roof.
This was especially evident towards the southern end where the wall structure remained
intact.
When the site was stripped of topsoil by machine a single hawthorn tree was left in situ.
This was located centrally within the enclosure and was eventually shown to sit directly along
the mid point of the east wall of the souterrain chamber and the west end of the linear feature
cut 265. Initially it was thought that the root activity had damaged the structure of the east
wall, but this was shown not to be the case. Its position did however prevented a conclusive
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relationship between the souterrain and context 265 being established. The tree was removed
professionally during the course of the excavation but the roots were embedded in the fabric
of the east wall and so were left in place.

*Note: The excavated section of the souterrain has been referred to above as a ‘chamber’
for ease of reference. It cannot be shown within the limits of the excavation if the structure
was indeed a ‘chamber’ or a ‘passage’ that lead to a chamber outside the C.P.O. It must therefore be termed an ‘unrestricted, undifferentiated passage/chamber’ as defined by Clinton
(2001, p107).
Interpretation:

This feature as discussed above is clearly a souterrain. The presence of finds in secure
fills that represent every day living, such as the bone combs and fragments of rotary quern,
strongly suggest that the souterrain was in use during the habitation phase on the site. The
presence of structural features above ground, in the immediate vicinity of the souterrain,
such as the bank to the west, with post pads and linear gulleys, the perpendicular stone filled
feature cut 265, suggest that the souterrain was constructed, carefully disguised and habitation was built above it. The presence of finds and grains in these structures and deposits
corroborates this. The elaborate nature of the souterrain and the arduous construction that
it would have entailed, appear in keeping with the construction practices for the rest of the
ringfort. A good knowledge of stonemasonry, meticulous planning and a strong workforce
would have been necessary to facilitate construction. The souterrain may have been used over
an extended period of time, as a carefully constructed feature of this nature would need little
maintainance, other than the removal of debris from within the chamber.

5.2 Perpendicular Linear feature.
Cut 265. Fills 266, 272 and 273.
Grid 20B and D.
Drawings 124.
Photos 8 (13 and 37), 10 (6, 7, 26)
Description:

Directly to the E of the souterrain and perpendicular to the mid point of the east wall, a
narrow linear stone filled feature (cut 265) became apparent. When excavated it was shown
to be 0.30m deep, 4.00m long and 0.50m wide. It had a sharp break of slope at top, with
smooth, steep, concave sides and a concave base. The relationship between this feature and
the souterrain remains unclear as it was truncated by an extant hawthorn tree. Fill 273 was a
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greyish-brown friable pebbly clay, containing sorted fine, sub angular and subrounded stones
and occasional bone. This fill was approximately 0.37 m width by 0.12 m depth. Above this
was fill 272, a reddish brown sandy clay, containing occasional poorly sorted medium stones
and two pieces of animal bone. It had dimensions of 4.00 m length by 0.50 m width by 0.20
m depth. The uppermost fill 266, was a dark brown silty clay, containing frequent poorly
sorted sub-angular and sub-rounded stones. It had dimensions of 4.00 m length by 0.50 m
width by 0.12 m depth.
Discussion:

Its proximity to the souterrain chamber suggests an association and it is possible that it
represents either an air-vent for the chamber or the foundation trench of a substantial aboveground structure. There was nothing visible within or above the E wall of the chamber to
confirm the former and nothing in the fills of this feature to evidence a purpose. There was,
however, a line of several deliberately placed stones above and behind the west wall which
corresponded with this linear feature suggesting a possible above ground structure. The presence of another linear feature perpendicular (see 5.3)to this feature forming a T-shape, might
suggest this to be an internal dividing wall in a large above ground structure. The presence of
animal bone in the features fills, might support this, though no other material was recovered
from these fills.
Interpretation:

This may possibly be an internal dividing wall for habitation built above the souterrain.

5.3

Occupation features west of the souterrain

This actually consists of a number of features. Including a slot trench, three post pads, a
large pit and some postholes.
Cuts 142, 146, 231, 257, 269, 275, 314, 321, 332 and 334. Fills 143-145, 203=305, 204, 228,
230, 239, 256, 268, 274, 304, 313, 322, 331 and 333.
Grids 15B/D, 16 and 34A/C.
Drawing 82, 99, 119, 120 mid, post-ex.
Photos 7 (10 and 11).
Description:

Orientated north to south, this linear bank consisted of re-deposited boulder clay (context
312) which appeared to be upcast from the digging of the souterrain. Above the bank and
all the features cutting it lay a dark brown silt (context 203=305) rich in cereal grains and
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metal finds. The bank slightly curving, continued for a length of at least 17 m by width 3
m and depth 1 m, within the site, tapering out at its southern end in Grid 15, but continuing
out beyond the excavation at the northern end. A machine dug trench 3 m wide had been
dug through this bank during testing, which revealed truncated remains of stone packed
postholes (see cut 321, fill 322) suggesting that postholes may have been present prior to the
upcast subsoil context 312. These features were badly disturbed and could be investigated
no further.
Postholes:
Cuts 142, 146, 269, 275, 281, 298 and 332.
Photos 8 (25-27
These postholes were all cut into the bank or were in very close proximity to the bank,
they varied in size from 0.25 m to 0.50 m diameter by 0.10 m to 0.25 m depth. All except
posthole cut 332 contained dark brown pebbly silt. Occasional bone and burnt bone was
present. Posthole cut 332 contained a mid reddish-brown, stony silt. One of the postholes
cut 146 contained stone packing. Those sitting directly atop the bank do not.
Stake-holes:
Cuts 314 and 342.
Photo 8 (13).
These stakeholes measured approximately 0.25 m diameter by 0.10 m depth, they had
tapered, blunt points and the same dark brown, pebbly fills as the postholes
Slot Trench:
Cut 231. Fill 230.
Drawing 82.
Photo 7 (27) and 8 (21, 22, 28).
The slot trench ran along the western side of the bank for a length of at least 4 m in a
north to south direction with a width of 0.60 m by 0.07 m depth. It had straight smooth
sides, with a flat base. It was filled with fill 230, a dark brown pebbly silt, containing bone,
some burnt clay and F 230:1 a metal object.
Postpads:
Drawing 82.
Photos 8 (31, 32 and 34).
Three post pads of stone were found within context 228 on the bank (Photo 8 (34)). This
dark brown, soft silt, lay directly above the re-deposited boulder clay, which made up the
majority of the bank. The post-pads all appeared to sit in one line orientated north to south
along the crown of the bank, at similar heights, approximately 1 m apart. Two of the post
pads appeared to be worn smooth on their surfaces (Photos 8 (31 and 32).
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Pit:
Cut 257. Fills 256 and 304.
Grid 34C
Drawing 99.
Photo 8 (7 and 52).
This large pit was found in section whilst scraping material back from the edge of the
souterrain for safety reasons, full dimensions are not known. It was oval, orientated north
to south and the dimensions were 2.02 m length by 1.34 m width by 0.45 m depth. It had
smooth concave sides and a rounded base. The fills 256 and 304 were a dark brown silt, with
a very high concentration of small angular stones, which may represent packing.
Occupation layers:

Fill 228, a dark brown silt contained animal bones, charcoal and slag in its matrix.
Above this fill 203, a dark brown pebbly, clayey silt (same as 305), contained charcoal,
shell, bone, slag, a bead and very large quantities of cereal grains, including rye, wheat and
oats. It was a large deposit covering the whole bank with dimensions of at least 6.00 m length
by 5.00 m width by 0.30 m depth. Fill 305 contained a piece of ceramic (F: 305:1), but may
be an intrusion at the interface with disturbance above. Five securely contexted find were
found in this deposit (F:203:1-5 and 7). These included a bronze broach, two copper fragments, a small iron hook and a sharpening stone.
Discussion:

The orientation of the slot trench, post-pads and postholes, generally following the orientation of the layers, strongly suggest that a structure was constructed. The proximity of the
stone filled feature cut 265, running perpendicular to the layers to the east, may suggest that
a large building was constructed, with its longest axis being north to south, with its width
extending from the layers out over the souterrain eastwards. Corresponding features running
parallel to the layers, but to the east, were not found, due to time constraints and adverse
weather conditions (very dry weather). It is possible that they may also have been truncated
or destroyed in the intervening years. The large truncated pit cut 257, so predominately filled
with stone, may possibly represent a large supporting post, perhaps centrally located within
a rectangular building, it is on the same axis as cut 265, which is thought to be an internal
dividing wall. A building overlaying the entranceway to the souterrain, would have been ideal
for protection, cool storage and escape from the site, during times of distress. This would also
make it possible to bring in additional supplies or friendly neighbours unseen from the north,
to help defend the ringfort from attack. The nature and variety of the finds and samples discovered in and around the layers and associated features, strongly support the suggestion that
habitation was present in this area, with the finds representing objects lost during the course
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of everyday life. Animal bones, charcoal and grain all represent expected domestic debris
from such a building. The presence of slag in the upper fills of the layers suggests that a habitation may have continued to be present, once the enclosure ditches for the site were no longer
in use. It is also possible that the building may have been used as some form of processing
area for iron production, after it was no longer in use as a domestic habitation.
Interpretation:

These features represent the remains of a domestic habitation, which overlay and disguised the presence of a souterrain.

6

Internal Occupation Layers

This deposit was mostly present outside of the area of excavation to the north. It was
present within the excavation boundaries in Grids 24 and 28. Unfortunately most of the
deposit was within an area tested during the assessment phase of the project. This involved
a machine excavated trench 2 m wide by 25 m length orientated east to west. Most of the
mound was disturbed during this process. Most of the recording of this deposit comes from
drawing the ‘Long Section’ which faces south along the northern baulk of the excavation.
The panoramic photos also show this deposit in some detail. A stratigraphic matrix for these
deposits was undertaken, but since little or none of most of these deposits were actually
excavated, only one or two features within the matrix have relevance. What is clear is that
the mound is a substantial deposit approximately 2 m deep at its highest known depth and
comprises some 20 deposits, most of which have organic and burnt content. Two deposits of
in situ burning, two stone features and a linear gulley were recorded within the limitations of
the excavation and are covered below.
Description

Burnt deposits:
Cuts 394. Fills 276, 277, 279 and 369.
Grids 24b and 36A
Photos 8 (19, 24, 35)
A badly trunctated oval feature (possible kiln) was found at the base of the bank, with
dimensions of 1.60 m length by 0.50 m depth. It had fire reddened clayey-silt soil (fill 279)at
its base and charcoal rich silt soil (fill 369) directly above it. It was present in the section face
next to and connected with a stone filled void, perhaps the remains of a flue.
Another feature was figure of eight shaped in plan and consisted of two deposits beside
each other, sitting above the boulder clay. The northern most deposit (fill 276) was oval in
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shape, with truncated dimensions of 2.00 m length by 1.00 m width by 0.17 m depth. It
consisted of fire reddened clayey silt, containing charcoal and moderate cereal grains.
The southern most deposit (fill 277) a darker brown deposit, with dimensions of 1.50
m length by 0.90 m width by 0.20 m depth, containing occasional small and medium subrounded stones. The fill contained a higher concentration of charcoal and moderate cereal
grains.
Stone Deposits:
Grids 24B and 36A.
Photo 8 (61).
The first of these features is a stone packed void, which may relate to the burnt feature
(cut 394) mentioned above. The second feature is two courses of limestone blocks visible in
the north facing section face shown in photo 8 (61).
Linear Gulley:
Photo 8 (14).
This feature is northwest to southeast orientated and is 6 m in visible length by 0.60 m
width by 0.60 m depth, it has straight sides and a flat base. It contained an orange-brown silt,
with occasional to moderate sub-angular and sub-rounded stone, occasional charcoal flecks
and moderate cereal grains.
Mound Deposits within the Site:
Photos 9 (5)
Five layered deposits were visible in this area and were removed layer by layer, whilst
leaving two 1 m by 1 m sqaure baulks intact, as points of reference (photo 11 (24)). Mound
remains within the site measured approximately 8 m east to west in Grids 24B/D by 4.50 m
north south, with a combined depth of 0.60 m. Fill 344 was directly above the boulder clay
and on the same level as the burnt feature fills 276-277. Fill 344 was a compact, light brown
sandy-silt, containing a copper alloy ring (F 344:1). Above this fill was fill 191, which also
covered fill 276-277. Fill 191 was a dark brown silty-clay, containing animal bone. It was
approximately 0.10 m deep. It contained (F 191:1-3) copper object and a piece of iron. Fill
190 was a brown, compact, stony, silty-clay, with occasional sub-rounded and sub-angular
pebbles, with a depth of 0.20 m depth. It contained two finds, a fragment of quernstone and
two pieces of slag (F 190:1-2).
Fill 189 was a compact silty clay, containing sub-angular and sub-rounded pebbles, angular small and medium stones. It had a depth of 0.30 m. Fill 188 was a compact mid, greyishbrown silty-clay, with a depth of 0.14 m.
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Discussion

The burnt deposits appear to represent the remains of two corn drying kilns. One was
the ‘classic’ figure of eight shape (contexts 276-277), quire common on ringforts. The other
was badly truncated and its full dimensions and construction can only be guessed at, but may
have had a stone lined flue. One of the stone deposits may have been a flue for the corn dryer
(cut 394). The other may possibly be the terminus for a second souterrain chamber. Geophysical survey may clarify whether this is so. The linear gulley contained cereal grains and
can be presumed to be contemporary with one or the other of the corn dryers in this area. The
layers above these features are notable especially for their compactness (excepting fill 188) and
the presence of several finds. They may represent construction debris, relating to a second
souterrain chamber or habitation further west discussed in 5.3 above. As mentioned there
was substantially more and deeper layering outside the area of excavation to the north, with a
higher organic content. This suggests that the layer deposits have built up over a long period
of time, during the occupation and habitation of the site. Much of these deposits may have
accumulated here as a result of the sloping of the site downwards, from west to east. Materials may originally have accumulated against the internal bank of the interior enclosure ditch,
prior to its destruction during the backfilling of the ditch (see deposits 177, 238 and 408).
Interpretation

These deposits represent the remains of occupation debris onsite. The presence of two
corn drying kilns in the interior, approximately 15 m east of habitation features, as well as
another one in the upper fills of the backfilled inner ditch cut 7 (see corn drying kiln cut
198), indicate that the ringfort was occupied over an extended period of time. The presence
a 13 pieces of quernstone on the site, including fragments found with secure souterrain fills
suggests that grain was not only dried on site, but that it was ground on site also.

7

Iron Smelting Activity

A number of features were evident, primarily present in area C, at the eastern and southeastern end of the site, (See photo 11 (25), note: the photo has been edited for contrast, features were not so clearly visible on the ground). These features include three bowl furnaces, a
pit with drainage channels to supply water, a dumped deposit of heated slag, an enclosing wall
foundation and two oval features. All these features excepting cut 163 (see below) contained
fills very rich in charcoal and slag, this resulted in most features appearing entirely black. An
area of approximately 400 m² was covered with black charcoal and slag rich soil above these
features, so it is possible that some later features such as plough furrows may truncate some
earlier features, but are not easily recognisable. The smelting activity may continue further
eastward, but due to time constraints this area was not investigated further.
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Stone footing and Drainage Gulley.
Cut 63. Fill 62. Masonary deposit 184=392.
Grid 26 and 27.
Drawing 70 and Post –ex
Photos 6 (9, 11 and 22)

Description:

The stone feature ran alongside the eastern edge of a drainage gully (cut 62, with fill 63)
which had been dug to drain water toward the cistern (cut 64, see below). The wall foundation ran along the edge of this gully, which ran along the edge of the backfilled inner enclosure ditch (cut 7) at the eastern end of the enclosure. The wall appeared to be a drystone
construction, two stones wide. The foundation was 0.40 m width by 0.40 m depth with a
visible length of approximately 8 m. The drainage gulley cut 63 was aproximately 10 m in
length by 1.10 m width by 0.40 m in depth and closely followed the backfilled edge of the inner enclosure ditch northwards, until it separated near the gulleys terminus. Here the gulley
drained directly downslope into the water cistern (cut 64).
The fill of the gulley was a dark brown silt, containing, bone, charcoal and large quantities of slag.
Discussion

It is likely that the wall was constructed to help prevent smelting debris from contaminating the interior of the enclosure to the west, with charcoal, smoke and other smelting debris.
This might suggest that habitation was indeed still present inside the enclosure during the
smelting phase at the site. It is possible that the remains of this wall were still evident in
the 1830s, as the trackway to the post medieval buildings to the west of the enclosure, goes
through this area. It is clear that the drainage gully post-dated the backfilling of the ditch.
The gulley was probably dug just outside of the inner enclosure ditch, because had it been
dug into the ditch backfill, water would have drained down through the fills of the ditch,
leaving the gulley empty. It cannot be confirmed whether the gully and drystone walling are
contemporary or not. Both contained iron slag.
Interpretation

A wall designed to prevent contamination of other areas of the site to the west.
A drainage gulley designed to bring water to the cistern downslope, for use in the smelting process.
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Pit

The pit was excavated in quarters or quadrants, as it was difficult to discern where the
edges of this feature were. This technique results in recordable sections across the centre of
the feature in both a north to south and east to west direction.
Cut 64 and 65. Fills 37=48, 56-59, 68, 69, 83-85.
Grids 27, 27, 30 and 31.
Drawings 35, 44 and 70.
Photos 11 (27-37).
Description:

This large feature measured 4.00 m north-south by 3.40 m east-west by 1.00 m depth.
It was positioned near the base of the slope of the site to the east, in a position to collect a
substantial amount of runoff water from the site. The features cut 64, clearly cut through the
uppermost orange silt fills of the disused outer enclosure ditch cut 66 (photo 11 (29 and 30)).
It was sub-circular in plan, with a gradual break of slope at top, smooth concave sides and a
flat base. Stones were visible at the base of the feature, with one very large stone, sitting just
above the cut (photo 11 (27). This stone was 0.90 m length by 0.80 m width by 0.50 m depth
and took three people to shift from its resting position.
Water entered the pit by draining into a gulley (cut 63) further upslope, which was cut
across the site from northeast to southwest. From there at the gulleys termination to the
north, the water drained downslope into the cistern (photo11 (37)). The fills of the pit all
contained large amounts of charcoal and slag. The earliest fill context 84, a sterile sandy deposit, does not contain slag, but appears to be wash deposited immediately after the features
construction. Fills context 83 and 85 above are silty-clay and silt, both contain large quantities of charcoal, slag and bone. Fill context 59, a silt, was more yellow-orange than other fills,
but still contained slag and charcoal. Fill contexts 58, 69 and 57 above were all very dark
brown to black, charcoal rich fills, with large amounts of slag, with little to distinguish them,
other than slight changes in hue and texture. Fill context 56 was a yellow-brown, clay-silt,
also containing large amounts of charcoal, bone and slag.
A recut or cleaning (cut 65) of this feature is evident, cutting through fill 56. It had
dimensions of 3.48 m length by 3.00 m width by 0.44 m depth. The fills of this cut (fills
37=48) contained charcoal, bone and slag, but also contain two finds finds of copper and one
of glass (F:37:4, F:48:1/2), as well the articulated remains of a sheep or goat in the uppermost
fill, fill 37 photo 11 (33 and 34).
No cut was visible for the animal remains, so it is not clear whether it represents activity
relating to smelting or not. As stated above, due to the darkness of the fills in this area, cuts
within similar fills were dificult to distinguish. The remains were buried head to the NNW,
tail to the SSE, laying on its the right side. Another fill 15, was slumped into the top of the
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pit, this deposit was evident over most of Area C and appears to be the uppermost layer of
slag rich soil on the site.
Discussion:

No further structural features such as postholes were identified within this feature, suggesting that it was a simply collection point for water, that was used during the smelting
process. The pit may have been used for quenching hot iron, cooling dangerously hot slag or
for dowsing fires. The large limestone boulder at the base of the pit may have had a function,
but may possibly have been left in situ, due to the difficulty of removing it. Removal would
have required at least five strong adults. The smaller stones at the base of the pit may have
been placed, so as to prevent the feature from losing its shape, during the removal of debris
from the water. The presence of copper based finds in the recut (cut 65) is in keeping with the
whole site, though no evidence of copper smelting was found on the excavation. The find of
glass may suggest that the animal carcass was a late addition to the cistern, long after it had
gone out of use. The slumped depression left by the presence of deep fills may have been a
convenient location for the burial of a diseased animal. Finds in the upper fills of the cistern
may represent hillwash that has eroded from further up the slope, bringing with it, materials
from later occupation at the site.
Interpretation
This is a pit or water source for the smelting process. It has silted up and been cleaned
out over a period of time.

7.3 Bowl Furnaces.
Cuts 89, 94 and 95. Fills 34, 35 and 97.
Grid 26B.
Drawings 47, 51 and 141.
Photos 3 (43, 51, 56 and 66).
Description:
Three small bowl furnaces were present within 3 m of each other, with dimensions of
aproximately 0.50 m length by 0.35 m width by 0.20 m depth. They had steep concave sides
and a rounded base, all had clear evidence of burning in situ. All the fire reddened soil was
retrieved for chemical analysis from all three furnaces. The fills were charcoal rich, black
clay, with small to medium sized slag inclusions. Bowl furnaces cuts 89 and 95 were both
truncated by a gulley or hand cut furrow (cut 88=10). Bowl furnace cut 94 was cut by another
gulley or furrow (cut 90=100).
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Discussion:

These three small bowl furnaces, seem unlikely to have produced the large volumes of
slag found on site (88 bags were sampled from secure contexts). It is possible that many other
furnaces are present outside the area of excavation. It is also possible that shaft furnaces were
being used, these structurally advanced, above ground features would have left little or no
sub-surface remains, other than the presence of larger quantities of slag. Ongoing analysis of
the slag samples will indicate the processes involved and the furnace types used.
Interpretation:

These are bowl furnaces used for the smelting of iron ore, to produce iron for toolmaking and other purposes. The presence of no iron rich ores onsite, suggest the the ore was
imported from elsewhere and subsequently smelted onsite.

7.4

The burnt layer

Context 15 and 24
Grids 25D and 26C.
Description:

Context 24, was a layer of heat reddened silt soil, mostly and coincidentally the uppermost fill of the outer enclosure ditch (cut 66) in Grids 25D and 26C. It had dimesions of
5.00 m length by 2.85 m width by 0.10 m depth. It underlays an extremely slag rich deposit,
context 15.
Discussion:

Context 24 appears to be an area where hot slag was first dumped after the smelting process, to allow it to cool down, prior to its removal. The soil was reddened to a depth of 0.10 m
over a large area, indicating that the temperature was very high.
Context 15 appears to be the remains of this slag dump.
Interpretation:

A slag dump.

7.5 Oval Deposit Above Terminus of Outer Enclosure Ditch.
Deposit 353.
Grid 21.
Photo 11 (14).
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Description:

This deposit was a dark brownish black spongy peat, with dimensions of 1.50 m length by
0.50 m width by 0.10 m depth. It was charcoal rich and contained occasional iron slag pieces.
It overlays the uppermost ditch fill (fill 348) of the western ditch terminus (cut 66).
Discussion:

No charcoal rich fills were present in any of the sections excavated through this ditch,
with most of the fills being extremely sterile. The presence of a charcoal and slag rich deposit, sitting directly above the uppermost ditch fill is important. It clearly shows that the
ditch and the smelting activities at the site were not contemporary. Though the smelting may
have taken place directly after the backfilling of both inner and outer enclosure ditches. It is
possible that the location of the ditch and ditch termini were known or it may be that other
entranceway related features were still visible and possibly used on site. Deposit 353 may
either have been specifically placed here or it may have been present in the general area, with
the deposit deepest where it sits above the slumping fills of the ditch.
Interpretation:

A deposit relating to smelting of iron at the eastern end of the enclosure.

8 1691, The Battle of Aughrim
It is part of local folklore that the field in which Loughbown 1 is located, was used as the
encampment for the baggage train of the Williamite forces during The Battle of Aughrim in
1691. Given that the site is less than 1.5 miles from the Williamite lines this may be possible.
The only possible related archaeology found during excavation was an unfired musket ball,
found in C.50 C/31A, which may have been dropped (F 50:1). Given the paucity of activity
and finds at the site prior to the construction of the post medieval buildings, it seems unlikely that a baggage train for a substantial army (estimated at 20,000 strong) camped at the
site. It may be possible that they camped elsewhere in the field, but no further information
is available.

9 Post Medieval Activity at the Site
9.1 The Post Medieval Building Foundations.
Stone contexts 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. Fills 16, 17 and 102.
Grids 2, 3, 6 and 7.
Drawings 19-23 (BLOW-UP).
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Photos 1 (1, 8-11, 15, 34, 39, 41, 42) and 2 (11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19) and 11 (38).
Description:

These building remains are at the western edge of the inner enclosure ditch, they situated
directly above the outer enclosure ditch and are built with limestone blocks and mortar. They
are L-shaped in plan, consisting of five rooms and match the buildings represented on the
1838 1’st Edition O.S. Map.
Building Context 18 (Room 1):
The least disturbed and possibly the earliest of these rooms has a rotary quern stone (F
18:1) made from Galway/Connemara Granite, chased and reused as part of its wall. The floor
level of this room, was 67.630 m O.D., 0.40 m lower than the other rooms. The walls were
well mortared and faced with larger limestone blocks. Dimensions were 8.20 m length by
3.10 m width by 1.00 m depth (photo 2 (11)). This room contained a small burnt deposit fill
17 (photo 1 (8) in the northwest corner by a hole in the wall and is thought to be the remains
of a fireplace. Above this the main rubble fill of this room, fill 102, contained a dark brown,
loose sandy clay with a depth of 0.80 m. It had large limestone masonry remains in the fill,
including a massive stone lintel (photo 1 (15)). Glass, pottery and iron objects, all post medieval in nature were recovered from the fill.
Building Context 19 (Room 2):
This was the central room in the building, with a flagstone entrance, showing wear patterns suggesting the door opened inwards, with the door hinge to the north (photo 1 (39)).
The room had chased limestone door jams (photo 1 (42)), a decayed mortar/cement floor and
yellow brick had been used to repair the walls. A curved line of yellow brick (photo 2 (17)
was present inside the room. Dimensions were 4.70 m length by 3.40 m width. A visible
doorway led from this room to Room 3 to the east. From that small hallway, doorways at
both north and south ends led to Rooms 4 and 5 respectively.
Building Context 20 (Room 3):
This small room measured 4.20 m length by 1.25 m width. Yellow brick was used as
spacers between chased limestone door jams on three sides.
Building Context 21 (Room 4):
This room was badly disturbed and had the remains of a decayed mortar/cement floor.
The walls showed evidence of repairs using yellow brick. Dimensions were 6.10 m length by
5.50 m width.
Building Context 22 (Room
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This room was badly disturbed and had the remains of a decayed mortar/cement floor.
The walls showed evidence of repairs using yellow brick. Dimensions were 4.90 m length by
4.30 m width.
Fill 16, a mid brown sandy clay overlay all of the rooms and appeared to be mixed with
topsoil. Any finds from this context could not be securely contexted. Additional masonry
was visible to the north and south of the building excavated, but due to time restrictions and
a representative sample having been excavated, these were not investigated further.
Discussion:

These buildings are locally referred to as ‘The Forge’. There was a possibility of a hearth
in room 4, with an external dump, suggesting smithing, but a strong magnet was used and
found no traces of hammer scale. It is possible that ‘the Forge’ actually represents a folk
memory relating to the iron smelting activities present at the eastern end of the site. During
the construction of post medieval buildings to the west, remains from the smelting activity
would have been evident in the topsoil. Masonry may have been taken from extent features
such as the extant wall in Area C (context 183=394), where the soil was very dark, charcoal
and slag rich. Numerous metallic finds were retrieved from fill 16, but since the context was
only 0.10 m deep and directly below topsoil, it was not considered a secure context. Finds
retrieved from fill 102 in Room 1 are more secure due to the depth of this deposit, represented
are post medieval finds of iron, pottery and glass. Substantial quantities of beveled slate, with
nail holes were recovered, suggesting that the building was slate roofed. The high quality
construction of the original, mortared limestone walls, suggest that the buildings were built
by a skilled mason, with the door jams of limestone showing the presence of builders who
knew which materials to use and how to modify them. Additional masonry visible on site and
outside the area of excavation, suggest that the estate was added to, over time. The additional
buildings may have been for habitation or may have served as outbuildings, such as stables
and storage. The presence of a rotary quernstone in the original walls of Room 1, which has
been chased and re-used, suggests that the mason and owners of the property would have
reused building materials available from the ringfort. More substantial upstanding remains
may have visible at the enclosure immediately prior to the construction of the post-medieval
buildings Later poorly made repairs to the mortared limestone walls, using yellow brick and
cement infill for a chipped flagstone, suggest that the buildings were used as outbuildings
towards the end of their life rather than a domicile.
Interpretation:

These buildings represent the remains of an Estate. The buildings were probably constructed with a clear knowledge of the presence of the ringfort, immediately east and below
them.
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Post Medieval Features Related to the Buildings.
Peat Reek.

Contexts 169, 193 and 242.
Grids 10, 11 and 12.
Drawing 81.
Photo 11 (39).
Peat is evident in quantity laying across the top of the inner ditch and against the souterrain related bank (context 312) at the western end of the site. Perhaps the remains of a
peat reek, relating to the 19’th century buildings. This would have been placed in an area
with good drainage, where the prevailing southwesterly winds would have helped remove
moisture. Context 169, a spread of dark brownish black sandy spongy peat, containing postmedieval debris such as iron nails and also contained F:169:1 a possible billhook. Context 193
a layer of dark brown spongy peat, containing post-medieval debris (F.1-F.7 metal objects).
Context 242 a dark brown firm silty clay, containing post-medieval debris.
9.2.3

Metalled Surface Over Inner Enclosure and Trackway.

Cut 201. Fills 199, 202 and 242.
Grid 14B.
Drawing 81.
Photo 7 (7-9) and 8 (5).
Description:

A waste pit cut 201, was present, cut into the upper ditch fills of the inner enclosure ditch
in ditch slot number ten. Above the fills of this pit, lay a metalled surface context 199. Context 199 measured 3.65 m east to west by2.30 m north to south by 0.20 m deep. This surface
was made of densely packed, well sorted, sub-angular and sub-rounded stones and contained
sherds of modern slipware.
Discussion:

The first edition Ordinance Survey of Ireland 1838 shows a trackway coming from the
road to the north, to the north side of the inner enclosure, then coming around the eastern
side of the inner enclosure, past the wall remains from smelting (deposit 184=392) and probably up across the inner enclosure ditch in the vicinity of ditch slot number ten. The metalling
present in this area may represent an attempt to create a more compact surface for crossing
the ditch, especially given that a pit had been cut through this area previously. The occupants
of the estate were clearly aware of the presence of the inner enclosure, as the building were
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built directly overlooking the ringfort. The slight depression caused by the slumped ditch fills
along the southern side of the enclosure, may have made a convenient trackway.
Interpretation:

This is a crossing point for the inner enclosure ditch on the trackway leading up to the
Estate buildings.

9.3
9.3.1

Post Medieval Field Boundaries
1838 Ordinance Survey of Ireland:

Cut 399. Fills 234 and 236.
Grid 35.
Photo 11 (40, 42 and 43).
Description:

This well crafted map was actually surveyed in 1836, the work of military personnel. It
shows the enclosure with a single bank, with a trackway leading from the road at the north,
around the enclosure. The post medieval buildings are shown L-shaped in plan (as they were
visible during excavation) enclosed in a rectangular boundary, approximately 40 m by 40
m, with a courtyard 20 m long leading in from the southeast. Four mature trees are shown
surrounding the buildings. The field boundary for the buildings has a slight bend where it
overlooks the ringfort, showing that it respects the curving line of the enclosure.
Discussion:

By measuring the diameter of the enclosure on the map, it was possible to discern that
the illustrated enclosure represents the diameter of the inner enclosure ditch 42 m. The outer
enclosure ditch is not represented at all. The buildings appear to have been built directly
above the outer ditch. The presence of four mature trees and a younger tree, suggest that the
buildings and their enclosure were established at least 50 years prior to the map, perhaps even
longer. The stump of one tree was found on site, to the southeast of the buildings. These
trees also tie in to information provided about the site by a local landowner, living in the area
for over 80 years( see below). Stone deposits in the upper fills of the inner enclosure ditch
and near to it, suggest that the building enclosure was of dry stone construction, with the
limestone likely retrieved from the ringfort and its environs.
Interpretation:

An accurate depiction of the ringfort and post medieval building enclosure, as it would
have appeared in 1836.
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9.3.2 Ordinance Survey of Ireland 1946.
Drawing 153-155.
Photo 11 (41).
Description:

This is a later, poorer quality map, recorded in less detail, with some of its data taken from
the 1838 O.S. map. The field boundary for the buildings has clearly changed, with the north,
east and south sides of the building enclosure staying the same, but with an elongation of the
southwestern boundary, enclosing an area leading up to another field boundary to the west.
This boundary was visible as a partly covered limestone wall in the field immediately west of
present day field. The map does not show individual trees.
Discussion:

The map shows a similar size for the ringfort, unfortunately, the building are obscured by
a black ring drawn in to emphasize the presence of the ringfort enclosure, but the courtyard
is still visible, so presumably still defining buildings. The change in field boundary to the
west of the buildings, may indicate a change in access and egress from the site. The trackway
leading down to the road to the north (present day N6 Galway to Ballinasloe) is no longer
recorded.
Interpretation:

This map illustrates the fluid nature of field boundaries in the Ballinasloe area, within the
span of only 110 years.

10 Modern Activity
10.1 Plough Furrows
Cuts 86, 90, 91, 92, 100, Fills 36, 46, 54, 61, 75, 104,
These will be listed only.
They are mostly orientated northeast to southwest in Areas B and C, outside of the inner enclosure, suggesting that ploughing happened only around the outside of the mounded
interior. These furrows truncate several of the feature relating to iron smelting, such as the
bowl furnaces, they also truncate the entranceway features associated with the southeastern
entrance to the ringfort.
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10.2 Activity in Living Memory
A local landowner now over 80 years of age visited the site and helped to put some of the
modern activity in context.
Description:

In the mid 1960s, an ageement was reached with another land owner for the removal of
the stumps of five or six mature beech trees, which had recently been cut down by the owner
of the Loughbown 1 field. These stumps were to be pulled out with a bulldozer and the land
levelled to some degree. In exchange for the work undertaken, the adjacent land owner was
allowed to plough the field and plant corn for one year. Other than the activity outlined
above, the field in which the ringfort is positioned, has remained fallow.
Discussion:

Though verbal descriptions of activity have to be treated with some skepticism (the owner
thought the enclosure had been levelled, when in fact the building enclosure was levelled),
first person descriptions are very valuable. They contribute to an understanding of local
conditions, that are not readily discernable, by viewing a map or engaging in other forms of
research. The presence of corn in the field for one year, was corroborated by two other local
people, one of whom used to hunt in the copse of beech trees present, as a boy. The presence
of these beech trees was also established by finds of relatively fresh, distinctive purple beech
roots during the excavation in the northern third of the site. The illustration of mature trees
on the 1838 O.S.I. map may actually be the same trees as those removed, some 125 years
later.
Impact:

Though it is evident that these activites and perhaps others not known about would have
impacted upon the site, it seems that local landowners reserved a healthy respect and perhaps
superstition regarding Loughbown 1. This was evidenced by the upstanding hawthorn tree,
positioned above the souterrain, which was only removed during the excavation of the site.
The presence of new houses to the south of the ringfort, up-slope and overlooking the site
and the valley, suggest a strategic location for the ringfort in the landscape and a continuing
affinity with it.
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Appendix 4: Finds register
Context No.

Find No.

Tot.
No.

Area

Grid

Material

Description

12D

Metal

A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
C
C

14C
14C
22A
18A
17C
17B
8A
4B
4D
4C
4
3
7
7
6
6
31
7
6
6
6
31
32

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Ceramic
Ceramic
Metal
Stone
Clay pipe
Glass
Metal
Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal

Iron bar (broken in 2 pieces). Horse
shoe
Iron Nail Head
Iron Bar
Iron Slag
Iron Slag
Copper-alloy button
Iron Slag
Iron bar
Iron Nail (Roofing)
Iron Nail (Roofing)
Iron piece (possible blade)
Pottery sherds
Pottery Sherds
Iron bowl fragments
Stone object
Clay pipe stem
Glass bottle top (modern)
Slag
Struck stone
Iron Nail
Iron Nail
Iron Nail
Iron Nails
Copper fragment

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
B
A

31
27
27
31
27
31
27
27
31
20
19
7

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Bone
Ceramic

Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Bulk slag pieces
Medieval coin
Bone object (button?)
Post medieval pottery sherds

A
B
B
A
B
A

7
16
16
7
33/20
3

Ceramic
Ceramic
Glass
Metal
Stone
Ceramic

Pottery Sherds
Pottery (bulk sherds)
Modern Glass fragments
Iron nail
Possible worked stone
Pottery sherd

Stray Find
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
0 Subsoil
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9a
9b
9c
10
11

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

1
1
1
1
1
1

24
25
26
27
28
29

1
1

30
31

3

A
A

3
3

Metal
Glass

Iron Nail
Modern Glass fragments

1

32

7

A

4

Stone

Roof slates pieces (1 bevelled)

1

33

B

16

Wood

Comb fragments

40
5

2

6

2
2
30
14
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Context No.

Find No.

1

34

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
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Tot.
No.
25

Area

Grid

Material

Description

B

7

Ceramic

Pottery sherds

4
3
32

B
B
B
B
B
B
A
C
B
B
B

7
7
7
7
7
7
6
32
15
15
15

Stone
Metal
Glass
Metal
Metal
Ceramic
Ceramic
Metal
Metal
Metal
Pottery

Roof slates
Iron Nails
Modern glass
Iron Bar
Possible Iron Nail
Pottery sherds
Pottery sherds
Slag (1 piece)
Slag
Iron object
Pottery Sherds

1
46
1
47
1
48
1
49 (J.O.)
1
50 (J.O.)
Context #1 Find No.51 Cancelled
1
52
1
53
1
54
2
1
55
25
1
56
47
1
57
4
1
58
45
1
59
82
1
60
5
1
61
1
62

B
C
B
C
C

19
21B

Metal
Metal
Ceramic
Metal
Metal

Round iron object
Slag
Pottery rim sherd
Slag
Copper-alloy strip

B
B
B
B
B
A
B
B
A
A

34C/D
7
7
7
7
7
4
16
16
7
6

Stone
Stone
Clay pipe
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Metal
Metal

Flint fragment
Roof Slate
Clay pipe stem
Modern pottery sherds
Modern pottery sherds
Modern pottery sherds
Modern pottery sherds
Pottery sherds
Pottery Sherds
Iron Hook (2 fragments)
Iron Bar (broken in 2 pieces)

1
1
1

63
64
65

A
C
A

6
27
6

Metal
Stone
Metal

Slag
Chert
Iron Bar

1
1
12
15
15
15

66
67
1
1
2
3

A
B
B
C
C
C

6
7
7
27
27
26

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Pottery
Metal

Iron Plate
Iron Nail
Iron bar (ditch section 4)
Slag
Pottery sherd
Slag

15
16
16
16
16
16
18
18
23
23

4
1
2
3a&b
4
5
1
2
1 (1 bag)
2

C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
C

26C
3
3
3
3
1
3C
3C
26
26C

Metal
Glass
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Stone
Stone
Metal
Metal

Slag
Modern glass
Iron nail
Iron bars
Iron Hook
Iron Horse shoe (broken)
Quern stone fragment
Quern stone fragment
Slag
Slag

6
6

5

6
bags
45
2

29A/D
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Find No.

23
30
32
32
32

Tot.
No.
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Area

Grid

Material

Description

3
1
1
2
3

C
B
C
C
C

25D
33A
26B
26B
26B

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Slag

32
34
34
34
34
34
36
36
36
36
37
37
37

5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

26B
26B
26B
26B
26B
26B
26A
26A
26A
26B
26D
26D
26D

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Ceramic
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal

Slag
Copper-alloy sheet fragments (x2)
Slag
Slag
Stones (poss connected to ore
extraction)
Slag
Ash slag
Ash slag
Ash slag
Ash slag
Slag
Slag
Pottery sherds
Slag
Slag Ash slag/metal spatter
Slag
Slag 2 bags (?)
Slag

37
37
37
37
40

4a
4b
5
6
1

B
B
C
C
B

30B
30B
30B
26D/27C
11C

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Stone

40
40
42
44

2
3
1
1

B
B
C
C

11C
11C
30A
30A

Glass
Ceramic
Metal
Metal

Copper-alloy stud fragment
Copper-alloy fragments (x2)
Slag
Slag
Ground limestone working tool polished stone axe
Glass fragments (Modern)
Pottery sherds
Slag
Slag

C
C

30A
30B

Metal
Metal

Slag
Slag

C
C
C
C
C
C
B/C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

30D
30D
30C/D
30C
30
30
30
30
31A
28
28
30
25B/D
38
30A
30B
31A&B
26D
26D/27C

Metal
Glass
Metal
Ceramic
Metal
Glass
Metal
Metal
Stone
Metal
Stone/Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal

Slag
Post-medieval glass
Slag
Pottery Rim sherd
Copper-alloy fragment
Glass fragments
Slag
Slag
Musket ball
Slag
Fused Slag/Stone + knapped edge
Nail heads
Slag
Iron object
Smelted iron
Smelted iron
Slag
Slag
Slag

2

5
7

44
2
46
1
Context #47 Find No.1 Cancelled
47
2
47
3
47
4
47
5
48
1
48
2
3
48
3
48
4
50
1
50
2
50
3
50
4
13
51
1
53
1
54
1
55
1
55
2
56
1
56
2
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Context No.

Find No.

57
57
57
58
59
60
62
62

Tot.
No.
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Area

Grid

Material

Description

1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B/C

26D
26D
26D/27C
30B
26D
22
27
27A/23C

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Clay pipe
Metal
Metal

Slag
Slag
Slag
Slag
Tap slag?
Clay pipe bowl
Slag
1 bag of slag taken from gully just to
the north of Causeway 182

67
67
67
67
67
67
72
73
76
77
78
79

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
1
1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
B
C

25B
25B
25B
26C
26C
31A
26B
27A
26A
21D
23C
26D

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal

81
81
82
83
83
85
93
93
93
93
97
113

1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
4
1
1

C

31A/B
30B

C
B

16D
33A/20B
16D
26B
20B

Metal
Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Bone
Bone
Metal
Bone
Metal
Stone

114

1

B

16D

Stone

B

16D/20B
33A
33A
33A
16D/34A
16D
16D
15B

Metal+Wood
Bone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Bone

Iron Object
Iron Fragment
Slag
Slag
Possible roughout (chert) for blade
Small piece of copper-alloy plate
Slag
1 small bag of slag
Slag
Slag
Copper fragment
Slag (may be small nail heads mixed
in)
Slag
Chert
Slag
Slag
Slag (2 bags)
Slag
Worked comb
Worked comb
Copper-alloy - possible blade
Comb teeth
Slag
Possible fragment of rotary
quernstone
Fragment of quernstone (rotary)
worked and incised
Iron Pin with wooden handle
Worked bone. Poss tuning peg
Fragment of saddle quern
Fragment of rotary quern stone
Rotary quern stone
Worked lignite
Possible quern stone
One piece of burnt bone

B
B

15B
15A

Stone
Bone

B

11C

Stone

115
1
116
1
116
2
116
3
118
1
118
2
118
3
144
1
Context #144 Find No.2 Cancelled
144
3
147
1
151

1

B/C
C
C
C
B
B

B

26D/27C
30B
30B
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Context No.

Find No.

162
168
168
169
176

1
1
2
1
1

176
177
177
177
185
187
187
190
190
191
191
191
192
193
193
193
193
193
193

2
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
4
5
6

193
193
193
193

7
8
9
10

193
193
193
193
193
193
193
193
193
194
194
194
197
199
199
202
203
203

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
2

203
203

3
4

Tot.
No.

Area
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Grid

Material

Description

14D
18D
18D
8A
35A/12B

Metal
Metal
Stone
Metal
Ceramic

Iron knife
Slag
Dry corn kiln
Possible iron billhook
Pottery Sherds

35A/12B
35B
35A/12B
35A/12B
18B
18D
18D
24
24
24B
24D
24B/D
19C
11D
11D
11D
11D
11D
11D

Metal
Metal
Glass
Stone
Metal
Metal
Slag
Metal
Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal
Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal

Iron object
Iron nail
Bottle fragments
Roof slates
Iron Staples
Iron Lump
Slag fire place/ c.d. kiln
Slag
Stone
Copper-alloy strip
Iron piece
Slag
Hammerstone (Sandstone?)
Iron plate
Iron object
Iron plate
Iron bar
Iron object
Iron Nail

B
B
B
B

15A
15A
15A
11D

Metal
Metal
Metal
Ceramic

Iron object (pike?)
Iron object
Iron object
Modern pottery sherds

5
23

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

11D
11D
11D
11D
11D
11D
14,15
14,15
14,15
14,15
14,15
14,15
15A

2
16

B
B
14D/15C
16C
15D

Metal
Metal
Stone
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Stone
Glass
Stone
Glass
Ceramic
Bone
Glass
Ceramic
Metal
Metal
Metal

16A
15D

Metal
Metal

Iron door catch
Iron Hook
Roof Slate
Modern pottery sherds
Modern pottery sherds
Modern pottery sherds
Modern pottery sherds
Roof slate
Modern fragments
Roof slate
Modern Glass
Pottery sherds
Possible human bones
Modern fragments
Modern pottery sherds
Iron blade
Copper-alloy ring pin
Possible brooch piece (Bronze or
Copper)
Copper-alloy strip
Iron Fish-Hook

B
A
32

6
2

33

9
21
7
5
5
2

B
B
B

B
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Context No.

Find No.

Tot.
No.

203
203

5
5

203
206
206
216

6
1
2
1

216

2

2

B

216

3

3

B

216
221
221
221
230
233
245
250
264
272
301
301
305
335
335
344
370
*15
*15
168
251 (in
triangle)
57?
57?
cleanback

4
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
4
1
1

B

4
5

C
C
C

2
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Area

Grid

Material

Description

B
B

15B
15B/
D,16A/C
16A
14D/15C
15C
35A/B/
C/D
35A/B/
C/D
35A/B/
C/D
35B
18C/22A
18C/22A
18C
16A
24D
14D
18D
24C
20
24B/D
24B/D
34A
34A
34A
24C
7A/6B
26C
26C
18D
18D

Metal
Ceramic

Copper flake
Pottery sherds

Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal

Sharpening stone. Whetstone
Iron object
Slag
Iron Nail (possible roofing)

Stone

Roof Slate

Ceramic

Modern pottery sherds

Stone
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Stone
Glass
Bone
Stone
Bone
Stone
Stone
Ceramic
Stone
Clay pipe
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Bone

Possible worked stone
Copper-alloy buckle
Slag
Iron object
Iron nail
Flint
Vessel fragment
Weaving tool/Pin beater
Stone
2 pieces of animal bone
Slate (worked stone)
Flint
Modern pottery sherd
Flint
Clay pipe bowl fragment
Copper-alloy ring
Iron door bolt
Slag
Slag
Slag
Skeleton # 1 (12 bags)

27C
27C
27 (23,
26)

Metal
Metal
Metal

Copper fragment
Slag
1 bag of slag

B

B

B

B
B
B
B

C
C
B
B
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Appendix 5: Human bone
By Linda Lynch
Abstract
This report details the osteoarchaeological analysis of a single skeleton that was recovered during excavations at Loughbown 1 ringfort, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. The excavation
(E2442) was undertaken by Eachtra Archaeological Projects. The skeleton was found lying in
a supine extended position, with the head to the west, at the base of the terminus of the inner
ditch of the bi-vallate ringfort. The remains were those of a juvenile, aged between 8 years
and 10 years at the time of death. Evidence of non-specific infection was present on the left
femur. In addition, there was chipping of the enamel of the teeth. No other human remains
were recovered during the excavation, and the circumstances of the burial of this juvenile in
the ditch will be further assessed once radio-carbon dating has been undertaken.

List of Figures, Tables, and Plates
Figures

Annotated diagram showing main skeletal elements (after Mays 1998, 2, fig. 1.1)
Post-excavation plan of Loughbown 1
Plates

Pitting of enamel, dental enamel hypoplastic defects. Upper central incisors, Burial 1
Chipping of incisal edges of anterior teeth. Lower central and lateral incisors, Burial 1
Allen’s Fossae. Anterior neck of the femora, Burial 1
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Osteological Terms Used
A number of basic terms are used frequently in osteo-archaeology and these are outlined
below. The definitions are taken from White and Folkens (1991, 28-35) and Bass (1995,
319-321).

Figure 1. Annotated diagram showing main skeletal elements (after Mays 1998, 2, fig. 1.1)
Directions - General
Superior - toward the head of the body.
Inferior - opposite of superior, body parts away from the head.
Anterior - toward the front of the body.
Posterior - opposite of anterior, toward the back of the individual.
Medial - toward the midline of the body.
Lateral - opposite of medial, away from the midline of the body.
Proximal - nearest the axial skeleton, usually used for long bones.
Distal - opposite of proximal, furthest from the axial skeleton.
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Palmar - relating to the hand, the palm side
Plantar - relating to the foot, towards the sole of the foot
Dorsal - relating to the hand and foot, the back of the hand, the top side of the foot
External - outer.
Internal - opposite of external, inside.
Endocranial - inner surface of the cranial vault.
Ectocranial - outer surface of the cranial vault.
Direction - Teeth
Mesial - toward the point on the midline where the central incisors contact each other.
Distal - opposite of mesial.
Lingual - toward the tongue.
Labial - opposite of lingual, toward the lips.
Buccal - opposite of lingual, toward the cheeks.
Incisal - the biting surface of the tooth.
Occlusal - the chewing surface of the tooth.
General bone features/terms
Process - a bony eminence.
Eminence -a bony projection, usually not as prominent as a process.
Spine - generally a long, thinner, sharper process than an eminence.
Tuberosity - a large, usually roughened eminence of variable shape, often the site of a ligament attachment.
Tubercle - a small, usually roughened eminence, often a site of a ligament attachment.
Trochanters - two large, prominent, blunt, rugose processes found on the distal femur.
Malleolus - a rounded protuberance adjacent to the ankle joint.
Boss - a smooth round broad eminence.
Articulation - an area in which adjacent bones are in contact at a joint.
Condyle - a rounded articular process.
Epicondyle - a non-articular projection adjacent to a condyle.
Head - a large, rounded, usually articular end of a bone.
Shaft or diaphysis - the long, straight section between the ends of a long bone.
Epiphysis - usually the end portion or extremity of a long bone which is expanded for
articulation.
Neck - the section of a bone between the head and the shaft.
Torus - a bony thickening.
Ridge - a linear bony elevation, often roughened.
Crest - a prominent, usually sharp and thin ridge of bone.
Line - a raised linear surface, not as thick as a torus or as sharp as a crest.
Facet - a small articular surface, or tooth contact.
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Metaphysis – a line of junction between epiphysis and diaphysis.
Osteoblastic - process of bone formation
Osteoclastic - process of bone resorption

1

Introduction

1.1 Background to Project
A single human skeleton (inhumed) was recovered during archaeological excavations at
a ringfort in the townland of Loughbown, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. ‘The excavation was undertaken by Eachtra Archaeological Projects for Galway County Council and the National
Roads Authority and forms part of a wider archaeological excavation programme undertaken
by Eachtra within approximately 15km of the proposed N6 Galway to Ballinasloe dual carriageway scheme’ (extract from ‘Preliminary Report…’ n.d.). Only the southern half of the
site was excavated as the remainder extended outside the limits of the CPO. A number of
phases of activity were evident, including a pre-ringfort ditch, an Early Medieval bi-vallate
ringfort and souterrain, a Medieval or later metal-working area, a Williamite campsite (1691),
and Early Modern and Modern activity. The human skeleton was recovered at the base of
the western terminus of the ringfort. It was an extended burial orientated west/east, with the
head to the west. Three large stones were recorded against the ditch cut around the skeleton
to the north, south, and east (ibid.).
Figure 2. Post-excavation plan of Loughbown 1
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1.2 Scope of Study
This report details the osteoarchaeological analysis of the a single set of human skeletal
remains recovered from Loughbown 1. There is a brief outline of the materials (that is, the
bones) that were examined (Section 1.3). The methodology utilised in the study is presented
below (Section 1.4). The results of the osteological analysis is presented in Section 2. A summary of the analysis and a discussion of the osteo-archaeological results are provided in Section 3, while the conclusions of the present study are provided in Section 4. A catalogue of
the human skeletal remains is presented in Section 6.
1.3 Materials
All of the bones had been processed by washing post-excavation and were received by the
writer in clean, clearly-labelled bags. In general the bones were in a good state of preservation,
although there was some fragmentation and erosion. A catalogue of the skeleton recovered
from Loughbown 1 is provided in Section 6 (standardised for all articulated assemblages
examined by the writer). A large quantity of animal bone was recovered in association with
the human burial.
1.4 Methods
The analysis of human skeletal remains from archaeological contexts can provide information on demography, health, diet, disease, trauma, and possible genetic variations and relations, as well as data on sociological and cultural trends. Standardised methods of assessing
the osteological aspects of various skeletal populations allows for comparisons and contrasts
to be made across both space and time. When the osteological information is broadened using a bioarchaeological approach the results of osteoarchaeological analysis can yield detailed
and invaluable information. The keys to this approach are firstly the use of standardised
methods of analysis, and secondly the size and preservation of the skeletal population in
question. The assessment of age-at-death, sex, stature, and dental remains are the primary
methods that have been standardised. These methods have generally been formulated using
data from known populations.
The age-at-death of the juvenile from Loughbown 1 was determined on the assessment of
the calcification and eruption of teeth (Moorrees et al. 1963a, 1963b; Smith 1991). The rates
of growth and fusion of various bones were also considered (after Scheuer & Black 2000). It is
not possible to accurate determine the sex of juvenile individuals as the sex-specific morphological bone manifestations do not develop clearly until the onset of puberty.
The dental remains (permanent teeth) were recorded using the following chart:
18
48

17
47

16
46

15
45

14
44

13
43

12
42

11
41

21
31
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The upper row represents the maxilla and the lower row represents the mandible. These
are further sub-divided into left and right quadrants. Each permanent tooth (1-8) is prefixed
by the number of the quadrant it belongs to (1-4).
Deciduous teeth were recorded using the chart below:
55
85

54
84

53
83

52
82

51
81

61
71

62
72

63
73

64
74

65
75

Again, the upper row represents the maxilla while the lower row represents the mandible,
and is subdivided into left and right quadrants. Each deciduous tooth (1-5) is prefixed by
the number of the quadrant it belongs to (5-8). In the case of the Loughbown 1 individual a
combination of the two charts was utilised.
The following symbols can be used to record the teeth:
P - tooth present					
B - tooth broken post-mortem
E - tooth erupting					
PM - tooth lost post-mortem
U - tooth unerupted					
AM - tooth lost ante-mortem
CA - tooth congentially absent				
R - root only
12 - socket absent
All incidences of dental diseases such as calculus, caries, enamel hypoplastic defects, as
well as any other anomalies.
Finally, a number of pathological conditions were observed on the bones and these are
detailed below (Section 2). A catalogue of the inhumation is provided in Section 6.
All of the raw osteological data on the human skeleton recovered from Loughbown 1,
are housed with the writer. The skeletal remains will presently be returned to the client for
storage, and the curation of these individuals will be determined by the National Museum
of Ireland.

2.

Analysis

The inhumation excavated from the base of the terminus of the ditch at Loughbown
1 is the remains of a juvenile, aged between 8 years and 10 years at the time of death. The
skeletal remains are well preserved. A significant quantity of disarticulated animal bone was
recovered in association with the burial. A small number of bones from Burial 1 were mixed
in with these animal bones (due to taphonomic processes), but could be linked back with the
in situ burial. For example, fragments of both the left and right side of the mandible were recovered from the disarticulated animal bones, and could be matched with fragments already
recovered as part of the burial itself.
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A single skeletal pathological lesion was evident in the remains. On both the medial and
lateral aspects of the diaphysis of the left femur there were patchy deposits of partially remodelled fibre bone. This fibre bone is known as periostitis. Periostitis occurs when the fibrous
layer, the periosteum, directly overlying the bone becomes inflamed. The process of inflammation, with the accumulation of pus and infected matter, forces the periosteum to rise and
a new layer of bone may form underneath. When the lesions are active the layer of new bone
may be grey in colour and may be striated or disorganised. With time the new layer can heal
and be remodelled into lamellar bone. Periostitis is confined to the surface of the bone. The
inflammation is frequently as a result of an infectious process, and can sometimes be indicative of a specific disease. However, fibre bone may also be produced through other processes
including trauma, haemorrhage, and chronic skin ulcers (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín
1998, 179).
Dental remains were also recovered from Burial 1. There were 22 permanent teeth and
1 deciduous tooth. A total of 12 of the preserved permanent teeth had erupted at the time
of death. Deposits of calculus were present on 6 of the 12 permanent teeth. Calculus, or
calcified plaque, is often the most frequently observed dental disease on archaeological teeth.
Plaque occurs as a result of the consumption of a diet of soft mushy foods, which stick to the
teeth (Power 1994, 102). The deposits can be generally removed through good dental hygiene
using for example a small brush or stick, but the deposits may also be inadvertently removed
through the consumption of grittier foods. A high degree of calculus deposits in a population
may suggest both poor oral hygiene and the possible consumption of quite a soft and sucrose
based diet (Roberts & Manchester 1995, 55). In addition, pitting was present on the enamel
of two permanent teeth – the upper central incisors (plate 1). This pitting is a form of dental
enamel hypoplastic defects. These defects can appear as a depressed line or series of lines or
pits on the surface of the enamel. They occur as a result of a disturbance to the growth of the
organic matrix, which is later mineralised to form enamel. The disturbance to the growth is
thus reflected in the enamel (Mays 1998, 156; Hillson 1986). The defects can occur as a result
of a number of diseases and/or nutritional deficiencies including diarrhoea, parasitic infestations of the gut, scurvy, rickets, allergic reactions, vitamin deficiencies and general malnutrition (Mays 1998, 158). Once the enamel is formed the growth patterns cannot be altered.
Finally, chipping was evident on the incisal or biting edges of the upper right first incisor, and
on the lower right first and second incisors (plate 2). Chipping was also present on the distal
aspect of the lower right first molar. This chipping may have occurred accidentally or may be
linked to some occupational task involving the teeth.
Finally, two non-metric traits (variations in the formation of certain skeletal elements)
were present in the skeleton. In the cranium there was at least one ossicle at lambda (at the
back of the top of the skull) and Allen’s fossae were present on both femoral necks (plate 3).
The individual would not have known that these traits were present, and they would not have
affected the life of the child.
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Synthesis

3.1 Summary of Analysis
The skeletal remains recovered from Loughbown 1 were those of a juvenile aged between
8 years and 10 years at the time of death. The bones were well preserved. A single pathological process – manifesting as fibre bone which at least represents non-specific infection – was
recorded on the left femur. Dental calculus was present on the dental remains, albeit in a
slight form. Enamel hypoplastic defects were also present in a number of the teeth, which
indicates that this individual underwent at least one episode of physiological stress during
early childhood. Chipping was also present on the enamel of a number of teeth, which may
have occurred accidentally or might be related to some occupational activity that this child
may have been involved.
3.2 Discussion
The remains of this child present a particular enigma. The body was very specifically
and deliberately buried at the terminus of the inner ditch of a bi-vallate ringfort. In addition, stones appear to have been very carefully arranged around the burial. No other human
remains were recovered from the site. However, only half of this site was excavated as the
remainder was outside the CPO of the N6, and so it is possible that there are more human
remains to the north. While it is therefore possible that this site was used as a cemetery at
some stage in the past, it is likely that there is a far more complex origin to the burial.

4.

Conclusions

The unexpected skeleton of a juvenile (8-10 years old), was recovered at the base of the terminus of the inner ditch of the bi-vallate ringfort at Loughbown 1. No other human remains
were recovered during the excavation. The circumstances of the burial of this juvenile in the
ditch will be further assessed once radio-carbon dating has been undertaken.
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Plate 1: Pitting of enamel, dental enamel hypoplastic defects. Upper central incisors, Burial
1
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Plate 2: Chipping of incisal edges of anterior teeth. Lower central and lateral incisors, Burial
1

Plate 3: Allen’s Fossae. Anterior neck of the femora, Burial 1
Catalogue of Human Skeletal Remains

Burial 1
Age: Juvenile 8-10 years (dental remains)
Sex: Stature: Skeletal Preservation: Very good. Bone is well preserved, and the skeleton is relatively complete. There is some erosion and fragmentation.
Skeletal Position: Supine?.
Skeletal Attitude: Extended.
Orientation: West/east, head to west
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Associated Skeleton/s: Associated Finds: Bones Present: Incomplete cranium and mandible. Clavicles, scapulae, humeri, radi, ulnae, incomplete carpals, metacarpals, and hand phalanges. Manubrium and five body segments, vertebrae from C1 through to coccyx, eleven left and twelve right ribs. Ilia, Ischia,
pubes. Femora, patellae, tibiae, fibulae, incomplete tarsals, metatarsals, and foot phalanges.
Dental Inventory:
18
48

U
17
47
U

16
46
P

15
45
U

14
44
U

13
43
U

P
12
42
P

P
11
41
P

P
21
31
P

P
22
32
P

P
23
33
PM

24
34
U

U
25
75
P

P
26
36
P

E
27
37
U

28
38
U

Dental Pathology:
22 permanent teeth, including 12 erupted and 10 unerupted, plus 1 deciduous tooth.
Calculus – 6/12 (21, 22, 25, 42, 41, 31, 32), all slight deposits
Hypoplastic Defects – 2 (11, 21), pitting on surface
Other – the incisal edges of 11, 41, and 42 are chipped, as is the distal aspect of 46
Skeletal Pathology:
Non-specific Infection – partially remodelled fibre bone on medial and lateral aspects of
diaphysis of left femur
Anomalies:
Non-metric traits – Allen’s fossa on both femora, ossicle at lambda
Metrics
Diaphyseal Long Bone Length (mm)
			
left 		
Humerus		
-		
Radius			
147		
Ulna			
-		
Femur			
-		
Tibia			
-		
Fibula			
-		

right
195
150
167
275
-
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Appendix 6: Slag
By Thérèse Kearns
This report covers the visual macro-assessment of an assemblage of iron working remains
from the ringfort site of Loughbown 1, Co. Galway (E2442). A series of contexts from
the site have been radiocarbon dated AD 419 -1442 thus spanning the early-high medieval
periods.
Overall, 82 bags of slag weighing a total of 130 kg were uncovered during excavations.
The aim of this study is to determine which technologies these samples represent and at what
scale they were taking place.
It will begin with a basic introduction to ironworking, followed by a description of slag
samples uncovered from the site. This evidence will then be discussed with reference to archaeological, technological and temporal contexts.

Introduction to Ironworking
The term ironworking is used broadly to encompass the various stages in the production
of iron from ore to finished artefact. Three distinct processes are involved: smelting of ore to
produce a bloom of metallic iron; primary smithing of the raw bloom which results in a billet
of iron; and secondary smithing of the iron billet to produce a bar of iron which can then be
shaped into an artefact. All of these processes result in the formation of slag, which is often
the only indicator that ironworking has taken place on a site. While slag itself is easily identifiable, the difficulty lies in assigning individual slag samples to specific processes as they are
often morphologically and chemically similar (Bachman 1982; Tylecote 1986).

Ore and Ore Processing
Iron is produced from minerals containing sufficient iron to make the process economically viable. The most common ores found in Ireland are haematites, limonites and pyrites
(Scott 1990), all of which occur as vein deposits (Crew 1996). In antiquity, an important
source was bog ore (iron hydroxide) which is formed by the precipitation of iron compounds
in lakes and bogs. Ores of this type are often characterised by the presence of phosphorus
(0.5 – 3%) and manganese (Pleiner 2000, 88). Bog ores are porous and relatively easy to
reduce. However, the iron content varies considerably, meaning that a certain amount of
processing is necessary prior to smelting.
Ore processing involves crushing the ore to small pieces, thus maximising the surface
area available to the reducing gases of the furnace. The ore may then be roasted to drive off
any excess water and to transform non-oxide ores into oxides which are more appropriate
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for smelting (Pleiner 2000, 107). This part of the process could be carried out on a simple
bonfire.

Smelting
The bloomery process was the most common method of smelting iron in Western Europe
until the 16th century (Craddock 1995). This is a solid state process in which two important
reactions occur: the reduction of iron oxide to metallic iron, which forms into a spongy mass
known as a bloom; and the formation of a liquid slag from iron oxides and gangue oxides
(silica, alumina etc.) contained in the ore. This is achieved in a charcoal-fuelled furnace at
temperatures in the region of 1250 0 C (Craddock 1995, 241; Pleiner 2000, 133; Sim 1998,10).
Air is introduced to the system by means of blow holes with bellows or possibly by natural
draft, a method which has been suggested at Stanley Grange, Derbyshire (Challis 2002).
Bloomery furnaces can appear in a range of shapes and sizes. However, these are difficult
to reconstruct due to the lack of superstructure remains in the archaeological record. In
Western Europe iron-smelting furnaces are commonly thought to have consisted of a cylindrical shaft of variable height and diameter. In general, furnaces may be divided into two
categories, those which had provision for the removal of slag during the smelting process –
slag tapping; and those in which the slag would accumulate at the bottom of the furnace to
be removed after each smelting cycle.
Slag-tapping furnaces generally contain an opening or arch at the base of the furnace
from which molten slag can flow or be raked out during the process. Tap slag is easily identifiable by smooth flow structures on the upper surface, which form as molten slag flows from
the furnace and cools.
In non slag-tapping furnaces, on the other hand, slag accumulates in the base of the
furnace underneath the bloom, where it forms large cakes which are generally circular in
plan and often plano-convex in shape. These are commonly referred to as furnace bottoms
and are generally of similar dimensions to the furnace base. However, differentiation is not
always ‘clear cut’, and many undiagnostic slag fragments/lumps are often uncovered.
Several examples of these so-called furnace bottoms have been recorded from Irish (Fanning 1981; Raftery 1976b; Monk 1988 and Scott 1990) and Anglo-Saxon (Bayley et al. 2001)
contexts (Fig. 1). These are generally thought to have been produced in bowl furnaces, characterised by a hemispherical hollow in the ground which may have been lined with refractory
clay and/or occasionally stone (Pleiner 2000, 147). There is likely to have been a superstructure of some kind; however, such evidence rarely survives. Substantial furnace remains are
rare from Irish contexts; however, furnaces of this type have been reported from the same
sites yielded furnace bottoms: Reask, Co. Kerry (Fanning 1981), Rathgall, Co. Wicklow
(Raftery 1976b), and Lisleagh, Co. Cork (Monk 1988), among others (Scott 1991,159).
Bowl furnace technology is thought to have been the predominant means of iron smelting in Ireland until after the 9th century AD and although it is generally considered to be
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relatively primitive and inefficient (Scott 1990, 159; Pleiner 2000, 145) it was used in many
parts of Europe and Africa until early modern times (Pleiner 2000, 147).
In the absence of superstructure remains, bowl furnaces can be easily mistaken for shaft
furnaces, which Tylecote (1986, 133) suggests developed from a type of bowl furnace. Non
slag-tapping shaft furnaces produce morphologically similar furnace bottoms to bowl furnaces. This, along with the superstructure issue, has led to much debate surrounding use of
the bowl type. Tylecote, for example argues that a small bowl with a diameter of approximately 20 cm is unlikely to be the remains of a bowl furnace, as the metal represented by
such a small bowl would hardly be worth smelting. He suggests instead that a furnace with
a base of such a small diameter could have had a superstructure over a metre high, the higher
the shaft, the more efficient the furnace. Some of the best documented examples of shaft
furnaces come from Roman Britain (Tylecote 1986) when iron was being produced on an
industrial scale.
Furthermore, the notion that the bowl furnace was the predominant form used in Ireland until the late medieval period has recently been contested by Dowd & Fairburn (2005).
However this work is ongoing and further archaeological assemblages will need to be investigated before the issue is resolved and the extent to which different types of technologies
co-existed is understood.
Smelting slags may not be as morphologically distinctive as those described above, and a
large proportion may have random shapes and sizes. These are more difficult to assign to a
particular technology and are generally described as amorphous.

Refining/Smithing
When a raw bloom of iron is extracted from a furnace it must be refined before it can be
manufactured into artefacts. This is done by smithing which involves two principal stages.
The first, primary smithing or bloom smithing, involves consolidating the bloom by heating
it to temperatures high enough to melt any slag that has become trapped during the smelting
process. This operation can be carried out in a charcoal-fuelled hearth though no specific
type of installation is necessary and it is likely that the bowls of redundant furnaces were
often used (Crew 1989, 1991). As the slag melts, some of it will liquate into the hearth while
more will be expelled on hammering, often as spheroidal balls, the iron can then be welded
into a solid mass known as a billet. This is generally done on an anvil, though these are rarely
found in situ.
Primary smithing experiments have shown that this stage of refining requires a great deal
of skill and if the bloom is over heated, too much slag will liquate resulting in the loss of
unconsolidated pieces of iron, or indeed causing the bloom to shatter on hammering (Crew
1991, 29; Sim 1998, 12).
Secondary smithing is done to further refine the iron billet to a bar, which can then be
used to manufacture objects. This stage is also carried out in a charcoal-fuelled hearth pow-
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ered by bellows. The billet is repeatedly heated, then hammered until the desired bar shape
is achieved. At this stage the smallest slag inclusions are expelled and the iron becomes fully
welded together, making it possible to shape into an object. Some residual slag would accumulate in the hearth or be expelled on hammering. Flake hammerscale is also produced at
this stage, as a layer of iron-oxide forms at the surface of the iron as it cools, and is shattered
off when hammered, accumulating around the anvil area or in the hearth (McDonnell 1991).
This material is magnetic and an important indicator that smithing has taken place; however,
due to its fragile nature it is easily fragmented and overlooked by excavators. In some cases,
spatial analyses of hammerscale has been used to identify the precise location of the anvil.
Both stages of refining/smithing produce broadly the same kind of waste material. The
most recognisable residues are smithing hearth bottoms (SHB) that form just below the
blowing hole of the hearth on a charcoal bed. They are generally described as plano-convex
bottoms, but are more commonly concave-convex in shape, bearing an upper surface depression which results from the blast of air entering the hearth from the bellows (Fig. 2). They
are usually sub-circular in plan and can vary in size and weight from 0.5 – 2 kg. Their size
is largely dependent on the amount of iron smithed and on the length of time in which they
were allowed to form in the hearth before it had to be cleaned out (Crew 1991; Sim 1998;
Bayley et al. 2001). As a result each individual cake is generally accepted to represent one
episode of smithing, albeit of a primary or secondary nature.
In section, smithing hearth bottoms are usually very heterogeneous, containing layers of
slag, hammerscale, charcoal and even fragments of metallic iron, which, along with hammerscale, makes them magnetic.
As well as diagnostic hearth bottoms, smithing debris also consists of randomly-shaped
lumps of smithing slags, which can vary in weight from a few to several hundred grams. Isolated finds of these are difficult to interpret as they may be externally similar to amorphous
slag derived from smelting.

Ironworking remains at Loughbown 1
Slag samples from Loughbown 1 were first cleaned, then weighed and measured, while
their general morphology was recorded. Samples were also tested with a magnet to determine
their magnetic susceptibility. A small number were sectioned using tile cutters to examine
their interior morphology.
The following section divided in two parts will examine firstly the features thought to
relate to ironworking, followed by descriptions of the various slag samples according to their
relative contexts.
A total of 130 kg of ironworking debris were excavated at Loughbown 1. The majority
of material was uncovered in the lower eastern section of the site, which was defined as the
principal ironworking area. Metalworking activity appears to have been confined to outside
between the enclosure ditches. Within this area, three ironworking features were identified
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as bowl furnaces (contexts 89, 94, 95 – C:26b). Their dimensions are summarised below
(Table 1).
Context
89
94
95

Description
Cut of bowl furnace
Cut of bowl furnace
Cut of bowl furnace

Dimensions (m)
0.62 x 0.39 x 0.2
0.3 x 0.35 x 0.2
0.5 x 0.5 x 0.12

Table 1: Dimensions of ‘bowl furnaces’ at Loughbown 1.
Two of these features (C.89 and C.94) are described as oval in plan and gentle to moderately concave on all sides. The fill of C.89 (C.34) was radiocarbon dated to cal. AD
1047-1257, thus placing it in the high medieval period. It was composed of dark-brown siltyloose soft sand with occasional charcoal inclusions and over 2 kg of slag fragments. The most
distinctive pieces are those containing a dripped pattern, which are very porous, lightweight
and non-magnetic. Slag was also reported from the second bowl furnace (C.94), however
none was available for investigation. The largest of the so-called bowl furnaces (C.95) is also
described as an oval feature, irregular in plan with a concave base. It was filled with dark
brown/black soft clay with moderate amounts of charcoal inclusions and some very small
pieces of fragmented slag. No evidence for any superstructures were found associated with
any of these features.
Also in this area was a large pit (C.64), possibly a cistern with an associated gully for
drainage. Approximately 5 kg of slag were contained in various deposits (C.37, C.56, C.57,
C.58 and C.83) within this pit and are described below:
C.37 (3.8 x 2.9 x 0.46 m) contained approximately 4kg of a random selection of small
slag fragments (4 x 2 cm), several of which were highly magnetic. A number of samples were
extremely light, with a shiny lustre and probably constitute fused ceramic material from a
hearth or furnace. One particular example resembled a small bed of flake hammerscale.
C.56 (0.9 x 1.8 x 0.3 m), contained approximately 15 small irregularly shaped pieces (c. 3
x 3 cm) of slag as well as one distinctive flat piece (6 x 5 x 1 cm). One side of the flat sample
was very smooth and heavily vitrified while the other contained clay and stone inclusions and
charcoal impressions. The piece was magnetic in several places.
C.57 (1.18 x 1 x 0.12 m), contained a number of small plano-convex bottoms which resembled smithing hearth bottoms weighing on average 90 g as well as a collection of smaller
randomly shaped pieces.
C.58 (3.54x2.8x0.4) yielded just over 3 kg of mainly small (c. 3x3 cm) slag fragments many
of which were magnetic. There were also occasional larger pieces with charcoal impressions.
C.83 (1.9x1.6x0.18 m) contained 3 large lumps weighing in total 805 g, each averaging
9x5x3 cm. Externally they were randomly shaped; however, internally they had a layered appearance and were magnetic.
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Of the total 130 kg recovered from the site, approximately 46 kg came from the topsoil
clean-back referred to as ‘C.1’. The general appearance of this slag is dark rusty brown with
a high degree of porosity. Many of the samples had charcoal and other organic impressions.
Dimensions range from very small pieces (3 x 4 cm, 40 g) to larger pieces (10 x 9 cm, 700 g).
The majority of this material is randomly shaped however there are a number of distinctive
smithing hearth bottoms with depressions on their upper surfaces. Much of the material
from context 1 is magnetic.
A total of 34kg of slag were uncovered in the deposit known as C.15 encompassing an
area measuring 4.6x2.85x0.22 m. Lumps of slag varied in size from the smallest 4x3x2 cm,
c. 50g, to the largest 14x10x4, c. 1100g. Several of these appeared as well preserved smithing hearth bottoms and it is likely that many more had been fragmented by later activity in
the area or indeed deliberately broken to retrieve any metal which may have been lost in the
process. About 70% of the samples were magnetic to varying extents, as was the soil from the
sample bags which was shown to be rich in flake and spheroidal hammerscale.
Underlying context 15 a number of spreads and deposits (C.23, C.42, C.44 and C.47)
contained approximately 15 kg of slag. Much of this was fragmented, however several whole
examples of smithing hearth bottoms were also present. These ranged in size from 3 x 4 cm,
120 g – 11 x 7 cm, 512 g, and contained charcoal impressions on the lower sides – most of
these were magnetic in places.
Also in Area C were other deposits/fills/spreads containing ironworking debris (C.46,
C.51, C.55, C.62 and C.81) of a similar nature to those examples previously described. The
majority of material is badly fragmented; however, complete examples of both small and large
smithing hearth bottoms were present.

Discussion
Ironworking residues uncovered during excavations are often little studied and poorly
understood. In many cases, slag is immediately associated with iron smelting and so sites
yielding slag are often misidentified as iron-smelting sites. Increasingly, slag assemblages are
being studied more closely and results of such studies reveal that much the slag uncovered
during excavation is derived from smithing activity rather than smelting. Distinguishing
between smelting and smithing slag can be notoriously difficult, and one must consider all
available evidence if an accurate interpretation is to be made.
Evidence for ironworking at Loughbown 1 consisted of 130 kg of slag and three ironworking features. The slag can be divided morphologically into two categories. The majority
was composed of randomly-shaped pieces which have been classified as amorphous, meaning
that no diagnostic features were present and making it difficult to assign them to a specific
stage of ironworking. The second category contained those pieces that were sub-circular in
plan, with distinctive plano-convex or convex-convex shapes. On the basis of their overall
shape, their internal layered morphology and magnetic susceptibility, these have been classi-
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fied as smithing hearth bottoms. Approximately 25 complete examples were examined and it
is possible that some of the smaller lumps are also fragments of smithing hearth bottoms broken over time or deliberately broken to retrieve any metal which may have become lost during
the process. While the overall shapes of the complete examples were similar, they were variable in terms of size and weight. While it is almost impossible to distinguish macroscopically
which particular stage of smithing (primary or secondary) individual examples were derived
from, Crew suggests that larger smithing hearth bottoms are derived from primary smithing
(bloom smithing) when the majority of slag would liquate into the hearth, while the smaller
examples are the result of secondary smithing of billet to bar and bar to artefact. If this is the
case then both primary and secondary smithing are represented at Loughbown 1. Through
his experiments, Crew estimated that each stage of the smithing process would require a half
to a full day’s work and that the processes combined could result in the loss of up to 25 wt%
of the metal (Crew 1989, 15).
Also indicative of smithing is the quantity of flake and spheroidal hammerscale that was
collected from soil contained in slag sample bags. As only a small sample was collected postexcavation, it is impossible to quantify and cannot be used to identify the exact location of
smithing activity.
Three metalworking features were recorded (contexts 89, 94, 95) and initially labelled
bowl furnaces. Their dimensions are all roughly similar and although they compare relatively
well to the remains of bowl furnaces recorded from other Irish contexts (Table 2), there are
problems associated with their interpretation as bowl furnaces. The main problem is that
there is no other evidence such as furnace bottom slags, ore or superstructure remains to support a smelting interpretation. In light of this and given the strong evidence for smithing, it
is likely that the three metalworking features were not bowl furnaces but were used instead
as smithing hearths, which were generally located at ground level during the early – high
medieval period (McDonnell 1984).
Site
Loughbown 1, C. 89
Loughbown 1, C. 94
Loughbown 1, C. 95
Rathgall
Clogher
Kilpatrick

Dimensions (m)
0.6 x 0.39 x 0.2
0.3 x 0.35 x 0.2
0.5 x 0.5 x 0.12
0.5 x 0.4 x 0.2
0.4 x 0.15
0.4 x 0.2

Table 2: Dimensions of so-called bowl furnaces from Loughbown, Rathgall, Clogher and
Kilpatrick.
Both smelting and smithing require large quantities of charcoal, which is laborious to
produce. No evidence for charcoal production was present at Loughbown 1, however it is
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possible that such evidence lies beyond the excavated area. It is possible that charcoal was
being produced elsewhere and brought to the site for the purposes of metalworking.

Scale and Timeframe
At first glance, 130kg of slag would seem to represent a medium scale industry, considerably smaller than many sites where several hundred kilograms of slag were uncovered, for example, Lisleagh, Co. Cork (Monk 1998). However much of the slag was uncovered in deposits which were built up over time, suggesting that smithing took place in a series of episodes
and may have been a seasonal activity. The absence of any structural remains surrounding
the hearths would also support this interpretation, as smithing is best done in a dimly lit
environment where temperatures in the hearth and of the metal could be more accurately
gauged. If smithing was done on a permanent basis, then it would be more likely to have
had an associated structure. In view of this it can be said that ironworking was conducted on
a relatively small scale over a number of seasons and was probably being carried out to meet
the basic demands of the local inhabitants of the site. Iron objects from the site have yet to
be studied but include: 12 iron nails, 9 tools or weapons and 26 unknown iron objects. These
are likely to represent the types of objects manufactured on site.

Literary Evidence
Early Irish texts contain numerous references to metal and metalworking; however none
explicitly describe the processes involved. Where ironworking terminology does appear one
must be cautious in making an interpretation as our understanding of where this terminology fits into the language as a whole is lacking. This said, certain information can be retrieved from texts, such as the 8th century document ‘Blaí ord indeóin’ (The Exemption of
the Hammer and Anvil), which describes the responsibilities of the blacksmith if someone is
injured in the forge and the amounts of compensation which must be paid, depending on the
types of injury sustained (Scott 1983,59). The tract makes no direct reference to smelting or
smithing furnaces, but does mention the tasks that different individuals were responsible for:
the smith, the bellows blower, someone to hold the iron while it was being struck. The tract
also suggests that it was not only humans who were in danger of injury: also stated are the
amounts of compensation to be paid, should an animal sustain an injury. This, according
to Scott, indicates that the forge was out in the open and boundary-less, or simply covered
by a flimsy structure (Scott 1983, 59 – 61) which matches the picture described above for
Loughbown 1.
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Conclusions
As only half the site has been excavated there is always the possibility that further evidence for ironworking lies outside the excavated area. If, however, the excavated assemblage
is representative of the whole site then conclusions are as follows.
The slag assemblage most likely represents both primary and secondary smithing activity that was carried out seasonally, in a charcoal-fuelled hearth, which was open to the
elements.
The iron that was smithed came from an external source, regularly, though perhaps not
exclusively in the form of raw iron blooms. We can say with some certainty that one of the
smithing hearths saw an end to its activity (C.89) sometime in the high medieval period (cal.
AD 1047-1257) and while no dating evidence is available for the others, they appear to be
broad;y contemporary. Smithing hearths are likely to be more durable in the archaeological
record due to the lack of any superstructure and they could therefore last for years and would
be relatively easy to repair. Given the relatively small scale of production it is unlikely that
two hearths were needed at any one time and it is therefore possible that they were used in
succession. If this is the case, then it would appear that ironworking was taking place on the
site over an extended period of time, probably used to manufacture and repair basic implements and weapons.
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Appendix 7: Plant Remains
By Martha Tierney & Mary Dillon

Introduction
This report details the analysis of samples taken during the excavation of Loughbown
1, in Co. Galway. Soil samples were analysed for charred plant remains and other organics. A total of 122 samples from 109 contexts were examined. In all, 71 samples produced
charred plant remains. The samples were initially assessed to determine the organic content
of the sediment samples collected during the excavation and to assess the potential for further
analysis on the archaeobotanical inclusions. Preliminary analysis of the macroplant remains
indicated the presence of oats, wheat barley and rye grains in abundance.
Methodology
Bulk soil samples were collected on site and were processed post-excavation using a simple
flotation method. Each sample was saturated in water to allow the carbonised plant material
to float, which was then poured off into a series of sieves (1 mm and 250 µm), trapping the
‘flot’ (floating material). This was air-dried and stored in air-tight plastic bags. The flots were
sorted and scanned for plant material and charcoal using a low-powered binocular microscope (magnification x 10 to x 40). Nomenclature and taxonomic orders follows Stace (1997).
All soil samples were scanned for botanical material.
Results
Based on the richness of the fractions of the samples scanned during the assessment stage
(Table 1) eight samples were selected for further analysis (Table 2).
The eight samples came from the kiln, the inner ditch, a hearth and a pit.
The samples produced a large amount of cereals. Oat dominated the assemblage (57%)
followed by wheat at 13%, rye at 10% and barley at 7%. 13% of the grains were categorized
as indeterminate (Fig.1).
Weed seeds were common especially small legumes, probable sheep’s sorrel, nipplewort
and plantain. Large legumes were also frequent. These were likely to have been cultivated on
the site for food.
Discussion
The plant remains were predominantly cereals (oat, wheat, barley and rye), large legumes
and a variety of weed seeds, some which are associated with growing among crops.
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Oat was the most common cereal recovered from the samples, making up over half (57%)
of the cereals from the samples. Oat is listed as the least prestigious cereal in the 8th century
law text Breatha Déin Chécht. The low value of oat appears to be based upon the quality of
bread that can be obtained from the grain (Kelly 1998, 227). However, bread was not the
only food that was made from cereals, as they were also used for making meals, porridges,
gruels and soup bases (Sexton 1998, 76) and was possibly used as fodder. Oat occurs frequently in samples from the early medieval period; at several Munster sites it was the most
frequent cereal along with barley (Monk et al. 1998, 68). Its popularity continues into the
later medieval era. In Cork City, for example, in the medieval and post-medieval era, oat
was by far the most common cereal (McClatchie 2003). Oat also dominated the Waterford
City cereal assemblage, although wheat became more common in the later levels, perhaps as
Anglo Norman influences increased (Tierney and Hannon 1997). McClatchie concludes that
dominance of oat over wheat was due to not only economics (it needed a smaller workforce to
cultivate and produced more grain per acre) but to cultural preferences as well i.e. even when
economics allowed people to grow whatever cereal they wanted they preferred to cultivate oat
(2003). Although oat grains were the most common grain type found, just presenting the
number of grains found is biased in favour of oats, as their grain size is generally quite small.
Also oats are easily identifiable and are much less likely to be represented in the indeterminate
grain category. Just because oats frequently out-number other cereal types early medieval assemblages, does not necessarily mean that they were the most important crop.
Wheat made up 13% of the cereal assemblage at Loughbown 1 (predominantly bread
wheat, although possible spelt wheat type was noted assessment level). In the Breatha Déin
Chécht bread wheat was more esteemed than spelt wheat and emmer wheat. This was probably because bread wheat has a high gluten content, which produces good quality bread
(Kelly 1998, 220), it is a free-threshing cereal, making it easier to process and it is less common than other cereals as it is intolerant of damp and wet weather. Only a small amount of
wheat was recovered in a survey of early medieval sites in Munster (Monk et al. 1998, 72).
Wheat is slightly more common in early medieval sites from the east of Ireland (for example,
it made up 8% of the cereal assemblage in early medieval deposits from a site excavated under
at Kilgobbin, Co. Dublin (Johnston 2005)), and it is particularly common at sites that may
be high status. An example includes the archaeobotanical assemblage from the ringfort at
Whiterath, Dromiskin, Co. Louth where bread wheat formed a significant portion of the cereal assemblage, although oat was still the predominant crop type (Johnston 2000). However,
wheat gets more common in the later medieval period, e.g. at Killeen Castle in Co. Meath
the later medieval samples produced a majority of wheat, followed by barley and oat (Dillon
& Johnston 2006). Wheat was also more popular in the 14th to 17th century phase at nearby
Mackney ringfort than in the 8th to 12th century phase (Dillon 2007).
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Rye formed 10% of the cereal assemblage and was certainly more important in the
Loughbown 1 samples than from many comparative sites e.g. Mackney Ringfort (ibid). It
was common in the samples from the kiln at Loughbown 1. Rye is ranked as the second most
important cereal in the Bretha Déin Chécht (Kelly 1998, 221) and is found widely, but in
small amounts on medieval sites such as some early medieval rural sites in Munster (Monk et.
al. 1998, 72) and at Athlumney, Co. Meath (Johnston 1999). Rye has a more northerly range
than other cereals and can be grown on poorer soils (Kelly 1998, 221).
Barley made up 6.9% of the cereal assemblage at Loughbown 1. Barley, which originated
as a wild grass in the Near East, was introduced to Ireland in the Neolithic (Monk 1985/86,
1), but became widespread during the Bronze Age period. It is frequently found at sites from
the early historic period and remains popular into the later medieval period. Barley was likely
an important food source as well as possible animal fodder (Tierney and Hannon 2003, 155).
Although it can be difficult to distinguish between two-row and six-row barley, the latter
variety appears to be more common from Irish early medieval sites (Monk 1985/86, 3). No
distinction could be made between two-row and six-row barley at Loughbown 1 ringfort.
Barley is often the most dominant cereal from early medieval sites. At several Munster sites it
was the most frequent cereal along with oat (Monk et al. 1998, 72). It was not so important
at Loughbown 1.
A significant number of large legumes were recovered from the samples. Large legumes
would have been a valuable source of protein (Kelly 1998, 249). The number of large legumes
in the kiln samples indicates that the kiln was used to dry the legumes. Kelly (ibid) writes
that ‘it is probable that peas were kiln dried prior to storage.’ Beans and large legumes were
also recovered at nearby Mackney ringfort, where they were more common in the 14th to 17th
century phase rather than in the earlier 8th to 12th century phase (Dillon 2007).
Smaller legumes seeds were also recovered in the samples. These are found repeatedly
in samples from late medieval contexts from Ireland, in particular in areas associated with
Anglo-Norman agricultural practices e.g. at Killeen castle in Co. Meath (Dillon & Johnston
2006). They may be an indication of crop rotation, using nitrogen fixing plants such as legumes to aid rejuvenation of the soil and as a form of green manure although as yet there is
relatively little evidence to date its use in Ireland. Like the large legumes, small legumes were
mostly recovered from the 14th to 17th century phase at Mackney rather than in the earlier 8th
to 12th century phase (Dillon 2007). It is not known what date the samples with legumes are
from Loughbown 1.
Other weed seeds recovered included nipplewort, plantain, probable sheep’s sorrel, wild
radish, knotweed family, goosefoot family, blackbind weed, campion, corncockle, sedges,
daisy family and sedge family. Most of these weeds grow alongside crops; these were probably
harvested with the cereals that were then brought to site. Corncockle is now extinct from
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Ireland, but was a common crop weed in the past. This plant is a weed of cornfields and relies
on a cultivated habitat for growth. It is poisonous in large amounts. However, it was common in medieval cess deposits and therefore evidently tolerated in small amounts (Geraghty
1996, 37).
Contextual analysis
Ditches

Contexts sampled from linear feature C.157, the outer ditch C.66 and ditches C.260 and
C.261 were not very productive. However, samples from contexts C.183, C. 185 and C.232
from the inner ditch were rich; predominantly barley grains, with equal amounts of oat and
wheat. This concentration of charred cereal grains in a ditch environment suggests that this
part of the ditch was used as a refuse area.
Hearths

Context 129 was interpreted as a hearth and produced large amounts of breadwheat and
oat grains, with smaller amounts of barley, large legumes and rye. Weed seeds, such as small
legumes and plantain were common.
Souterrain

A total of 16 samples from 11 contexts from the souterrain were analysed. Most of the
samples produced very low counts although samples from C.93 and C.116 were richer in cereals (although full counts are not available). Traces of blackberry seeds and several hazelnut
fragments were identified during scanning.
Pits

A total of six pits were sampled, C.64, C.175, C.198, C. 201, C.257 and C.271.
Low counts of cereals and weed seeds were identified whilst scanning the samples. Some
of the cereals from the pits were very degraded, probably as a result of having been moved
from where they were charred to where they were dumped.
Corn- drying kiln

Two contexts from the possible corn-drying kiln on the northern edge of the road corridor were sampled and analysed, C.276 and C.277. C. 276 was an extremely rich. Both
samples produced a majority of oat grains, followed by a significant amount of rye, with a
smaller amount of wheat, and very little barley. Weeds seeds were infrequent in the kiln samples, either as a result of not surviving the high temperatures or as a result of cleaning prior to
drying the grain in the kiln. The number of large legumes in the kiln samples indicates that
the kiln was also used to dry the legumes, prior to using or possibly storage.
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Postholes

The three stone-packed postholes, C.290, C.292 and C.294, located by the causeway
inside the inner bank, and interpreted as being part of a gate structure, produced only traces
of cereals and hazelnut fragments. The remaining postholes dispersed throughout the interior
of the ringfort produced low counts of cereal grains.
In general, all the postholes produced low counts of charred plant remains. This, of
course, is not unusual. Charred material found in this context is normally deposited accidentally, perhaps
Bowl Furnaces

Two of the three bowl furnaces (C.89 and C.95) identified in the lower eastern area of the
site and identified as being part of a Medieval or Later Medieval working area, were sampled
and analysed. These produced low counts of cereals which were often poorly preserved.
Stakeholes

No plant remains were found in the samples analysed from the fills of the stakeholes.
Gullies

The contents of one sample taken from gulley C.263 is worth noting. The gully was in
proximity to the corn drying in the northern area of the site. In S.189 from C.264, it was
noted in the preliminary stages of scanning that over one hundred whole and fragmented cereal grains were extracted, predominantly oat grains with occasional barley grains and traces
of weed seeds. Not all of the plant remains were extracted and the sample was not further
analysed. The high concentration suggests that this part of the gulley was used as a refuse
area at some stage.
Layers

A total of six contexts identified as spreads were examined. C.228, a layer west of the souterrain, produced a fairly large number of poorly preserved indeterminate cereal fragments.
Again, the context may represent a dumping area. Sample 277 from layer C270 was fully
analysed. Cereal counts were low and the cereals were badly degraded.
Conclusion
Some samples from the ditch fills suggest that part of the ditches were used as areas for
dumping waste materials, perhaps the deposition of charred remains from rake-outs from
hearths, furnaces or kilns located in the interior of the ringfort. The corn drying kiln produced large quantities of plant remains. In this case, it is probable that the kiln had not been
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cleaned out prior to disuse. The presence of charred oat, bread wheat, rye and barley grains
gives testament to the range of cereals grown and processed on site as the result of floor
sweepings or being wind swept. The assemblage is fairly typical for a medieval site, with a
higher rye count and lower barley count compared to other medieval sites.
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Table 1. Showing the results of the samples scanned during the assessment stage
S.NO.
11
23
38

C.NO.
17
15
93

40
43
46
48
50
54
63

34
35
34
37
57
58
118

74
81
82

118/9
130
129

85

126

89
101
107
111
115
118
119
120
123
124

127
93
93
113
105
193
177
176
180
185

129

185

132

187

136
139

191
195

140

196

142

187

145
149
152
156
160
161
167

200
202
114
115
219
225
93

168

232

CHARRED PLANT REMAINS
2 wheat/barley grains, poorly preserved
1 oat grain
12 bread wheat grains, 4 oat grains, 10 indeterminate cereal grain fragments, 4 hazelnut fragments, 1 blackberry seed
20 barley grains
2 bread wheat grains, several poorly preserved oat fragments
6 barley grains
1 oat grain, 1 bread wheat
1 barley grain fragment, 3 indeterminate cereal grain fragments
1 possible bread wheat fragment
8 barley grains, 2 bread wheat grains, 30 oat grains, 36 indeterminate cereal grain
fragments
1 possible indeterminate wheat grain
1 barley grain, 1 possible oat grain, 8 possible bread wheat grains
approximately 100 grains, oats, bread wheat, barley, weed seeds; fat hen, docks and
grasses
8 possible oat grain fragments, 6 bread wheat grains, 5 indeterminate cereal grain
fragments
approximately 90 grains, predominantly bread wheat grains, followed by oat grains
1 barley grain
2 poorly preserved indeterminate cereal fragments
1 possible bread wheat, 3 possible barley grains
1 wheat/barley grain
1 possible oat grain fragment, 1 possible wheat/barley grain fragment
1 possible oat grain, 1 possible bread wheat grain, 1 possible barley grain
1 oat grain,1 oat grain fragment, 1 indeterminate cereal grain fragment
approximately 20 indeterminate charred plant fragments
approximately 200 grains, not all extracted, very good preservation, predominantly
barley grains, then oats
1/8 of sample scanned, 4 possible barley grains, 4 oat grain fragments, 3 bread wheat
fragments
approximately 400 grains, predominantly oat grains, occasional bread wheat and
barley grains
approximately 100 oat grains and 50 wheat/barley grains
7 oat grain fragments, 1 barley grain, 5 indeterminate cereal grain fragments, 1 dock
weed seed
2 oat grain fragments, 1 knotgrass
1/3 of sample scanned, approximately 150 grains, predominantly oat grains, occasional bread wheat and barley grains, docks, and indeterminate weed seeds
1 oat grain fragment
1 barley grain, 1 bread wheat grain, 3 indeterminate cereal grain fragments
1 possible indeterminate oat/grass seed
1 possible oat grain fragment, 1 possible wheat/barley grain fragment
1 possible cereal grain fragment
1 possible wheat/barley grain
32 oat grains, 6 barley grains, 2wheat/barley grains, 6 hazelnut fragments, 8 indeterminate cereal fragments
1/4 of sample scanned, 3 bread wheat grains, 2 possible bread wheat grain fragments,
14 barley grains, 6 oat grains
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174

116

195
199
202
203

268
256
274
276

204

277

207
208
210

30
280
297

213
215
216
217

300
303
307
309

218

311

220
221
222
223
224
227

287
289
291
293
295
270

228

316

236
250
251

118
304
256
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40 oat grains, 11 barley grains, 4 hazelnut fragments, 50 poorly preserved indeterminate cereal fragments
1 oat grain, 1 grass seed
20 wheat/barley grain fragments, poorly preserved
4 barley grains, 4 oat grains, 3 indeterminate cereal grain fragments
1/5 of sample scanned, approximately 100 oat grains, 52 rye grains, 6 bread wheat
grains, 1 barley grain
1/4 of sample scanned, approximately 40 oat grains, 1 barley grain, 1 bread wheat
grain, 6 possible spelt grains
2 barley grains, 1 possible wheat grain, 3 indeterminate cereal grain fragments
8 indeterminate cereal grain fragments, 2 hazelnut fragments, 1 bread wheat grain
11 in determinate cereal grain fragments, 1 wheat/barley grain, 1 dock seed, poorly
preserved
2 possible oat grain fragments
1 possible oat grain fragment
3 indeterminate cereal grain fragments
1 wheat/barley grain fragment, 1 barley grain fragment, 3 indeterminate cereal grain
fragments
1 possible oat grain fragment, 1 possible barley grain fragment, 3 indeterminate cereal
grain fragments
1 wheat/barley grain, 1 indeterminate, cereal grain fragment
1 hazelnut fragment, 1 oat grain, 1 indeterminate cereal grain fragment
1 barley grain, 1 oat grain, 1 wheat/barley grain fragment
2 oat grains, 1 indeterminate cereal grain fragment
1 oat grain
many poorly preserved cereal grains, predominantly oat, occasional barley grains, 1
hazelnut fragment
3 oat grains, 1 barley grain fragment, 1 bread wheat fragment, 2 indeterminate cereal
grain fragments
2 oat grains, 2 possible barley grains, 2 possible oat grains, 2 wheat/barley grains
1 possible barley grin, 3 indeterminate cereal grain fragments, 1 plantain seed
2 indeterminate cereal grain fragments
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2
11

15
2

270
277

470
1
155
24
80
3

1

1

2

276
203

14
24

17
13

1

2

232
168

25
50
2

33
73

1

1
7

3
2

185
124
1

Table 2. The results from the eight samples which were selected for further analysis (after scanning).

Context
Sample
Hazel nut shell fragments (Corylus avellana L.)
Indeterminate seeds from the goosefoot family (Chenopodiaceae)
Probable Sheep’s sorrel (Rumex cf acetosella L.)
Indeterminate seeds from the Knotgrass family (Polygonaceae)
Wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum L.) capsule
Elder (Sambucus nigra)
Black bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus (L.( Á Löve)
Campion (Silene spp)
Indeterminate large seeds from the Legume family (Fabaceae)
Indeterminate small seeds from the Legume family (Fabaceae)
Plantain (Plantago L. species)
Corncockle fragments (Agrostemma githago L.)
Sedges (Carex L. species)
Nipplewort (Lapsana communis L.)
Indeterminate seeds from the daisy family (Asteraceae)
Indeterminate seeds from the sedge family (Cyperaceae)
Oat grains (Avena L. species)
Barley grains (Hordeum vulgare L.)
Rye grains (Secale cereale)
Free threshing wheat (Triticum aestivum L./turgidum Desf./durum L.)
Indeterminate cereal grains
Indeterminate grasses, Avena type
Indeterminate weed seeds
Straw culm nodes
17
7
14

195
13

17

9
2
9

3
7
3
1
8
1

187
132

2

31

20

1

6
5

1

183
89

1

3
2
131
12
4
96
60

8
26
7
4

3

129
82
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2
2
1

125
7
14
12

1

14
1

277
209
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23
15
1

2

11
17

6

46
34

20

40
34

2

43
35
1

152
114
1

Table 1: Identified plant remains from Loughbown 1

Sample
Context
Oat
Wheat/Barley
Barley
Bread wheat
Indeterminate cereal
grains
Hazelnut shell fragments
Blackberry seed
Wheat
Dock
Knotgrass
Blackbind weed
Plantain
Rye
Grass seed
Fat hen
Sheep’s sorrell
Legumes (small)
Legumes (large)
Corncockle
Daisy family
Sedge family
Indeterminate weed seeds
Straw culm nodes
Elder seeds
Wild radish
Goosefoot family
Silene spp.
2

107
93

6

8

167
93
32
2
6

4
1

12
10

38
93
4

4

50

11

174
116
40

236
118
4
2
2
8
2
36

63
118
30

1

74
118/9

1

3

2

207
30

1

101
93

3
1

111
113

156
115
1
1

118
193
1
1
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Sample
Context
Oat
Wheat/Barley
Barley
Bread wheat
Indeterminate cereal grains
Hazelnut shell fragments
Blackberry seed
Wheat
Dock
Knotgrass
Blackbind weed
Plantain
Rye
Grass seed
Fat hen
Sheep’s sorrell
Legumes (small)
Legumes (large)
Corncockle
Daisy family
Sedge family
Indeterminate weed seeds
Straw culm nodes
Elder seeds
Wild radish
Goosefoot family
Silene spp.

7
4
2
2
3
26
8
4
3
1

2

12
96
60

82
129
131

8

81
130
1
1

1

120
176
2
1
1

119
177
1

2

123
180
1

161
225

1

160
219

6
5

85
126
8
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187
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1

140
196
2

1

48
37
1

3

1

50
57

1

54
58
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2

8
1
3

7
9
2

13
17
7

132
187
295

3
7

145
200
1

14

1

5

1

139
195
7

2

13
14
24

168
232
23

3
1
9

4
3

129
185
4

2

223
25
50
1

124
185
83
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Corncockle
Daisy family
Sedge family
Indeterminate weed seeds
Straw culm nodes
Elder seeds
Wild radish
Goosefoot family
Silene spp.

Sample
Context
Oat
Wheat/Barley
Barley
Bread wheat
Indeterminate cereal grains
Hazelnut shell fragments
Blackberry seed
Wheat
Dock
Knotgrass
Blackbind weed
Plantain
Rye
Grass seed
Fat hen
Sheep’s sorrell
Legumes (small)
Legumes (large)

227
270
45

12
2
11
1

149
202

1
1
3

20

199
256

2

251
256

1

3

1

250
304

1

2
1

155
3

1
24
80

203
276
470

136
191
100
50
1

115
105

1

195
268
1

3

4

202
274
4

1
8
2

208
280

1
1

221
289
1

1

1

220
287

222
291
1
1
1
1

223
293
2

224
295
1

1

11

1

210
297

213
300
2
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Sample
Context
Oat
Wheat/Barley
Barley
Bread wheat
Indeterminate cereal grains
Hazelnut shell fragments
Blackberry seed
Wheat
Dock
Knotgrass
Blackbind weed
Plantain
Rye
Grass seed
Fat hen
Sheep’s sorrell
Legumes (small)
Legumes (large)
Corncockle
Daisy family
Sedge family
Indeterminate weed seeds
Straw culm nodes
Elder seeds
Wild radish
Goosefoot family
Silene spp.

215
303
1

3

216
307

3

1
1

217
309

3

1

218
311
1
1
1
2

228
316
3
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Appendix 8: Charcoal
By Mary Dillon
Introduction
Loughbown 1 was excavated in advance of the N6 Galway to Ballinasloe road scheme.
The site is situated below the brow of a hill and mainly consists of an early medieval ringfort.
The ringfort encompassed a souterrain, a possible kiln, ironworking and postholes and pits.
Other elements of the site area include a modern building and medieval ironworking. Fortyeight samples were chosen for full charcoal analysis. The samples were chosen on the basis
of context and frequency of charcoal fragments. A wide variety of contexts were selected and
to give a full account of wood use on the site. The results are considered in relation to past
woodland environment, woodland exploitation and wood-type selection. The results of the
charcoal analysis are compared to pollen diagrams from Ballinphuill Bog which lies about 14
km from the site (Molloy et. al., 2008). Radiocarbon results suggest that most of the occupation at the site dated from the 5th to the 14th centuries.

Methodology
Bulk soil samples were collected on site and were processed post-excavation using a simple
flotation method. Each sample was saturated in water to allow the carbonised plant material
to float, which was then poured off into a series of sieves (1 mm and 250 µm), trapping the
‘flot’ (floating material). This was air-dried and stored in air-tight plastic bags. All charcoal
fragments of 2 mm or greater were identified. Each fragment was prepared for microscopic
examination by fracturing it by hand and thereby exposing a clean surface along transverse,
radial and tangential planes. All three planes were examined at a range of magnifications
(x5 to x 120) under a Nikon stereo microscope. For reference literature the website ‘wood
anatomy’ (www.woodanatomy.ch) was consulted. The number and weight of fragments were
recorded for each wood type.
The following details were also noted:
Ring curvature. The analysis of ring curvature can be regarded as broadly indicative of age,
and this was noted during charcoal analysis. On the basis of the degree of ring curvature the
charcoal fragments were classified according to age categories as follows: strong curvature, <5
y (years); curvature negligible, 15+ y, i.e. mature wood.
Where the pith was present, the age of the fragment was noted (equal to the number of
rings present).
Insect infestation. Holes, round and larger than vessels, are usually regarded as caused by
burrowing insects; their frequency was noted
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Results
In total, 1328 fragments were analysed from 48 samples. In Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 the percentage fragment frequency, percentage weight, fragment count and weight count of the
various wood types are given. The assemblage was dominated by oak (49% / 37%) followed
by ash (15%/ 22%), hazel (14% / 13 %), Pomoideae (12% / 16%) and Prunus (6% / 7%).
(The results are given as percentage fragment frequency and percentage weight respectively.
Pomoideae replaces hazel as the third most common wood type when weight rather than
fragment count is considered.)
Percentage w eight

Percentage fragm ent count

Prunus
6.10%

Alder
1.51%

Buckthorn
0.38%

Willow
0.98%

Holly
0.38%

Prunus
7.18%

Birch
0.38%

Yew
0.23%

Pomoideae
12.05%

Birch
0.30%

Hazel
13.03%
Elm
0.003%

Ivy
0.90%

Elm
0.08%

Holly
0.33%

Ash
21.51%
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Figs.1- 4: Pie charts and bar charts illustrate the percentage fragment frequency and percentage weight and the total fragment count and weight count respectively of wood types
from the samples from Loughbown 1
Other wood types identified in small amounts were alder, willow, ivy, buckthorn, holly,
birch, yew and elm. As regards the individual contexts, there is considerable variation between context types (see Figs 5 – 24 at end of document).
Discussion
Quercus (oak) Oak is well represented in the assemblage (49% / 37% by weight) especially in samples from contexts associated with metal working (forming 99% and 98% of the
assemblages from a slag area (post medieval) and a bowl furnace respectively). There are two
native species of oak in Ireland, namely Q. petraea and Q. robur. Unfortunately, it is difficult
to distinguish these species on the basis of wood anatomy (Grosser 1977). A distinction was
not attempted in these investigations. The ring patterns of the charcoal from the latter assemblages indicated that oak was from mature wood i.e. trunks and large branches were utilized.
Oak is slow burning and gives out substantial heat as it burns which would have made it a
natural choice for a metal working as high temperatures of between 1100 – 1250˚ are needed
to smelt iron (Waddell 2000, 286). It would have been deliberately selected to fuel the iron
smelting process. As the early medieval period progressed, oak would have become less widespread but still would have been common until it started to decline dramatically at 1500 AD,
according to the pollen diagram from Ballinphuill Bog (Molloy, et. al., 2008). Historically,
oak was one of the preferred woods for making charcoal along with alder and strawberry tree
(Arbutus unedo) (Feehan 2003, 299 – 355). In medieval England we know that oak was coppiced to provide a self-renewing supply of timber, without the need to clearfell woodlands.
There is no evidence of coppiced oak being used at Loughbown 1, possibly because there was
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a plentiful supply of oak woodland. Some of the oak charcoal may represent the remains of
oak posts and other building timbers.
Fraxinus (ash; F. excelsior) Fraxinus (accounting for 15%/ 22% by weight) is present in
small amounts in many of the samples, but dominates samples from the inner ditch, outer
ditch and the souterrain. Ash makes great fuel, burned green or dead, and this may have influenced its selection. According to the pollen diagram, ash declined at the beginning of the
historical period and again (with oak) at the beginning of the 13th century (Molloy et. al.,
2008). So while it was available in the locality, the pollen curve indicates that it may not have
been common during the duration of settlement at Loughbown 1.
Corylus (hazel; C. avellana) Hazel accounts for 14% (or 13 % percentage weight) of all
charcoal fragments identified. Hazel was widely exploited in both prehistory and historical
times for its nutritious nuts and supple rods which were widely used for building. Its coppicelike growth form makes it relatively easy to cut and there are normally substantial quantities
of dead wood available near ground level. According to the pollen diagram hazel was abundant in the landscape. Much of the hazel wood was twiggy wood, especially that from the
kiln.
Pomoideae (Sorbus (rowan/whitebeam)/Crataegus (hawthorn) Malus (crab apple)) This
charcoal type was consistently present in nearly all of the samples (forming 12% / 16% by
weight of the assemblage) and was the dominant wood type in the souterrain samples. Woodlands and woodland-related environments are the normal habitats for the various woody
plants that may be represented in this wood type. An important habitat, especially for hawthorn (Crataegus), is the so-called Mantel or edge communities of woodlands (cf. Wilmanns
& Brun-Hool 1982). The spines of hawthorn afford it a degree protection from grazing and
enable it to establish and survive in the face of light grazing.
Prunus spp. (includes wild cherry (P. avium), bird cherry (P. padus) and blackthorn (P.
spinosa)) Prunus charcoal is present in small amounts in many of the samples (forming 6%
/ 7% of the assemblage) and was the dominant wood type in the kiln samples. Blackthorn
may have been common in Mantel vegetation while wild cherry would be expected to occur
in the woodlands. Bird cherry may also have been represented. Today, it is largely confined to
the northern part of Ireland (Preston et al. 2002). Webb et al. (1996) regard it as introduced
though this view is not universally accepted.
Pomoideae and Prunus, which were well represented in the charcoal assemblage from
Loughbown 1 (combined presence of 18% / 25%), are poorly represented in the pollen record
(they are insect pollinated). While it is likely that they were common in the general area, it
is probable that wood selection also played a part in there significant presence in the assemblage. Hawthorn from the Pomoideae group and blackthorn from the Prunus family both
have thorns and may have been used on site for defensive fencing and /or hedging. Like the
hazel wood, the Pomoideae and Prunus wood from the kiln samples were almost all twiggy
wood.
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Alnus (alder; A. glutinosa) Alder wood (1% / 1%) was present in small amounts in three
context types – souterrian, kiln and pits. Alder is quite common in the local diagram, but
was probably largely confined to damp/wet areas. Its diminutive presence in the assemblage
is likely due to the fact that alder doesn’t burn very well.
Salix/Populus (willow/poplar) Willow/poplar charcoal (1% / 1%) was recorded in four
of the samples, and is present in its largest amounts in the kiln and bank samples. Poplar
is seldom recorded in Irish pollen diagrams and then mainly in the early Holocene. It is assumed that willow (one or more of several possible willow species) is mainly represented in
the charcoal records.
Hedera helix (ivy) Ivy (0.38% / 0.90%) was only recorded in samples from pits. It may
have been brought on to site attached to wood. There are references in the archaeological literature to the use of ivy as firesticks (Gale 2000). Ivy was also used as animal fodder in winter
and still is in some remote parts of Switzerland (Rasmussen 1989).
Ilex aquifolium (holly) Holly (0.38% / 0.33%) was present in three context types. Holly
has a wide ecological amplitude in Ireland today and was thus probably available in the locality at the time. Similarly to ivy it is recorded as being used as winter animal fodder (Gale and
Cutler 2000, 139; Neeson 1991, 29).
Betula (birch) Birch (0.38% / 0.38%) was present in very small amounts in three samples.
The pollen analysis from Ballinphuill Bog indicates that birch was readily available in the region in the early medieval period (Molloy, et. al., 2008) and is surprising that it was so scarce
in the samples. The lack of birch charcoal in the assemblages indicates that birch wood may
have been avoided. There are many examples of certain trees having been taboo, despite their
suitable physical properties, in cultures across the world (see Dillon 2006).
Rhammas cartarticus (buckthorn) Buckthorn (0.38% / 0.34%) was present in just the
souterrian samples. It is an interesting addition to the more commonly occurring wood types
in the charcoal record, especially because it is insect pollinated, and thus quite rarely found
in pollen diagrams. The berries of buckthorn have valuable purgative properties, which were
used until modern times as medicine (Feehan 2002, 344). It is commonly found on eskers
in the midlands, and therefore may been readily available for use at the Loughbown ringfort
(ibid).
Taxus baccata (yew) One fragment of yew (0.23% / 0.25%) was present in one sample
from a posthole. Yew was highly prized for its wood which was used in construction of tools,
domestic utensils and religious artifacts (ibid).
Ulmus glabra (elm) Elm (0.08% / 0.003%) was recorded in only one sample (where only
one fragment was present) from the outer ditch. The pollen diagram shows that elm was
scarce and declining in the medieval era (Molloy, et. al., 2008). In the early Holocene woodlands of the midlands of Ireland, elm made a major contribution. After the Elm Decline, its
contribution to woodland cover in the Irish midlands oscillated considerably, with phases
of clearance followed by phases with strong regeneration, until final woodland clearances in
relatively recent times (Moore 1967).
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The metalworking sample
One sample from a slag-rich area was analysed. This sample was found to be nearly all oak
(99%). Oak was commonly used to fuel metalworking in the past (see above).
Palaeo-environmental studies in the area - Pollen diagram from Ballinphuill Bog
Pollen coring was carried out from Ballinphuill Bog as part of the archaeological works in
advance N6 Ballinasloe to Galway road scheme by the Palaeoenvironmental Research Unit
in NUI, Galway. Aside from this there has been little palaeoenvironmental research carried
out in this region, although cores were taken for two different palaeoenvironmental studies in
Mongon Bog near Clonmacnoise, some 12 miles from Ballinasloe, (Parkes & Mitchell, 2000;
Hall 2005). The Ballinphuill Bog pollen curve describes the vegetation history of the area
(Molloy et. al., 2008). According to the diagram, woodland dominated the landscape in the
early medieval era. An intensive period of farming around 800 AD is indicated by widespread
clearance of hazel. At the beginning of the 13th century there is a noticeable decline in pollen
of Quercus and Fraxinus which were the main tall canopy trees. From 1500 AD to the late
nineteenth century the pollen diagram illustrates the final clearances and the start of planting
of exotics, mainly pine and beech. In the diagram, hazel oak, ash, alder and birch were the
most common trees represented during the early medieval period (although alder and birch
were probably over represented as a result of high pollen production and dispersal).
Comparative studies
It is useful to compare these results with those from Mackney Ringfort, which lies just
1.7 km to the west (Dillon, 2007). The assemblage at Mackney was also dominated by oak
(62% / 70%), though to a much greater degree than Loughbown 1 (49% / 37%). While
Loughbown 1 showed high frequency (98%) of oak from samples from a bowl furnace, all
the hearths/firings from Mackney ringfort had a high percentage of oak (77%). In contrast to
Loughbown 1 where ash (15%/ 22%), hazel (14% / 13 %) and pomoideae (12% / 16%) were
important, trees other than oak are not so significant at Mackney ringfort. After oak the next
most common wood type was hazel, which made up 8% of the fragment count. Also, ash,
which was important at Loughbown 1, made up only 7% of the fragment count at Mackney.
Thirteen wood types were represented at Loughbown 1, compared to twelve at Mackney.
Buckthorn, elm and ivy were exclusively present at Loughbown 1, while spindle and elder
were exclusive to Mackney.
Randalstown settlement near Kells in Co. Meath was excavated over four seasons in the
1970s and early 1980s. It was dated to between the 5th and 7th centuries AD (Dillon, 2006).
Hazel, oak, pomoideae and holly were the most common wood types found on the site.
Similar to Loughbown 1, oak wood was used in industrial firings: one pit with slag had 98%
oak wood.
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While there is little published work on charcoal from ringforts, more has been written
about waterlogged wood from crannogs. Given that this settlement type co-existed with
ringforts in the early medieval period it is interesting to compare the results with those from
Loughbown 1. Less than 25 miles from Loughbown 1 is the location of Ballinderry 2 crannog. Oak, birch and ash were used to make the palisades here (O’Sullivan 1998, 111). As the
crannog was excavated in the 1950s, full wood analysis was not carried out. At Bofeenaun
crannog in Co. Mayo wood analysis revealed that oak, birch, hazel and willow wood was
used to construct the palisade (ibid. 121).
Early Medieval Literature
According to Fergus Kelly (1999) the old Irish law text Breatha Comaithchesa, which dates
from about the 8th century AD, arranges trees into four different groups, and lists the penalties payable for damage to a tree in each group. The most highly valued class is described as
the ‘lords of the woods’, the second class was the ‘commoners of the wood’, the third class was
the ‘lower divisions of the wood’ and finally the fourth class was the ‘bushes of the wood’.
These are listed below:
The lords of the wood
Oak, hazel, holly, yew, ash, pine and apple
Penalties for damage: fine equivalent to two milch cows and a three year old heifer
The commoners of the wood
Alder, willow, hawthorn, rowan, birch, elm and wild cherry
Penalties for damage: one milch cow
The lower divisions of the wood
Blackthorn, elder, spindle, whitebeam, arbutus, poplar and juniper
Penalties for damage: one heifer
The bushes of the wood
Bracken, bog-myrtle, furze, bramble, heather, broom and wild rose
Penalties for damage: one sheep
There is a 9th century commentary attached to Breatha Comaithchesa as to why each of
the ‘lords of the wood’ were so greatly valued.
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Tree Reasons given for being a lord of the wood
Oak
Hazel
Holly
Yew
Ash
Scots pine
Apple

Its acorns and use in woodwork
Its nutritious nuts and rods
Used to make chariot shafts. Also possibly used as winter fodder
Used to make artifacts
Used to make furniture and spear-shafts
Its resin was used as a preservative
Its fruit and bark (bark may have been used as a dye)

Table 1: Summary of why each lord of the wood was so highly valued (from Kelly 1999,
41 – 44).
The only tree from this category that was not represented at Loughbown 1 was scots
pine (Pinus sylvestris), which was probably very rare, even extinct in the area. Interestingly
buckthorn, which was present in the assemblage at Loughbown 1, was not mentioned in the
list. The list is useful because it reminds us how important woodland resources were during
the early medieval period, not just for domestic and industrial fuel, but for the food, animal
fodder, timber and tools.

Conclusion
The results of the charcoal analysis from Loughbown 1 give us information on both the
palaeo-woodland environment of the area during the early medieval period and the use of
such woodlands. Oak and ash, both tall canopy trees, were represented most frequently in
the assemblage indicating that these trees were common in the vicinity. Oak was deliberately
gathered for industrial firings and is probably over represented because of this i.e. the trees
around Loughbown 1 were likely not 50% oak. Presence in the charcoal assemblage does not
necessarily indicate abundance in the local landscape. Studies of traditional societies have
shown that local scarcity of a species, and long distances to be crossed in order to obtain
them, do not deter the wood gatherers from selecting their wood of choice (Théry-Parisot
2002, 246). Hazel, pomoideae and Prunus trees were likely common in the landscape and
were much utilized on the settlement. Other trees, such as alder and birch, that we know were
somewhat available from the pollen diagram, were scarcely used. These trees may have been
growing in boggy and wet inaccessible land or they may have been deliberately avoided for
cultural reasons.
The large amount of trees represented in the assemblage gives us a good indication of the
trees that were present in the environment at the time (some of which will not be represented
in pollen diagrams as they are insect pollinated) as well as the large number of different types
of trees which were utilized by the settlement.
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Figs.5 – 10: Pie charts illustrate the percentage fragment frequency and percentage weight of
wood types from the various features
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Figs.11 – 16: Pie charts illustrate the percentage fragment frequency and percentage weight of
wood types from the various features
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Figs.16 – 22: Pie charts illustrate the percentage fragment frequency and percentage weight
of wood types from the various features
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Figs.23 – 24: Pie charts illustrate the percentage fragment frequency and percentage weight
of wood types from postholes
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218
187
274
273
127
187
278
24
34
34
32
35
302
93
15

15
270
71
264

159
142
202
201
89
132
206
47
46
45
45
43
211
38
23a

23b
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113
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Total of wood type
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1

2

2
1

4
5
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1
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1

3

1
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2
3
5
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3
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4
8
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1
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5
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1
3
3

2

9
1
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Table 2: Count of charcoal fragments from Loughbown I (E2442).
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Table 3: Weight in grams of charcoal from Loughbown I (E2442).
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Appendix 9: Animal Bone
Margaret McCarthy, MA, MIAI

Introduction
Excavations at Loughbown 1 encountered deposits dated from the Middle Bronze Age to
the 19th century and a relatively large faunal assemblage was recovered. The majority of the
remains were dated to the Early Medieval period and these came from various layers in the
ditches surrounding the bivallate ringfort. Stratified samples of bone were also recovered from
deposits associated with slumping of the bank into the ditch as well as a variety of features
within the interior including a souterrain, metalworking area and corn-drying kilns. A very
small sample of bone was recovered from a linear feature that pre-dated the outer ditch of the
ringfort. There was in addition some later use of the site associated with 19th century farming
activities but the faunal samples from these features was small and in poor condition and no
analysis of these bones was carried out. The material forming the basis of this report came
from deposits associated with the occupation of the ringfort and radiocarbon dates from the
site place the main period of deposition between the 6th to the 11th centuries AD. The faunal
material mostly represents the remains of domestic livestock animals killed for meat, wool
and hides, and as such gives valuable clues to the diet and economy of the site.
Condition and recovery
Animal remains from Irish ringforts generally does not survive very well and the assemblages from Munster, in particular, are noteworthy mostly for the dearth of bone and poor
preservation of the specimens. The bone material from Loughbown 1 was reasonably well
preserved and the quantity of identified fragments was relatively high allowing for meaningful observations to be made on the economy of the site. In common with most Early Medieval assemblages however, fragmentation rates continued to be high throughout the various
deposits at Loughbown 1 and a large proportion of the assemblage remained indeterminate.
Many of the bones from the surface deposits within the ringfort, from the souterrain and from
the corn-drying kilns were in poor condition, being fragmented and often indistinguishable.
A large proportion of the fragments were weathered and eroded and there was an abundance
of loose teeth in all samples, indicative of a slow build up of deposits. Taphonomic analysis of
the bones samples from the ditch fills indicated that food waste was often redeposited into the
ditches after accumulating on the surface of the living area where bones were susceptible to
dog gnawing, weathering and fragmentation from trampling both by humans and livestock.
While much of the fragmentation pattern can be attributed to natural taphonomic agencies,
cultural factors such as butchery and food preparation involving maximum use of the carcass
may also have contributed to the fragmented condition of the sample.
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Most of the animal bones were recovered during excavation by sorting through the deposits by hand. Standard soil samples were taken specifically for the recovery of plant and faunal
remains from suitable deposits encountered during the excavation. These did not yield significant samples of animal bone but contained remains of bird species that would otherwise not
have been included in the faunal record for the site.
Methodology
The archaeozoological analysis targeted on bone from well-sealed stratified deposits the
bulk of which were associated with the occupation of the bivallate ringfort. Material from
disturbed layers and modern features was separated at the initial stage of investigation and
the data from these features are not included in the overall analysis and interpretation. The
faunal remains were recorded by individual context and sorted into identifiable and nonidentifiable specimens. Many bones could not be positively identified to species and these
were sorted into three higher taxonomic categories. When a specimen could not be assigned
to sheep or pig, the category ‘medium-sized mammal’ (MM) was used. In the same way,
specimens that could not be positively identified as cattle and may also have belonged to
horse or red deer were assigned to the category ‘large-sized mammal’ (LM). All ribs and
many skull and vertebra fragments were classified as large and medium mammal remains
only. The third group included those specimens that could not be identified to species, element or size category. These bones were counted and butchery marks, traces of burning and
carnivore gnawing were recorded. The ageing of domestic animals was established using the
epiphysial fusion rates quoted by Silver (1971) for limb bones. All mandibles were recorded
using Grant’s (1975) method, which involves the recording of eruption and wear stages on
the molars and the assigning of a numerical value (nv) to the mandibles. Post-mortem tooth
loss seems to have been a particular problem at Loughbown 1 and many of the mandibles
found could not be assigned to a precise wear stage. The relative frequencies of the animals
represented were estimated by the percentage of bones for each species identified and by the
minimum number of individuals present. The latter figure was estimated for each context
and was based on longbones only.
Sheep were distinguished from goat by close examination of suitable bones as outlined by
Boessneck (1969) and Prummel and Frisch (1986) and by comparison with modern skeletal
material. The ovicaprid bones are all referred to as ‘sheep’ in the text as many of them were
definitely identified to this species by morphological traits and just s two bones were positively identified as belonging to goat. Measurements were taken wherever possible according
to the methods of Von den Driesch (1976) using a hand-operated digital callipers. The fragmentary nature of much of the assemblage meant that there were very few complete bones on
which detailed metrical analysis could be undertaken. All bone measurement data are given
in the appendices to this report.
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Analysis
A total of 4,883 animal bones and 69 bird bones were recovered from contexts that could
be assigned to specific phases of activity at the site. Not included in this total are three partial
skeletons of piglets from the inner ditch and a complete sheep skeleton from a pit associted
with metal-working in Phase 3. The earliest activity at the site was a possible Middle Bronze
Age linear feature which was cut by the outer ditch of the ringfort. The main phase of occupation was associated with the construction of the bivallate ringfort and radiocarbon dates from
selected features suggested that the occupation of the site continued from the early medieval
into the high medieval period, with some evidence that the ditches were neglected in the later
period. There were at least two re-cuts to the inner ditch and an inhumation burial of a child
was found at one of the terminals of the first re-cut (C7). Internal features included a souterrain, three corn-drying kilns and deposits associated with ironworking activities between
the inner and the outer ditches. The quantities of recovered animal bone varied considerably
between the excavated features and the distribution of bone material in each of the context
and phase groupings is detailed below.

Table 1: Distribution of animal bones by context and phase grouping
Phase
Phase 1: Pre-ringfort
linear feature
Phase 2: Outer ditch
Phase 2: Entrance
Phase 2: Inner ditch
(C136)
Phase 2: Inner ditch
re-cut (C7)
Phase 2: Inner ditch recut (C137)
Phase 2: Slumped bank
material
Phase 2: Structure A
Phase 2: Structure B
Phase 2: Internal surface
deposits
Phase 2: Souterrain

No. Of Bones
6

%
0.1

88
1
4

1.8
0.02
0.08

3080

63

102

2.0

301

6.1

4
28
87

0.08
0.5
1.7

925

18.8

Phase 3: Metal-working

72

1.4

Phase 3: Corn-drying
kilns
Total

185

3.7

4883

The density of bones recovered from the inner ditch fills was extremely high (63 %) indicating that the inner enclosing element was regularly used for refuse disposal during the
occupation of the ringfort. In contrast, the interior of the site produced little in the way of
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domestic waste, the only substantial samples being recovered from various fills of the souterrain. The material is described in the following sections using the phase groupings listed in
Table 1.
Phase 1: Pre-ringfort activity
The earliest phase of activity at the site has been dated to the Middle Bronze Age based
on a radiocarbon date from a linear feature (C157) along the eastern edge of the site. The fill
of this feature produced six animal bones of which just one could be taken to species level.
This was identified as the distal end of a cow scapula from an individual over one year old
at slaughter. The remaining bones were all classified as midshaft portions of ribs, two from a
large animal such as cow and three from a medium sized animal, probably sheep or pig. There
were no cut marks or other utilisation traces on the bones to indicate that they represent food
items.
Phase 2: Early medieval construction of the bivallate ringfort
The ringfort at Loughbown 1 was characterised by an outer ditch and a more substantial
inner ditch. Dating evidence from the basal fills of both ditches indicates that they were
roughly contemporary, constructed within the AD600 to AD900 range. There were at least
two re-cuts of the inner ditch suggesting that it was maintained for a longer period of time
than the outer ditch. In terms of animal remains, the bulk of the material was recovered
from the inner ditch with the largest samples by far deriving from the first re-cut (C7) to the
ditch.

Outer ditch
The outer ditch (C66) fills consisted of sterile brown silts and the density of animal bones
was small (Table 2). One of the earlier basal fills (C350) returned a radiocarbon date of
AD563 – AD653. The quantity of charcoal and bone recovered from the outer ditch would
seem to indicate that it was not used as frequently as the inner ditch for the disposal of domestic waste but this cannot be stated with certainty as a considerably smaller proportion of
the outer ditch was excavated.
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Table 2: Anatomical distribution of mammals - Outer ditch
Horse
Skull
Mandible
Maxilla
Teeth
Humerus
Femur
Tibia
Pelvis
Metacarpus
Scapula
Calcaneum
Rib
LBF*
TOTAL

1
2

Cow

S/G*

1

1

Pig
1
1

4
1
2
1
2
2

3

3

13

MM*

Indet*

4
26
30

3
21
24

4
4

2

1
1

3

LM*

8

1

6

Total
1
3
1
12
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
7
51
88

S/G* Sheep/Goat LM* Large mammal MM* Medium mammal INDET* Indeterminate
LBF* Long bone fragment

Three fills of the outer ditch yielded bone material, a total of 88 fragments being recovered. Of these, 30 were identified, all of which came from four species of mammal. The
represented species included cattle, sheep, pig and horse. Cattle were marginally the most
numerous amongst the finds with 13 of the identifiable fragments belonging to this species.
The remains represented one individual and the fused epiphyses of a distal femur indicated
that the animal was over four years of age at slaughter. All of the loose teeth were also heavily
worn and belonged to adult individuals. None of the cattle bones showed any signs of having
been butchered but the recovery of fragmented mainly meat-bearing elements indicates that
this faunal collection represents the remains of meals of the earliest occupants of the ringfort.
Considering the small size of the sample, a reasonably good spread of body parts was represented indicating local slaughter of the animal.
Sheep were the next most numerous amongst the finds and the sample included loose
teeth, fragments of a mandible, tibia, scapula and a complete calcaneum, unfused proximally
and from an individual less than three years of age at slaughter. No other unfused epiphyses
were found and the presence of a fused distal tibia indicates that this individual was at least
20 months old at slaughter. Evidence of butchery was confined to a scapula fragment which
bore chop marks consistent with the jointing of sheep carcasses.
Pigs were represented by loose teeth and single fragments of skull, maxilla and scapula.
All three molars in the maxilla were fully erupted and in wear indicating an individual at
least over 3 years of age at slaughter. Horse was present as two worn molars and the midshaft
portion of a right maxilla from an adult individual as all three molars were erupted and in
wear.
The sample of animal bones from the outer ditch was small and it is difficult therefore to
draw conclusions on the diet of the early occupants with complete confidence. Cattle were
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numerically the most frequent amongst the finds and the single individual represented had
reached maturity before it was slaughtered. Other livestock species included sheep, pig and
horse and there was no evidence for the consumption of wild fauna and birds.
Entrance
The only feature at the entrance to produce animal bones was the fill (C71) of a linear
trench (C107) located between the terminals to the ditches and interpreted as a component
of a possible gate feature. The fill produced just one bone, the midshaft portion of a radius
from an adult cow.
Inner Ditch
The inner ditch enclosed an area 42 m in diameter and it provided evidence that it had
been re-cut on two occasions. The primary cut (C136) was visible in only one of the excavated
sections and consequently the bone samples from this early phase of ringfort use are negligible. One of the fills (C135) produced a cow femur and three fragments of a large mammal
also probably derived from cattle.
The main phase of occupation at Loughbown 1 seems to have occurred with the first
re-cut (C7) of the inner ditch and considerably more bone material was recovered from the
fills of this ditch than for any other feature at the site. In all, 3080 fragments derived from
thirteen separate fills and the remains were dispersed relatively evenly throughout the circuit
of the ditch. Loose teeth were found in abundance, many of the fragments were eroded and
the various categories of unidentified material formed a comparatively high proportion of the
assemblage (Table 3). There was also a very high incidence of gnawing amongst the remains
indicating that food waste was left lying about on the occupation surface for sometime before
eventually becoming incorporated into the ditch fills. Of the total sample, 2154 were indeterminate leaving 926 identified fragments. Ten species were present including seven mammals
and three birds. The presence of the partial remains of three piglets, a lamb, at least three dogs
and somewhat surprisingly a human child in the ditch suggests that there was a somewhat
cavalier attitude to the disposal of natural mortalities on the settlement.
Of the domestic livestock species, cattle were the most numerous both in terms of total
number of identified fragments (284) and minimum number of individuals present (12). All
parts of the skeleton were represented although most individual samples were dominated by
loose teeth, skull and vertebrae fragments. The major limb bones were also well represented
and it was clear that all parts of the carcass were present including primary butchery waste and
remains from the table. The limb bones were mostly fused distally representing individuals
over at least over two years of age. Five metapodial bones were unfused distally and belonged
to animals slaughtered between 2 - 2.5 years of age and two humerii came from individuals
less than 12-18 months at death. Proximal epiphyses were less common but the few femora
and tibiae were mostly fused suggesting that most cattle at this site were kept to adulthood
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and fulfilled roles other than meat production. The sample of cattle bones also include some
evidence for the slaughter of calves for veal and this was attested through the recovery of a
tibia and a metatarsus from an individual under six years old. Evidence of butchering was not
extensive, the only common chop mark being the axial division of long bones presumably to
gain access to marrow together with lateral and transverse chop marks on vertebrae. Most
of the bones were crudely chopped or smashed but generally lacked the superficial traces of
skinning and filleting associated with stripping meat from the bones. The most noteworthy
butchery mark was the clean axial division of a first phalanx which may relate to bone-working as such a chop mark is rare on a peripheral element that does not carry meat.

2

2

2
1

2

9

7
16
11
5
3
9
16

284

14
21
4
80
17
4
3
7
11
6
2
8
9
5
3
2
9
9

227

1
6

8
10
46
3
2
4
1

2
1

1
8

92

8
3
3
83
7
6
16
7
7
8
6
7

8
98

101

215

58
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

6
2
8
7
7
2
3
2
13
90

1

301

12

23

1

Total

Indet*

MM*

LM*

8
1

Deer

28
3
3
43
16
3
47
14
20
7
9
10
1
10

Cat

2/2

Dog

3

Pig

S/G*

Horn Core/
Antler
Skull
Atlas
Axis
Vertebrae
Mandible
Maxilla
Teeth
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibia
Patella
Pelvis
Sacrum
Metacarpus
Metatarsus
Scapula
Astragalus
Calcaneum
Carp/Tars
Phalanges
Rib
LBF*
TOTAL

Cow

Horse

Table 3: Anatomical distribution of mammals – first re-cut to inner ditch

46

89

94

92
245
504

124
374
746

595
904

464
7
6
198
54
24
192
43
34
24
26
29
1
48
4
26
32
253
10
8
21
48
306
1214
3080

S/G* Sheep/Goat LM* Large mammal MM* Medium mammal INDET* Indeterminate

LBF* Long bone fragment
Sheep were the second most numerous animals in the re-cut to the inner ditch, with 225
of the identified fragments being from this species. At least 10 individuals were established
from distal humerus fragments. All parts of the skeleton were represented with the exception
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of patella and axis. The bones of the head particularly loose teeth were common and there
appeared to be a disproportionate amount of humerus fragments to other limb bones. Bones
with unfused epiphyses from individuals between 1-2 years of age were present, although by
far the majority of remains belonged to mature animals. No sheep mandibles were preserved
well enough to estimate the age of the animals from using tooth-wear as a guide although a
considerable number of sheep teeth were worn and represented livestock that were kept for
breeding. The sample also included the remains of two lambs less than 2-3 months of age at
death. These were probably natural mortalities that were discarded into the ditch following
death. There was little evidence of butchering on the bones, a few pelvis fragments bore rough
chop marks and the general fragmentation pattern suggested considerable splitting and division of the carcasses. The ovicaprid sample also included two horn cores from adult female
goats yet none of the post-cranial bones that can be used to distinguish sheep from goat were
diagnostic to goat.
Pig bones were found throughout the inner ditch deposits but in considerably smaller
numbers than cattle and sheep. A total of 92 bones were identified with loose teeth being the
most numerous elements amongst the finds. The other parts of the body to be present were
the skull including the mandibles and maxillae, and phalanges. A minimum number of six
individuals were established although two of these were too young to have been exploited for
their meat. They included the partial remains of a neo-natal piglet and an individual that
were less than a month old at death. From the frequency of teeth males seemed to have outnumbered females by two to one. One mandible was aged, and since all of its teeth were in
wear, the animal was at least three years of age at death. None of the pig bones showed any
signs of having been butchered.
Dog bones were found in considerable numbers in all the ditch fills and the total sample
of 301 bones represented the partial remains of three adult individuals that were discarded
into the ditch at death. Using Harcourt’s (1974) formulae the dimensions of the long bones
suggested the presence of medium and large sized dogs, similar to modern sheepdogs and a
larger breed such as an Alsatian.
The other two domestic animals present in the ditch were horse and cat. The horse bones
were scattered across three fills and were identified as loose teeth, complete phalanges and
fragments of femur, pelvis and metacarpus. Horses would seem to have been exploited for
their meat once they had outlived their usefulness as crude chop marks were noted on the
pelvis, and the two femora bore marks associated with the division of the carcass and the
removal of meat from the bones. A small group of cat limb and skull bones represented two
adult individuals and the measurements taken on the bones fall within the lower range of
measurements on domestic cats found on other Early Medieval sites in Ireland (McCormick
1998).
Possible evidence for hunting wild game was noted through the recovery a portion of
antler from the base of the ditch but the specimen could also belong to a shed antler that was
collected by the occupants of the ringfort in the springtime for bone-working.
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In addition, to the mammalian remain, 14 bird bones were recovered from the inner ditch
and all of these came from the residues of sieved soil samples. Three species were identified
namely starling, Sturnus vulgaris. bar-tailed godwit, Limosa lapponica and lapwing, Vanellus vanellus. The bar-tailed godwit is a winter visitor to Ireland where their distribution is
strictly coastal. The presence of this species on a site over 40km from the coast is somewhat
unusual and may indicate that the bird was brought to the site from the coast for a particular
purpose. The lapwing on the other hand is a characteristic bird of the agricultural landscape
during the winter where they gather in large flocks in open fields before returning to their
breeding grounds on rougher pasture in mid-March. The starling is also a common resident
in Ireland and it and the lapwings would have been plentiful in the immediate environment
of the site.
Table 4: Anatomical distribution of birds – Re-cut to inner ditch

Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpometacarpus
Femur
Tibiotarsus
Tarsosmetatarsus
TOTAL

Bar-tailed
Godwit

Lapwing

1

1
2
1

Starling

TOTAL

4

4
2
3
1
1
1
2

1
1
1

2
1

6

7

14

Table 5: Anatomical distribution of mammals – Second re-cut to Inner ditch
Horse
Skull
Vertebrae
Mandible
Maxilla
Teeth
Humerus
Radius
Pelvis
Metacarpus
Metatarsus
Scapula
Phalanges
Rib
LBF
TOTAL

Cow
1
1

S/G*
1

Pig
2

LM*
8

MM*

1

1

1

6
1
1
2
2
2
1
1

18

1
1
1
1
1

4

4

6
30
45

1
29
30

Total
12
1
1
1
7
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
7
59
102

S/G* Sheep/Goat LM* Large mammal MM* Medium mammal INDET* Indeterminate

LBF* Long bone fragment
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The second re-cut (C137) to the inner ditch covered the same diameter as the first re-cut
but in contrast all five fills were sterile and little occupation debris was found. The bone evidence suggests that the remains built up over a long period of time in this ditch as the fragments were noticeably weathered and eroded indicating that they were left exposed on the
occupation surface for a while before becoming incorporated into the fills.
A total of 102 bones were recovered and just 27 of these were taken to species level. Of
these, 18 fragments were from cattle, four each from sheep and pig and one from horse. The
dominance of cattle is to be expected from contexts where preservation conditions are poor
and the recovered bones represent one mature individual. A relatively wide spread of body
parts was represented in view of the small sample size and there was evidence for butchery
in the form of midline splitting of a metatarsus. The quantity of pig and sheep bones was
negligible and the recovered samples for each species represented a single adult individual.
The horse bone was identified as the proximal portion of a metatarsus and it was noticeably
weathered and worn, as if it had been immersed in water for some time before it ended up in
the latest re-cut to the inner ditch.
Slumped bank material
Three contexts associated with bank material that had slumped into the ditch produced a
total sample of 301 bones. Bank contexts are generally not particularly good ones for faunal
analysis as the risk of contamination and mixing of samples is quite high. Some of the bones
were extremely weathered, gnawing was prevalent and loose teeth were frequent throughout
the samples. Consequently, the bulk of the faunal material included those specimens that
could only be placed into a size grouping or had to remain indeterminate (73%). In addition,
the recovery of a rabbit femur from one of the deposits indicates that the samples were subjected to recent disturbance as this species did not appear in Ireland until the 13th century.
The three main livestock animals were all recognised with cattle and sheep being most
numerous. The majority of the cattle bones consisted of loose teeth and skull fragments, with
the remainder originating from various regions of the upper and lower limbs. Ageing data
was scarce but from an assessment of fused and unfused epiphyses it would seem that most
cattle were slaughtered over 4 years of age but poor conditions of preservation will always
favour the survival of bones of adult animals. In terms of butchery, a cow tibia was split axially for the extraction of marrow and three vertebrae were chopped transversely during the
division of the carcass into suitable portions for cooking.
The sample of 24 sheep bones represented two individuals, an adult over two years of
age and a lamb less than six months old. Most parts of the adult carcass were represented
and the lamb was present as two metacarpals and two ulnae. One sheep mandible fragment
contained a worn third molar, indicating an age between 3-4 years. The only other mammal
to be present in any quantity was pig, with 15 fragments being identified. Of these, bones of
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the head predominated and just two upper limb bones and two peripheral foot elements were
recognised.
Other mammal species were present in very small amounts; a complete splint bone from
a horse was identified as well as a humerus, mandible, radius and two metapodia of an adult
medium-sized dog.
Table 6: Anatomical distribution of mammals – slumped bank material
Horse
Skull
Axis
Vertebrae
Mandible
Maxilla
Teeth
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibia
Pelvis
Metacarpus
Metatarsus
Scapula
Calcaneum
Carps/Tars
Phalanges
Misc.
Rib
LBF
TOTAL

Cow
5
4

11
3
4
1
2
3
1

S/G*
1
1
3
2
6
1
1
2
2
2
2
1

Pig

Dog

2
1
8

1

LM*

MM*

Indet*

45
25
70

43
24
67

83
83

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

36

24

15

5

Total
6
1
7
5
1
25
5
6
2
2
5
5
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
88
132
301

S/G* Sheep/Goat LM* Large mammal MM* Medium mammal INDET* Indeterminate

LBF* Long bone fragment
Structure A
A possible trapezoidal structure was located just inside the entrance to the inner ditch of
the ringfort and the fills of two post-holes (C288 & C290) produced small samples of bone.
C290 contained the fused distal portion of an adult cat together with a deciduous premolar
from a sheep. The other posthole fill (C288) produced two butchered fragments of a longbone
from a medium-sized animal, probably sheep.
Structure B
Another possible structure was identified to the south of the souterrrain within the interior of the ringfort. The fill (C230) of a slot trench included animal bone, charcoal and plant
remains. In all, 28 bones were recovered and identified species included cattle and sheep. The
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cattle bones included two heavily worn molars and an incisor and sheep were present as a molar and the midshaft portion of a radius from an adult individual. The remainder of the sample was classified as 15 longbone fragments from a medium-sized animal and three fragments
from a large mammal. Five of the specimens were too fragmentary to take to either species or
element level. Two of the medium mammal fragments had been subjected to intense burning which resulted in them becoming totally calcined and this coupled with the inclusion of
burnt clay in the fill suggests that the structure may have burnt down at some stage.
Occupation deposits in the western quadrant
A number of occupation layers were located to the west of the souterrain and these yielded
a total sample of 31 bones, of which 13 were identified to species level. Cattle were most commonly represented and the identified bones included five teeth, a radius and a vertebra. The
three sheep bones included a molar, scapula and second phalanx. The cattle and sheep bones
all belonged to animals over 2-3 years of age. The only other identified species was horse from
a worn third molar.
Deposit at the northern limit of excavation
A partially excavated deposit along the baulk at the northern limit of the excavation yielded a collection of 56 bones. Identified specimens mostly included the remains of the three
livestock species and loose teeth were again the predominant elements. A cow humerus and a
metacarpus were fused distally indicating the presence of animals over two years of age. The
sample from this area is most noteworthy in producing one of the few hare bones from the
site and this was identified as the proximal portion of a tibia from a juvenile individual.
The Souterrain and associated features
The souterrain (C28) consisted of a single chamber extending beyond the limits of the
excavation. The fills produced the second largest sample of animal bones from the site and
the bulk of these came from the primary phase of use. A total of 922 animal bones were recovered and of these, 295 were taken to species level. Preservation conditions were poor and
the various categories of unidentified material formed a comparatively high proportion of the
total sample. Severe gnawing marks on both sides of the diaphyses of five bones indicated
that dogs were common on the site and scavenged on scraps left lying around on the surface.
There was evidence for recent disturbance of the souterrain deposits through the recovery of
15 rabbit bones and a single limb bone of a frog. Frogs are not known to have been present
in this country until the 19th century and rabbits are a 13th century introduction. Other signs
of recent intrusion were noticed through an observation of modern butchery marks on some
of the bones.
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Cattle continued to be the most important species both numerically and in terms of
minimum number of individuals. The evidence produced from their bone remains indicated
that most cattle were kept to at least 3-4 years of age although the presence of a humerus of a
juvenile under six months of age indicated that veal was occasionally consumed. Butchering
marks were not common and mostly consisted of chop and knife marks associated with division of the carcass and removal of flesh. The presence of chop marks on two cattle mandibles
from the anterior to the coronoid process indicated that the jaw was removed, probably to
afford access to the tongue, which was probably eaten.

2

8
1
1

1

1
1

15

28
4
3
22
4
7
3
4
4
5
2
3
1
1
6
10

121

7
6
3
1
3
1
2
6

103

3
3
4
13

1
1

1
1
1

1

11

2

15

1
7
11

10
8
6

15

19

13

23

35

39
103
210

10
163
251

1
1
1
2
1
1

1
3
3

1
1

2
1

1

2
1
1

1

3

37

3

14

1

4

1

46
91
166

Total

Indet*

2

MM*

Mouse

Hare

Rabbit

Cat

Pig

S/G*
4
1
1
22
1
1
18
6
2
2
8
8

LM*

2
12

Frog

Horn Core
Skull
Atlas
Axis
Vertebrae
Mandible
Maxilla
Teeth
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibia
Fibula
Pelvis
Metacarpus
Metatarsus
Scapula
Astragalus
Calcaneum
Carps/Tars
Phalanges
Misc.
Rib
LBF
TOTAL

Cow

Horse

Table 7: Anatomical distribution of mammals - Souterrain

2
47
1
1
67
17
38
73
11
11
6
18
18
1
48
9
9
61
4
3
8
20
1
95
357
926

S/G* Sheep/Goat LM* Large mammal MM* Medium mammal INDET* Indeterminate

LBF* Long bone fragment
A total of 103 sheep bones were recovered and 16 of these represented three juvenile individuals; a lamb less than six months old, a neo-natal individual and a juvenile around one
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year. The remaining bones represented two adult sheep that were at least over three years of
age before slaughter.
Other domestic animals of economic importance were pigs and horses. Pigs were represented almost entirely by parts of the body that do not carry much edible flesh, suggesting that this part of the site represents an area where pigs were slaughtered. The bones were
mostly from individuals under one year old at death and a newborn piglet was also present in
the collection. Horse bones were mostly identified as loose teeth (8) along with two vertebrae
and single occurrences of radius, metapodia and phalanges. The remains represent a single
adult individual that was exploited for its meat as the metatarsus was split lengthways for the
extraction of marrow and the radius also displayed marks associated with dismemberment.
The souterrain contained a wide range of small mammals including cat, hare, rabbit,
mouse and frog. The rabbit and frog bones can be regarded as recent intrusions but cat,
hare and mouse are presumably contemporary with the primary phase of occupation of the
ringfort. Hares were probably captured for their pelts and meat while cats would have lived
within the ringfort, probably being semi-feral and existing on food waste and vermin.
The nine species of bird identified were blackbird, Turdus merula, starling Sturnus vulgaris, crow or rook, Corvus corone/corvus frugelus, mallard, Anas platyrhynchos, woodcock,
Scolopox rusticola, corncrake, Crex crex, water rail, Rallus aquaticus, lapwing, Vanellus vanellus
and quail, Coternix coternix.

Skull
Sternum
Coracoid
Dentary
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpometacarpus
Femur
Tibiotarsus
Tarsosmetatarsus
Pelvis
Phalanges

2
2
1

TOTAL

5

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
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7
4
2
3
1
2
6
41

1
2
1

3

1

TOTAL

Crow/Rook

Blackbird

5
4
1
1
5

1

1

Starling

Quail

Water Rail

Lapwing

Corncrake

Woodcock

Mallard

Table 8: Anatomical distribution of birds- Souterrain

5
4
1
1
6
2
9
8
3
5
3
2
6
55
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Phase 3: Later medieval metalworking and corn-drying
Three smithing hearths were excavated in the area between the two ditches and charcoal
from these features returned a date of AD1047 – AD1257. Radiocarbon analysis of charcoal
from an associated layer also yielded a date of AD1294 – AD1402 indicating that metalworking was carried out on a small scale at Loughbown 1 to the early 15th century. Other evidence
for late medieval activity at the site came from three corn-drying kilns, which were cut into
the upper fills of the inner ditch.
Metalworking activity
This was confined to an area between the ditches at the south-eastern section of the site.
It was covered with black charcoal and slag-rich soil (C15) and just a few fragments of cow
bone were identified. These included three skulls fragments, a radius and an ulna. The radius
belonged to an individual over two years of age and the ulna was severely eroded.
A pit (C64) cut through the uppermost fills of the outer ditch and its excavation resulted
in the retrieval of charcoal and slag as well as 59 animal bones. The bulk of these came from
C83 with a single cervical vertebra of a juvenile cow being found in C56. Identified species
included horse and cattle and the bulk of the bones were severely weathered and eroded. No
ageing data could be advanced except to note that the two cattle teeth were from adult individuals. The pit was re-cut and the fills of the re-cut (C.37/C.48) contained charcoal, slag and
bone, including the articulated remains of a sheep, buried head to the north-northwest and
laid on its right side. The pit was clearly re-cut specifically to bury the sheep which probably
died from natural causes.
Corn-drying kilns
Two corn-drying kilns (C108 and C198) were cut into the fills of the inner ditch. The
basal fill of C198 produced a relatively large amount of animal bones, which were discarded
into the kiln after it had gone out of use. A total of 185 bones were recovered but fragmentation rates were very high and over 82% of the fragments were indeterminate. The identified
sample included cattle, sheep, horse and dog bones and of these cattle was by far the most numerous species. The cattle bones (22) consisted mostly of loose teeth together with remains of
upper limbs, peripheral foot bones and skull fragments. Sheep was present as three worn teeth
and a fused first phalanx. Two horse teeth were identified as well as the proximal anterior portion of a metatarsus, which had been chopped. The three dog bones included two fragments
of a pelvis and the fused proximal portion of a femur from a small collie-sized dog.
Conclusions
The excavation at Loughbown 1 resulted in the collection of a relatively large assemblage
of stratified animal bone representing the food remains of the former occupants of the ring-
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fort. The small quantity of bones from the outer ditch suggests that the site was not a large
and busy settlement during the earliest phase of occupation, but perhaps something akin to a
single family dwelling whose main economy came from cattle and a few sheep. The site seems
to have reached its peak of activity during the phase associated with the first re-cut of the inner ditch with the fills of the ditch alone producing over 60% of the bones from the site. More
family groups may have resided in the ringfort at that period and consequently there would
have been a need to keep more domestic livestock. The bone evidence also seems to suggest
that there was a somewhat cavalier attitude to the disposal of natural mortalities during this
phase of occupation with the re-cut of the inner ditch producing almost complete skeletons
of dogs, newborn lambs and piglets as well as an inhumation of a child at the terminal to the
inner ditch.
As at most sites in the Early Medieval period, cattle and sheep were the species of greatest
economic importance at Loughbown 1. Cattle were marginally more frequent and the majority of the bones came from mature animals indicating a role as draught animals and dairy
cows prior to being slaughtered once they were no longer viable for these purposes. The relative proportion of sheep bones is high and this compares well with other faunal assemblages
from excavated ringforts in the west of Ireland. It is suggested that local environmental conditions influenced the nature of the animal husbandry at the site as much of the immediate
landscape consists of poor grazing which would have been unsuitable for large-scale cattle
rearing. All age classes of sheep were represented but mature animals predominated and wool
and lamb production was seemingly important before the animals were eventually killed for
their meat. Goats were not kept in any great numbers at the site and the only identifiable
bones were two horn cores from the inner ditch. These animals are better adapted to upland
dry rough terrain and the surrounding environment at Loughbown 1 would not have made
suitable grazing for large numbers of goats. The presence of the horncores however suggests
that a single female goat may have been kept tethered in the ringfort, to supply a source of
rich milk and since goats are able to eat a wide range of foodstuffs she would also have fulfilled a useful role as a domestic scavenger.
Pigs seem to have played a minor role at the site being kept to provide extra meat for the
table and perhaps similar to the goat, used as domestic scavengers fed on household refuse.
The management of pigs in the past relied on the presence of nearby areas of woodland and
their poor representation in the Loughbown 1 assemblage indicates that the landscape surrounding the site was more suitable to cattle and sheep husbandry. This husbandry pattern is
characteristic of other sites in the west of Ireland where the thin poor soils combined with an
absence of forest cover resulted in farmers keeping smaller numbers of pigs than in other parts
of the country. Most of the pig bones from Loughbown 1 came from individuals less than 1.5
years of age indicating that slaughter rates were high which follows a common pattern for pig
husbandry as these animals are prolific by nature and only a small amount of adult sows are
required to maintain stock levels. Mortality rates also seem to have been high at the site as a
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relatively large amount of bones from newborn piglets and individuals less than a month old
were recovered from the inner ditch.
Horse bones were found in small numbers in the domestic refuse in most areas of the site
and the recovery of butchered specimens in many deposits showed that these animals occasionally contributed to the meat diet of the occupants. The main reason for keeping horses at
the site was probably as pack animals and beasts of burden as well as being ridden. They were
not used for ploughing however as the breast harness was not developed in Ireland before
the medieval period and cattle continued to provide the heavy traction needed for pulling
ploughs and heavy carts (McCormick 1991). The only advantage that a horse had over a cow
at this period was its ability to be ridden but the animals would have been costly to maintain
and their presence at a settlement may therefore have been regarded as a status symbol.
Dogs were very common throughout all the features at Loughbown 1 and were presumably kept as hunting animals, guard dogs and useful domestic scavengers. Two sizes of dog
were present, a sheepdog-size breed and a larger animal similar in size perhaps to an Alsatian.
Many of the animal bones found in the various features at the settlement had clearly been
gnawed by dogs indicating that food waste was left lying around on the living surface for a
considerable time before being discarded into the ditches. Cats were also kept by the occupants of the ringfort, many probably being feral, living off scraps and vermin.
The bones of wild animals are very rare at the majority of Early Medieval sites in Ireland.
Three identified species from Loughbown 1, deer, hare and mouse, are probably contemporary with the original occupation of the ringfort. The presence of the fragment of antler in
the inner ditch may indicate that deer was hunted by the occupants, although it could also
have been a piece from a shed antler that found its way to the settlement for craft working
activities. Rabbit bones were found in relative abundance in the fills of the souterrain along
with a single frog bone but these are likely to be intrusive as these species were probably not
present in Early Medieval Ireland.
The excavations also produced a small assemblage of bird bones mostly from the sieved
soil samples. The figures suggest that birds may have been eaten more frequently but combined with their limited ability to be preserved and their small size many may not have survived. All of the bird bones found at the site are those of wild species, and their presence may
not necessarily be due to any deliberate exploitation of wild birds by the residents. No bones
of domestic fowl were identified although there is plentiful evidence from other ringforts
to indicate that poultry were present in the Early Medieval period in Ireland (McCormick
1991). Some of the bird species present in the Loughbown 1 assemblage i.e. starling, crow and
rook, are probably incidental inclusions, although others such as mallard and woodcock may
have been captured as a welcome supplement to a meat diet that consisted almost entirely of
beef and mutton.
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Appendix 11: Stone finds catalogue
By Sara Camplese
Musket Ball (E2442:50:1). D. 17.8 mm. Col. 5Y, between 8/1 and 7/1 (white/light gray).
Rounded in shape. Slightly polished.
Roof slates
A total of 31 roof slate fragments were ricovered during the excavation.
Roof slate (E2442:1:53). L. 60 mm., W. 43 mm., Th. 5.8 mm. Col. N 4/ (dark gray).
Sub-triangular in shape.
Roof slates (E2442:193:13). Maximum L. 103.7 mm., maximum W. 78 mm., Th. 7.2
mm. Col. N 4/ (dark gray). Group of nine roof slates sub-rectangular in shape.
Roof slates (E2442:1:35). Maximum L. 155 mm., maximum W. 118 mm., Th. 4.5 mm.
Col. N 4/ (dark gray). Group of four roof slates sub-rectangular in shape.
Roof slate (E2442:193:18). L. 85.2 mm., W. 64.7 mm., Th. 6.3 mm. Col. N 4/ (dark
gray). Sub-rectangular in shape.
Roof slates (E2442:216:2). Maximum L. 93.5 mm., maximum W. 74.3 mm., Th. 5.6
mm. Col. N 4/ (dark gray). Group of two roof slates sub-rectangular in shape.
Roof slate (E2442:194:1). L. 184 mm., W. 97.2 mm., Th. 9.3 mm. Col. N 4/ (dark gray).
Sub-elliptical in shape.
Roof slates (E2442:177:3). Maximum L. 149 mm., maximum W. 143 mm., Th. 4.6 mm.
Col. N 4/ (dark gray). Group of six roof slates sub-rectangular/square in shape.
Roof slates (E2442:1:32). Maximum L. 172 mm., maximum W. 135.1 mm., Th. 5.5
mm. Col. N 4/ (dark gray). Group of seven roof slates sub-rectangular in shape. One of them
presents remains of a circular perforation. No cut edges.
Quernstones
Eight quernstones were found in the Loughbown excavation. Almost all are fragments
of rotary quernstones, and according to Dr. Martin Feely (NUIG) they are made from Con-
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nemara Granite. Apparently the same type of granite was used for a quernstone found in
Loughbown 2 (E2054:72:1). One concave, polished fragment (E2442:116:2), was probably
used as a saddle quern. In most of the cases it is not possible to determinate if the fragments
belonged to upper or lower stones. Only one upper stone (E2442:114:1) is decorated with
incised grooves.
Rotary quernstone (E2442:113:1). L. 266 mm., W. 115 mm., Th. 72 mm. Col. 2.5YR
6/2 (pale red). Incomplete. Fragment of a possible rotary quernstone. Rectangular in shape.
Part of the rounded, polished edge present.
Rotary quernstone (E2442:114:1). L. 197 mm., W. 174 mm., Th. 58 mm. Col. 10YR
7/4 (very pale brown). Incomplete. Fragment of a rotary quernstone. Upper stone. Part of the
central perforation present (D. ca. 82 mm.). Sub-rectangular in shape. Two parallel grooves
carved on the upper surface near perforation edge. Rounded, polished edge.
Saddle quernstone (E2442:116:2). L. 88 mm., W. 56 mm., Th. 37 mm. Col. 7.5YR between 7/4 and 6/4 (pink/light brown). Incomplete. Lower stone. Sub-rectangular in shape.
Slightly hollow.
Rotary quernstone (E2442:116:3). L. 92 mm., W. 103 mm., Th. 40 mm. Col. 5YR 7/2
(pinkish gray). Incomplete. Fragment of a rotary quernstone. Part of a perforation visible.
Triangular in shape.
Rotary quernstone (E2442:118:1). L. 215 mm., W. 78 mm., Th. 44 mm. Col. 10YR 6/4
(light yellowish brown). Incomplete. Fragment of a rotary quernstone. Part of the central
perforation present (D. c. 45 mm.). Rectangular in shape.
Quernstone? (E2442:118:3). L. 157 mm., W. 139 mm., Th. 23 mm. Col. 5YR between
4/3 and 4/4 (Reddish brown). Incomplete. Possible fragment of a quernstone. Flat and
smooth surface. Sub-rectangular in shape.
Quernstone? (E2442:151:1). L. 110 mm., W. 107 mm., Th. 48 mm. Col. (upper surface)
10YR 4/4 (dark yellowish brown). Col. (lower surface) 2.5YR 7/3 (light reddish brown). Incomplete. Possible fragment of a quernstone. Sub-triangular in shape. Polished edge.
Quernstone (E2442:18:1). L. 285 mm., W. 238 mm., Th. 59 mm. Col. 5YR 7/1 (light
gray). Incomplete. Fragment of a quernstone. Triangular in shape. Irregular edges. Part of
what looks as a semi-elliptical perforation is present on the shorter side.
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Quernstone (E2442:18:2). L. 430 mm., W. 280 mm., Th. 190 mm, D. (of perforation)
30.8 mm., Dph (of perforation) 30.1 mm. Col. 5YR 7/1 (light gray). Incomplete (lower part
fragmented and upper part missing). Fragment of a rotary granite quernstone. Triangular
in shape, with a circular perforation towards the longest side the. Presumably lower part of
a so called ‘disc quern’. The disc quern was first introduced to Ireland in the first or second
century A.D and continued in use until modern times. It has a widespread distribution. This
type of rotary quern consists of two flat, thin circular discs of large diameter. In this case the
spindle setting (that holds the spindle on which the upper stone revolves) is a socket. Irregular edges. Possibly linked to another quernstone fragment recovered from the same context
(E2442:18:1).
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Appendix 12: Metal finds catalogue
By Sara Camplese

Finds from re-deposited subsoil
Nails
Roofing Nail (E2442:0:8) Fe. L. 21.9 mm., Th. (of shank) 3 mm., D. of head 12 mm.
Complete. Flat rounded head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank quite straight.
Roofing Nail (E2442:0:9) Fe. L. 24.9 mm., Th. (of shank) 4 mm., D. of head 12.7 mm.
Complete. Flat rounded head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank bent.
Nail (E2442:0:1) Fe. L. 24.1 mm., D. (of shank) 8.5 mm., D. of head 15.2 mm. Incomplete. Flat rounded head. Shank circular in section. Corroded. Not very stable.
Other Objects
Iron

Possible Blade (E2442:0:10) Fe. L. 51 mm., W. 14.9 mm., Th. 2.7 mm. Incomplete and
broken in three pieces. Piece of iron rectangular shaped, slightly bent. Very corroded.
Iron bar (E2442:0:2) Fe. L. 52.2 mm., W. 17.9 mm., Th. 10 mm. Incomplete. Piece of
iron triangular in section, slightly bent.
Iron bar (E2442:0:7) Fe. L. 57.7 mm., W. 27.8 mm., Th. 4 mm. Incomplete. Flat piece of
iron, rectangular-stretched in shape. Slightly bent. A second iron foil with a rounded button
is applied on the convex side.
Horse Shoe (Stray find - Uncontexted) Fe. L. 70.3 mm., W. 12.2 mm., Th. 7.8 mm. Incomplete and broken in two pieces on the bend. Small size. Corroded.
Copper Alloy

Button (E2442:0:5) Cu. Alloy. L. 17 mm., W. 14 mm., Th. 1.8 mm. Complete. Eyelet
broken. Rectangular shaped. Decorated with a geometric series of squares.
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Finds from topsoil (C.1)
Nails
Nails (E2442:1:10) Fe. Average L. 28.75 mm., average Th. (of shank) 6 mm., W. of
head between 8 and 12.5 mm. Incomplete. Group of six iron nails. Flat rectangular headed.
Shanks rectangular in section. Shanks slightly twisted. Very corroded.
Nail (E2442:1:9a) Fe. L. 78.2 mm., Th. (of shank) 9.3 mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank
rectangular in section. Shanks twisted. Probable carpentry nail.
Nail (E2442:1:9b) Fe. L. 52.9 mm., Th. (of shank) 8.3 mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank
square in section. Shanks straight. Probable carpentry nail.
Nail (E2442:1:9c) Fe. L. 24 mm., D. (of shank) 3 mm., D. of head 8.9 mm. Incomplete.
Rounded circular head. Shank circular in section. Shank straight.
Nail? (E2442:1:39) Fe. L. 51 mm., Th. (of shank) 9.6 mm. Incomplete. Headless. Shank
rectangular in section. Shanks slightly curved. Very corroded.
Nail (E2442:1:30) Fe. L. 53 mm., Th. (of shank) 5.2 mm., W. of head 7.1 mm. Complete.
Flat rectangular head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight.
Nail (E2442:1:27) Fe. L. 57 mm., Th. (of shank) 5 mm., W. of head 9.1 mm. Complete.
Flat rectangular head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank slightly bent. Corroded.
Nail (E2442:1:67) Fe. L. 71.2 mm., Th. (of shank) 6 mm., W. of head 10.8 mm. Complete. Flat rectangular head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight.
Nails (E2442:1:36) Fe. Average L. 39.1 mm., average Th. (of shank) 5 mm., D. of both
heads 11 mm. Incomplete. Two iron nails. Flat circular-headed. Shanks rectangular in section. Shanks straight. Corroded.
Other Objects
Iron

Hook (E2442:1:61) Fe. L. 58.9 mm., Th. (in section) 9.8 mm. Complete but with a broken fragment. Rectangular in section. Bent and spiky at one end. Corroded.
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Bowl fragments (E2442:1:3) Fe. Average L. 71.4 mm., average W. 57.75 mm., Th. 4.2
mm. Incomplete. Group of five fragments. Surface slightly curved, with parallel lines careening the exterior side.
Iron bar (E2442:1:62) Fe. L. 163.4 mm., W. 29.8 mm., Th. 2.2 mm. Incomplete and broken in two pieces. Rectangular-stretched in shape and section. Slightly curved. Corroded.
Iron bar (E2442:1:65) Fe. L. 119.6 mm., W. 30 mm., Th. 7.1 mm. Incomplete. Rectangular-stretched in shape and right angle bent at one end. Slightly curved. Corroded.
Iron bar (E2442:1:38) Fe. L. 91.2 mm., W. 22 mm., Th. 2.8 mm. Incomplete. Rectangular-stretched in shape and section. Straight. Corroded.
Iron plate (E2442:1:66) Fe. L. 85.4 mm., W. 50 mm., Th. 1.5 mm. Incomplete. Almost
elliptical in shape. Corroded.
Iron object (E2442:1:44) Fe. L. 128 mm., W. 11 mm., Th. 6.3 mm. Incomplete. Flat
piece of iron, rectangular-stretched in shape. Straight. Possible knife blade (according to the
presence of a little nook at one end, as for hanging a handle). Corroded.
Iron object (E2442:1:46) Fe. D. 57.8 mm., W. 30 mm., Th.7 mm. Complete. Ring-shaped.
Rectangular-stretched in section. Probably a juncture piece for pipes or tools. Corroded.
Copper Alloy

Fragment (E2442:1:11) Cu.Alloy. L. 22.05 mm., W. 14.65 mm., Th. 1.3 mm. Incomplete. Small fragment, sub-rectangular in shape. Slightly corroded.
Strip (E2442:1:50) Cu.Alloy. L. 40 mm., W. 9.38 mm., Th. 0.33 mm. Incomplete. Strip
fragment, rectangular in shape and section. Slightly contorted. Straight edges. Part of a possible cicrcular perforation visible at one end. Conserved.
Silver

Coin (E2444:1:21) Ag. D. 17.3 mm, Weight 1.6 g. Complete (slightly worn on the edge).
Anglo-Norman silver coin. King Edward I (1272-1307) hammered penny. “EDWR ANGL
DNS HYB” (Edward King of England Lord of Ireland) on the obverse – Central portrait
of crowned Edward /”VILLA BRISTOLLIE” (Town of Bristol) on the reverse – Long cross
quartered with three pellets in each angle. Struck at Bristol 1280-81.
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Reverse
Plate 1: Edward I silver penny

Cfr. http://www.sortore.com/coins/plantagenet/plantagenet.html , http://www.detego.
co.uk/plantagenet coins.html# (first example on the right, second line), http://home.eckerd.
edu/~oberhot/eroyal.htm (www.medievalcoins.50g.com). Conserved.

Finds from a layer of peat associated with modern buildings (C.193)
Nails
Nail (E2442:193:6) Fe. L. 74.7 mm., Th. (of shank) 6 mm., W. of head 10.5 mm. Complete. Flat rectangular head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank slightly twisted.
Other Objects
Door catch (E2442:193:11) Fe. L. 139 mm., W. 18.3 mm., Th. 5.7 mm. Complete. Rectangular in section. An stretched hook is present at one end, while the other one broadens to
a perforated circle.
Hook (E2442:193:12) Fe. L. 243 mm., D. (in section) 5.1 mm. Complete. Circular in
section. Bent at both ends. Corroded.
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Iron bar (E2442:193:4) Fe. L. 121.6 mm., W. 19.3 mm., Th. 1.2 mm. Incomplete and broken in two pieces. Rectangular-stretched in shape and section. Slightly bent. Very corroded.
Iron plate (E2442:193:3) Fe. L. 94.1 mm., W. 28 mm., Th. 1.5 mm. Incomplete. Rectangular in shape. Straight. Corroded.
Iron plate (E2442:193:1) Fe. L. 187.2 mm., W. 18.9 mm., Th. 1.3 mm. Incomplete and
broken in four pieces. Rectangular-stretched in shape. Slightly twisted. Corroded.
Iron object (E2442:193:5) Fe. L. 40.3 mm., W. 38.2 mm., Th. 4.8 mm. Incomplete
and broken in two pieces. Piece of iron. Sub-rectangular shaped with irregular edges. Very
corroded.
Iron object (E2442:193:2) Fe. L. 50 mm., W. 20 mm., Th. 6.1 mm. Incomplete and
broken in two pieces. Rectangular in shape. Possible blade/knife/small tool (according to
the presence of a little nook – circular in section – at one end, as for hanging a handle).
Corroded.
Iron object (E2442:193:7) Fe. L. 124.5 mm., D. 23 mm., Th. (in section) 3.2 mm. Complete. Heavy piece of iron. Circular in section, hollow within. Rising to a peak at one end.
Corroded.
Iron object (E2442:193:8) Fe. L. 132.7 mm., D. (of ring) 53 mm., Th. (in section) 1.9
mm. Incomplete. Heavy piece of iron. Probable metal part of a farm tool. Rectangularstretched in shape with uneven edges. A hollow ring is present at the end, seemingly used for
wedging in a wooden handle.
Iron object (E2442:193:9) Fe. L. 125.2 mm., W. 37.5 mm., Th. 5.3 mm. Incomplete.
Rectangular in shape. Slightly rounded at one end. Two square holes (W. 10.8 mm.) present
on the top. Slightly curved. Very corroded.

Finds from deposit (C.16) within Structure 18
Nails
Nail (E2442:16:2) Fe. L. 30.2 mm., Th. (of shank) 4.8 mm., D. of head 11.2 mm. Complete. Flat rounded head. Shank rectangular in section. Shank straight.
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Other Objects
Hook (E2442:16:4) Fe. L. 114 mm., W. 77.8 mm., D. 8.9 mm. Incomplete. Circular in
section. Corroded.
Iron bar (E2442:16:3a) Fe. L. 121 mm., W. 13.2 mm., Th. 3 mm. Incomplete. Flat piece
of iron, rectangular-stretched in shape. Slightly bent. Possible blade (according to the presence of a little nook at one end, as for hanging a handle). Corroded.
Iron bar (E2442:16:3b) Fe. L. 118.5 mm., W. 22 mm., Th. 8.6 mm. Incomplete. Thick
piece of iron. Rectangular-stretched in shape and section. Straight.
Horse Shoe (E2442:16:5) Fe. L. 133.4 mm., W. 32 mm., Th. 11 mm. Incomplete. A half
missing. Rectangular in section. Thick and wider at the end. Corroded.

Finds associated with modern pottery/glass
Nails
Nail (E2442:216:1) Fe. L. 32 mm., D. (of shank) 6 mm., D. of head 12.2 mm. Complete but broken in two pieces. Flat rounded head. Shank circular in section. Shank slightly
twisted. Possible roofing nail.
Other Objects
Iron

Iron bar (E2442:370:1) Fe. L. 78.1 mm., W. 15.1 mm., Th. 4.7 mm. Incomplete. Piece
of iron right angle bent. Rising to a peak at one end. Rectangular-stretched in shape and section. Very corroded.
Iron bar (E2442:176:2) Fe. L. 65.8 mm., W. 12.2 mm., Th. 3.4 mm. Incomplete and
broken. Curved piece of iron. Rectangular-stretched in section. Very corroded.
Iron object (E2442:169:1) Fe. L. 168.7 mm., W. 53.6 mm., Th. 11.1 mm. Complete. Possible billhook. Heavy piece of iron. Drop-shaped, with an hook at one end and pointy at the
other. Corroded.
Iron object (E2442:221:3) Fe. L. 28 mm., W. 9 mm., D. (in section) 6.1 mm. Broken in
two pieces. Stick-shaped piece of iron. Sub-circular in section. Slightly widen at one end.
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Copper Alloy

Buckle (E2442:221:1) Cu.Alloy. L. 62.8 mm., W. 48.2 mm., Th. 2.9 mm. Complete but
broken in two pieces. Central part very corroded. Square in section. High-arched in shape.

Finds from other contexts
Nails
Nail Heads (E2442:50:4) Fe. Average D. 16.6 mm. Incomplete. Thirteen nail heads, subcircular in shape. Very corroded.
Carpentry Nail (E2442:177:1) Fe. L. 85.55 mm., W. (of shank) 5.6 mm., D. (of head)
16.3 mm. Complete. Shank rectangular in shape. Flat circular head. Corroded. Cfr. Type 3
in Hayden & Walsh 1997, p.141.
Nail (E2442:230:1) Fe. L. 85.55 mm., W. (of shank) 5.6 mm., D. (of head) 16.3 mm.
Complete. Shank bent, rectangular in shape. Flat circular head. Very corroded. Cfr. Fig.74:7,
Scully 1997a, p.166.
Other Objects
Iron

Staples (E2442:185:1) Fe. L. 23.15 mm., W. 18.6 mm., Th. 3.2 mm. Incomplete. Two
possible staples. L-shaped shank, rectangular in section. Very corroded.
Bar (E2442:12:1) Fe. L. 79.2 mm., W. 30 mm., Th. 4.3 mm. Incomplete and broken in
three pieces. Rectangular in shape. Corroded.
Object (E2442:53:1) Fe. L. 57.1 mm., W. 12.5 mm., Th. 10.3 mm. Incomplete. Possible
knife blade fragment. Rectangular in shape. Very corroded.
Lump (E2442:187:1) Fe. L. 34.1 mm., D. 19.6 mm. Incomplete. Unidentified object.
Sub-circular in shape. Very corroded.
Copper Alloy

Bar (E2442:67:6) Cu.Alloy. L. 19.1 mm., W. 10.5 mm., Th. 1.9 mm. Incomplete. Small
fragment, rectangular in shape. Corroded.
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Fragment (E2442:78:1) Cu.Alloy. L. 9.7 mm., W. 5.2 mm., Th. 0.9 mm. Incomplete.
Small fragment, bent and sub-rectangular in shape. Slightly corroded.
Flake (E2442:203:5) Cu.Alloy. L. 16.7 mm., W. 7.3 mm., Th. 0.5 mm. Incomplete.
Small fragment, sub-rectangular in shape. Slightly corroded.

Conserved
Iron
Bar (E2442:67:1) Fe. L. 50.9 mm., W. 11.2 mm., Th. 3.5 mm. Incomplete. Rectangular
in shape and section, slightly curved. Conserved.
Bar (E2442:67:2) Fe. L. 43.66 mm., W. 11.39 mm., Th. 2.33 mm. Incomplete. Rectangular in shape and section, slightly curved. Conserved.
Knife (E2442:165:1) (Plate 20) Fe. L. 75.3 mm., W. 13.85 mm., Th. 4.48 mm. Incomplete. Whittle tang rectangular in section and broken. Blade with convex back. Type B (dated
from 9th to 14th century), according to Goodall 1990. Cfr. Scully 1997b, Fig. 15:6:3&19,
p.457. Conserved.
Knife Blade (E2442:202:1) Fe. L. 48.31 mm., W. 15.64 mm., Th. 3.7 mm. Incomplete.
Tip and tang both damaged. Straight back that continues on the same line as the tang, while
the cutting edge slopes towards the tip. Possible variation either of Type C or D knives (both
used from the 10th century on but really common in Post-Medieval contexts). Cfr. Carroll &
Quinn 2003, Fig.5.1:1:4, pag.259. Conserved.
Fish Hook (E2442:203:4) (Plate 19) Fe. L. 40.75 mm., D. (of shaft) 3.3 mm. Incomplete.
Barb missing. Shaft circular in section. Hook is a broad ‘U’ shape, with terminal looped
in the opposite direction. Conserved. Cfr. Fig.78:8, pag.176, in Scully 1997a and Fig.5.7:2,
pag.270 in Carroll & Quinn 2003, from a context dated to the early 13th century.
Pin (E2442:115:1) (Plate 21) Fe. L. (without handle) 150.3 mm., L. (with handle) 191.7
mm, Th. 6.3 mm., D. (of handle) 11.4 mm. Complete. Square in section. Elongated wooden
handle, elliptical in section. Conserved.
Object (E2442:191:2) Fe. L. 38.7 mm., W. 15.1 mm., Th. 3.64 mm. Incomplete. Possible
end of a sickle blade. Triangular in shape, slightly convex back. Conserved. Cfr. Gowen 1978,
Fig. 7:1011, p.26.
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Object (E2442:206:1) Fe. L. 61.6 mm., W. 24.8 mm., Th. 4.71 mm. Incomplete. Rectangular in shape. ‘C’-shaped in section. Possible pipe fragment. Conserved.
Copper Alloy
Strip (E2442:93:3) Cu. Alloy. L. 68.46 mm., W. 12.6 mm., Th. 1.41 mm. Incomplete.
Rectangular in shape and section, ‘L’ bent. External edge is keen and slightly convex, internal
is partially damaged. Circular perforation (D. 3.02 mm.) presents at one terminal. It looks
alike a hooking pruning knife blade found in Cork (Cfr. Scully 1997a, Fig. 75:23, p.167),
even though the latter is made of iron (as copper alloy is not really used for knives and tools
in general). Medieval or Post-Medieval in date. Conserved.
Strip (E2442:191:1) Cu. Alloy. L. 28.2 mm., W. 18.9 mm., Th. 0.51 mm. Incomplete.
Strip fragment, irregular in shape and edges. Conserved.
Strip (E2442:203:2) Cu. Alloy. L. 16.17 mm., W. 2.84 mm., Th. 0.8 mm. Incomplete.
Strip fragment, rectangular in section. U-shaped bent and twisted. Conserved.
Strip (E2442:203:3) Cu. Alloy. L. 96.4 mm., W. 20 mm., Th. 1.85 mm. Incomplete.
Strip fragment, rectangular in shape, slightly narrowing at one end. Bit twisted and bent.
Three central perforations, rectangular in shape, probably for placing rivets. The raised metal
around these suggest they were punched out from the rear. Conserved.
Ring (E2442:344:1) Cu. Alloy. D. (exterior of ring) 24.1 mm., D. (of section) 3.45 mm.
Complete. Open ring, sub-circular in section. Conserved. Similar to Fig. 5.17:10, p.293 in
Carroll & Quinn 2003.
Ringed Pin (E2442:203:1) (Plate 16) Cu. Alloy. L. 55.7 mm., Th. 3.7 mm. Incomplete.
Baluster head with circular perforation. Ring sub-circular in shape (D. 17.1 mm.), partially
broken. Square terminal, decorated with two parallel carved lines. The metal is faceted on
either side of the head. Shank square in section, terminal part missing. Conserved. Pins of
this type, made of bronze, were uncovered on several excavated ringfort sites. They usually
are regarded as residual when found in contexts medieval in date. Since among the Viking
Age finds no ringed baluster-head pin occur, they tend to be considered earlier in date. Cfr.
Scully 1997a (p.275-276).
Sheet Fragments (E2442:30:1) Cu. Alloy. Average L. 31.4 mm, average W. 18.17 mm.,
Th. 0.96 mm. Incomplete. Two sheet fragments, irregular in shape and edges. Conserved.
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Stud Fragment (E2442:37:4a) Cu. Alloy. L. 9.66 mm, W. 9.38 mm, Th. 5.85 mm. Incomplete. Small plan fragment, square in shape. Tiny protuberance presents on the interior
side. Conserved.
Fragments (E2442:37:4b) Cu. Alloy. Bigger fragment: L. 24.8 mm., W. 15.25 mm., Th.
1.27 mm. Incomplete. Two small fragments of what looks like a metal sheet, They are bot subrectangular in shape. The bigger one is bent and ‘L’-shaped in section. Slightly corroded.
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Appendix 13: Post-medieval and modern pottery
By Sara Camplese
A total of 477 sherds of pottery were recovered on the site. They are all modern in date,
none of them being dated earlier than the 18th century. Pratically all the pottery sherds in the
assemblage represent tablewares.
List of Pottery by context
Context
1

15
36
40
47
176
193

194
199
203
216
305

Pottery Type
Pearlware
Transfer Printed Ware
Black Glazed Ware
Glazed Red Earthenware
Shell-edged Ware
Mottled Ware ?
Stoneware
Mochaware
Unidentified
Pearlware
Glazed Red Earthenware
Pearlware
Pearlware
Transfer Printed Ware
Black Glazed Ware
Glazed Red Earthenware
Pearlware
Black Glazed Ware
Transfer Printed Ware
Black Glazed Ware
Pearlware
Glazed Red Earthenware
Unglazed Red Earthenware
Shell-edged Ware
Unidentified
Transfer Printed Ware
Transfer Printed Ware
Shell-edged Ware
Pearlware
Pearlware
Black Glazed Ware
Unglazed Red Earthenware
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No. of Sherds
111
89
50
29
12
8
6
6
5
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
3
1
35
21
7
2
1
1
3
23
15
1
2
2
1
1

Century
From Late18th
to 20th

19th
19th
From Late18th
to 20th
19th
Late 18th /19th
From Late 18th
to 20th

19th/ 20th
19th/ 20th
19th
Late 18th /19th
19th
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List of pottery by type
Type
Mottled ware?
Black Glazed ware
Glazed Red earthenware
Unglazed Red earthenware
Pearlware
Shell-edged ware
Prattware?
Mochaware
Transfer printed ware
Stoneware
Unidentified

Tot. Sherds
8
75
31
5
158
14
2
6
164
6
8

Century
18th
18th/19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th
19th/20th
Late 19th/20th
Modern

Mottled ware
This wares are cream-buff vessels covered in a brown glaze obviously bleeding which
produces a ‘treacly’ appearance. Decoration generally takes the form of grooving which is
usually concentrated at the base and rim-upper body areas. Eight of the pottery sherds from
Loughbown I are possible mottled ware, or more likely a later imitation. They were all from
the topsoil and probably belonged to the same vessel, even though no links between the
sherds were found.
Black Glazed ware
Black wares were produced in North Wales, in Lancashire and in parts of Ireland in the
18th and 19th Centuries (Mc Cutcheon 2003). The production of black glazed storage and
food processing vessels stared during the late 16th to 17th Centuries and continued into the
20th Century. At first they were imported to Ireland, but in the middle of the 18th Century
a local production was on (Meenan 1997). The fabric is orange/dark red clay, of a less highly
fired type red earthenware. The glaze is rich in iron and looks glossy and thick. The forms
present belong to a table ware range of vessels that can be glazed internally or externally,
depending on the use.
Glazed Red Earthenware
The sherds have a hard-fired, fine fabric that is orage/red, buff or brown in colour without
any particolar inclusions. The different range of colours of the clay simply depends on the
variation of firing conditions. The pottery is usually glazed on the inner surface and present
no other decorations. The nuance of the glaze changes from a light yellow to an opaque green.
Most of the sherds belong to open vessels, like bowls (of various size), plates and pancheons.
This type of wares, also known as ‘brownwares’ were made widely in Britain and Ireland from
the late 17th to 19th Century (Cfr. Clearly 1987, pag.127).
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Unglazed Red Earthenware
This class presents the same fabric and forms of the previos one but without the glaze.
Due to the reduced size of the sherds found in Loughbown I, it is difficult to determinate if
that depends on gaps occurred during the glazing process or on the fact that the vessel were
not intended to be glazed.
Pearlware
The pearlware pottery started is development from the popular cream-coloured earthenware in the last decades of the 18Th Century. Though the fabric and the range of forms of both
wares are similar, the lead glaze used for the creamware is whiter, due to the addition of small
amounts of cobalt blue (Gahan 1997). A total of 158 sherds of pearlware were found on site;
among them mostly rim and base sherds. Probably part of them belonged to transfer printed
wares, as pearlwares are the most used in the process (see below).
Shell-edged ware
The shell-edged ware is a type of pearlware produced in the same centres in Britain already producing the former one, together with the cream-coloured earthenware. The vessels
have moulded edges covered with an all-over clear lead glaze with either cobalt blue or copper
green glazing at the edges (ibid). Twelve rim sherds from this class were identified within the
assemblage; they are decorated both in blue and green glaze.
Prattware
Also known as “Creamware”, this cream-coloured earthenware was created about 1750
in Stafforshire, England. It was popular for domestic use until the 1820’s (Cfr. http://www.
en.wikipedia.org). A clear lead glaze was applied to vessels made from clay with calcinated
flint, resulting in the characteristic cream colour (ibid, pag.151). The colour of the glaze used
can change. Two body sherds of probable prattware were found on site.
Mochaware
Mochaware is a variant of creamware beginning from the late 18th Century. It has a
characteristic decoration of tree-like patterns, produced by the reaction of a spot of acid ‘tea’
applied to the wet slip (Cfr.Rock). The name is derived from Mocha stone, an ornamental
quartz with dendric marks, mainly exported from the Red Sea port of Mocha in Yemen.
Thanks to its economical production, Mochaware had a huge diffusion during the 19th Century, when the industrial slipwares declined and became the common pottery used by the
lower classes.
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Transfer printed ware
Transfer printed ware is an earthenware decorated prior to firing. This technique developed during the later stages of the 18th Century and then was perfected in the early 19th
Century. During the process the pattern is transferred from copper plates onto the vessels by
means of specially treated issue paper. Once transferred the paper could be removed by washing. The vessel then was glazed and fired.
Initially, cobalt blue was used in all transfers, being the only colour capable of whitstanding the necessary firing temperatures and it always remained the most popular colour. However, during the 19th Century other colours were used extensively most notably black and dark
brown. Pearlware vessels were most commonly used for transfer printing. The influence of
Chinese porcelain is evident in much of the decoration (ibid, pagg.156-158).
As happened for the Mackney RF site, transfer printed ware sherds represent the largest
amount of pottery in the Loughbown I assemblage too. A total of 164 sherds were discovered,
mainly decorated in blue and dark brown but occasionally in green and red too.
Stoneware
This class of clay and ceramic is distinguished by its firing and maturation temperature
(from ca.1200°C to 1315°C), which is higher than for the earthenware pottery and makes the
stoneware recipients totally waterproof. Stoneware is usually grey or brownish in colour and
is normally covered by an opaque glaze. Six sherds of stoneware were found on site.
Unidentified
A group of eight sherds from various contexts remain unidentified as it is not possible to
assign them to any particular type. They can be considered modern in date anyway.
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Appendix 14: Clay pipes
Stems
Stems (E2442:1:54) Average L. 23.25 mm, D. 5 mm. Incomplete. Two clay pipe stems.
Stems (E2442:1:5) Average L. 33 mm, average D. 7 mm. Incomplete. Two clay pipe
stems.
Bowls*
Bowl (E2442:335:2) L. 40.04 mm. Incomplete (half part missing). Spur absent. Elongated bowl with a light milling at rim.
Bowl (E2442:60:1) L. 38 mm., D. 22 mm. Complete. Spur present but slightly damaged.
Spurred bowl with long straightish sides. Probable dating (according to shape): 17th Century.
Cfr. Lane 1997, Fig. 12:1:10, pag. 368 and Lane 2003, Fig.4.3:1:1, pag.249
* The diameter considered is the maximum diameter of the bowl. When the bowl lip is present
the diameter is taken on the rim of the bowl.
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Appendix 15: Skeletal material and wooden artefacts
By Sara Camplese
Combs
Four comb fragments were found in Loughbown I. They belong to two different combs,
as three of the bone fragments are probably all part of the same artefact. The wooden fragment (E2442:1:33) is plain and very thin. As regards the shape, it could be condidered a
Class J comb. They are single-piece, double-edged combs with wide end-teeth and straight
ends. They are usually undecorated. The first wooden comb of this type known from Ireland
was found in a probably 17th century context in Emlagh, Co.Kerry. Also the ones from English sites occurred in 16th to 17th century contexts (Cfr. Dunlevy 1988, pag.372). A similar
artefact however was also found in Cork from a late 13th/early 14th century context (Hurley
1997d, Fig. 112:9, p. 282), while a little bit different is the one from the 13th Century levels
in Waterford City (Hurley and Mc Cutcheon 1997, Fig.16:11:25, p. 586).
The other comb can be related to the Class D group. It includes composite double-edged
combs, with straight ends, wide-end teeth and thick sideplates secured by either bone pegs or
metal rivet. The fragments found in Loughbown I could belong to subgroup D1 as regards
the sideplates (trapezoidal in shape) and the size (between 90 mm and 120 mm in length
and between 40 mm and 60 mm in depth). At the same time, the shaped-end teeth are more
common among the D2 combs, as for the use of dot-in-circle decoration. Anyway in the present case the motif in question is associated with a linear one, quite usual in the first subgroup.
Two of the bone fragments present a carved decoration. Irish comb-makers usually decorated
each sideplate similarly, and although the decoration was usually confined to the sideplates
it occasionally spread onto the endplates. Only a few tools were required for comb decoration. As the average diameter of the circle of the dot-in-circle is between 2 mm and 3mm, a
compass would have been cumbersome; a centre-bit, however, would give the ‘prop’ to cut the
central deep ‘dot’ and a ‘foot’ to cut the circle (ibid). The dating of the Class D comb range
goes from 5th to 11th century. However the use of the dot-in-circle motifs suggests a possible
longer duration of this comb shape with more recent decoration. For example, as regards the
decorated bone strips in the medieval casket mounts from the excavation in Waterford City,
the more numerous examples with dot-in-circle motifs range in date from 12th to 13th century with the greatest concentration from 13th century levels (Cfr. Hurley 1997, p. 658).
Other Bone Objects
Together with the comb fragments were also found a tuning peg, a weaving tool and a
button (see catalogue below).
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Catalogue
Combs
Comb (E2442:1:33) (Plate 17) Wood. L. 44.8 mm, D. 29.7 mm., Th. 1.5 mm. Probably
Class J. Incomplete and broken. Rectangular in section. Double sided simple comb with a
flat plate. Very fine teeth density on both sides. Teeth measure 13.4 mm x 0.3 mm. Plain
surface.
Comb (E2442:93:1) (Plate 15) Bone. L. 24.5 mm, D. (full) 54 mm., Th. 3 mm. Class D.
Incomplete and broken. Rectangular in section. Double sided simple comb with five teeth
remaining (plus four broken). Teeth measure 2.7 mm. in width and between 12.5 mm. and
16 mm. in length. Part of trapeizodal sideplate secured by an iron rivet and decorated on both
sides with four dot-in-circle motifs and a set of five parallel lines. Straight ends.
Comb (E2442:93:2) (Plate 15) Bone. L. 67.5 mm, D. 24 mm., Th. 13 mm. Class D. Incomplete and broken. Double sided simple comb with 16 teeth (all broken) and various small
fragments remaining. Teeth measure 2.7 mm. in width and between 12.5 mm. and 16 mm.
in length. The two connecting trapezoidal sideplates are both decorated with a dot-in-circle
motif (with 7 dots on one side and 3 on the other). One iron rivet present. Possible link with
find E2442:93:1.
Comb Teeth (E2442:93:4) Bone. L. from 15.8 mm. to 10.07 mm., Th. 2.7 mm. Incomplete and broken. Group of ten plain comb teeth. They probably belong to a double sided
comb (E2442:93:1) from the same context.
Other Bone Objects
Tuning Peg (E2442:116:1) (Plate 24) Bone. L. 57.9 mm, D. (of shaft) 7 mm. Complete.
Circular in section. Widening to shoulder with square –sectioned head (5.2 mm). Perforation
4 mm. from end. Polished. Slender perforated peg for a stringed instrument. Dating: PostMedieval. Cfr. Hurley 1997c, Fig.106:8, p. 259 (from Skiddy’s Castle; classified as a harp peg
due to his larger size); Hurley 2003, Fig. 8.2:1:3, p. 332. The majority of tuning pegs have a
square to rectangular sectioned head, a circular sectioned shaft and a perforated end through
which the string or wire was passed. These type of keys were used to tune instruments such
as harps or fiddles. The polish is usually on the exposed surfaces and not around the centre
of the shaft. Cfr. Ibid (p. 332).
Weaving Tool/Pin Beater (E2442:250:1) (Plate 18) Bone. L. 33.2 mm., W. 10 mm.,
D. (of perforation) 3 mm. Incomplete. Upper portion rectangular in section, flattened and
perforated. Probable pin-beater. Cfr. Hurley 1997a, Fig. 17:5:19, p. 673; Hurley 1997b, Fig.
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43:6, p. 145; Hurley 2003, Fig. 8.1:6, p. 330 (dating 13th/14th century). The use of the term
“weaving tool” refers to all tools that were evidently used, or had a potential for use, in weaving including pin-beaters, needles and pins. It is difficult to distinguish pin-beaters from large
needles as needles graduate in size from large to small and their function is not necessarily apparent from the wear or polish of the object. Cfr. Hurley 1997a (p. 670) and 2003 (p.329).
Button (E2442:1:22) (Plate 25) Bone. D. 17.8 mm, Th. 1.8 mm. Complete. Circular in
shape. Simple roundel with a central perforation (D. 1 mm.). Possibly used in the reverse of
jackets as a sort of back holding button or attached to a garment by a metal eye hook. Dating:
18th/19th century. Cfr. Hurley 1997c, Fig.107:8, p.262).
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